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Summary

Notwithstanding the importance o f  real estate assets to the general economy and the significance o f 

housing assets in the balance sheets o f  households, there is a relatively small body o f research 

examining the distribution o f  returns to real estate assets and the relationship between real estate 

assets and other financial assets and macroeconomic variables. Through the use o f meta-regression 

analyzes, this thesis provides an extensive, integrated and objective review o f the existing real 

estate literature regarding the distribution o f  real estate returns and the relationship between real 

estate returns and the stock market, and also allows for an assessment o f the sensitivity o f  the 

overall estimates to variations in the underlying studies. Among other findings, it was established 

that the frequency o f  the data, the type o f  real estate asset, the type o f stock market index (large or 

small capitalization), the time period and the methodology used in the analysis all had a systematic 

effect on the results o f  studies.

Following from the meta-regression analyzes, a number o f  different areas o f  interest are empirically 

investigated over the period 1969 to 2010. The study benefits from the analyzes o f  a broad 

spectrum o f real estate assets, including various forms o f housing assets, commercial property, 

REITs and listed property companies, at a variety o f  frequencies and in four different countries, 

which includes two large economies (US and UK) and two small economies (Sweden and Ireland).'

Firstly, the statistical distribution o f  real estate returns was investigated using histograms, P-P plots 

and detrended normal P-P plots, as well as the Shapiro Wilks normality test. This analysis 

highlighted the importance o f  the information contained in higher order moments o f  real estate 

returns. Although differences existed between the various countries and property types, generally it 

is found that real estate returns are not normally distributed, a result that has important implications 

from an econometric, empirical finance and portfolio management perspective.

' A REIT (Real Estate Investment Trust) is generally a company that owns, and usually operates, income- 
producing real estate or real estate-related assets. REITs provide a way for individual investors to earn a



Secondly, the stationarity, or otherwise, o f  real estate returns was examined with the use o f  various 

unit root tests, including the Dickey Fuller test, the Kwiatkowski, Philips, Schmidt and Shin test, 

the Geweke and Porter-Hudak test and the Hylleberg Granger and Yoo test. In a market that is 

characterized by very “lumpy” assets which are not easily traded, high transaction costs, the 

absence o f futures contracts or short sales and in the case o f  housing, the consumption good nature 

o f the asset, the examination for unit root processes provides interesting information regarding the 

efficiency o f the market for different real estate assets. Furthermore, in the context o f  the severe 

real estate downturn recently experienced across much o f the developed world, the analyzes 

provides interesting evidence as to whether the fall in real estate prices, and hence household 

permanent income and consumption, are permanent or mean-reverting. Generally, it is found that 

commercial real estate returns in the UK and Ireland are unit root processes, while securitized real 

estate returns in the US, UK and Sweden do not contain a unit root. Testing for units roots in 

housing data was less conclusive, both within and between countries.

Finally, the dynamic interdependencies between the real estate, stock and bond markets and a 

number o f  macroeconomic variables is investigated through the use o f vector autoregressive and 

cointegrating models. Impulse response functions and variance decomposition analyzes are used to 

examine the response o f the system to particular initial shocks and to decompose the forecast error 

variance into the part due to each o f  the innovation processes. Structural moving average models 

are employed to investigate the effect o f  transitory and permanent shocks to variables in the system. 

Significant interrelationships are found between the real estate markets and the stock market, and to 

a lesser extent between the real estate market and the bond market. Strong linkages are also 

uncovered between the macroeconomic variables and the asset markets. Interesting differences 

emerge in the nature o f the relationships observed across different property types and different 

countries.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

The purpose o f this study is threefold. Firstly, to comprehensively analyze the distribution o f  real 

estate returns, which includes the examination o f higher order moments. Secondly, to study the 

stationarity, or otherwise, o f real estate returns and to test for the presence o f unit roots in the series. 

Thirdly, to empirically analyze o f the relationship between returns on the real estate market, stock 

market and bond market. Long and short run dynamic interdependencies between the markets are 

investigated. Cointegration analysis is used to explore long run interrelations between the markets.

Despite the importance o f real estate assets to the general economy and households’ assets portfolia

as highlighted in Gurdgiev (2006), surprisingly little is known o f the distribution o f real estate

returns and how such assets interact with other macroeconomic variables. Unlike stock and bond

returns, the statistical distribution o f  real estate returns is not widely researched and remains a

matter o f debate. As real estate assets regularly form part o f a diversified portfolio, along with

stocks, bonds, commodities and other assets, returns to real estate are often analyzed within the

context o f  traditional asset pricing theories which assume normally distributed returns and therefore

focus only on the first two moments, ignoring skewness and kurtosis. However, as with other

assets, estimation and forecasting accuracy o f  real estate returns relies on correct specification o f

the distribution. From an econometric, empirical finance and portfolio management perspective

higher order moments have been shown to be extremely important and the pricing o f risk based

exclusively on the second moment can be very misleading. From a statistical perspective, the

assumption o f  normality o f  the data series underlies parametric statistical tests and if  this does not

hold, interpretation and inference may be invalid and unreliable. There is little, if  any, concrete

analysis o f  what factors affect the degree o f non-normality, or what are the features o f  studies in
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which instances o f normally distributed returns are found (such as, for example, in Lizieri et al., 

2001; Seiler et al., 1999; Brown and Matysiak, 2000). Chapter 2 provides a discussion on the theory 

o f  asset return distributions and, in particular, real estate returns distributions. Chapter 3 gives an 

account o f the literature regarding real estate returns distributions and asset returns distributions in 

general. In Chapter 4, a meta-regression analysis is conducted to integrate and summarise the 

existing research on real estate returns distributions. A combination o f both graphical and numerical 

methods was used to empirically examine the returns distribution of various real estate series in 

Chapter 7.

Empirical research has shown that most macroeconomic and financial time series are non-

stationary, which means that the variable has no clear tendency to revert to a constant value or a

linear trend. Non-stationary time series may be as a result o f an underlying unit root process.

Shocks to unit root processes have permanent effects that do not decay over time and hypothesis

testing using standard statistical inference may lead to entirely spurious results. Although lightly

researched, evidence o f unit roots in real estate returns series has been reported in a number of

studies. Theoretically it appears that the markets for real estate assets are less efficient than the

financial markets. Inherent features o f the real estate markets, such as high transaction costs, supply

constraints, transaction frequency, the rate o f information dissemination and the institutional

structure, intensify typical financial market inefficiencies. Forecasting accuracy is dependent on

establishing whether a time series process is difference stationary, trend stationary or a unit root

process. Furthermore, economic and finance theory often suggests that variables containing a unit

root may have a long run equilibrium relationship, which may be powerfully modeled using

cointegration techniques. A prerequisite for cointegration modeling is that the variables contain a

unit root, as otherwise cointegration tests are likely to imply cointegration exists even when no such

relationship is present. The theoretical bases for studying unit roots in assets returns series and, in

particular, real estate returns series is considered in Chapter 2. The literature regarding unit roots in
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the asset markets is discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 7, several numerical tests with different 

strengths and weaknesses were used to test for unit roots in the various real estate returns series.

Economic theory suggests that strong interdependencies and linkages should exist between the real

estate, stock and bond markets and between these asset markets and economic variables, such as

interest rates, GPD, inflation and construction costs. Causal linkages between the stock, bond and

housing markets would be expected due to wealth effects on consumption and investment from the

appreciation o f  an asset class, strategic portfolio allocation where appreciation in one asset class is

associated with an increase in demand for the other asset classes, feedback effects which can cause

negative short-term correlations between different asset price changes as high returns on an asset in

the past increase the backward-looking investor’s expectation o f  future returns on the asset and the

“flight to quality” movement during periods o f  uncertainty which can cause bond prices and the

prices of other riskier assets to move in opposite direction. There is much disagreement in empirical

literature regarding the nature o f  the relationship between real estate prices and other asset classes,

most notably, the stock market. Evidence is mixed as to whether such a relationship actually exists,

and where one is found as to the size and direction o f the relationship and its econometric

properties, such as, for example, dynamic stability. The lack o f  an extended period o f  analysis and

the omission o f structural change periods in existing literature has led to conftision regarding the

nature o f any relationship. Despite the significance o f such relationships for investors, policy

makers and the general economy relatively little empirical research looks at how these variables

interact, particularly for small economies and for non-securitized real estate. Chapter 2 discusses

the theoretical relationship between real estate and other economic variables. In Chapter 3, the

literature on the relationship between real estate market and the financial asset markets is reviewed.

Meta-regression analyzes o f the existing literature are conducted in Chapter 4, in order to fiirther

examine specific questions relating to the relationship between real estate and the stock market. In

Chapter 8, the dynamic interdependencies between asset markets and economic variables are
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empirically analyzed through the application o f vector autoregression models and vector error 

correction models, according to the order o f integration o f the variables. Impulse response functions 

are used to examine the responses o f the system to particular initial shocks, while variance 

decomposition analysis is used to decompose the forecast error variance into the part due to each of 

the innovation processes. Structural moving-average models are employed to examine the effect o f 

transitory and permanent shocks to variables in the system. Correlation analysis is conducted as an 

initial step to provide a preliminary view o f the contemporaneous linkages between the asset 

markets and the control variables.

This study makes a number o f  contributions to the body o f finance and economics literature, 

particularly real estate finance and economics. First, a broad spectrum o f real estate asset classes, 

including housing, commercial property, REITs and listed property companies, is used in the 

analyzes.^ Within these broad real estate asset classes, a number o f  different types o f  real estate 

series were examined. These ranged from, for example, seasonally-adjusted to non-seasonally 

adjusted, new versus secondhand and various types o f  commercial property such as retail, 

industrial, office and all property. This allows for meaningful comparisons in terms o f distribution, 

stationarity and linkages with stock and bond markets between the different real estate asset classes, 

which were not previously available with a single study.

Secondly, the analysis examines data fi'om four different countries -  the US, UK, Sweden and

Ireland. This allows for an assessment o f the similarity or divergence in the real estate asset

properties between large economies, such as the US, and small open economies, such as Ireland.

The UK was chosen for analyzes as it is Ireland’s closest neighbour and because o f the good

 ̂A  REIT (Real Estate Investment Trust) is generally a company that owns, and usually operates, incom e- 

producing real estate or real estate-related assets. REITs provide a way for individual investors to earn a 
share o f  the incom e produced through commercial real estate ownership without having to actually go out and 
purchase commercial real estate, (U .S. Securities and Exchange Com m ission, 2013). Further details on REITs 
is given in Chapter 5.
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availability o f  real estate data and the relatively large proportion o f real estate literature focused on 

the UK economy. Being a large economy, the UK is also useful in comparisons with the large US 

economy. Sweden was selected for analyzes because it is a relatively small economy in Europe, 

providing a usefiil comparison to Ireland, and because it had quite good house price data compared 

to other small economies in Europe. Furthermore, there is very little in-depth research conducted on 

real estate returns and the relationship between returns to this asset and returns to other asset classes 

in small economies. The vast majority o f existing real estate research is based on US data, and to a 

lesser extent UK data. Therefore, this research makes a meaningftil contribution to the body o f real 

estate research for small economies.

Thirdly, in the empirical analyzes o f  this study a variety o f  different data frequencies are generally 

used. Much o f the analyzes are conducted at a monthly, quarterly and annual frequency. This level 

o f  thorough analyzes uncovers important differences in findings. Existing real estate research 

generally only examines the data at the single frequency, which potentially hides significant 

information and can cause bias in the results.

Fourthly, an extensive review o f the literature is conducted, in particular this includes meta

regression analyzes o f  the literature on the distribution o f  real estate returns and on the relationship 

between real estate returns and stock market returns, contained in Chapter 4. This is a framework 

which enables a systematic and objective review o f the diverse existing research. There are now a 

small number o f  meta-regression analyzes in the area o f  real estate finance and economics but this 

appears to be the first to consider the return distribution and the relationship between real estate and 

the stock market. In an economically and financially important area o f study, where there is little 

research on the causes o f non-normality in real estate returns and little consensus on the nature o f 

the relationship between the real estate market and the stock market, not least the factors

influencing this relationship, this analysis provides a significant step forward in the research.
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Chapter 2: 

Theoretical Context

2.1 Distribution of Real Estate Returns

Stock returns are often assumed to be symmetric in traditional financial models, see for example, 

Markowitz (1952), Sharpe (1964) and Black and Scholes (1973). A prerequisite for the use o f the 

well-known Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), developed by Markowitz (1952), is either that 

the relevant distribution o f asset returns be normally distributed or that investor’s utility is a 

function o f  only the first two moments.

M arkowitz’s idea for maximizing the mean while minimizing the variance o f  a portfolio derives 

from the concept that investors prefer higher expected returns and lower risk. Harvey et al. (2010) 

discuss the extension o f this theory, whereby, ceteris paribus, investors prefer a high probability of 

an extreme event in the positive direction than a high probability o f an extreme event in the 

negative direction. Markowitz (1952b) and Arrow (1971) argue that utility functions should 

demonstrate decreasing absolute risk aversion, indicating that investors have a preference for 

positively skewed returns. Empirical evidence o f investors preference for positively skewed returns 

has been documented by, for example. Levy and Samet (1984), Sortino and Price (1994) and 

Sortino and Forsey (1996). An asset pricing model developed by Harvey and Siddique (2000) 

demonstrates that an investor may be willing to accept a negative expected return in the presence o f 

high ex-ante positive skewness. This implies that investors may be willing to trade some o f their 

average expected return for a reduced chance that they will experience a large fall in their wealth, 

which could significantly decrease their level o f  consumption, (Harvey et al., 2010).
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Fang and Lai (1997) and Hwang and Satchell (1999) fiirther extend the three-moment CAPM by 

arguing that investors will not only accept lower expected returns in exchange for having the 

benefit o f  increasing the systematic skewness, but they also require higher expected returns for 

bearing the systematic covariance and kurtosis risk. Dittmar (2002) explores a non-linear pricing 

kernel and discovers that investors require a premium to hold securities with leptokurtic return 

distributions. Scott and Horath (1980) posit that investors have a negative preference for the second 

and higher even moments and a positive preference for the third and higher odd moments o f return 

distributions. Kurtosis is generally thought o f  in terms o f the peakedness o f  the return distribution. 

However, it also reflects the presence o f fat tails, or conceptually the volatility o f  volatility. Risk 

adverse investors usually prefer to avoid excessive kurtosis, although a large positive skewness 

combined with excess kurtosis can be beneficial, (You and Daigler, 2007).

There have been many papers which examined return asymmetries from a theoretical perspective,

see for example, Kraus and Litzenberger (1976), Bates (1996), Hwang and Satchell (1999), Harvey

and Siddique (1999), Harvey and Siddique (2000) and Dittmar (2002). Brounen et al. (2008)

propose that this theoretical analysis can be divided into various categories. Rational models with

incomplete information aggregation propose that investors are imperfectly informed and through

the process o f trading information is brought out which causes prices to change in the absence of

news arrivals, (Grossman, 1988; Gennotte and Leland, 1990; Jacklin et al., 1992; Romer, 1993).

The volatility feedback studies relate return asymmetries to changes in market volatility. This

concept is based on the assertion that news signals market volatility and market volatility merits a

risk premium, reducing the impact o f good news relative to bad news and causing returns to be

negatively skewed, (Pindyck,, 1984; French et al., 1987; Campbell and Hentschel, 1992).

Behavioural models attribute return asymmetries to large price shocks caused by radical shifts in

investor sentiment, (Shleifer and Summers, 1990). An alternative explanation for large price

movements which focuses on the information content o f trades is found in the investor
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heterogeneity theory o f Hong and Stein (2003). This theory suggests that high trading volumes lead 

to greater negatively skewed returns because some investors face short-sale constraints so that 

previously concealed information is revealed during market declines. The model follows the 

volume-volatility literature, in which the level o f  trading volume proxies for the extent o f 

differences in investor opinions regarding the fundamental value o f stocks, (Clark, 1973; Epps and 

Epps, 1976; Tauchen and Pitts, 1983; Harris and Raviv, 1993; Shalen, 1993).

The theories o f return asymmetries presented above are relevant to real estate asset returns, as they 

are to other asset categories and other industry sectors. However, there are specific features o f  the 

real estate assets that may give rise to increased skewness and kurtosis. Bond and Patel (2003) 

argue that the use o f long-term contracts in the UK commercial property market, generally with 

embedded upward only rent reviews, causes the payoffs associated with holding commercial 

property to be skewed. Although a property company may hold hundreds or even thousands such 

contracts and the impact o f any individual contract on the overall returns o f the company is likely to 

be small, because these lease contracts are so common they may have a systematic impact on the 

returns o f  the company. Brounen et al. (2008) attribute the asymmetry in returns o f  real estate 

securities to the highly illiquid underlying portfolio o f assets. This increases the kurtosis o f  property 

share returns, particularly in the left tail, because in times o f  crisis real estate portfolio managers 

have limited ability to adjust their portfolio holdings in order to adapt to the changing 

circumstances. This potentially leaves real estate securities highly exposed to market downturns 

and extreme negative returns.

It is commonly accepted that appraisal smoothing is the reason for the apparently low dispersion in

the return distributions o f commercial real estate, (Lai and Wang, 1998). Unlike stock and bond

market prices which are easily observed, measuring asset price movements in real estate markets is

especially difficult as the assets are highly heterogeneous and infrequently traded. Furthermore, real
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estate markets are dominated by private and negotiated transactions o f entire assets, as opposed to 

public auctions o f  homogeneous shares as in the stock and bond markets, (Gatzlaff and Geltner, 

1998). The most commonly used indices o f investment performance o f commercial real estate are 

the NCREIF Property Index in the US and Investment Property Databank (IPD) indices which are 

calculated for approximately twenty countries around the world, both o f which are appraisal based. 

The arguments put forward to explain the “smoothed” or “ lagged” representation o f the asset price 

movements in the commercial property market that the index is assumed to represent is based on 

certain assumed appraisal behavior, (Lai and Wang, 1998). Geltner (1989) explained that because 

appraisers are reluctant to alter the appraisal values o f previous appraisal reports, the variance of 

appraisal based returns will be reduced.

2.2 Unit Roots in Real Estate

Unit root testing is o f paramount importance in the analysis o f  macroeconomic and financial time 

series. Price series with unit roots are an indication o f market efficiency and agents who form 

expectations rationally, (Cunningham, 1993). The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) and its 

validity for several asset markets has been the topic o f numerous finance publications since the 

papers o f  Fama (1965, 1970) first approached the issue. An efficient market is one that reflects 

available information. The EMH can be distinguished into three versions, which differ according to 

their ideas o f  what is meant by the term “all available information”. The weak-form EMH asserts 

that stock prices already reflect all information that is available from historical market trading data, 

such as past prices and trading volume. This theory implies that investors cannot earn excess 

returns by developing and using trading strategies based on technical analysis. The semi-strong 

EMH states that stock price already reflects all publically available information regarding the 

prospects o f  the firm, such as fijndamental data on the firm’s product line and earnings forecasts.
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The strong-form EMH asserts that stock prices already reflect all information relevant to the firm, 

even that which is only available to company insiders.

There are many reasons to believe that the markets for real estate assets, particularly houses and 

unsecured commercial real estate, are less efficient than are financial markets. High transaction 

costs in relation to single-family homes are discussed by Case and Shiller (1989). Selling real estate 

usually involves a relatively high brokerage commission which covers sellers’ search costs. As 

properties are heterogeneous, buyers incur high search costs. Investors’ gains from price 

appreciation are subject to capital gains tax. While those buying a property to live in must consider 

the costs o f moving. Capozza et al. (2004) also asserts that housing is highly heterogeneous causing 

participants to have difficulty assessing the instantaneous “true” price for any given property. 

Usually, an optimal “appraisal” weights current and past transactions prices o f similar properties, 

which consequently means that transaction frequency can affect the rate o f information 

dissemination in a housing market, (Quan and Quigley, 1991). Capozza et al. (2004) asserts that 

supply constraints for new housing, such as high construction costs, restrictive planning regulations 

and shortage o f  available land, can reduce the ability o f  builders to respond quickly to demand 

shocks. Furthermore, Case and Shiller (1989) point out that the institutional structure o f  the housing 

market makes it initially appear as though exploiting market inefficiencies would be difficult. In the 

housing market, as with the market for unsecuritized commercial real estate, there is no market for 

futures contracts and there are no short sales so that there are no profitable opportunities to exploit 

if  the market is expected to decline.

An important implication o f  the data generating process which house prices follow is the response

o f house prices to exogenous shocks. If house price changes revert to the mean or trend, then

exogenous shocks are mainly transitory and in the long run house prices will not be affected by the

shock. Canarella et al. (2010) asserts that frend reversion in house prices is consistent with long run
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competitive market adjustment. A positive demand shock will cause a temporary increase in house 

prices due to the short run inelastic supply. However, in the long run after allowing for inflation, 

house prices should return to their trend, exhibiting stationarity. By contrast, a non-stationary time 

series does not return to a long run trend following an exogenous shock. Furthermore, Canarella et 

al. (2010) argues that the macroeconomic implications o f  changes in house prices and housing 

wealth, particularly in relation to aggregate consumption, depend largely on whether those changes 

are permanent or transitory. If house prices are non-stationary, a shock will lead to a permanent 

change in house prices which will alter permanent income, and thus affect consumption. 

Conversely, if  house prices are stationary, a shock will lead to a temporary change in house prices, 

which will leave permanent income unaffected and thus have little effect on consumption.

2.3 Real Estate and Asset Market Linkages

Oikarinen (2006) discusses a number o f  reasons to assume that there are significant 

interdependencies between the financial asset markets and the housing market. It is clear that there 

are common macroeconomic factors, such as the real interest rate and inflation, affecting the prices 

o f  stocks, bonds and housing. Furthermore, a strong positive relation is likely to exist between the 

equity and housing markets because both are significantly affected by current and expected income. 

However, this relationship may have weakened in recent years due to the increasing influence o f 

international investors on national stock markets. There are also a variety o f reasons why causal 

linkages exist between stock, bond and house prices.

Firstly, appreciation o f  an asset class is associated with wealth effects on consumption and 

investment. For example, increased wealth due to house price appreciation leads to rising 

consumption and thus to growth in general economic activity. Economic activity is further 

increased by the positive link between house prices and construction activity. Growth in economic
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activity siiould then improve cash flow expectations in the stock market increasing demand for 

equity. In addition, as the collateral value o f housing grows, households’ credit constraints are 

eased. As a result, many investors are able to borrow more for investment, which may increase 

demand for stocks. However, due to the expansion in the economy real interest rates and the 

inflation rate may rise, which would lower bond prices and reduce demand for stocks and housing.

A similar process can arise because of an appreciation in stock prices, but recent research, for 

example Case et al. (2001) and Benjamin et al. (2004), suggests that the wealth effects o f  housing 

on consumption are larger than that o f the stock market. The difference in the wealth affect is due to 

the difference in the relative importance o f permanent and transitory movements in wealth at 

different forecast horizons. Most o f  the movements in housing wealth are perceived as permanent, 

while transitory shocks constitute half the movement in financial wealth. As consumption only 

responds significantly to permanent changes in wealth, the average marginal propensity to consume 

out o f  housing wealth is higher than that out o f  financial wealth.

Secondly, appreciation in one asset class can increase demand for the other asset classes because o f 

strategic portfolio allocation. As many investors try to hold a relatively fixed proportion o f one 

asset to another asset in their portfolio, if  the value o f  one asset relative to the other asset increases 

significantly, the investor has to reallocate his portfolio by selling the asset that has appreciated 

relative to the other asset, and purchasing the other asset. Therefore, price growth in one asset 

market can spread to other asset markets.

Thirdly, negative short-term correlations between different asset price changes can be caused by

feedback effects. High asset returns on an asset in the past increase the backward-looking investor’s

expectations o f future returns on the asset. This causes increased demand for the asset that has

performed relatively better in the past, while demand for other assets may fall. Chen et al. (2004)

found this kind o f phenomenon in the US markets. However, in the long-term, the speculative
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feedback effect must even out so that stock, bond and housing returns are likely to be positively 

correlated in the long-run.

Other reasons also exist to explain the occurrence o f negative short-term relations between returns 

on different asset classes. During periods o f high uncertainty, when investors become more risk 

adverse, they may adjust their portfolios to include relatively more safe assets (bonds) than risky 

assets (stocks, housing). This flight-to-quality movement may cause bond prices and the prices o f  

riskier assets to move in opposite directions.

Gyourko and Keim (1992) also argue that securitized real estate and stock markets should be co

related. In the western world, a large portion o f  a company’s value is often tied up in real estate. 

Therefore, some o f the risk in stock market returns should be associated with changes in the value 

o f company owned real estate. As a result, the part o f the real estate market risk linked to the 

general health o f  the economy should cause a positive correlation between real estate returns and 

returns on the stock market.

Long-term interdependences between the asset markets are also possible. Theoretically, there are 

reasons to believe that asset prices have long-term interdependence to the extent that they are 

cointegrated. Moreover, Oikarinen (2006) explains that common macroeconomic driving forces 

affecting the price formation o f  various asset categories may generate long-term linkages between 

different asset prices. However, several factors may disrupt the expected cointegration, for 

example, changing risk premium and changes in tax rules.

Oikarinen (2006) argues that since the housing market is not as liquid or efficient as the stock and

bond markets and price adjustment in the housing market is likely to be more sluggish, it is

generally expected that causality runs from the financial assets to the housing market. However,
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Oikarinen posits that the relationship between house prices and financial asset prices may be 

somewhat undermined due to the consumption good nature o f  housing. Since housing is a durable 

good giving utility to owner-occupiers, its pricing may differ slightly from the assets that do not 

possess such consumption nature.

Several features o f the real estate market typically prevent the rapid price adjustment to eliminate 

any arbitrage opportunities, which is seen in other markets. The absence o f  short selling and the 

significant search time and cost needed to match buyers and sellers make it extremely difficult for 

investors to act on market news immediately. Furthermore, transactions in the real estate market are 

generally lumpy and trading activities are constrained by liquidity. Homeowners usually make 

trading decisions together with their decision to move. Changes in house prices impact on 

homeowners’ equity and consequently their ability to make a deposit on a new home and to move. 

Therefore, price discovery in residential markets may be constrained by the very nature o f  price 

adjustment (Stein, 1995; Genesove and Mayer, 1997; Fu, 1996). In non-residential markets, price 

adjustment is also slow due to various factors, such as the time required to get finance and negotiate 

deals, and also the prevalence o f long-term leases.
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Chapter 3: 

Literature Review

3.1 Distribution of Real Estate Returns: Critical yet Contentious

It is commonly documented that stock returns are asymmetrically distributed, and taking account of 

the asymmetry has important implications for financial decisions, see for example, Samuelson 

(1970), Arrow (1971) and Rubinstein (1973) for theoretical considerations and Cotner (1991), 

Chunhachinda et al. (1997), Harvey and Siddique (1999), Sun and Yan (2003), Patton (2004) and 

Cappuccio et al. (2006) for empirical findings. Empirical evidence suggests that individual asset 

returns typically have heavier tails than implied by the normal distribution and have varying 

degrees o f  asymmetry, (Kon, 1984; Mills, 1995; Markowitz and Usmen, 1996; Peiro, 2002; 

Premaratne and Tay, 2002). Studies o f real estate assets have also documented non-normally 

distributed return distributions, see for example, Myer and Webb (1994), Young et al. (1996), 

Young and Graff (1995), Bond and Patel (2003) and Hutson and Stevenson (2008). Specific 

features o f  real estate assets may give rise to increased skewness and kurtosis in the return 

distribution o f these assets, (Bond and Patel, 2003; Brounen et al., 2008).

Skewness in asset returns has been shown to vary depending on the state o f  the market, (Alles and 

Kling, 1994). In a study by Hutson and Stevenson (2008), the relative performance o f  REITs 

compared to the general equity market over the periods 1996-2000 and 2000-2004 was examined. 

Using these two sub-periods enabled the investigation o f  whether time variation in skewness of 

REIT returns is linked with overall market conditions, or with the relative performance o f the real 

estate sector. The study finds that the skewness o f the S&P500 and NASDAQ indices switches 

from significantly negative during the boom o f the late 1990s to significantly positive in the bust o f
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the early 2000s, following the technology stock crash. However, REIT index skewness switches in 

the opposite direction; during the late 1990s REIT index skewness is positive but not significant, 

whereas in the early 2000s REIT index skewness switches to significantly negative. The analysis 

suggests that the time variation in skewness is largely the result of the fall in mean return for equity 

indices, and a rise in the mean return for REITs in the aftermath o f the technology crash and the 

subsequent ‘flight to quality’. Therefore, the superior post crash performance o f the REIT index 

may not be as substantial as conventional performance measures would indicate, especially 

considering investors’ preference for positive skewness. Young and G raff (1995) examined the 

return distribution o f individual properties in the Russell-NCREIF database. The study found that 

the normal distribution was inappropriate to model returns and that time-varying skewness existed 

over the period analyzed. As with previous studies. Bond and Patel (2003) found skewness in the 

returns o f securitized real estate companies in the UK, however they found limited evidence o f time 

varying skewness. When the transmission mechanism linking the skewness o f  real estate returns to 

the economic cycle, which was proxied by changes in industrial production, was examined, an 

inverse relationship was revealed. However, the results are unconvincing in establishing a 

relationship between the economic cycle and the skewness coefficient as in only three o f  the forty 

companies analyzed was the coefficient for industrial production significant at a 5 percent level.

Balke and Fomby (1991, 1994), Bradley and Jansen (1995) and Dame and Diebolt (2004) showed

that specific events can have dramatic effects on modeling macroeconomic and financial time

series. Charles and Dame (2006) argue that outliers reflect extraordinary, infrequently occurring

events or shocks, such as oil shocks, wars, financial slumps, changes to political regime, natural

catastrophes and terrorist attacks, which have important impacts on modeling macroeconomic and

financial time series. They investigate the effects o f the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on

international stock markets using outlier detecdon methodology. This methodology links the

positive or negative large shocks due to these events to the presence o f  outliers. It is demonstrated
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that international stock markets experienced large shocks, o f  both a temporary and permanent 

nature, as a result o f the terrorist attacks and its aftermath, involving abnormal returns. The study 

finds that, for the series analyzed, outliers are principally responsible for the asymmetries and also 

are a significant cause o f  excess kurtosis. Chen and Siems (2004) also demonstrated that specific 

events, such as terrorist and military attacks, can cause significant non-normal returns in capital 

markets. These results confirm the close relationship that exists between stock markets and the 

contagion effects o f  news. Furthermore, Johansen and Somette (1998) demonstrated that the largest 

stock market crashes are outliers and therefore they warned o f  the dangers o f amalgamating the 

existence o f large market crashes with the presence o f a fat tail in the distribution o f  stock market 

returns. Kim and White (2004) proposed that the effect o f  outliers is greatly magnified in the 

standard skewness calculation because each observation’s distance from the mean is raised to the 

third power. Using a series o f  stimulations it is shown that the conventional skewness measure is 

extremely biased in the presence o f a single or small group o f  outliers. In analysing daily returns on 

the S&P500 index from January 1982 to June 2001, Kim and White reveal that the skewness 

statistic for the series is -2.39, indicating severe left skewness. However, when the large negative 

return associated with the stock market crash o f 1987 is removed the statistic is reduced to -0.26, 

which now implies a relatively small degree o f  negative skewness. In a study o f  REIT returns, 

Hutson and Stevenson (2008) argue that although it is clear that index distributions show the 

‘peakedness’ that is a feature o f excess kurtosis, the symmetry issue is a lot more complex than 

commonly recognized. The study shows that index distributions are not always negatively skewed 

and asymmetry is not always driven by tail behavior. Employing interval analysis, and comparing 

the number o f  observations in the tails relative to the normal distribution, it is found that index 

distributions are typically not ‘fat tailed’ but they are however exfremely peaked in the centre 

(within a half standard deviation either side o f  the mean).
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Similar to the concept o f  time varying skewness and the effect o f outliers on macroeconomic and 

financial time series, Karoglou (2010) empirically investigates whether the stochastic process of 

stock market returns exhibit structural changes and what portion o f the observed non-normality can 

be attributed to them. Using a combination o f break date detection tests and equality o f moments 

and distribution tests, it is shown that the stochastic processes of the daily returns o f  27 OECD 

countries have changed four to seven times in a period o f twelve and a half years displaying three to 

five distinct types o f time series behavior. The study concludes that the presence o f structural 

changes, or breaks, is the primary reason for non-normalit>' in the series, while GARCH effects 

secondarily appear to also play a role.

Appraisal smoothing has been argued to lead to low dispersion in the distribution o f commercial

real estate returns, (Lai and Wang, 1998). Quan and Quigley (1991) argue that even competent

appraisers will produce smoothed return estimates if they also depend on past values to estimate the

current value. Geltner (1989, 1991) and Ross and Zisler (1991) show that the variance o f appraisal

based returns falls if  appraisers calculate current appraisal value by averaging the current and past

actual returns, rather than using the current and past appraisal values. Gatzlaff and Geltner (1998)

further consider the issue o f whether there are possible differences in the investment property

returns o f the “ institutional grade” properties, usually confined to the largest and highest quality

commercial buildings in prime city-centre locations, which are held by NCREIF members,

compared to a broader sample o f commercial properties. Using the first repeat-sales transaction

based index o f commercial property in the US, based on Florida’s Department o f Revenue data on

all properties that were sold twice over a period o f two decades, Gatzlaff and Geltner reported that

there appeared to be relatively little difference between the appraisal based and transaction based

indices in terms o f  overall performance and annual volatility. Furthermore, the price performance of

institutional grade properties o f  the transaction based index was similar to that o f the broader

population o f  Florida commercial properties. Lai and Wang (1998) demonstrate that, when both the
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appraisal based value and the true value o f properties in an appraisal based returns series are 

stochastic (the most general framework that can be used), the use o f appraisal based data should 

increase, rather than decrease, the variance o f the series.

Also studying commercial real estate returns in the US using NCREIF data, Myer and Webb (1994) 

show that non-normality in returns is reduced for longer holding periods. The quarterly returns o f 

all the real estate series examined displayed non-normality, however this was eliminated for most 

o f the series when semi-annual or annual returns were used. Although excess kurtosis tended to 

decrease for longer holding periods, skewness did not tend to decrease. Nevertheless, it was noted 

that given the short time series o f returns data available for real estate, lengthening the holding 

period will be unacceptable for many applications. Myer and Webb (1994) also demonstrated that 

analysing real returns, rather than nominal returns, slightly reduced the degree o f  non-normality o f 

the series, however considerable non-normality still existed. However, the largest reduction in non- 

normality was as a result o f correcting the real estate series for autocorrelation, but Myer and Webb 

(1994) advise that the validity o f  this correction is dubious, and in practice, it can produce 

unrealistic return series under some conditions.

3.2 Unit Root Implications for Real Estate Time Series

Time series processes that contain a unit root are an indication o f  market efficiency and agents who 

form expectations rationally, (Cunningham, 1993). There are an abundance o f studies which 

empirically demonstrate that stock markets are at least weak-form efficient. However, there is a 

only a small number o f studies that examine the EMH for real estate assets, particularly for non

securitized real estate outside o f  the US market. A widely used test o f market efficiency examines 

whether individual securities or market indices follow a random walk, (Schindler et al., 2009). A 

random walk process for a price series implies that price changes are random and unpredictable.
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Randomly evolving prices are a result o f market efficiency, as investors compete to discover 

relevant information before the rest o f the market becomes aware o f the information. Unit root tests 

and variance ratio tests are often used to examine whether a time series process is a random walk. 

However, unit root tests are vulnerable to errors due to autocorrelation caused by non-synchronous 

trading, (Schindler et al., 2009). Using stock market indices o f  real estate share prices for three 

geographical regions (Europe, Asia and North America), Kleiman et al. (2002) find evidence in 

favour o f the random walk hypothesis and weak-form market efficiency. Similarly, in a study o f 

world real estate, US real estate and world stock markets, Payne and Sahu (2004) show that each o f 

the three markets exhibits random walk behaviour. Myer et al. (1997) analyze appraisal-based 

commercial real estate wealth indices for several property types (aggregate, office, retail and 

industrial) in the US, UK and Canada. Based on unit root tests, they find evidence o f random walks 

for all series except industrial property. In a study o f  50 US states from 1976 to 1999, Munoz 

(2003) finds unit roots in the quarterly house price changes using the DF-GLS test o f Elliot, 

Rothenberg and Stock (1996). Meen (2002) examines quarterly house prices from 1976 to 1999 for 

the US and from 1969 to 1999 for the UK and finds that using the Augmented Dickey Fuller and 

Phillips Perron unit-root tests house prices in both countries had a unit root. The series were shown 

to be difference stationary and thus by implication the rate o f  return on housing, which 

approximately equals the logarithmic difference in house prices between quarters, should be 

stationary.

There are countless studies which have shown that trading systems which are based on stock

market inefficiency cannot be executed profitably when trading costs are accounted for, (Fama and

Blume, 1966). Mei and Gao (1995) demonstrate that US REIT markets exhibit specific persistence

in returns which causes the EMH to be theoretically rejected, but no trading strategies could be

derived which generate excess returns considering transaction costs. Nevertheless, in an analysis of

securitized real estate returns in fourteen countries from 1990 to 2006, Schindler et al. (2009)
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demonstrated that excess risk-adjusted returns could be earned by using past information to 

generate a trading strategy based on moving averages. The only exception was the US real estate 

market, which had the highest market capitalization and trading volume.

Capozza et al. (2004) argues that housing is highly heterogeneous causing participants to have 

difficulty assessing the instantaneous “true” price for any given property. Wheaton (1990) found 

that transaction frequency affects reservation prices in search models of the housing market, while 

later Wheaton and Lee (2008) concluded that higher sales volume always generates higher 

subsequent prices. In a study o f  62 US metropolitan areas from 1979 to 1995, Capozza et al. 

(2004), show that both information dissemination and supply factors influence the dynamics of 

house prices. Capozza et al. asserts that supply constraints for new housing, such as high 

construction costs, restrictive planning regulations and shortage o f  available land, can reduce the 

ability o f builders to respond quickly to demand shocks.

Research has shown that some macro-economic and financial time series exhibit seasonal 

movements and patterns that evolve over the observation period, in particular non-stationary 

stochastic seasonal effects, rather than traditional determinist seasonal effects, (Hylleberg et al., 

1990; Beaulieau and Miron, 1993; Ghysels, Lee and Noh, 1994). While there are several studies 

which look at determinist seasonality in the context o f real estate assets, very few studies appear to 

consider the existence o f  stochastic seasonal unit roots in real estate price data. Rosenthal (2006) 

asserted that forecasting seasonal effects is straightforward if  seasonality in house prices is 

deterministic, and investors can potentially benefit from this information. However, if seasonality 

in house prices is stochastic and seasonally integrated this implies different non-stationary 

behaviour for each season. In an earlier study o f  spatially separated house price series, Rosenthal 

(2004) found support for non-seasonal unit roots but support for seasonal unit roots at the allowed 

frequencies was insubstantial.
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Some studies have argued that the presence o f  structural breaks can distort the results o f 

conventional unit root tests, (Perron, 1989, 1997). Canarella et al. (2010) argues that tests which 

assume structural stability provide no evidence to reject the unit root hypothesis in all returns series. 

Given the recent boom and bust cycles o f the housing markets in several countries, consideration of 

structural breaks in the data may be an important factor when investigating the dynamic behaviour 

o f house prices. Canarella et al. (2010) analyzes house price returns in ten US metropolitan markets 

and the national market using the S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Indices and employing the 

Lumsdaine-Papell (1997) and Lee-Strazicich (2003) unit root tests, which allow for the e.xistence of 

endogenous structural breaks in the series, and various unit root tests developed by Elliot, 

Rothenberg and Stock (1996) and one by Ng and Perron (2001), which do no allow for structural 

breaks. The Lumsdaine-Papell tests failed to reject the null o f  a unit root for ten o f the eleven 

returns series, thus implying that house prices are /(2). Conversely, the Lee-Strazicich test indicated 

that in most cases returns to houses followed a stationary process about a segmented trend, thus 

implying that house prices are /(I). Despite the differing findings, both tests indicate that structural 

breaks exist in the returns to houses. The unit root tests without structural breaks provided strong 

evidence in favour o f a unit root in all series, including the Composite-10 Index.

3.3 Real Estate Prices and Asset Markets: a Less Defined Relationship

While there is some research on the relationship between commercial real estate and the stock 

market, research examining the relationship between the housing market and the stock market is 

limited. Research on this relationship in the setting o f  small economies is particularly sparse, with 

most o f  the research conducted for large economies such as the US, and to a less extent the UK.

The relationship between real estate and the bond market is only lightly examined.
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There is much disagreement in literature regarding the nature o f  the relationship between real estate 

prices and the stock market. As a starting point to many studies, the mostly commonly reported 

variable is the correlation between real estate returns and stock market returns. There is huge 

disparity in the size and direction o f this variable -  ranging from a negative correlation o f -0.32 

(Miles and McCue, 1984) to a positive correlation o f  0.89 (Gyourko and Keim, 1992). Very high 

correlations are mostly reported for the US (Gyourko and Keim, 1992; Brown & Matysiak, 2000; 

Clayton and MacKinnon, 2001; Ghosh et al., 1996; Mei and Lee, 1994). However, Brown & 

Matysiak (2000) reported a correlation o f 0.86 for UK commercial real estate returns. The majority 

o f  studies which found high correlations examined REIT returns or listed property company returns 

and were generally based on US data.

Studies analyzing commercial real estate returns in the US found negative to smaller positive 

correlations compared to those covering correlations between REITs and equities. Eichholtz and 

Hartzell (1996) reported a correlation o f  -0.09 between commercial real estate returns and the 

S&P500 index returns, Miles and McCue (1984) reported a correlation o f  -0.32 between 

commercial real estate returns in the East and the S&P500 index returns, Mei and Lee (1994) 

reported a negative correlation between commercial real estate returns and a large capitalization 

equity portfolio o f  -0.05 and between commercial real estate returns and a small capitalization 

equity portfolio o f  -0.04. Differences in the time period o f analysis may have a role to play in these 

results, as each o f  these studies began their analysis in the 1970s, much earlier than the vast 

majority o f other studies. Capitalization o f the stocks analyzed also appears to have a systematic 

effect on correlations observed between equities and property returns, with small capitalization 

stock returns appearing to have a higher correlation with real estate returns than large capitalization 

stocks. Mei and Lee (1994) are the only study looking at small capitalization stocks that reported a 

negative correlation (-0.04). Below a positive correlation o f 0.25 there are very few studies that 

look at small capitalization stocks.
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Similarly, significant disparity exists in the findings o f studies which estimate the effect o f  real 

estate returns on stock market returns. Tse (2001), Qikarinen (2006), Okunev et al. (2000) and 

Aperergis and McGuire (2011) find a significant inter-relationship between the two markets, while 

Quan and Titman (1997), Yunus (2008) and Beltratti and Morana (2010) find a relationship in some 

countries but not in others. However, there is still considerable disagreement between the studies 

relating to the size, direction and nature o f the relationship.

Liow and Yang (2005) find the housing and stock markets to be cointegrated, Chen et al. (2009) 

finds cointegration in some time periods, while Qkunev and Wilson (1995) believe the markets are 

fi'actionally cointegrated. In some studies, the real estate market is found to have a strong Granger 

causality effect on the stock market, with Okunev et al. (2000) reporting a stock market coefficient 

o f  1.67. However, using a similar method the findings o f  Yunus (2008) suggest that the real estate 

market does not have any Granger causality effect on the stock market.

While most o f the literature is US based, some authors have examined the relationship in an

international context, either by analyzing other countries individually or through panel data

analysis. By examining a larger set o f  countries, panel data analysis attempts to increase the number

o f observations and hence the reliability o f  the results. Mixed findings stem from such methods of

analysis. Quan and Titman (1997) find a statistically significant stock coefficient o f 0.53 when

doing a panel data analysis o f  seven Asian countries between 1979 and 1984, while the same

analysis in Europe yielded an insignificant stock coefficient. However, in a later paper by the same

authors (1999) a panel data analysis o f  six European economies between 1984 and 1996, which was

extended to include contemporaneous and lagged macro variables, revealed a stock coefficient o f

0.10, which is significant at the 10% confidence level. Cross sectional studies also produce mixed

results. Quan and Titman (1997) find mixed results when they examine the relationship between

stock returns and changes in property values and rents for different countries. The relationship is
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studied for seventeen different countries between 1977 and 1994, and for two countries, because o f 

a lack o f data, between 1987 and 1994. No relation between real estate values and rents and stock 

returns is found in the US, however significant relations are found in a number o f other countries. 

When the data is pooled for a cross sectional analysis, which allows for a longer holding period 

while still having sufficient data to examine the relationship between real estate and stock returns, a 

very strong relation between stock returns and both value changes and changes in rental rates is 

found. Over a seven year holding period, from 1988 to 1994, the stock coefficient was found to be 

0.60, both statistically and economically significant. This positive relation is mainly due to 

countries such as the U.K., Japan and a number o f smaller countries, particularly in the Asia/Pacific 

region. The relation between stock and real estate prices is significant in some countries and not in 

others. While this may be caused by fundamental differences in the structure o f the economies, it 

must be noted that the countries with the most reliable data, that is, the U.S., Australia, Canada, and 

Hong Kong, all had insignificant relations between stock and real estate prices, with the exception 

o f  the UK and Japan. However, since the common period for all seventeen countries is 1988 to 

1994, a time when most stock markets did relatively well, the results must be interpreted with a 

degree o f  caution. In their later study (1999) o f  14 different countries, cross sectional results for the 

period 1983 to 1996, with the inclusion o f macroeconomic variables, found a smaller but still 

statistically and economically significant stock coefficient o f 0.21. Analyzing Europe and Asia 

separately, over the subperiods 1984-1989 and 1991-1996, revealed a statistically and economically 

significant stock coefficient o f  0.27 in Europe and 0.17 in Asia in the earlier time period but a 

statistically insignificant coefficient in the latter period for both regions.

As with the literature on the correlation between real estate returns and stock market returns,

analyzes o f  the effect o f the real estate market on the stock market generally found the largest

positive effects in the US (Okunev et al., 2000; Liang et al., 1995; Okunev and Wilson, 1997;

Clayton and MacKinnon, 2001). However, this is not always the case as an analysis o f  the US
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market by Glascock et al. (2000) revealed that the real estate market had a statistically significant 

negative effect on the stock market o f  -2.06 between 1992 and 1996.

Studies examining the returns to REITs or listed property companies, as opposed to commercial 

property or housing assets, generally found a higher positive effect o f these real estate assets on the 

stock market. Okunev et al. (2000) found a stock coefficient o f  1.67 in a Granger causality test o f 

the effect o f  Equity REITs on the S&P500 between 1989 and 1998, significant at the 15% 

confidence level. Using a two index market mode! for the return to REITs and to the equally 

weighted NYSE/ASE market index, Liang et al. (2005) revealed a stock coefficient o f 0.87 for an 

All REIT portfolio between 1973 and early 1976, this coefficient dropped to 0.41 between 1985 

and 1989, both statistically significant. The relationship was initially stronger for Mortgage REITs, 

with a stock coefficient o f 1.08 between 1973 and early 1976, reducing to 0.34 between 1983 and 

1989, both variables are statistically significant.

Beltratti and Morana (2008) also find significant disagreement between the G-7 countries on the 

relationship between the housing and stock markets. Through forecast error variance decomposition 

analysis, Beltratti and Morana (2008), find that an expansionary house price shock leads to a rise in 

the stock market, at least in the short-term, which is significant for all countries, excluding the UK 

and the euro area when analyzed as one region. On the contrary, an expansionary stock price shock 

has mixed effects on house prices, that is, negative for the euro area, positive for the UK, Japan and 

Canada, and insignificant for the US. This phenomenon may be explained by a change in wealth 

caused by a reduction in house prices leading US investors to rebalance their portfolios, in the 

short-term, by selling stocks as well. However, a fall in stock prices would cause euro area 

investors to shift their portfolios towards the perceived safer housing market. From this analysis, it 

is the former effect that appears to be the strongest. Overall, the study finds the existence o f  an

interesting asymmetry between the impact o f  stock market shocks and impact o f real estate shocks.
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The former has almost no affect on house prices for all o f  the countries, while the latter has a 

sizeable affect on stocks prices.

Though Ludwig and Slok (2004) do not directly examine the relationship between the stock and the 

housing market, their study o f  the different effect o f  stock and house prices on consumption, for 16 

OECD countries ft-om 1960 to 2000, implies that the stock and housing markets are correlated. 

However, unlike the findings o f Beltratti and Morana (2008), the results o f Ludwig and Slok (2004) 

imply that the stock market would have a greater effect on the housing market, than vice versa. 

Furthermore, Ludwig and Slok (2004) discover the relationship o f  the stock and housing market 

with consumption has changed over time, hence the relationship between the stock and housing 

market would also have changed over time, and the strength o f the relationship varies between 

countries. In general, the analysis finds that there is a significant long-term impact from stock 

market wealth to private consumption. This relationship is found to be stronger in economies with a 

market-based financial system, such as the US and UK, than those with a bank-based financial 

system, such as most o f the continental European countries. Contrary to the studies discussed 

previously, the sensitivity o f consumption to changes in stock market wealth is found to be about 

double the size o f  the sensitivity to changes in housing wealth. There are significant short-term 

adjustments from stock prices, house prices and income on consumption, that is, consumption 

adjusts to its long-term relationship with lags. Splitting the sample into the 1980s and 1990s reveals 

that the responsiveness o f consumption to changes in stock and house prices has increased over 

time. During the period 1960 to 1984, the impact o f  rising house prices on consumption was 

actually negative. The alteration in the sign is clear evidence for changes in the financial markets, 

particularly in the mortgage markets, in the late 1980s, making it easier for homeowners to access 

their housing wealth. The significant positive wealth effects o f both the stock and housing market in 

later years suggests that they would be positively correlated with each other, the stock market

having a greater impact on the housing market than the housing market on the stock market.
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Oikarinen (2006) investigates both the long-term and short-term dynamic interdependences 

between stock, bond and housing markets in Finland, over the period 1970 to 2005, also finding a 

changing relationship between the stock and housing market. Significant co-movement is found to 

exist between the stock prices and house prices, however the strength o f the linkage has weakened 

substantially since 1993, that is, since foreign investors were permitted to freely invest in Finnish 

securities and since the alteration o f  the tax deductibility rules on mortgage interest payments. The 

longer the observation period under consideration the larger the correlation between stock and 

house price movements, indicating that there is some kind o f  lead-lag relation between the markets. 

Further analysis shows that the correlation between current house prices changes and one quarter 

lagged stock price growth is larger than the contemporaneous quarterly correlation between housing 

and stock appreciation.

Taking a different approach, Borio and McGuire (2004) studies the relationship between housing 

and equity markets, focusing particularly on “extreme events”, in the form on major peaks and 

troughs in the prices o f the two assets, the associated booms and busts, and their association with 

unusually large fluctuations in credit. Over the period 1970 to 1999, it is discovered that equity 

price peaks tended to be followed by housing price peaks, with an average lag length o f  around two 

years. Housing price peaks tended to occur in the wake o f  relatively buoyant economic activity, 

especially if  this had been accompanied by financial imbalances, such as unusually rapid and 

sustained credit and equity price growth. Rising interest rates appear to have played an important 

role in bringing about the peak in housing prices. The subsequent fall in house prices seems to have 

taken on a life o f  its own, largely determined by the size o f  the previous boom and, sometimes, 

exacerbated by the build-up o f  financial imbalances during the boom period.
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3.4 Econometric Considerations

As discussed above, there are a number o f studies on the correlation between commercial real estate 

and equity markets. However, contemporaneous correlations can give misleading evidence on the 

strength o f  the relationship between the markets, (Oikarinen, 2006). For example, Ng and Fu 

(2000), finds that real estate market inefficiency weakens the correlation between the real estate and 

stock markets. Ng and Fu (2000) develop a methodology to discover asset price response to news in 

the framework o f the Campbell-Shiller log-linear present-value equation. The results show that 

slow price adjustment induces high serial auto-correlation in real estate excess returns and dampens 

the volatility and correlation with other asset returns. Using Hong Kong real estate and stock 

market data, from the la.st quarter o f  1979 to the last quarter of 1998, it is found that the quarterly 

real estate price only incorporates around half o f the effect o f market news, whereas the quarterly 

stock price assimilates the news fully.

Moreover, as previously noted, there are also other reasons causing dynamic interdependence 

between the real estate and stock markets. However, research on the longer-term relationship 

between the real estate and equity markets is still relatively limited. Furthermore, there is a 

substantial lack o f agreement regarding cointegration o f the markets. Evidence on the existence and 

the form o f cointegration between the markets varies between studies and across time.

Oikarinen (2006) investigates the long-term interrelations between the stock, bond and housing 

markets in Finland, between 1970 and 2005. Evidence suggests the stock and housing markets were 

cointegrated before foreign investors were permitted to freely invest in Finnish securities and 

before the alteration o f the tax deductibility rules on mortgage interest payments, that is, 1970 to 

1992. The findings indicate that stock price movements caused house price changes prior to 1993, 

but not vice versa. Interestingly, it is found that the interaction between the stock and housing
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markets has weakened following the liberalisation of the financial market in Finland. The 

weakening o f  the co-movement o f the markets is likely to be permanent, as the housing market is 

and always will be local, while the stock market is driven by global forces.

Chen et al. (2009) also finds a change in the relationship between the stock and real estate market in 

China, when investigating the volatility transmission relationship between the markets, over the 

period May 2001 to September 2008. The timeframe is divided into two separate spans, from May 

2001 to December 2006 and from February 2007 to September 2008. The division in the timeframe 

is made because the data reveals that the fluctuation o f  the two markets presented different variation 

trend at the point o f  2007 and at that point, according to Wang (2008), citizens’ investment pattern 

changed from a rational approach to an irrational approach, from an income-based model to a 

deposit-based model. In the first time period, there exists a long-run stable equilibrium relationship 

between the two markets with unidirectional granger causality from the real estate market to the 

stock market. The analysis suggests that the real estate market led the stock market over this period. 

As real estate prices rose steadily, the capital flowed from the stock market to the real estate market. 

Impulse response functions reveal that positive fluctuant growth o f the real estate market will lead 

to negative fluctuant growth o f the stock market, and vice versa. However, the real estate market 

has a much more powerful influence over the stock market than the stock market has over the real 

estate market. While in the second period, there is no cointegrating relationship between the real 

estate market and the stock market. This indicates that the range and intensity o f  the volatility in the 

two markets are not equal. Impulse response fianctions show that positive fluctuant growth o f  the 

real estate market will promote positive fluctuant growth o f  the stock market, and vice versa. 

However, in this case, the influence o f the stock market is stronger than that o f the real estate 

market.
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Apergis and Lambrinidis (2007) explores that relationship between the stock market and the real 

estate market in the US and UK over the period 1985 to 2006. From cointegrating vectors, real 

estate prices are found to clearly exert a positive and statistically significant effect on stock prices. 

Error correction causality methodologies show that there exists feedback between the two markets. 

The causality from the stock market to the real estate market suggests that the implied wealth effect 

from the stock market capitalization growth led to increased real estate investment.

Tse (2001) studies the impact o f property prices on stock prices in Hong Kong between 1974 and 

1998. The study finds that residential and office property prices and stock prices series are 

cointegrated over this period, and an impulse response function may be employed to examine the 

dynamic relationships between real estate and common stock prices. Interestingly, it is discovered 

that a disturbance originating from office property market appears to have a very small effect on the 

stock market, whereas a disturbance from the stock market has a positive effect on the residential 

and office property prices. It is found that although changes in expectations is an important 

determinant o f  the short-run correlation between property and stock prices, the long-run positive 

correlation is attributable to economic fundaments that impact on both property and stock prices. 

Real estate related firms account for over 30 percent o f Hong Kong's stock market capitalization 

and therefore the real estate markets are major determinants o f  changes in common stock prices. 

The study finds that the impact o f  residential property prices on common stock prices is in excess 

o f  127 percent o f  the impact o f  office prices on stock prices. While this may be the caused by the 

focus o f  most Hong Kong developers on residential, rather than office real estate developments, the 

results indicate that changes in stock prices tend to move with changes in residential and office 

property prices in the long run.

Liow and Yang (2005) explores whether securitized real estate and stock markets have long-term

co-memories and the implications for short-term adjustment in four major Asian economies (Japan,
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Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia). The analysis reveals that there exists at least a linear long

term equilibrium relationship across securitized real estate price, common stock price, inflation, 

gross domestic product, money supply, short-term interest rate and exchange rate in all four 

economies. This suggests that the real estate and stock markets are exposed to economic conditions 

and interact with each other within the economic framework o f the particular countries. Fractional 

cointegration is discovered between the securitized real estate and stock markets o f  Singapore and 

Hong Kong. For these countries this implies that securitized real estate and common stock are quite 

substitutable assets over the long-term and these assets should not be held together in a portfolio for 

diversification purposes.

Okunev and Wilson (1995) argue that a non-linear test, which allows for a stochastic trend term 

instead o f a deterministic drift term, should be used to test whether the real estate and equity 

markets are cointegrated. This would enable the stochastic nature o f the equity market to be 

incorporated into the model. They use such a non-linear model to test for cointegration between the 

markets and the results are compared to those obtained using conventional cointegration tests. The 

non-linear model finds that the real estate and equity markets are fractionally integrated, whereas 

the linear cointegration tests deem the markets to be segmented. The discrepancy between the two 

models may be due to the underlying assumption that the markets are linearly related for 

cointegration. Tests for cointegration may reject that the markets are related if  the relationship is in 

fact non-linear. Although the markets are partially integrated in the non-linear model, the extent of 

the mean reversion between the two markets is fairly slow and deviations between the two markets 

can be prolonged.

Okunev et al. (2000) examines the causal relationship that exists between the US real estate market

(Equity REITs) and the S&P500 stock market, during the period 1972 to 1998. As the real estate

market is often viewed as being not as liquid or efficient in price adjustment compared to the stock
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market, it is generally thought that causal relation is most likely to flow from stocks to real estate. 

Okunev et al. (2000) find that linear causality tests generate spurious results indicating that 

causality flows from real estate to stock markets, despite no evidence o f any long-term linear 

relationship. This is likely to be due to the presence o f structural breaks within the time series and a 

non-linear cointegrating relationship between the markets. Moreover, non-linear causality tests 

suggest the existence o f a strong unidirectional relationship that runs from the stock market to real 

estate market, and is consistent with any structural breaks in the series.

3.5 Country-Specific Components of the Study

There is a severe lack o f research relating to the Irish economy, particularly the housing market. 

House prices increased rapidly in the late 1990s and the first half o f  this decade, and construction 

investment as a portion o f GNP grew from about 6 percent in 1996 to approximately 25 percent in 

2006. Considering the weight o f  house building in total economic activity, the deceleration in the 

construction sector has acted as a formidable drag on overall economic growth. The slowdown in 

the rate o f economic growth in the second half o f  2007 was mainly attributed to the contraction in 

housing construction. The turmoil in the international financial markets that emerged in 2007, and 

worsened in 2008, also accentuated Ireland’s economic and financial challenges. In 2008 output 

took its first fall since 1983, and the recession deepened in the forthcoming years. The ESRI (2012) 

estimate that between 2008 and 2011 real GDP declined by 6.7 percent, while real GNP declined by 

11.9 percent. Considering the severity o f the economic challenges still facing the Irish economy, 

and the importance o f  the housing and financial markets to the overall economic performance o f the 

economy, it is vital that there is a clear understanding o f  the relationship between the stock and 

housing markets. The linkages between these markets, both short-term and long-term, both directly 

and via their impact on consumption and wealth, must be analyzed.
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As both stock market wealth and housing wealth in Ireland has fallen dramatically over the past 

five years, the impact on consumption spending has been severe, further deepening the recession. 

Kishor (2007) employs a long-term equilibrium relationship between consumption and various 

components o f wealth to estimate the impact o f  changes in housing wealth and financial wealth on 

consumption in the US. Macro level flow o f funds data, from the first quarter o f 1952 to the third 

quarter o f  2002, is used in the analysis. It is shown that on average a dollar increase in housing 

wealth is associated with a seven cent increase in consumption, while a dollar increase in financial 

wealth is associated with only a three cent increase in consumption. This finding is consistent with 

other literature on wealth effects (Chirinko er al., 2004; Carrol er al., 2006), explaining that a real 

estate shock has a larger affect on consumption than a stock market shock, due to the greater 

proportion o f wealth invested in the real estate market than in the stock market for the countries 

studied. Furthermore, Lettau and Ludvigson (2004) argue that a small fraction o f  variation in 

household net worth is related with variation in aggregate consumer spending, because most o f  the 

quarterly fluctuations in asset values are due to transitory innovations, primarily due to fluctuations 

in the stock market, that have no association with consumption. Only permanent changes in wealth, 

mainly determined by shocks to non-stock wealth, are associated with movements in consumption. 

Kishor (2007) finds that the relative importance o f the permanent component of housing wealth has 

grown over the past thirty years. The strong consumption growth in the US during the 2001 

recession, despite falling financial wealth, can be explained by the increasing housing wealth and 

therefore the net effect on consumption was positive as the marginal propensity to consume out o f 

housing wealth is higher than that out o f financial wealth. Unfortunately, there is not such a cushion 

for the Irish economy, as both housing and financial wealth are falling together.

The importance o f  sectoral study o f the economy is shown by Hong et al. (2002), who finds that the

gradual diffusion o f information across asset markets leads to cross asset return predictability. Over

the period 1972 to 2001, it is found that out o f thirty-four industry portfolios, thirteen, including
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commercial real estate and financial, lead the market by one month. Even after including a number 

o f well-known proxies for risk and liquidity in the regressions, the predictability o f  these thirteen 

industry portfolios remains statistically significant. Furthermore, the ability o f  these industries to 

lead the market is also economically significant. The commercial real estate and financial industries 

are among the strongest predictors o f  returns. It is found that the ability o f  an industry to lead the 

market is closely correlated with its propensity to forecast market fundamentals such as industrial 

production growth. These findings suggest that the market incorporates information contained in 

industry returns concerning its fundamentals only with a lag since information diffuses only 

gradually across asset markets.

3.6 Literature Review in Summary

It is commonly recognized that stock returns are non-normally distributed and this has important 

implications for financial decisions, see for example Samuelson (1970), Arrow (1971), Rubinstein 

(1973), Cotner (1991), Harvey and Siddique (1999), Patton (2004), Cappuccio et al. (2006), Peiro 

(1999; 2002) and Premaratne and Tay (2002). Studies o f  real estate assets have also documented 

non-normally distributed return distributions, see for example, Myer and Webb (1994), Young et al. 

(1996), Young and G raff (1995), Bond and Patel (2003) and Hutson and Stevenson (2008). Time 

variation in skewness in real estate returns is examined by Hutson and Stevenson (2008), Young 

and G raff (1995) and Bond and Patel (2003) with mixed results emerging from the studies. Specific 

events can have dramatic effects on modeling macroeconomic and financial time series, see for 

example Balke and Fomby (1991, 1994), Bradley and Jansen (1995) and Dame and Diebolt (2004). 

Charles and Dame (2006) find that outliers are principally responsible for the asymmetries and are 

also a significant cause o f excess kurtosis. Skewness in asset returns has been shown to vary 

depending on the state o f  the market, (Alles and Kling; 1994). Karoglou (2010) concludes that the 

presence o f stmctural changes, or breaks, are the primary reason for non-normality in the series.
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Specific features o f real estate assets may give rise to increased skewness and kurtosis, (Bond and 

Patel, 2003; Brounen et al., 2008). Appraisal smoothing is frequently cited as the reason for the 

apparently low dispersion in return distribution o f  commercial real estate, (Lai and Wang, 1998). 

The degree o f non-normality in real estate returns has also been found to be affected by the length 

o f the holding period and whether real or nominal returns are studied, see for example Myer and 

Webb (1994).

Evidence o f unit roots in real estate time series has been documented in research by Payne and 

Sahu (2002), Myer et al. (1997), Munoz (2003) and Meen (2002). However, Mei and Gao (1995) 

demonstrate that US REIT markets exhibit specific persistence in returns which causes the EMH to 

be theoretically rejected, but no trading strategies could be derived which generate excess returns. 

Analysing securitized real estate returns, Schindler et al. (2009) demonstrated that excess risk- 

adjusted returns could be earned by using past information to generate a trading strategy based on 

moving averages. Research has shown that some macro-economic and financial time series exhibit 

seasonal movements and patterns that evolve over the observation period, in particular non- 

stationary stochastic seasonal effects, rather than traditional determinist seasonal effects, (Hylleberg 

et al., 1990; Beaulieau and Miron, 1993; Ghysels, Lee and Noh, 1994). Studying spatially separated 

house price series, Rosenthal (2004) found support for non-seasonal unit roots but support for 

seasonal unit roots at the allowed frequencies was insubstantial. Structural breaks have been shown 

to distort conventional unit root tests, (Perron, 1989, 1997; Canarella et al., 2010).

There is a lack o f  agreement regarding international evidence on the link between real estate and

equity prices. Quan and Titman (1997) find a significant relationship in some countries, particularly

smaller countries, but not in others. Beltratti and Morana (2010) discover that real estate shocks

have a significant impact on the stock market, in all countries, apart from in the UK and in the euro

area taken as one region. Oikarinen (2006) finds significant co-movement between stock prices and
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house prices, with stocic price movements causing house price changes prior to 1993, but not vice 

versa. The findings o f Ludwig and Slok (2004) suggest that the stock and housing market are 

positively correlated in recent years, with the stock market having a greater impact on the housing 

market than vice versa. Borio and McGuire (2004) clearly find that the stock market leads the 

housing market.

Existing real estate research also exhibits a lack o f  agreement regarding cointegration in the data. 

Oikarinen (2006) discovers that housing and stock markets in Finland were cointegrated prior to the 

liberalisation o f  the Finnish financial market in 1993, but not afterwards. Chen et al. (2009) 

uncovers a cointegrating relationship between the stock market and real estate market in China 

between mid-2001 and the end o f  2006, with unidirectional granger causality from the real estate 

market to the stock market. However, between early 2007 and the September 2008 no cointegrating 

relationship is evident. Apergis and Lambrinidis (2007) determine that real estate prices and equity 

prices in the US and UK are cointegrated, with real estate prices clearly having a positive and 

statistically significant impact on stock prices. Tse (2001) finds that residential and office property 

prices and stock prices in Hong Kong are cointegrated over the period 1974 to 1998. Liow and 

Yang (2005) discover at least a linear long-run equilibrium relationship between securitized real 

estate prices and stock prices in four major Asian economies. Okunev and Wilson (1995) find the 

real estate and equity markets are fractionally integrated, but the extent o f  the mean reversion 

between the two markets being relatively slow and the deviations prolonged. Okunev et al. (2000) 

use non-linear causality tests to uncover a strong unidirectional relationship that runs from the stock 

market to the real estate market.
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Chapter 4: 

Meta-Regression Analysis

The purpose o f  the meta-regression analysis is to overcome many o f the limitations in existing 

research and to integrate and summarize in a statistically meaningful way disparate extant research 

results. By combining studies, a longer period o f  analysis is achieved that allows the various cycles 

and shifts over time for which data was recorded and studied to be incorporated, leading to more 

accurate and meaningful results. Seiler et al. (1999) argues that studies o f REIT performance should 

use as long a time period as possible as real estate has arguably experienced the greatest number of 

booms and busts o f any investment asset. The prominence o f these boom and bust cycles has 

potentially led to conflicting results in studies. Meta-regression analysis can improve the 

assessment o f  this important relationship by merging all o f  the existing estimates and investigating 

the sensitivity o f  the overall estimate to variations in the underlying studies. Furthermore, meta

regression analysis provides a method o f quantitatively reviewing the empirical literature in a 

systematic and objective framework.

In this chapter, three related but independent issues will be analyzed by meta-regression analysis: 

Regression (1): The degree o f normality in real estate returns distributions.

Regression (2): To what extent has the literature confirmed that real estate returns and stock market 

returns are correlated, and

Regression (3): What is the effect o f  stock market returns on real estate returns?
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4.1 Meta-Regression Analysis: Approach

Stated simply, “meta-regression analysis is the regression analysis o f  regression analyzes”, (Stanley 

and Jarrell, 1989:299). It provides a means o f removing the subjectivity in literature surveys and 

objectifying the review process. Unlike a traditional literature review where the reviewer chooses 

which studies to include, what weight to give to the results o f  each study and how to interpret the 

finding, with meta-regression analysis all relevant studies are included, the results are weighted 

objectively based on their expected accuracy or reliability and the process o f analysis integrates and 

summarizes the results to provide estimates o f  empirical magnitudes and to determine which factors 

cause variations in the results.

Meta-regression analysis is becoming increasingly popular in the social sciences, including 

economics and finance, as a means o f  examining and combining different research results on a 

given issue. It is particularly useful where alternative specification and assumptions lead to 

conflicting results. The advantages o f using the technique o f  meta-regression analysis is best 

explained in the seminal work o f Stanley and Jarrell (1989:300):

Meta-regression analysis not only recognizes the specification problem but also 

attempts to estimate its ejfects by modeling variations in selected econometric 

specifications. Meta-regression analysis provides us with the means to analyze, 

estimate, and discount, when appropriate, the influence o f  alternative model 

specification and specification searches. In this way, we can more accurately 

estimate the empirical magnitudes o f  the underlying econometric phenomena and  

enhance our understanding o f  why they vary across the published literature.

A typical meta-regression model takes the form:

bi = ^  + ' Z k =i a k X i k +e i  i =  l ,  2,...L.
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where bi is the is the reported estimate o f the statistic o f  p o f the i* study in the literature totaling L 

studies, p is the average value o f  the parameter o f interest predicted by the model when all o f the 

dichotomous meta-independent and continuous variables are zero, is the meta-independent 

variable which measures the relevant characteristics o f an empirical study, the meta-regression 

coefficient that indicates the effect o f  particular study characteristics and gj denotes the meta

regression disturbance term.

The methodological approach to meta-regression analysis begins with the process o f  data 

collection. An extensive search for articles relating to the distribution o f real estate returns and the 

relationship between real estate returns and stock market returns was conducted in the EconLit, 

IDEAS, SSRN and JSTOR databases and on the internet. Table A l . l ,  A I.2 and A I.3 in Appendix 

1, list the papers from which studies were drawn.

The parameter o f  interest and the moderator variables are then chosen. Moderator (also called 

predictor or meta-independent) variables can be continuous or binary variables reflecting the 

presence or absence o f particular study characteristics, which may have a biasing effect on the 

results. Finally, the meta-regression model is estimated and specification testing is used to check 

that the assumptions underlying the estimation are valid.

4.2 Parameter of Interest & Moderator Variables

The parameter o f interest and moderator variables which were used for each o f the meta-regression 

analyzes, and a rational for their choice, are discussed below. Refer to Appendix 1 for 

comprehensive definitions o f the meta-independent variables, and for tables containing the 

parameters o f  interest and their respective meta-independent variable study characteristics.
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In the first meta-regression analysis, which accesses the normality o f real estate returns, the 

parameter o f  interest was chosen as the Jarque-Bera (JB) statistic, which is a goodness-of-fit 

measure o f  departure from normality, based on the sample skewness and kurtosis. It was chosen as 

it was the most widely reported test o f normality o f  the returns distribution and could be calculated 

from the sample skewness and kurtosis parameters when it was not directly reported.

The parameter o f interest for the second meta-regression analysis is the correlation between real 

estate returns and stock market returns, as this variable is widely reported in studies o f the 

relationship between real estate and the stock market. However, this variable has some undesirable 

properties due to its inherent standardization that yields correlations ranging from -1 to +1 

regardless o f  the numerical values o f the underlying data to which it is applied. Therefore, both 

standard correlations and Zr-transformed correlations are reported. Z^-transformed correlations are 

standard correlations, transformed using Fisher’s Z^-transform, defined as

Z , = .Slog J ( 1  +  r ) / ( l  -  r)], (3.2)

where r  is the correlation coefficient and logg is the natural logarithm. For ease o f interpretation, 

the Z^-transformed correlations are translated back into standard correlation form in the results, 

using the inverse o f the Z^-transformation. The Z^-transformed correlations tend to have a slight 

upward bias which is why standard correlations are also reported.

The parameter o f interest for the third meta-regression analysis is the coefficient o f the stock market

variable in the regression o f stock market returns on real estate returns. While there is a lack o f

commonly reported statistics on the relationship between real estate and the stock market, this

variable was reported in a sufficient number o f  studies to enable a meta-regression analysis to be

conducted. The difficulty in using this variable is that it is necessary to assume that all reported
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coefficients are comparable, that is, they have the same functional form and the same scale. 

Although these conditions cannot be strictly satisfied, moderator variables were introduced to 

account for the various functional forms and since similar stock and real estate returns data were 

used in the studies the scale should be relatively consistent throughout.

The moderator variables used in the various meta-regression analyzes include:

Frequency: Literature suggests that for some real estate assets, particularly commercial

property, quarterly returns may be autocorrelated or that the valuations are out o f 

date as they are not conducted quarterly on each property and therefore a longer 

time period should be used, (Seiler et al., 1999). Liow and Chan (2005) argue that 

normality is less likely to hold for more frequently observed real estate return data. 

Quan and Titman (1999) argue that relatively long measurement intervals are 

required to observe a relationship between the real estate market and the stock 

market.

Methodology: A binary variable to reflect the methodology used in the study was inserted to

capture any differences in the results due to using non-conventional methodology. 

Region: The region o f study is examined because it has been debated in literature whether

this is a significant factor determining the relationship between real estate returns 

and stock market returns, (Quan and Titman, 1997; Yunus, 2008). The region may 

also affect the degree o f  normality in the returns series.

Property Type: Bond and Fatal (2003) argue that securitized real estate more accurately reflects 

real estate returns than commercial real estate because it avoids the need to de

smooth the appraisal based indices used in the latter and hence the uncertainty 

surrounding the method chosen to correct the data. Securitized real estate also 

provides a longer period o f data, which can capture more o f  the cycles in the data.
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Stock Type: This variable reflects whether a large or small capitalization stock index is

examined in the study. It is generally believed that real estate assets are more 

closely related to small capitalization stocks as many real estate companies and 

REITs are themselves are small capitalization stocks. Contrasting results in the 

empirical literature involving various property and stock types drives the inclusion 

o f  these as independent variables, (Miles and Cue, 1984; Gyourko and Keim, 1992; 

Eichholtz and Hartzell, 1996).

Year o f Data: Included as an independent variable to capture changes over time in the observed

relationship due to different periods o f data used in the analysis.

No. Authors: The number o f  authors is analyzed to investigate if this could influence the

observed relationship, perhaps multi-author papers reporting more conservative 

results. The log o f  the number o f observations was used as a reliability measure to 

weight the results o f  studies in the first and second meta-regression analyzes. This 

procedure allows estimates generated fi'om larger sample sizes to have a 

proportionately larger effect on the estimated coefficients than those generated 

from smaller samples.

No. o f Observations: Generally the greater the number o f  observations in a study the more reliable 

and accurate the results o f  the study are expected to be, all else being equal.

The correlations among the variables in the each o f the meta-regression analyzes are shown in

Table A 1.4, A 1.5 and A 1.6 in Appendix 1. High correlation among the moderator variables

generally reduces the significance o f the individual variables coefficients in the meta-regression

analysis, although together they may be jointly very significant the effect o f  one cannot be

distinguished from the effect o f the other. The high negative correlation between the region and the

year o f the data is due to the earlier data availability and research for the US compared to other

regions. The property type and frequency o f  the data are highly correlated. REITs, property shares
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and property mutual funds tended to have a higher frequency than would other property assets, such 

as commercial property and housing assets. Similarly, there is a quite high correlation between 

property type and the US, due to the relatively high quantity o f  REITs located in the US. To avoid 

multi-colinearity, it was decided to omit the frequency from the second meta-regression and both 

frequency and region from the second meta-regression.

4.3 Meta-regression analysis: Results

The meta-regressions were estimated using the standard meta-regression model as discussed earlier, 

(see, equation 3.1). Specification tests were then used to assess whether the assumptions underlying 

the estimation o f  the least squares model used in this study are satisfied.

4.3.1 Specification Testing

Considering the correlation matrix o f  independent variables from the three models, it is clear that 

the models’ regressors are linearly independent. In all three models, White heteroskedasticity 

consistent covariance estimates are used to provide consistent parameter estimates in the presence 

o f  heteroskedasticity o f  an unknown form. Ramsey’s RESET test which provides a general test for 

misspecification o f the errors, for example, omitted variables, incorrect functional form and 

correlation between the independent variables and the disturbance term, failed to detect 

specification error in any o f  the models.^

For the first meta-regression, the level o f  the JB statistic was initially used as the dependent 

variable. However, due to poor diagnostic properties o f this model (e.g. non-normality, instability), 

the log o f  the JB statistic was used instead. The normality o f the residuals for this model is

' The Ramsey RESET Test had an F-Statistic p-value for meta-regression model 1 o f  0.43, for model 2 o f  0.60 for the 

standard correlations and o f 0.18 for the Zr-transformed correlations, and for model 3 o f  0.66.
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indicated by the statistically insignificant JB statistic and the histogram o f residuals, see Figure 

A 1.1 in Appendix 1. For second and third meta-regression models, the normality o f the residuals 

for both regressions was indicated fi'om a visual inspection o f  the histograms o f residuals, see 

Figure A 1.2, A 1.3 and A 1.4 in Appendix 1.

4.3.2 M eta-Regression Analysis (1): Results

The results o f the first meta-regression analysis are displayed in Table 4.1. The model is significant 

at the 1% level.

Table 4.1: Meta-Regression 1 Results
Variables Coefficients t-values Probability
(Constant) -304.730 -6.577 0.000*
Year o f  data 0.153 6.588 0.000*
No. authors 0.054 0.141 0.888
Property type 1.285 3.920 0.000*
Frequency 1.911 4.134 0.000*
Methodology 0.625 0.919 0.360
US 0.484 1.578 0.116

Dependent variable is the log o f  JB statistic; n = 182
Coefficients are based on White heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors 
* denotes significance at the 1% level

The results indicate that four o f  the independent variables, including the constant, have a 

statistically significant effect on the degree o f normality in the returns o f  real estate assets. The later 

the time period o f the data the more likely the returns are to be non-normally distributed. REITs, 

securitized real estate and real estate mutual funds are more likely to have a greater degree o f  non

normality in their returns than commercial property or housing. Related to this is the observation 

that the returns are more non-normal when using higher frequency data. The region does not appear 

to have a significant effect on the normality o f  the returns. The methodology used in the studies and 

the number o f  authors also did not appear to impact on the observed normality o f  the returns.
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4.3.3 M eta-Regression Analysis (2): Results

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 display the results from the estimation o f  the second meta-regression analysis 

models with standard and -transformed correlations, respectively. Both models are significant at 

the 1% level. The -transformed correlations are transformed back to standard correlational form 

for ease o f interpretation in the results.'*

Table 4.2: IVleta-Regression 2 using Standard Correlations - Results
Variables Coefficients t-values Probability

(Constant) -0.393 -0.059 0.960
Year o f  data 0.001 0.134 0.893
No. authors -0.145 -4.259 0.000*
Property type 0.238 4.723 0.000*
Stock type -0.218 -3.746 0.000*
US 0.004 0.073 0.942
Dependent variable is correlation between real estate and the stock market; n = 168 
Coefficients are based on White heteroskedasticity consistent standard eao rs  
* denotes significance at the 1% level

Table 4.3: IVleta-Regression 2 using Zr-Transformed Correlations - Results
Variables Coefficients t-values Probability
(Constant) 3.341 0.731 0.466
Year o f  data -0.002 -0.652 0.515
No. authors -0.071 -3.781 0.000*
Property type 0.136 4.784 0.000*
Stock type -0.132 -3.705 0.000*
US -0.016 -0.487 0.627
Dependent variable is Zr-transformed correlation between real estate and the stock market; n = 168 
Coefficients are based on White heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors 
* denotes significance at the 1% level

Using both the standard correlations and the Zr-transformed correlations as the dependant variable, 

three o f the meta-independent variables are highly significant -  property type, stock type and 

number o f  authors. The property type variable behaves as theoretically expected -  REITs, property 

shares and property mutual funds are more highly correlated with the stock market than other types

 ̂This is performed using the formula r = (e^’’ -  1)/ (e '̂" + 1). However, for a correlation matrix sufficiently distant from 

the limit values of 1 and -1, the Fisher’s transformation is approximately equal to the original results.
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o f  property assets, such as com m ercial property and housing. Again in keeping with theory, real 

estate assets display a higher correlation w ith small capitalization stocks than large capitalization 

stocks. The stronger correlation between real estate returns and returns to  small capitalization 

stocks reflects to  som e extent that many REITs and listed property com panies are them selves small 

capitalization stocks. In addition, the m ajority o f  REITs and listed property com panies are not 

included in the core stock m arket indices that tend to be overw eight blue chip-type corporates. Blue 

chip corporates are large capitalization stocks and their presence is com m only more pronounced in 

the larger econom ies w hich are also characterized by sm aller share o f  real estate activities in overall 

GDP. The greater the num ber o f  authors the lower is the reported correlation, which suggests that 

m ulti-author studies may be m ore conservative in their estim ations. The year o f  the data is 

insignificant, suggesting that the correlation o f  real estate with stock m arket has not changed 

system atically over time.

4.3.4 Meta-Regression Analysis (3): Results

Table 4.5 displays the results from the estim ation o f  the third m eta-regression analysis model. The 

inverse o f  the reported p -value for the coefficient on the stock m arket variable is a reliability and 

accuracy m easure that was used to w eight the results in this regression. The model is significant at 

1 %.

Table 4.5: Meta-Regression 3 - Results
Variables Coefficients t-values Probability
(Constant) 43.836 4.131 0.000*
Year o f  data -0.022 -4.174 0.000*
No. authors -0.075 -0.864 0.389
No. observations -0.001 -2.164 0.032**
Property type 0.682 3.060 0.003*
Stock type 0.086 2.365 0.020**
Cointegration 0.100 1.289 0.200
Cross section/panel 0.477 2.155 0.033**
Granger causality -0.118 -0.502 0.616
Dependent variable is the coefficient o f the stock market variable in the regression o f  stock market returns on 
real estate returns; n = 128
Coefficients are based on White heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors
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* denotes significance at the 1% level
* *denotes significance at the 5% level

The property type and stock type are still highly significant in this model. The property type 

variable is economically significant as it indicates that the stock market coefficient is higher when 

considering the relationship with REITs, property stocks or mutual funds rather than other real 

estate assets. The stock market coefficient is higher when analyzing the relationship between large 

capitalization stocks and real estate assets, than when studying small capitalization stocks and real 

estate assets. The only methodology based independent variable which was significant was the 

cross section/panel variable, suggesting that the stock market coefficient in the relationship with 

real estate assets is higher when using cross section or panel data analysis. This is intuitively 

appealing on two levels; firstly, the distortions and peculiarities o f individual markets may weaken 

the observed relationship, however by studying a larger number o f markets these effects become 

less pronounced and the overall relationship becomes clearer; secondly, by using panel data the 

number o f  observations in the study can be increased, which should make any existent relationship 

more evident. The number o f  observations in each study, included as an explanatory variable in this 

model, was statistically significant, indicating that the larger the number o f observations the lower 

the observed effect o f  the stock market on real estate assets. If we assume that a studies’ reliability 

increases with the number o f observations, this indicates that the more reliable studies find the 

stock market has a smaller effect on real estate assets. The year o f the data is statistically significant 

in the third meta-regression model, indicating that the effect o f the stock market on real estate asset 

returns is decreasing over time.

4.4 Conclusion

Over the past 30 years several studies have empirically analyzed the relationship between real

estate returns and stock market returns. However, this thesis appears to be the first attempt to

develop a quantitative synthesis o f  these literature results by means o f meta-regression analysis.
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The first meta-regression analysis model found that real estate returns display a higher degree of 

non-normality when REITs, securitized real estate or real estate mutual funds are analyzed, the 

higher the fi-equency o f  the data and the later the time period considered. The region o f  the study, 

the methodology used and the number o f authors did not impact systematically on the results.

In the second meta-regression analysis, it was found that the correlation between real estate and the 

stock market is higher when REITs, property shares or property mutual funds are analyzed, when 

small capitalization stocks are analyzed and when there are fewer authors to the paper. The region 

o f  the study and the time period o f  the data do not appear to systematically affect the results.

In the third meta-regression model, the stock market has a greater effect on the real estate assets 

when REITs, property stocks or property mutual funds are analyzed, when large capitalization 

stocks are analyzed, the earlier the time period o f  the data, the fewer the number of observations 

and when cross section or paned data analysis is employed. The used o f cointegration or Granger 

causality methodology, or the number o f  authors to the paper, did not systematically impact on the 

results.

Considering the results o f the three meta-regression models, it appears that the property type has an 

important effect on the characteristics displayed by the real estate asset. Related to this is the 

frequency and region, both o f  which can be quite highly correlated with the property type.

However, these do not display the same level o f  influence on the results. The stock type is also very 

significant in the nature o f the relationship observed between the stock market and real estate 

assets. The time period o f the data was an important factor in two o f the three meta-regressions.

The impact o f the methodology used by researchers on the results has yet to be confirmed as it was
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not important in tiie first meta-regression, it did not apply to the second model and only one o f  the 

three methodologies tested for in the third meta-regression was significant.
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Chapter 5:

Data Description and Preliminary Analyzes

This chapter is designed to provide a detailed description o f  the datasets used in this thesis. The 

history, structure, size and characteristics o f  the different datasets used to capture the returns to 

various types o f real estate assets, such as REITs, listed property companies, commercial property 

and housing, are outlined. The data used to analyze the housing markets in different countries is 

obtained from country specific data sources. Descriptive statistics are provided on each o f the data 

series used in the study and basic time series graphs are available in the appendix (Appendix 2).

5.1 Investment Property Database (IPD)

This section describes some o f the properties and history o f  the IPD index, particularly in the UK 

and Ireland. This section draws heavily from the IPD’s website and the IPD Index Guide (2011).

5.1.1 History o f IPD

Set up in the UK in 1985, IPD is now the world's leading provider o f property investment data. The 

IPD index became the UK’s first reliable index o f commercial property returns. IPD began to 

establish in other markets in the 1990s, beginning with Ireland and the Netherlands. By the end o f 

2000 IPD was well established on the European continent and in South Africa. Since then, IPD has 

continued to expand both within Europe and into North America, Asia (Japan and Korea) as well as 

Australia and New Zealand.

5.1.2 Structure of IPD Indices

For each national market IPD generally produces standardised time series measures o f  total return, 

income return, capital growth, rental value growth and gross, net or equivalent yield. All growth
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and index calculations are value weighted, m eaning that each property contributes to the result in 

proportion to its capital value and are com pounded m onthly to report tim e w eighted m easures for 

quarterly, annual and longer periods.

The IPD indices m easure total returns for ail directly held real estate assets (All Property) and for 

the four main m arket sectors - retail, office, industrial and residential -  subject to these being held 

in professionally m anaged portfolios. IPD's indices are exclusively based on the open market 

appraised valuations o f  buildings and are produced for investm ent purposes by property 

professionals. In each national m arket these are provided to a standard definition o f  m arket capital 

value.

All IPD indices cover 'standing investm ents', that is com pleted and lettable properties, and exclude 

the properties that are purchased, sold or in the course o f  developm ent during the m easurem ent 

period. This is to ensure that the indices only reflect m arket returns and are not influenced by the 

abnorm al profits or losses which may be generated through active m anagem ent. Exclusive use o f  

standing investm ents also ensures consistency w ith indices available for other types o f  investm ent 

asset.

IPD indices only include properties which are directly ow ned by the organisations that contribute 

data to  IPD. Those that are held indirectly through investm ent vehicles, for exam ple Property Unit 

T rusts, are excluded to ensure that IPD indices reflect the underlying perform ance o f  assets, 

independent o f  any borrow ing or financial m anagem ent regim e. The indices do not include any 

bonds, cash or derivative or REIT share holdings. All IPD index perform ance m easures are 

nom inal, in that they are not adjusted for inflation.
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5.1.3 IPD UK

The IPD UK M onthly Index contained 3 ,6 5 1 properties worth £32.9 billion at the end October 

2010. It includes com m ercial and other investm ent properties from 70 portfolios w ith monthly 

valuations, tracking back to  D ecem ber 1987.

5.1.3.1 Descriptive Statistics

Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 provide descriptive statistics for the IPD m onthly capital grow th returns, 

incom e returns and total returns, respectively. Figures A 2.1, A2.2 and A2.3 in A ppendix 2 provides 

tim e series plots o f  the series. It can be seen that average total IPD returns is m ainly com posed o f  

incom e return, as opposed to capital growth return. The range o f  values for incom e return is 

relatively small com pared to the large variances which occur with capital growth returns.

Table 5.1: Descriptive Statistics — Monthly Capital Growth Returns -  IPD — UK

O ft lc e

Observations

M ean Return

95%  Confidence 
Interval for Mean

95%  Confidence 
Interval for M ean

Low er Bound

? T - --------------------

U pper Bound

0.83

3.50 1

278 
2.69 I

1.39 

4.00 !

278
Tio
-0.30 

2.69 I

I n d u s t r i a l
278
2̂ 68

1.33

4.03

M edian 3.15 4.08 2.53 3.07

Variance ; \ , J 127.60^ ^ 123.02 159.98 129.93

Std. Deviation 11.30 11.09 12.65 11.40

M inim um  j . -31.54 -33.13 |i -31.76 ! -27.69

M axim um 24.39 18.50 29.45 33.25

Range 55.93 51.63 61.21 1 60.95

Interquartile Range 14.45 12.84 13.00 12.21

Skewness -0.76 ; -1.12 I I  -0.31 1 -0.10

Kurtosis 0.81 1.40 0.14 1.12
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Table 5.2: Descriptive Statistics -  Monthly Income Returns -  IPD -  UK

Observations
Mean Return (%)^

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

Median
V ariance;^ ,''

Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Lower Bound 

Upper Bound

mm
278 278 278 278
7.19 6.48 7.52 8.52

7.05 6.36 7.36 8.36

7.33 ‘ 6.61 7.68 8.68

7.41 6.68 7.72 8.38
1.42 1.10 1.89 1.84
1.19 1.05 1.38 1.36

I I  ^g4.90| 4.61 4.85 5.69
9.51 8.24 10.43 10.86

II 4.61 3.63 5.58 5.17
1.97 1.80 2.14 2.09

-0.22 i n  -0 .3 ^ -0.15 -0.30
-0.87 -1.08 -0.65 -0.77

Table 5.3: Descriptive Statistics -  Monthly Total Returns -  IPD -  UK

Observations
- - ' ' 1-. -c .  ,

Mean Return

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

Median

Variance J
Std. Deviation
.  .7  . ...M m im um __;^2ĵ |j||
Maximum

Range

Interquartile Range 

Skewness 

Kurtosis

A ll
Propci'tN

O ff ic e

278 278 278

Lower Bound

B lP fm

Upper Bound

Industrial

278
■  9.48 9.32 I 8.77 11.41

8.08 7.95 7.20 9.95

10.88 , ' :  10.70 10.34 12.87

10.90 11.02 10.98 12.21

141.15 136.24 176.61 153.19
11.88 11.67 13.29 12.38

l i  ... -26.54 -28.36 -26.80 -21.98

31.50 27.39 37.04 44.16

58.03 55.75 63.84 66.13
13.74 12.66 12.78 11.52

M  -0.93: -1.20 -0.51 -0.20

1.04 1.55 0.24 1.31
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5.1.4 IPD Ireland

The IPD Ireland Index was made up of 306 directly held Irish property investments in 12 portfolios, 

with a market value of €2.7 billion euro as at the end of December 2010. As the sample of 

properties is relatively small the results of analyzes conducted using this dataset must be interpreted 

with caution. Furthermore, the lack of transactions in the market since the downturn in the economy 

means that appraisal values may not accurately reflect current market values. The indices are 

reported at quarterly and annual frequency. The base date for the annual index is December 1983, 

while the quarterly index base date is December 1994.

5.1.4.1 Descriptive Statistics

Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 provide descriptive statistics for the Irish IPD quarterly capital growth 

returns, income returns and total returns, respectively. Figures A2.4, A2.5 and A2.6 in Appendix 2 

provide time series plots of the series. Average commercial property returns in Ireland are 

considerably lower than in the UK. Instances of significantly negative capital growth returns occur 

for all properties types, while the maximum positive return is not as large. The range of returns for 

income returns is much smaller than for capital growth returns.

Table 5.4: Descriptive Statistics — Quarterly Capital Growth Returns -  IPD — Ireland_______

Observations 64 64  64 64
Mean RettirnllB  ̂ _ I 1.08 II I . 3 7 I I  1.08 ir  " ;0._55
95% Confidence , o  j  a-in a o i  ncA, , Lower Bound -0.20 -0.02 -0.21 -0.54Interval for Mean ____________
95% Confidence !l,, „  , li TTTli i,  ̂ II Upper Bound > 2.36 \ 2.75 2.36 1.65Interval for Mean ' • ___________ ____________ _______
Median 2.02 2.58 1.51 1.06
V_ariarice  ̂ 1 ............................. "  26.22; 'S O ^ !  ' _  1922
Std. Deviation   5.12 5.55_ 5 .1^ _  4 . ^
Minimum S i M E M H  -18.02 -20J80_iL -15^]^^;^^ 1
M a x i m u m ____________________  9.20 8.24 1^38 7^19

'  27.22 29.04 ; ' 26.16 25.44
Interquartile Range  4.42  3.38  5.93 4.15
Skewness -1.60 r  -2.111 -0.98 1 -i .82
Kurtosis 3.45 5.34 1.58 5.12
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Table 5.5: Descriptive Statistics -  Quarterly Income Returns -  IPD -  Ireland

Observations
Mean Return
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Lower Bound

Upper Bound
. .   -  MBit . i;-

B H I H B

64 64 64 64

00 
i

■ 1.32 1.52 1.83

1.38 1.22 1.43 1.73

1.57 1.43 1.62 ; L  1.93

1.39 1.19 1.47 1.69
1 ^ ^  . 0.14 0.17 0.15 ; ^^"^0.15

0.38 0.41 0.38 0.39
m  0.94 .. 0.74 V  0.99  ̂j  w  i-2r

2.30 2.05 2.42 2.78
1-36 1.32 '  ̂ 1.43 1.57;
0.64 0.73 0.66 0.59

M  0.58 0.43 0.59 "'f " 0.75"
-0.85 -1.17 -0.64 -0.39

Table 5.6: Descriptive Statistics -  Quarterly Total Returns -  IPD -  Ireland

HHil
Observations 64 64 64 64
Mean Return (%) i 2.57 I ■"2.70 1  2.60 2.39
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

Lower Bound 1.29 1.31 1.33 1.29

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean i Upper Bound 3.85 4.08 i 3.88 : 3.49

■ - d
Median 3.35 4.02 2.85 2.97
Variance 26.141 30.72 26.12 1 ; - - , :  19.31
Std. Deviation 5.II 5.54 5.11 4.39
Minimum i -16.81 1 -19.76 -14.45 -16.89
Maximum 10.64 9.37 11.81 9.03
Range 27.45 • 29.13 26.25 25.91
Interquartile Range 4.75 3.21 6.06 4.10
Skewness -1.68 !; “  ’ ,’- i 2 i  ! -1.05 ^ -1.90
Kurtosis 3.83 5.84 1.83 5.69
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5.2 Securitized Real Estate
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) and listed property companies are the two main type o f 

securitized real estate investment. This form o f investment can be more attractive to investors than 

unsecuritized real estate, which is characterized by problems o f illiquidity, large unit values, high 

management inputs and the requirement for appraisal estimates o f  the selling price. However, the 

advantages with securitized real estate offers o f  relatively inexpensive and liquid units can be 

counterbalanced by the argument that the financial characteristics o f  securitized real estate 

investments is not the same as those o f direct real estate, therefore the two forms o f  investment are 

not perfectly substitutable, (Chau et al., 2001).

A REIT is a company that owns, and typically manages, income producing real estate, more 

specifically these are known as Equity REITs. Some REITs also engage in financing real estate, 

known as Mortgage REITS, these companies lend money directly to real estate owners and their 

operators, or indirectly through the acquisition o f loans or mortgage-backed securities. Hybird 

REITs combine the investment strategies o f both Equity REITs and Mortgage REITs. In the US in 

2012, about 90% o f listed REITs were Equity REITS, while just 10% were Mortgage REITS, 

(NAREIT, 2012). The shares o f public REITs are traded on major stock exchanges. In order to 

qualify as a REIT a company must meet certain criteria set down in the country o f origin, for 

example the company must pay out at least 90% o f its property income to shareholders annually in 

the form o f dividends, invest at least 75 percent o f  total assets in real estate, derive at least 75 

percent o f  gross income as rents from real property or interest from mortgages on real property.

REITs can be very tax efficient, as they pay largely no corporation tax or capital gains tax on the

profits made from property investment. This special tax regime is designed for property companies

to avoid double taxation and create a level playing field for different forms o f  real estate ownership.

The idea o f  this tax structure is to avoid taxing rental income at a corporate level and again at the
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shareholder level. Therefore, the corporate tax exemption o f  a property company puts the 

shareholder in such a company in a comparable position to an investor who owns the property 

portfolio outright. The REIT structure varies from country to country and is constantly evolving. 

Approximately half o f EU countries have some form o f tax-transparent structure for property 

companies, most o f which have been introduced since 2000. The exact form o f the regime varies 

widely, particularly with respect to operational restrictions, leverage restrictions and the 

requirement for stock market listing. The varying nature o f  the European property share regime 

across countries contrasts starkly with the single property share regime that exists throughout the 

US. This consistency has facilitated economies o f scale and scope leading to the development o f  a 

property share market in the US that is bigger than all o f the EU’s national markets combined, 

(Eichholtz and Kok, 2007).

Real estate is an important part o f  the portfolio o f  many investors, particularly for pension funds, 

which are attracted to the strong income generation o f the stocks combined with the opportunity for 

capital appreciation. Many investors build up their exposure to real estate through investing in 

publicly listed property companies. An individual may invest in a publicly traded REIT by 

purchasing shares on the stock exchange. Similar to other publicly traded securities, investors may 

buy common stock, preferred stock or debt securities. Alternatively, in order to diversify the 

investment, the investor may purchase shares in a REIT mutual fund or exchange-traded fund.

The CEO o f NAREIT, Steve Wechsler (2010), estimated that the US listed REITs constituted over 

$300 billion equity market with an average daily trading volume o f approximately $4 billion, while 

unlisted REITs managed assets o f  more than $70 billion and were adding another $7 billion 

annually. Outside o f  the US, REITs and listed property companies made up more than $700 billion, 

representing a listed REIT and real estate investment universe o f $1 trillion plus.
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Price data for REITs and listed property companies is available on Datastream at a daily frequency. 

The data was converted to a monthly frequency for analysis to make it comparable to data on the 

other types o f real estate assets. As the time series for REITs and listed property companies is 

relatively short, longer frequencies were not examined as it would involve the loss o f  observations.^

This section looks at the history o f  REITs and listed property companies in the US, UK and Sweden 

and the methodology for index consfruction, before providing descriptive statistics and basic time 

series graphs for the data analyzed.

5.2.1 History

This research uses REIT and listed property company data from the US, UK and Sweden. The 

number o f  listed property companies in Ireland was too small to allow for meaningful analysis as 

the performance o f the sector is strongly influenced by the performance for one or two individual 

companies. Below is a brief description o f the history o f REITs and listed property companies in 

each o f these countries.

5.2.1.1 US

The National Association o f Real Estate Investment Trusts (NAREIT) is the representative body for 

REITs and publicly traded real estate companies with an interest in U.S. real estate and capital 

markets. Much of the following information on the history o f REITs in the US is sourced from the 

NAREIT website.

The US Congress created REITs in I960 as a means to make investment in large-scale, income- 

producing real estate accessible to all investors through the trading o f  liquid securities. Previously

* Conversion o f the data for REITs and listed property companies from daily frequency to monthly frequency was done 

by taking the end o f  month closing prices from the daily frequency data to create a monthly series.
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such investment was only available to institutions and wealthy individuals with access to the 

significant finance required for direct real estate investment.

The industry was initially dominated by mortgage REITs, which provide debt financing for 

commercial or residential properties through their investments in mortgages and mortgage-backed 

securities. Equity REITs, which now account for approximately 90% o f publically traded US 

REITs, became very popular in mid-1990s following the Tax Reform Act o f  1986 which removed 

the restriction on companies to keep the ownership and management o f  assets separate.

In just over half a century, the US REIT industry has become a significant segment o f  the US 

economy and investment markets. The equity market capitalization o f US REITs has risen from 

approximately $139 billion to approximately $389 billion in the 10 years to end-2010, (NAREIT, 

2011).

5.2.1.2 UK

REITs were launched in the UK in January 2007. Many o f the larger quoted UK property 

companies subsequently converted to REIT status. However, the development o f  the sector since 

2007, albeit in challenging market conditions, has fallen short o f earlier aspirations. The vast 

majority o f  UK REITs were established through the conversion o f  existing quoted property 

companies and few new REITs have been created. No residential REITs have been established and 

the government’s wish to see more investment in private rented housing through REITs has not 

been realised. In March 2011, the government announced proposed reforms to the regulations 

governing UK REITs, which it hopes will address barriers to entry and investment for new and 

existing REITs, (Martin and Robinson, 2011).
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There are currently (September 2011) 23 UK REITs with a market capitalization o f  £227,629 

million. This is only a fraction o f the size o f the market capitalization o f the 22 listed property 

companies in the UK, which stands at £492,447,810 million.

5.2.1.3 Sweden

Sweden does not have a REIT structure in place to cater for their listed property companies. This 

implies that for investors o f  property companies in Sweden there is a double layer o f  taxation, as 

taxation occurs on the rental income stream at the corporate level and again at the shareholder level. 

In a REIT structure exemption from corporate tax for a property company puts the shareholder in 

such a property company on equal footing with an investor who owns a property portfolio outright, 

since only the rental stream for such an investor would be taxed as income. The listed real estate 

sector in Sweden has grown from one company worth approximately €47 million in 1990 to 

approximately twelve companies worth €718 million in 2010.

5.2.2 Index Construction

REIT/listed property company indices were constructed for the countries o f  US, UK and Sweden. 

The indices were constructed based on the methodology used by Standard and Poor. Below is an 

explanation o f  the mathematics used in the index construction, drawing on Standard and Poor’s 

(2011). At any given time, the index value is the quotient o f the total market capitalization o f the 

index’s constituents and its divisor. Along with scaling the portfolio market value to a more easily 

handled number, the divisor ensures that the index maintains a continuous value when faced with 

changes to the stocks included in the index and corporate actions that change the market value o f 

stocks in the index. For example, if  a stock is added or deleted from an index adjustments to the 

divisor eliminates the impact o f this change so that the index value does not jum p up or down on 

account o f this. The formula to calculate the indices is:
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Index Level = XjPiQi 
Divisor (4.1)

The numerator on the right hand side is the price o f  each stock in the index multiplied by the 

number o f ordinary shares in issue. This is summed across all the stocks in the index. The 

denominator is the divisor. Adjustment to the index divisor are key to ensuring that changes in 

shares outstanding, capital actions, addition or deletion o f  stocks to the index do not change the 

level o f the index. A divisor adjustment is required for any change to the stocks in the index which 

alters the total market value o f the index while holding stock prices constant.

Equation (4.1) is expanded to show the stock being removed, stock r, separately from the stocks 

that will remain in the index:

Index Levelt-I = (Xj Pj Qj )  + PrQ r
D ivisoTi^i (4.2)

The index level and the divisor are now labeled for the time period t-1. After stock r is replaced 

with stock s, at time period t, the equation will read:

Index Levelt = (Hi Pj Qj )  +  PsQs
Divisor^ (4.3)

In equations (4.2) and (4.3) t-1 is the moment directly before stock r  is removed from the index and 

s is added to the index, while t  is the moment directly after the event. Combining (4.2) and (4.3) 

and re-arranging, the adjustment to the Divisor can be determined from the index market value 

before and after the change, by setting Index Leveln equal Index Level,:

( .Z iP iQ d  + P r Q r ^  Index Level = il^tPiQi) + PsQs
D iv iso rt^ i D ivisor^ (4.4)
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Let the numerator of the left hand fraction be called for the index market value at (t-1), and

the numerator of the right hand fi'action be called MV[, for the index market value at time t. Given 

that MVf and Divisor^^i are now all known quantities, the new divisor can easily be

calculated that will keep the index level constant when stock r is replaced by stock s:

Divisor^ = (Divisovi-i
(4.5)

5.2.3 Descriptive Statistics

Tables 5.7 provides descriptive statistics for the monthly REIT/listed property company returns in 

the US, UK and Sweden. Figures A2.7 -  A2.12 in Appendix 2 provides time series plots of the 

series. The REIT/listed property company index peaked in February 2007, after which it fell off 

sharply. The average monthly REIT/listed property company returns is very small, with volatility 

high in the early 1980s and again in recently years.

Table 5.7: Descriptive Statistics -  Monthly REIT and Listed Property Companies Returns ■ 
US, UK and Sweden ________  _____

Observations
Mean Rrtum ■ ,

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum 
Maximum 
Range 
Interquartile Range 
Skewness 
Kurtosis

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

370 250 250
0.01 0.00 i 0.00

0.00 -0.01 -0.01

0.01 0.01
1

i 0.01

0.01 0.01 0.00

oo■

0.00 i 0.01
0.07 0.06 0.09

^  -0.34 -0.25 i -0.32
0.39 0.20 0.46

” 0.74 j 0.44 0.79
0.07 0.08 0.09

H " ' ’ -0.48 -0.73
. ______ __ . .A

L,, 0.96
ii!, V. —  -  — .

8.19 1.67 6.09
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5.3 Housing

This thesis studies the housing maricet in US, UK, Sweden and Ireland. Within these markets the 

housing sector is broken down by area, housing characteristics and frequency o f the data. A 

description is provided below o f the various housing indices within these countries and their 

properties.

5.3.1 Ireland

Official statistics on housing in Ireland are published by the Department of the Environment, 

Heritage and Local Government (DoEHLG). Annual statistics on average house prices, for both 

new and secondhand houses, in the Dublin area began in 1970. Statistics at a national level began in 

1974 and were further broken down into the regions o f  Cork, Galway, Limerick, Waterford and 

other areas in 1976. Quarterly data on new house prices, broken down by region as described 

above, began in Q1 1975. Similar data on secondhand house prices began in Q1 1978.

Prior to 1974 the data was based on surveys o f  existing house sales in Dublin carried out by the 

Valuation Office on behalf o f  the DoEHLG. Since 1974 the data has been based on information 

supplied by all lending agencies on the average price o f mortgage financed existing house 

transactions. There are several limitations in the data. Firstly, in comparing house prices figures 

from one period to another, account should be taken o f the fact that changes in the mix o f houses 

(including apartments) will affect the average figures. Secondly, there are time lags in the data as it 

takes a number o f months between when the transaction takes place and it is recorded in the 

statistics. Thirdly, when the number o f  transactions is low or the market is inactive the data may fail 

to capture the true fall in prices.
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5.3.1.1 Descriptive Statistics

Tables 5.8 and 5.9 provide descriptive statistics for Irish annual secondhand house and new house 

price returns, respectively. Tables 5.10 and 5.11 provide descriptive statistics for Irish quarterly 

secondhand house and new house price returns, respectively. Figures A2.13 -  A2.20 in Appendix 2 

provides time series graphs o f  these series. Secondhand house prices in Ireland peaked in Quarter 3 

2006, while new house prices peaked in Quarter 2 2007. The average house price return is similar 

throughout the country, being slightly higher for new houses than secondhand houses. There are a 

relatively small number o f observations in the annual series, compared to the quarterly series.

Table 5.8: Descriptive Statistics -  Annual Secondhand House Price Return by Region - 
Ireland

Observations 

Mean Return
95% Confidence 
Interval for 
Mean
95% Confidence 
Interval for 
Mean
Median 

Variance 

Std. Deviation 

Minimum 

Maximum

Range
Interquartile
Range
Skewness

Kurtosis

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

33 33

0.10 0.10

0.06 0.06

0.13 0.15

0.09 0.10

0.01 0.01

0.10 0.12

-0.21 -0.22

0.31 0.34

0.52 0.57

0.14 0.17

-0.54 -0.42

1.68 0.73

33

0.09

0.06

0.13

0.09

0.01

0.11

-0.28

0.29

0.57

0.12

-1.04

3.82

33

0.09

0.05

0.13

0.10

0.01

0.11

- 0.22

0.34

0.56

0.12

-0.37

1.73

33

0.09

0.05

0.12

0.09

0.01

0.10

-0.24

0.28

0.52

0.13

-0.74

2.24

33

0.09

0.06

0.13

0.10

0.01

0.10

-0.24

0.28

0.52

0.09

-0.92

3.00

33

0.09

0.06

0.13

0.08

0.01

0.10

-0.25

0.30

0.55

0.11

-0.98

3.75
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Table 5.9: Descriptive Statistics -  Annual New House Price Return by Region -  Ireland

■1 ■11
Observations 38 38 38 38 38 38 38

Mean Return 0.10 0.10 O.II O.IO 0.11 O.II 0.10
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

Lower
Bound 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

Upper
Bound 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.13

Median 0.10 O.IO 0.09 0.09 O.II 0.10 0.10

Variance 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 O.OI 0.01 0.01

Std. Deviation 0.09 0.12 0.10 0.11 O.II 0.11 O.IO

Minimum -0.21 -0.30 -0.20 -0.19 -0.07 -0.21 -0.18

Maximum 0.28 0.35 0.32 0.42 0.41 0.38 0.35

Range 0.49 0.65 0.52 0.61 0.48 0.59 0.53
Interquartile
Range

0.14 0.16 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.15 0.12

Skewness -0.76 -0.75 -0.18 0.20 0.80 0.02 -0.08

Kurtosis 2.15 2.15 1.38 2.09 0.85 1.32 1.76

Table 5.10: Descriptive Statistics -  Quarterly Secondhand House Price by Region -  Ireland

( i a l \ \ a \  l .in icrick Walcrlbrt l

Observations 128 128 128 128 128 128 128

Mean Return 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

Lower
Bound

0.01 O.OI 0.01 0.01 O.OI 0.01 0.01

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

Upper
Bound 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03

Median 0.02 O.OI 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02

Variance 0.00 0.00 O.OI O.OI 0.00 O.OI 0.00

Std. Deviation 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.05

Minimum 1 -0.11 -0.14 -0.21 -0.23 -0.17 -0.28 -0.13

Maximum 0.21 0.22 0.28 0.22 0.20 0.27 0.22

Range 0.32 0.36 0.50 0.45 0.37 0.55 0.34
Interquartile
Range 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.06

Skewness 0.63 0.37 0.07 -0.46 -0.02 O.OI 0.44

Kurtosis 2.02 0.57 2.75 1.21 0.12 2.09 2.20
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Observations 140 140
Mean Return 0.02 0.02
95% Confidence Lower n no A no
Interval for Mean Bound u.u^ u.uz

95% Confidence Upper 0 0"̂ 0 0^
Interval for Mean Bound \ J  •

Median 0.02 0.03
Variance 0.00 0.00
Std. Deviation 0.03 0.05
Minimum -0.10 -0.12
Maximum 0.12 0.15
Range 0.21 0.27
Interquartile
Range 0.04 0.05

Skewness -0.05 -0.15
Kurtosis 0.94 0.97

Other
/\roas

140 140 140 140 140
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02

0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03

0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
0.05 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.04

-0.13 -0.14 -0.20 -0.13 -0.09
0.17 0.18 0.19 0.24 0.13
0.30 0.32 0.39 0.37 0.22

0.06 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.05

0.16 -0.18 0.04 0.24 0.01
0.62 0.16 0.85 0.01 0.56

5.3.2 US

US house price data was based on the S&P/Case-Shiller (SCS) Home Price Indices, which are 

believed to be the leading measure o f  residential real estate prices. They are calculated monthly and 

cover 20 major metropolitan areas, also aggregated to from two composites -  one comprising 10 of 

the metropolitan areas, the other comprising all 20. The SCS Indices began in February 1987 and 

14 city indices have been available since that date. The indices are available on a seasonally 

adjusted and non-seasonally adjusted basis. This section draws information from the S&P website.

The SCS Indices are calculated monthly using a three-month moving average and published with a 

two month lag. The indices use “repeat sales method” o f index calculation, that is, it uses data on 

properties that have sold at least twice, in order to capture the true appreciated value o f each 

specific sales unit. When a home is resold, the new sale price is matched to its original sale price. 

These two data points are called a “sale pair.” The difference in the sale pair is measured and 

recorded. All the sales pairs in a region are then aggregated into one index. The SCS indices are



value weighted to control for quality change in the homes being measured. Weights are used to 

account for fluctuations in price that can be attributed to factors like extensive home remodeling, 

adding a home addition or extreme neglect. Sales pairs are also assigned weights based on time 

intervals between sales. Sales pairs with longer time intervals are given less weight than sales pairs 

with shorter intervals to account for the probability o f  physical changes. This methodology allows 

the indices to measure changes in housing market prices given a constant level o f  quality. Changes 

in the types and sizes o f houses or changes in the physical characteristics o f houses are specifically 

excluded from the calculations to avoid incorrectly affecting the index value.

5.3.2.1 D escrip tive Statistics

Table 5.12 provides descriptive statistics for the US quarterly seasonally adjusted and non- 

seasonally adjusted house price returns. Tables 5.13 and 5.14 provide descriptive statistics for the 

US monthly seasonally adjusted and non-seasonally adjusted house price returns, respectively. 

Figures A2.21 -  A2.26 in Appendix 2 provides time series graphs o f these series. House prices in 

the US peaked in the first half o f 2006. The average quarterly and monthly house price return is 

very small and it stays within a relatively tight range o f  values.

Table 5.12: Descriptive Statistics -  Quarterly House Price Return -  US
Sc;ison;ill> A djusted

Observations 
Mean Return 
95% Confidence Interval 
for Mean
95% Confidence Interval 
for Mean 
Median 
Variance 
Std. Deviation 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Range
Interquartile Range 
Skewness 
Kurtosis

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

94 94
0.01 0.01

0.00 0.00

0.01 0.01

0.01 0.01
0.00 0.00
0.02 0.02

-0.06 -0.07
0.05 0.05
0.10 0.12
0.02 0.03

-1.44 -1.36
2.45 2.92
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Table 5.13: Descriptive Statistics -  Monthly Seasonally Adjusted House Price Return -  US

Observations

95%
Confidence ^  -n  

Interval for ^  3 
Mean j  aa

95%
Confidence ^  ^  

terval for & 
Mean ID n

Median 

Variance 

Std. Deviation 

Minimum 

Maximum

Interquartile
Range
Skewness [ 

Kurtosis

Hn n
260 284 284 284 284 284 284

^ . 0 0 ’ 0.60 '  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.00

0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

1 1 0 0
  ̂
1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

-0.04

09

I'^.oi'j -0.02 [ -o.oijj -0.04]
0.04 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03

0 0 'O 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.03 1 0-05|

00

0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

-0.80 -0.50 -0.31 -0.85 -0.43 1 -0.461 -1.14

U  '7.

0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01

0.01

3.48 0.64 1.54 1.88 0.55 0.52 2.57 2.03

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
■0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.05 -0.05
0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03
0.04 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.08

0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

■2.04 -1.31 -0.25 -2.01 -1.81
5.28 4.14 -0.11 5.19 6.58

0.00 0.00 
O.OOl 0.00

0.00
0.00

0.01 0.00 
-0.02 -0.05 
0.01 0.06 
0.03 0.10

0.01
- 0.02
0.02
0.04

0.00
0.00
0.01

-0.04
0.03
0.06

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

-0.96 -0.27 -0.23 -1.21 
2.91 4.04 -0.18 8.78

0.01 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.01 0.01 

- 0.02  - 0.02 
0.03 0.02 
0.05 0.04

0.01 0.01

-0.56 -0.17 
1.84 2.64

0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.01 0.01 

-0.03 -0.02 
0.04 0.02 
0.07 0.04

0.01 0.01

-0.06 -0.88 
4.18 0.89

0.01
0.00
0.01

- 0.02
0.02
0.04

0.01

-0.98
-0.17
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Table 5.14: Descriptive Statistics -  Monthly Non-Seasonally Adjusted House Price Return -  US

Observations 260 284 284 284 284 284 284 284 236 284 284 236 260 284 284 284 284 284 128 248 284 128
Mean
Return

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

95%
Confidence ^  ^  

Interval for ^  i  
Mean j  m

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

95%
Confidence ^ 
Interval for ^  § 
M ean ^  a

0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01

Median 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

Variance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Std. Deviation 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Minimum -0.06 -0.04 -0.04 1 O o -0.03 -0.03 -0.05 -0.04 -0.03 -0.05 -0.03 -0.05 -0.06 -0.03 -0.05 -0.02 -0.05 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03

Maximum 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.02

0.10 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.04 0.11 0.05 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.05
Interquartile
Ranee

0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Skewness l i ^ r - 0 . 9 3 -0.49 -0.25 -0.67 -0.67 -0.26 -1.22 -0.91 -1.72 -1.27 -0.19 -2.00 -1.49 -0.90 -0.26 -0.16 -0.72 -0.74 -0.34 -0.25 -0.81 -1.06

Kurtosis 4.66 1.06 1.69 2.09 1.60 0.89 2.97 3.26 5.78 4.75 0.09 5.51 7.76 3.19 4.96 0.03 8.79 2.71 1.30 3.98 1.28 0.55
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5.3.3 UK

Official house price statistics for the UK are published by the Department for Communities and 

Local Government. Annual data on house prices at a regional level in the UK are available from 

1969. This data is broken down by house type (new dwelling, other dwelling, all dwellings) and 

buyer-type (first-time-buyer and former-owner-occupier). Quarterly average house price statistics 

began in Ql 1992. The data is broken down by region and house type.

Monthly mix-adjusted average house price data for the UK is available from February 2002. This 

data is broken down by whether the dwelling is new or pre-owned. This series adjusts for the 

changing composition of housing characteristics within the sample by reweighting the observed 

values over a number of attribute categories.

House price data in the UK is collected using the Regulated Mortgage Survey (RMS), which is a 

monthly Communities and Local Government and Council of Mortgage Lenders survey of over 50 

mortgage lenders gathering information on properties that reached completion during the month 

and for which they provided the mortgage.

5.3.3.1 Descriptive Statistics

Tables 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 provide descriptive statistics for the UK annual all, new and other house 

price returns, respectively. Tables 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20 provide descriptive statistics for the UK 

quarterly all, new and other house price returns, respectively. Table 5.21 provides descriptive 

statistics for the UK monthly mix-adjusted pre-owned and new house price returns. Figures K2.21 — 

A2.40 in Appendix 2 provides time series graphs of these series. Average house prices in the UK 

peaked in mid-2008 and then fell off but by mid-2010 average house prices had recovered to their 

mid-2008 level. This is in contrast to Ireland, where house prices fell dramatically post 2006'2007 

and in the time period of this thesis have not yet begun to recover in value.
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Table 5.15: Descriptive Statistics -  Annual All Dwelling Price Return -  UK

(Irca l 1-iiaUind 
H rlu iln  &  \ \  ales

Observations 
Mean Return
95% Confidence Lower 
Interval for Mean Bound 
95% Confidence Upper 
Interval for Mean Bound 
Median 
Variance 
Std. Deviation
Minimum 

Maximum 
Range|
Interquartile 
Range 
Skewness 
Kurtosis

40 40
I^ m DCZMIC

0.08 0.08

40 40
0.11

40
0 .1«

0.08 0.08 0.07

0.13 P 0.13 j 0.13 0.13|

0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
m o m 0.0 ll̂  0.01 0.01

0.08 0.08 0.09 0.09
i%0.02 1 -0.02 1 -0.02 -0.03

0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35

0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09

1.1 111 1.1211 1.0511 1.05j

0.13

0.10

40
0.10

0.08

0.13

0.08
O .O l l i  O .O l l
0.09

-0.05
0.37
0.42

0.09
- 0.02
0.37
0.39

0.10 0.10

1.53 1.52 1.25 1.24
1.00
1.60

1.15
1.13

40
0.11

0.08

0.14

0.08
0.01
0.10

-0.05
0.45
0.50

0.11

1.44
3.22

Table 5.16: Descriptive Statistics -  Annual New Dwelling Price Return -  UK

&  Wales

Observations 
Mean Return 
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean 
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean 
Median 
Variance 
Std. Deviation 
M in im ^^  
Maximum 
Range 
Interquartile 
Range 
Skewness 
Kurtosis

40
I

40
0.10

Lower
Boimd
Upper
Bound

0.07 0.07

40
0.10

0.07

0.13 0.13 0.14

0.09 0.09 0.09
i iMo.oiir o .o iir^ ^ r 

0.10 0.10 0.10
IK-0.10 -o.iol -o.iol

0.39 0.39 0.40
0.49 0.49 [ 050]

0.15 0.15 0.16

0.651 06^1 0.681
0.84 0.71 0.60

■
40 40 40 40

0.10 0.10 0.10 0.11

0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

0.14 0.13 0.14 0.14

0.09 0.11 0.10 0.09
M T ] 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.10 0.09 0.11 0.11
•0.09 [ -0.09i -0.12 -0.10
0.41 0.38 0.38 0.41
0.50 0.47 0.50 0.50

0.16 0.13 0.15 0.12

0.74 L 6 M 0.52 1.07
0.71 0.82 0.23 1.37
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■1 a
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

0.10 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11

0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

0.14 0.13 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.14

0.08 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.11
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.10 0.09 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.11

-0.03 -0.04 -0.07 -0.09 L -0.06 -0.03 -0.02 -0.16
0.46 0.41 0.42 0.40 0.36 0.40 0.41 0.38 0.41
0.48 0.44 0.48 0.49 0.41 0.46 0.44 0.40 0.57

0.08 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.08 0.09 0.11

1.44 1.24 1.10 0.81 0.79 1.07 1.47 1.66 0.32
2.86 1.77 0.86 1.04 0.39 0.98 2.61 3.92 1.38

m
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

0.10 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11

0.07 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07

0.14 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.15

0.10 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.11
0.01 0.01 L o:o2i 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.11 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.08 0.12

-0.09 -0.10 -0.07 -0.16 -0.10 -0.07 -0.16 -0.09 -0.16
0.46 0.47 0.43 0.43 0.41 0.44 0.38 0.27 0.38
0.55 0.56 0.50 0.59 0.50 0.51 0.54 0.37 0.54

0.13 0.19 0.12 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.09 0.14

1.06 0.88 1.03 0.32 0.79 0.77 0.44 -0.07 0.37
1.97 1.17 0.53 -0.32 0.04 0.25 0.09 0.35 0.34



Table 5.17: Descriptive Statistics -  Annual Other Dwellings Price Return -  UK■ ■■
Observations 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
Mean Return 1 0.1 111 0.11 0.11 [ 0.11| 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11
95% Confidence Lower 
Interval for Mean Bound 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

95% Confidence Upper 
Interval for Mean Bound * 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.15

Median 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.10
Variance Q o .o i 0.01 1 O.Oll 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Std. Deviation 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.12
Minimum ^*-0.0211 -0.021 -0.02 -0.03 -0.05 -0.04 -0.05 -0.03 -0.04 -0.071. .-0,P?| -0.05 -0.06 -0.02 -0.02 -0.19
Maximum 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.47 0.45 0.39 0.43 0.41 0.37 0.42 0.47 0.43 0.44
R 1 I M M 'l l f t e O . 3 6 ~ 'd :3 ii o:37ir 0.371 0.41 0.40 0.52 0.48 0.42 0.50 0.50 0.42 0.48 0.49 0.45 0.63
Interquartile
Range
Skewness

0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.07 0.09 0.12

1.14 1 l.liSi 1.08 1.07 1.06 1.22 1.58 1.41 1.20 1.15 0.86 0.74 1.11 1.90 2.11 0.26
Kurtosis 1.57 1.57 1.35 1.31 1.57 1.40 3.86 2.57 1.30 1.05 1.25 0.35 1.17 4.59 5.92 1.39

Table 5.18: Descriptive Statistics -  Quarterly All Dwelling Price Return -  UK

Observations 
Mean Return Q  
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean 
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean 
Median 
Variance 
Std. Deviation

Lower
Bound
Upper
Bound

Maximum

Interquartile
Range

Kurtosis

BIB 1■ ■ m■■
73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73

0.021 ■ao2l[ 0.0211 0.021 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01

o-o3ir 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03

L^o.oojL o.oof o.ooir 0.001 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.06

KT-0.07II -0.0711 -0.0711 -0.0711 -0.16i -0.12 -0.13 -0.09 -0.07 -0.09 L -0.081 -0.08 -0.12 -0.13 -0.16 -0.13
0.14 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.15 0.20 0.17 0.17 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.18 0.25 0.15

i ^ 0 .2 l [ l _ 0.21 0.20 0.21 0.33 0.27 0.32 0.25 0.25 0.21 0.20 0.21 0.25 0.31 0.41 0.28

0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.10
^  0.34|[ ■̂ c oTTs! 0.16 0.10 0.33 0.37 0.70 0.79 -0.16 0.11 0.07 0.03 0.24 0.58 -0.23

0.51 0.39 0.20 0.37 0.57 0.45 1.00 1.51 0.50 0.12 -0.18 -0.10 0.62 1.59 0.72 -0.55
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Table 5.19: Descriptive Statistics -  Quarterly New Dwelling Price Return -  UK■ ■ m■ BSi
Observations 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Mean Return 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

Lower
Bound 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

Upper
Bound

0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04

Median 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.01
Variance 3KH

Ooo

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Std. Deviation 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.09

■ ■ 1 ^ -0 .1 o il -0.1 Oir -0.1 ll -0.10 -0.17 -0.13 -0.24 -0.12 -0.22 -0.20 -0.19 -0.17 -0.13 -0.15 -0.17 -0.18
Maximum 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.23 0.39 0.33 0.19 0.23 0.27 0.32 0.27 0.23 0.32 0.25 0.20

■ ... 0.21 0.19 0.22 0.21 0.40 0.52 0.57 0.31 0.45 0.47 0.52 0.44 0.36 0.47 0.42 0.39
Interquartile
Range 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.11 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.07 0.14

■ B ljjr-0.30| -0.34 -0.46 -0.28| 0.36 1.31 0.12 0.25 0.34 0.48 0.47 0.78 0.55 0.80 0.45 -0.19
Kurtosis 1.83 1.17 1.69 1.27 -0.22 5.04 0.77 -0.44 0.40 0.95 0.32 1.26 0.12 1.41 1.41 -0.55

Table 5.20: Descriptive Statistics -  Quarterly Other Dwelling Price Return -  UK

■1Dl■
Observations 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Mean Return 0.02 oTo^ 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03
95% Confidence Lower 
Interval for Mean Bound 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00

95% Confidence Upper 
Interval for Mean Bound 0.03 0.03| 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05

Median 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03
Variance r O.OOl 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
Std. Deviation 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.10
Minimum -0.09 -0.08 -0.08 -0.09 -0.13 -0.15 -0.13 -0.08 -0.07 -0.08 -0.07 -0.07 -0.13 -0.15 -0.19 -0.27
Maximum 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.17 0.21 0.16 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.23 0.29 0.48

IH O .2 4 , 0.24[ o.22;r 0.241 0.31 0.35 0.30 0.29 0.23 0.21 0.21 0.23 0.28 0.38 0.48 0.75
Interquartile Range 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.10 0.12
Skewness I K  0.3011 '.0.25 0.15 0.06 0.52 0.36 0.11 0.77 0.59 -0.04 0.23 0.32 0.09 0.50 0.67 1.07
Kurtosis 0.62 0.56 0.25 0.49 0.88 1.61 0.05 2.39 -0.22 0.11 -0.22 -0.09 0.67 2.02 0.86 6.13
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Table 5.21: Descriptive Statistics -  Monthly Mix-Ad justed Dwellings -  UK

Observations 103 103
Mean Return 0.01 0.00
95% Confidence Interval for Mean Lower Bound 0.00 0.00
95% Confidence Interval for Mean Upper Bound 0.01 0.01
Median 0.01 0.00
Variance 0.00 0.00
Std. Deviation 0.01 0.03
Minimum -0.03 -0.08
Maximum 0.05 0.07
Range 0.08 0.14
Interquartile Range 0.02 0.04
Skewness 0.14 0.05
Kurtosis 0.52 0.34

5.3.4 Sweden

Statistics on housing in Sweden are published by Statistics Sweden and are publically available on 

the website www.ssd.scb.se. Annual data on the average purchase price for one- and two-dwelling 

buildings for permanent living at a national and region level are available from 1981. Similar data 

at a quarterly frequency is available from Q1 1998. Monthly frequency house price data is available 

from January 1992 but unlike the annual and quarterly series it is only at a national level and is not 

broken down by region. Regional data consists o f 21 county districts. All values are quoted in SEK 

thousands. Changes in the quality o f  housing over time are not taken account o f in the data.

5.3,4.1 Descriptive Statistics

Tables 5.22 and 5.23 provide descriptive statistics for the Swedish regional annual and quarterly 

house price returns, respectively. Table 5.24 provides descriptive statistics on the Swedish national 

annual, quarterly and monthly house price returns. Figures A2.41 -  A2.50 in Appendix 2 provides 

time series graphs o f these series. There are a relatively small number o f  observations in both the 

quarterly and annual Swedish house price series. Returns levels are similar throughout the country 

but are slightly higher in Stockholm.
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Table 5.22: Descriptive Statistics -  Annual House Price Return by Region -  Sweden
I

zii pij I

Observations 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28
Mean ■^ ■ 0 8 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07

95%
Confidence 
Interval for

Lower
Bound 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.04

Mean
95%
Confidence 
Interval for

Upper
Bound 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.10

Mean
Median 0.08 0.06

1 0.0^ 

0.06 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.07
Variance 1 O.Oll 0.011 o.oil 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01
Std. Deviation 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.07 0.07
Minimum -0.13 -0.13 -0.16 -0.06 -0.08 -0.09 -0.09 -0.12 -0.06 -0.08 -0.14 -0.13
Maximum 0.31 0.28 0.19 0.16 0.17 0.14 0.17 0.21 0.16 0.22 0.21 0.21
Range 0.44 0.41 [  0.351 0.22 0.24 0.23 0.26 0.33 0.21 0.31 0.35 0.34
Interquartile
Range 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.12 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.06

Skewness 0.08 -0.01 -0.67 -0.32 -0.63 -0.57 -0.13 -0.37 -0.52 -0.20 -0.50 -0.47
Kurtosis 1.15 1.20 1.82 -0.47 0.42 0.17 0.38 -0.41 -0.12 0.18 1.31 1.47
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28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28

0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02

0.08 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07

0.06 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.06

-0.08 -0.09 -0.10 -0.08 -0.08 -0.09 -0.13 -0.09 -0.12
0.17 0.15 0.21 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.17 0.19 0.17
0.25 0.24 0.31 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.29 0.28 0.29

0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.09 0.07 0.05

-0.41 -0.90 -0.37 -0.29 -0.26 -0.93 -0.56 -0.24 -0.17
0.47 1.19 1.00 0.44 -0.23 0.87 -0.24 0.32 1.47



Table 5.23: Descriptive Statistics -  Quarterly House Price Return by Region -  Sweden■ ■ m ■i iQ 1 11§ I11H■I1■
Observations 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
Mean
Return 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.01

95%
Confidence Lower 
Interval for Bound 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.00

Mean
95%
Confidence Upper 
Interval for Bound 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.03

Mean _____
Median 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 •0.03 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.01

Variance 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00
Std. Deviation 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.10 0.08
Minimum -0.06 -0.09 -0.05 -0.08 -0.08 -0.12 -0.10 -0.18 -0.12 -0.06 -0.08 -0.03 -0.13 -0.15 -0.13 -0.13 -0.15 -0.10 -0.16 -0.14 -0.09

Maximum 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.10 0.14 0.17 0.24 0.35 0.21 0.14 0.19 0.11 0.16 0.19 0.20 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.25 0.20 0.15

Range 0.16 0.221 o.njl 0.181I 0.21| 0.29 0.33 0.52 0.32 0.20 0.27 0.15 0.29 0.34 0.33 0.24 0.28 0.22 0.41 0.34 0.25
Interquartile
Range 0.04 0.08 0.05 0.08 0.07 0.12 0.10 0.13 0.09 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.06 0.10 0.07 0.15 0.11 0.06

S k e w n e s s ^ ^ ^ ^ n r 0.36 0.14 0.53 1 -0.23| 0.35 0.04 0.72 0.52 0.23 0.72 0.64 0.54 0.24 0.22 0.39 -0.51 -0.22 -0.22 0.40 0.28 0.39

|Kurtosis 0.13 -0.59 0.12 -0.80 -0.21 -0.79 1.37 0.37 0.50 1.81 0.75 -0.24 -0.24 0.39 -0.24 0.68 -0.53 -0.07 -0.56 -0.56 0.21
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Table 5.24: Descriptive Statistics -  National House Price Return -  Sweden
A m u i a l ( ) u a r t e r l \

Observations
Mean Return
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean

95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean
Median
Variance
Std. Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
Range
Interquartile Range
Skewness
Kurtosis

Lower Bound 

Upper Bound

28
0.07

0.04

0.09

0.08
0.00
0.07

- 0.11

0.19
0.31
0.07

-0.48
1.20

50
0.02

0.01

0.03

0.01
0.00
0.04

-0.04
0.11
0.15
0.06
0.72

- 0.11

215
0.01

0.00

0.01

0.00
0.00
0.04

-0.09
0.16
0.26
0.06
0.39
0.74
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Chapter 6: 

Methodology

This chapter describes the methodology used to test the various data series described in Chapter 4 

for normality o f  the distribution and the presence o f unit roots and to analyze the relationship 

between the real estate, stock and bond markets, as well as other economic variables. Section 6.1 

discusses the features o f a normal distribution and describes the different graphical and numerical 

tests which are later implemented to examine the normality o f  the series. Section 6.2 discusses unit 

root testing and presents the selection o f  unit root tests which are used to investigate the order o f 

integration o f the data series. Section 6.3 describes the methodology used to examine the 

relationship between the asset markets and various economic variables. As a preliminary step, this 

involves a correlation analysis o f the interdependencies between the asset markets and the 

economic variables. The analysis proceeds with a more rigorous investigation o f the linkages 

between the different asset classes by means o f cointegration tests, and by estimating vector error 

correction models (VECMs) and vector autoregession (VAR) models, as appropriate.

6.1 Normality Testing

The statistical distribution o f  a variable refers to the arrangement o f  values o f  the variable showing 

their observed or theoretical frequency o f  occurrence. The first central moment o f  a distribution is 

the mean, which is the arithmetic average, the sum divided by the number o f  cases. Measures o f 

dispersion such as variance reveal how observations of a random variable deviate from their mean. 

The second central moment, variance, is



Skewness, the third standardized moment, measures the degree of symmetry of the distribution. The 

normal distribution is symmetric and has a skewness value of zero. A distribution with a significant 

positive skewness has a long right tail and more observations to the left. A distribution with a 

significant negative skewness has a long left tail and more observations to the right. The third 

moment, skewness, is

E(x-^y
3 — c 3  /■ 1 '• v^*^)(7̂  5^ (n -  1;

Kurtosis, the fourth central moment, measures the extent to which observations cluster around the 

mean. For a normal distribution, the value of the kurtosis statistic is three (or often presented as 

kurtosis-3 is zero). A leptokurtic distribution has positive kurtosis, indicating that the observations 

are more clustered about the centre of the distribution having a higher peak and at the extreme 

values of the distribution the tails are thicker relative to a normal distribution. A platykurtic 

distribution has negative kurtosis, indicating that the observations cluster less having a lower peak 

and at the extreme values of the distribution the tails are thinner relative to a normal distribution.

The fourth moment, kurtosis, is

E ( x -  _  SCjC: -  x y  (6.3)
ff'* 5"* (n -  l )

The assumption of normality of the data underlies parametric statistical tests. When this assumption 

is violated, interpretation and inference may not be reliable or valid. Therefore, an assessment of 

this assumption is a prerequisite for many statistical tests. There are two main methods of assessing 

normality - graphically and numerically. Graphical methods visualize the distributions of random 

variables or differences between an empirical distribution and a theoretical distribution, for
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example the standard normal distribution. Numerical methods use descriptive statistics, such as 

skewness and kurtosis, and statistical tests to determine normality. Graphical methods are intuitive 

and easy to interpret, while numerical methods provide objective criteria to examine normality. 

Numerical tests can lack sensitivity with a small sample size and be overly sensitive with a large 

sample size, in this case graphical methods are important as they allow the statistician to employ 

his/her own judgment in gauging normality. Graphical and numerical methods are either descriptive 

or theory-based. Descriptive graphical methods would include a dot plot and a histogram, while 

descriptive numerical methods would include measures such as skewness and kurtosis. Theory- 

based graphical methods would include the P-P and Q-Q plots, while the Shapiro-Wilks and 

Jarque-Bera tests would be theory-based numerical methods.

6.1.1 Graphical Normality Tests

The real estate returns series are graphically analyzed using histograms and a variety o f  normal 

probability plots.

6.1.1.1 Histogram

The histogram graphically shows how each category (interval) accounts for the proportion o f  total 

observations. If the data is normally distributed, the histogram should be bell-shaped and resemble 

the normal distribution. This can be difficult to judge when there is a small number o f  observations.

6.1.1.2 Normal Probability Plot

The probability-probability (P-P) plot compares an empirical cumulative distribution function o f  a 

variable with a specific theoretical cumulative distribution function, which in this case is the 

standard normal distribution function. It is a scatterplot o f  the standardized data on the horizontal
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axis against the specific theoretical distribution on the vertical axis. Detrended normal P-P plots 

depict the actual deviations of data points from the straight horizontal line at zero. No specific 

pattern in a detrended plot indicates normality of the variable.

6.1.2 Numerical Normality Test -  The Shapiro Wilk Test

The distributions of the real estate returns series are analyzed using the Shapiro Wilk normality test. 

The Shapiro Wilk test is the ratio of the best estimator o f the variance to the usual corrected sum of 

squares estimator of the variance, (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965). It is a regression type test which 

assesses how well the observed cumulative frequency distribution curve fits the expected 

cumulative frequency distribution curve. The test calculates whether a sample of data x ,̂ X2 ,... 

derives from a normal distribution.

The Shapiro Wilk test is defined as:

Ho: The data follow a normal distribution 

H a : The data do not follow a normal distribution

With the test statistic:

Where:

is the /.'th order value, with X] being the smallest sample value;

X is the sample mean;

Ui are constants generated from the means, variances and covariances of the order statistics of
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independent and identically distributed random variables of a sample of size n  from a normal 

distribution.

The null hypothesis of normality is rejected if the test statistic is less than the critical value. The 

Shapiro Wilk Test is more appropriate for small sample sizes (less than 50 samples) than some 

other popular normality tests, such as the Kolmogorov Smirnov test, but it can also handle sample 

sizes as large as 2000.

6.2 Unit Root Testing

Stationarity o f a stochastic process requires that the probability distributions are finite and 

independent of time. It follows from this that the variances and covariances are finite and stable, 

and therefore the nature of any relation between adjacent terms is the same across all time periods. 

For aggregate economic series, first differencing can often transform a nonstationary series into a 

stationary series, such a series is described as being integrated of order one, denoted /(I), and is 

said to have one unit root. A series which must be first differenced twice before becoming 

stationary is said to be integrated of order two, denoted /(2), and has two unit roots. A time series 

which is stationary in levels is said to be intergrated of order zero.

The order of integration of an economic time series is very important for several reasons. Firstly, a 

series which is an 1(0) process fluctuates around its mean with a finite variance and is independent 

of time, while a series which is an /(I)  process wanders widely. In the long run an 1(0) series tends 

to return to its mean, that is it is mean reverting. Furthermore, an 1(0) series has limited memory of 

its past behaviour, implying that effects o f a particular random innovation are only transitory. 

However, an 7(1) series has an infinitely long memory, implying that a random innovation will 

permanently affect the process. Therefore, economic time series that contains unit roots shocks,
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which may be the result o f  policy interventions, have persistent effects that last forever, while for 

stationary series shocks can only have a tem porary effect, (Verbeek, 2004). Furtherm ore, long run 

equilibrium  relationships may exist between non-stationary tim e series and such variables m ay be 

m odeled using pow erful cointegration techniques. A dditionally, in the presence o f  unit roots 

ordinary least squares estim ation and hypothesis testing using standard statistical inference will 

produce spurious results that are invalid.

The follow ing four sections presents the tests w hich are used to exam ine the order o f  integration o f  

the real estate data series, that is the Dickey Fuller Tests, K wiatkowski, Philips, Schm idt and Shin 

Tests, G ew eke and Porter-H udak Tests and Hyileberg, Engle, Granger, and Yoo Tests.

6.2.1 Dickey Fuller Test

The Dickey Fuller test is a f  test o f  the null hypothesis o f  a unit root in a first order autoregressive 

model or A R(1) model. An A R(1) process is one in w hich the current value o f  an observation 

equals a constant tJ'plus 0 tim es its previous value y(_i plus an unpredictable com ponent Ej, w here 

£[ denotes a serially uncorrelated innovation w ith m ean o f  zero and a constant variance.

Y, = 5 + 9 Y ,.,+ £ ., (6.5)

The process can be described as having a unit root when 0 =  \ . The null hypothesis o f  a unit root 

can be rejected when the observed test statistic is less than the critical value, where the asym ptotic 

distribution o f  the test statistic under the null hypotheses is the Dickey Fuller distribution. The test 

statistic can be defined as:
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DF = (0 -  l) /se (0 ) (6 .6)

Where,

6 is the estimate o f 0  fi-om the OLS procedure and s e (0 )  is the corresponding standard error.

It is possible that non-stationarity o f  a time series is caused by the presence o f  a deterministic trend 

in the process, rather than a unit root. This can be described by an extension o f the AR( 1) model

Vt — S 0Vt-i ft, (6-7)

with, 1̂ 1 <  1 and 0.

Non-stationarity in such a process derives from the linear trend yt. As stationarity o f the series can 

be obtained by regressing Y( on a constant and t, and then taking the residuals o f  this regression, the 

process is referred to as being trend stationary. The Dickey Fuller test can be adapted to test 

whether follows a random walk against the alternative that it follows a trend stationary process, 

using the following regression

AYt =  S +  (e-l)Yt- i + y t  +  et (6.8)

The null hypothesis is the same as the previous unit root test, however as the regression is different 

there is a different distribution o f the test statistic. If the null hypothesis o f  a unit root, that is ^ -  I 

= 0, is rejected it does not necessarily imply that Ŷ  is a stationary process, as under the alternative 

y  may be non-zero implying the series is only trend stationary. Furthermore, it may simply be the 

case that there is not sufficient information in the data to reject the null.
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It is possible to test for unit roots in higher order AR processes by extending the DF model to 

include lagged changes of the variable as regressors, leading to what is known as the Augmented 

Dickey Fuller (ADF) test. Similar to the DF test the null hypothesis is that the series has a unit root 

and it can be rejected when the observed test statistic is less than the critical value, where the 

asymptotic distribution of the test statistic under the null hypotheses is the DF distribution. The 

inclusion of the additional lags in the ADF test is to ensure that the error term is asymptotically a 

white noise process, which is required to satisfy the distributional assumptions of the test.® The 

number of lags required is generally unknown. Choosing too many lags reduces the power of the 

test, while choosing too few risks violating the assumption of a white noise error term. In this 

analysis each series is tested as an AR(2) model, quarterly data is tested as an AR(4) model and 

monthly data is tested as an AR(12) model, where an AR(p) model can be described as

Yi = S  + YH=^9iYt-i+£,. (6.9)

6.2.2 Kwiatkowski, Philips, Schmidt and Shin Tests

Kwiatkowski, Philips, Schmidt and Shin (1992) developed an alternative unit root test which 

attempted to circumvent the problem that unit root tests often have low power. Rather than 

assuming a unit root process, Kwiatkowski, Philips, Schmidt and Shin (KPSS), proposed a test 

which assumed stationarity as the null and the existence of a unit root as the alternative. The KPSS 

test is derived on the basis that a time series can be decomposed into the sum of a deterministic 

time trend, a random walk and a stationary error term. Let Yt, t=  1,2,..., T, be the observed series 

for which stationarity is to be tested:

 ̂A white noise process refers to a process that is homoskedastic and exhibits no autocorrelation.
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V t - ^ t  + rt + £t (6 . 10)

Let Tt be a random walk:

rt = rt_i+U£, (6.11)

where the U[ are iid (0, <t„). The initial value of Tq is treated as fixed and behaves as an intercept. 

The stationary hypothesis is that ^  0- Since it is assumed that £( is stationary, under the null 

hypothesis Yt is trend-stationary. In the special case where it is set that 0, under the null 

hypothesis Yt is stationary around a level (Jq) rather than around a trend. The KPSS test is a 

Lagrange multiplier test. Let e^, t =  1, 2,...,T, be the residuals from the regression of Y on an 

intercept and time trend. Let be the estimate of the error variance from this regression (that is, 

the sum of squared residuals divided by T). Define the partial sum process of the residuals:

S. = Z L i e i ,  t= l ,2 , . . . ,T  (6.12)

Then the test statistic is given by:

KPSS= (6.13)

In the case where the null hypothesis is level stationarity rather than trend stationarity, is defined 

as the residual from the regression of Y on an intercept only instead o f as above, and the remainder 

of the test construction is unaltered.
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6.2.3 Geweke and Porter-Hudak Tests

Tests unit roots are generally carried out to investigate whether the effect of a shock in a time series 

variable persists or eventually disappears over time. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the 

spectral density close to the zero frequency. The ADF tests, discussed above, have been shown to 

have low power against fractional alternatives, (Rudebusch, 1991; Sowell, 1990). In general, the 

semi-parametric GPH tests of Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) are found to be slightly more 

powerful against autoregressive alternatives than the ADF tests. However, when testing against 

fractional alternatives, the GPH tests perform even better relative to the ADF tests. This means that 

the difference in statistical power between the ADF tests and GPH tests is most evident when the 

true process is of an integration order lying between 0 and 1, but not close to either. This is due to

the fact that the ADF test assumes a strict 1(0) and 1(1) distinction, while the GPH test does not, 

(Cheung and Lai, 1993).

If the underlying process generating the time series Kf has a unit root, the spectral density of the 

first difference Gt= (1 -  L) Yt \

where fx(w) and fc(w) are the spectral densities ofX( and Gj, respectively, should be flat in the 

neighbourhood of the zero frequency. The GPH estimator is based on the representation:

f c ( w ) =  I I -  exp(-iw)!^fxCw), (6.14)

f c (w ) - r \ i - e x p ( - iw ) \ (6.15)
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where d  is the long memory parameter and fu (w )  is the spectral density of an autoregressive 

moving average process (or a slowing varying function). The estimator is derived by taking the 

logarithm o f  fcCw),  adding and subtracting the log-periodogram of Gt , In /(w ), and doing the 

same with the logarithm of fu(0), that is:

ln /(w )) =  ln (/„ (0 ))  -  (o '-  i )  ln(4 sin  2(wy/2)) +  (6.16)

ln ( /u (w ,) / /u (0 ) )  +

l n ( / ( W y ) / / c ( W j ) )

Wj — (2nj) I  T, j  = 1, and T  = sample size

This is a regression of In /(wy) on ln(4 sin \W j /2 ) )  with Gumbel error-term. In the case where 

fuiyv) is flat, that is, when the autoregressive moving average part of the process is a white noise, 

the term ln (/„ (w ,) /  /u (0)) is zero for all Wj. In the case where the autoregressive moving average 

part of the process is not a white noise it holds that Wj 0, implying that ln( ̂ (w y) /  /u (0)) 0.

As the sample size grows this term becomes negligible if the frequencies used is a function of the 

sample size but growing at a slower rate. Since estimates o f </are impacted by this term, to avoid 

bias only frequencies near zero are used in the regression. The number of frequencies, m, must 

satisfy some conditions, detailed in Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983), which are satisfied by the 

function m  = 0 < oc < 1. Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) find that using oc between 0.5 and

0.6 gives confidence intervals with accurate coverage probability.
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6.2.4 Hylleberg, Engle, Granger, and Yoo Tests

Hylleberg, Engle, Granger, and Yoo (1990) developed regression-based tests for unit roots at the 

seasonal frequencies in quarterly time series. The existence of unit roots at the seasonal frequencies 

can have similar implications for the persistence o f shocks as a unit root at the long-run frequency. 

However, a seasonal pattern produced by a model characterized solely by unit roots seems 

improbable as the seasonal pattern becomes too volatile, for example, allowing ‘summer to become 

winter’. A proposition on the representation o f rational polynomials permits the reformulation o f an 

autoregression separating the key unit root parameters. Tests for the existence o f  seasonal, as well 

as zero-frequency unit roots, in quarterly data are based on least-squares fits o f  univariate 

autoregressions on transformed variables, similar to the well-known augmented Dickey Fuller 

regression. Hylleberg (1995) described the HEGY procedure, which begins by specifying a general 

autoregressive model parameterized in order to extract the seasonal and long-run unit roots. The 

autoregression is selected to obtain the most parsimonious model that leaves the errors white noise. 

If the lag distribution is underparameterized, the size o f  the test is huge, while if  the lag distribution 

is overparameterized, the power is very low, particularly for a small sample size. Testing for unit 

roots at a particular frequency, in this case quarterly, is likely to be seriously affected by the 

presence o f other ‘unattended’ unit roots that exist at the same frequency or other frequencies which 

also imply non-stationary stochastic components in the residuals. In the HEGY test the correct 

augmentation o f  the auxiliary regression with lags o f  the regressand may reduce this problem. The 

auxiliary regression is also extended by deterministic regressors, such as an intercept, seasonal 

dummies and a trend, so as to obtain power against relevant alternatives. Critical values for the tests 

are generated by Monte Carlo methods or can be derived from Dickey Fuller critical values. The 

HEGY test is implemented for several different specifications:
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•  4 lags

•  4 lags & intercept

•  4 lags, intercept & seasonal dummies

•  4 lags, intercept & trend

• 4 lags, intercept, seasonal dummies & trend

• Last lag

• Last lag & intercept

• Last lag, intercept & seasonal dummies

• Last lag, intercept & trend

• Last lag, intercept, seasonal dummies & trend

6.3 Linkages between Real Estate, Stock and Bond Markets

The empirical methodology used to examine the linkages between the asset markets and the 

macroeconomic/control variables includes both correlation analysis and time series econometrics. 

Correlation analysis is conducted as an initial step to provide a preliminary view o f the 

interdependencies between the asset markets and the control variables. The analysis proceeds with a 

more rigorous investigation o f  the linkages between the different asset classes by means of 

cointegration tests and by estimating vector error correction models (VECMs) and vector 

autoregession (VAR) models, as appropriate.

6.3.1 Concept of Cointegration

Consider two series, each o f which has a unit root, in general, any linear combination o f  them will 

also have a unit root. However, it is possible that there exists a linear relationship between the two 

non-stationary series, which is in fact stationary. This is reflected in the proposition that for two
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series, Vt and X( both integrated of order one ( / ( I ) ), there exists some value p such that Y[ -  PX[ is 

a stationary linear combination ( 1(0)). In such case Y[ and are said to be cointegrated and they 

share a common stochastic trend. While the relevant asymptotic theory is nonstandard, it can be 

shown that one can consistently estimate p from an OLS regression of on X^. Furthermore, in 

this instance, b is super consistent for p because it converges to p at a much faster rate than with 

conventional asymptotics. The presence of a cointegrating vector can be viewed as the existence of 

a long-run equilibrium relationship. A lack of cointegration implies that dynamics between the 

series are only short-run in nature. Suppose the estimated regression model is

Yt=a + ^ X ,+ £ , .  (6.17)

If Kf and X^ are cointegrated the error term in (6.17) is /(O), and if not, £[ will be /(1). Hence, 

the presence of a cointegrating relationship between the variables can be tested by conducting a unit 

root test on the OLS residuals from (6.17). However, it is essential to first ensure that the set of 

series to be tested for cointegration are themselves individually integrated ( / ( I ) ), as otherwise 

cointegration tests will almost certainly falsely indicate that the series are cointegrated.

6.3.2 VARs

In the empirical analysis of this chapter, the dynamics of the data for each country are analyzed 

using VARs, at various different frequencies. A VAR model of order p, often referred to as 

VAR(p), may be described as

yt = ^ tP  + Z ?= i‘f>5yt-5+uc E (u tO  = s  (6.18)
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where y  is an A^-vector o f  variables, 0 ;̂ is an x matrix and U( is an yV-vector o f  error terms. The 

VAR mode! implies univariate autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models for each o f its 

components. Examining the components simultaneously has the advantage o f  being more 

parsimonious and including fewer lags. Furthermore, forecasting accuracy is improved because the 

information set is extended to also include the history o f  all the other variables, (Verbeek, 2004). 

Sims (1980) proposed using VARs as an alternative to large simultaneous equations models for 

studying the relationship between important aggregates because the distinction between 

endogenous and exogenous does not have to be made a priori and since a VAR is always identified 

‘arbitrary’ constraints to ensure identification are not required.

6.3.3 Impulse Response Functions and Variance Decomposition Analysis

While the estimated coefficients o f the VARs are o f  little interest themselves, the VAR models can 

be used to study the dynamics o f the data. Impulse response functions compute the responses o f the 

system to particular initial shocks. Variance decomposition analysis breaks down the forecast error 

variance into the part due to each o f  the innovation processes. To compute an impulse response 

function, consider the moving average representation o f a vector time series

y t = yt + E s% '/'sU t-s (6.19)

where y is an A/-variate stochastic process, is the deterministic part o f y^,  and U[ is an A^-variate 

white noise process in which then and Uj are uncorrelated. Usually N  = M  but A/ can be 

greater than N  if  there are some linear identities connecting the values. It is generally more useful 

to examine the moving average representation with orthogonalized innovations as these innovations 

have the convenient property o f  being uncorrelated across time and across equations. This means 

that it is simple to compute the variances o f linear combinations o f innovations and it is also
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possible examine the co-movement o f several variables in response to a shock, rather than looking 

at the response o f a single variable in isolation which could be misleading. Using the Choleski 

factorization to orthogonalize the innovations, the moving average representation o f  the VA R  can 

be rewritten as follows

Vt= 9t +  'Zs=oH>sUt-s =  9t+'Ls=o^s^^i-s^ E(wtUt) = S E(vtv't) = /  (6 .20)

where F is a lower triangular matrix w ith positive definite elements on the diagonal. The Choleski 

factorization is such that given a positive-definite matrix X  and the factorization problem ^  = FF', 

there is only one factorization FF' in which F is a lower triangular w ith positive elements on the 

diagonal. Impulse responses computes the \|/  ̂ or the x|/^* =  \|/^F (for orthogonalized innovations). 

The error in the /v-step ahead forecast is

S s = 0 > / ' s * f V t - s  ( 6 . 2 1 )

Since it has been assumed that v is uncorrelated both across time and contemporaneously, the

covariance matrix o f the A^-step forecast is

I . s = o  r s ^ s  -  Z s = 0  ( 6 . 2 2 )

Since X  = this matrix does not depend upon F. The effect o f a single component o f  v can be 

isolated by rewriting the sum as

S fii  05 6(1)6(1)' 0*' =  I ] [ i i  i/'se(i)e(i)' i/»s' (6.23)
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where e(i) is the /. th unit vector. This has the effect o f decomposing the variance-covariance matrix 

o f  forecast errors into N  terms, each o f which shows the contribution o f a component o f v over the 

K  periods. The impulse responses from a VAR are exfremely non-linear ftinctions o f  the 

coefficients. The statistical significance o f  the point values o f these impulse responses can be 

assessed by Monte Carlo integration which computes the appropriate confidence bands or standard 

errors. With the Choleski factorization there will be a different factorization for every ordering o f 

the variables. Therefore, it is important to decide upon the ordering based on economic theory to 

enable a “semi-structural” interpretation o f  the model. For example, within a single time period, if  it 

is believed that movements in precede movements in y2, then should precede y2 in the 

ordering. Thus, variables which are not expected to have any predictive value for the other variables 

should be put at the end. By definition, the first variable in the ordering explains all o f its one-step 

variance.

6.3.4 VECMs

In the case where the output o f  unit root tests on the variables in the VAR model indicated that they 

had a unit root, that is are integrated o f order 1 ( / ( I ) ), this specification was imposed on the VAR 

model to create a VECM. The standard VAR model described as

yt =Zs=i® syt-s+Ut (6.24)

can be rewritten in the form

Ayt = <I>;Ayt_3 + nyt_i + u, (6.25)

where Ay^ is the first difference o f the vector y  (that is, y^ -  y t_ i) . The VAR can be modeled 

adequately in first differences if  n  is zero. However, i f f !  is not zero, even if  each component o f  y
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has a unit root, a VAR in first differences will be misspecified. If n  is full-rank there is no 

advantage to writing the system in form (6.25) instead of (6.24) as the two are equivalent. The 

benefit of form (6.25) is when n  is non-zero but less than fiill rank. In this case, the matrix n  can be 

written as

where a  and p are N x  r  matrices (N is the number of components in y  and r  is the rank of H). The 

decomposition of (6.25) is not unique because for any r  x r  non-singular matrix G, it is also true 

that

The matrix n  is not uniquely defined unless r  is one, in which case (6.26) is unique up to a scale 

factor in the two parts. The VECM estimates the VAR in the form (6.25) by imposing a reduced 

rank assumption on the n  matrix. The P 'y represent stationary linear combinations o f the y  

variables. If the y ’s are themselves non-stationary, they are described as cointegrated.

6.3.5 Testing for Cointegration

The existence of cointegration between the variables in the VECM is then tested by means of the 

Augmented Engle Granger test and the Johansen likelihood ratio test. The test for cointegration 

proposed by Engle and Granger (1987) is the simplest, and probably still the most popular, way to 

test for cointegration, (Davidson and MacKinnon, 2004). The concept is to estimate the 

cointegrating regression, such as that in (6.17), by OLS and then subject the resulting estimates of 

El to a Dickey Fuller test, which is generally augmented to deal with serial correlation (Augmented

n = ap (6.26)

(6.27)
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Dickey Fuller test). The null hypothesis o f the test is that does have a unit root, that is, the 

variables, Y( and Xf  are not cointegrated. However, because the OLS estimator selects the residuals 

in the cointegrating regression (6.17) to have as small a sample variance as possible, the standard 

Dickey Fuller or Augmented Dickey Fuller may reject the null hypothesis o f  stationarity too often. 

Therefore, the appropriate critical values for use in the Engle Granger and Augmented Engle 

Granger tests are more negative than those for the Dickey Fuller tests. However, there are some 

problems associated with the Engle Granger approach to testing for cointegration, as discussed by 

Verbeek (2004). Firstly, the results are sensitive to the normalization applied to the cointegrating 

vector, that is (1, - p ) ' in regression (6.17). The cointegrating vector is required to involve the left- 

hand side variable o f  the regression because its coefficient is implicitly normalized to minus one. 

Secondly, the residual-based cointegration tests tend to lack power as they do not fully exploit all 

the available information about the dynamic interactions o f the variables. An alternative approach 

to testing for cointegration that does not suffer from these drawbacks was proposed by Johansen 

(1988), who developed a maximum likelihood estimation procedure.

Johansen’s methodology is based on the VAR o f order p  given by

where yc is an « x I vector o f variables that are /(I)  and £^, is an « x 1 vector o f  error terms. This 

VAR can alternatively be written as

y t = u  + A^yt_i  + ........+ Apyt_p + Et, (6.28)

Ayt = w + + £t. (6.29)

where
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(6.30)

If the coefficient matrix 0  has reduced ranic r < n, then there exist n \  r  matrices a  and p each 

with rank r  such that FI = aP ' and P'yt are stationary. The number of cointegrating relationships is 

given by r. The elements of a are known as the adjustment parameters in the vector error correction 

model (VECM) and each column of P is a cointegrating vector, (Hjalmarsson and Osterholm,

2007). The concept is to estimate this VAR for various values of the rank r  of the coefficient 

matrix n , using maximum likelihood estimation based on the assumption that the error vector is 

multivariate normal for each t  and independent across observations, (Davidson and MacKinnon, 

2004). It can be shown that for a given r  the maximum likelihood estimator of p identifies the 

combination of y t-i  that yields the r  largest canonical correlations of Ay^ with y t- \  after adjusting 

for lagged differences and deterministic variables where appropriate, (Hjalmarsson and Osterholm, 

2007).’

6.3.6 Determining the Cointegrating Rank

Johansen (1988, 1991) formulates two different likelihood ratio tests of the significance of these 

canonical correlations and thereby the reduced rank of the O matrix; the trace test and maximum 

eigenvalue test, shown in equations (6.31) and (6.32) respectively.

J.trace -7’S?=r+lKl- î) (6.31)

Jm a x  = - T ln(l -  Xr+i) (6.32)

See Johansen (1995) for a detailed description o f  the procedure.
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where T  is the sample size and X, is the /:th largest canonical correlation. The trace version tests the 

null hypothesis of r  cointegrating vectors against the alternative hypothesis of n  cointegrating 

vectors, while the maximum eigenvalue version tests the null hypothesis of r  cointegrating vectors 

against the alternative hypothesis of r  +1 cointegrating vectors. The asymptotic critical values for 

these tests are can be found in Johansen and Juselius (1990). Determining the cointegrating rank is 

crucially important because if the inferred rank is too small, it is likely that the true long-run 

hypotheses will be rejected too frequently, while if the inferred rank is too large, it is likely that 

false long-run hypotheses will be accepted too often. Stimulation studies have shown that for small 

samples the asymptotic distribution of the rank test and tests on the hypotheses on p may be very 

poor approximations to the actual finite sample distributions, (Estima, 2010). The CATS add-in 

package for the statistical program RATS, performs a small sample correction of the trace test and 

tests of hypotheses on p in order to accommodate for the poor small sample approximations. The 

concept of the Bartlett correction is to correct the test statistic -2\o%LR by its finite sample 

expectation in a given parameter point 0. While the expectation cannot be calculated directly, it is 

replaced by an approximation of the form

Eg [-2\ogLR] = / ( l  + T - ^ m  ) + O ( r -3 /2 ) (6.33)

where f  is the expectation of the limit distribution, particularly the degrees of freedom for a

distributed test. The quantity

-llo g L R

has the expectation of f+  O {T and therefore should have a distribution closer to the limit 

distribution than -ILogLR.
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6.3.7 Long-Run Variable Exclusion

When analyzing the VECM it may be the case that only a subset of the variables in yt are required 

in the cointegrating space. The hypothesis of long-run exclusion of the variable yi is given by

Ho : p = 0 (6.35)

where Ri = e; and \ < i < p. Under the null hypothesis, the test statistic is asymptotically 

distributed as x^(^)- The test is conducted for each / = p  and r,.... p -  1 and provides 

valuable information about which variables can and cannot be excluded. However, the results of 

these tests must be interpreted with caution as a highly significant variable may have a highly 

insignificant test value due to strong multicollinearity with other variables. Therefore, economic 

rational must also be used before accepting the long-run exclusion hypotheses in order to avoid 

relevant variables being left out of the cointegration analysis.

6.3.8 Weakly Exogenous Variables

A variable within the VECM may be described as weakly exogenous if it does not contain 

information about the long-run parameters in p. Variable exogeneity can be tested with the 

following hypothesis

where Ri = 6; and \ < i  < p. The test is conducted for each / = p  and r,.... p  -  1 and under 

the null hypothesis, the test statistic is asymptotically distributed as x^(^) with r  degrees of 

freedom.

Ho ; ft,' a = 0 (6.36)
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6.3.9 Cointegrating Relations

When the data contains unit roots, the VECM model can be used to analyze the long-run 

information in the data in terms of the cointegrating relations. As discussed above, these relations 

may be interpreted in terms of a mechanism which starts adjusting towards the long-run equilibrium 

when it has been pushed away. These pushing forces which create the nonstationary property in the 

data are generally called the common stochastic trends. The VECM, which is used to analyze the 

structure o f the cointegrating relations, corresponds directly with the moving average (MA) 

representation that is used to analyze the structure of the common trends. The characteristic 

polynomial of the VECM are given by

A(z) = (1 -  z) /p -  n z  -  2 f= 7 ( l -  Z) (6.37)

where if it is assumed that all the roots of A have a modulus larger than one then is stationary, 

but if A is assumed to have unit roots so that is /(I) then it is non-stationary. If z = 1 is a root, 

then n  has reduced rank r  < p  since 1̂4 (1) I  =  I  H I  =  0. As a result, fl can be written as f] = 

where a  and P are p  x rmatrices of full column rank. As previously discussed, the hypothesis of 

cointegration is formulated as a reduced rank condition on the fj matrix,

H , ; n = a p '  (6.38)

Assuming that all roots of the characteristic polynomial (6.37) are either equal to one or have 

moduli < 1 and that a^rPx  has full rank p -  r, the MA representation of a /^dimensional VAR 

model is

7. = C Z U i  + 'VDi) + C*(L)(£t + + A (6.39)
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where

(6.40)

and C*(Z,) is an indefinite order polynomial given by the parameters o f the VAR model. The term A

depends on the initial values and satisfies ^ 'A  = 0. From theorem 4.2 in Johansen (1996) it can be

shown that P 'y t=  ^'C*(L)(st+ ODj), so that P 'y t=  E (p 'y t) is stationary. The parameter o f interest 

in the MA-representation is Oi which contains the vectors that define the space o f  the common 

stochastic trends and the slopes o f the linear trends in the data.

6.3.10 Structural Moving Average Representation

In this reduced form MA-representation, the error terms have no economic interpretation. 

Therefore, a structural MA-model is imposed which assumes that the VAR residuals are related 

to some independent structural shocks u^, which are split into p - r  permanent shocks and r  

transitory shocks. The VAR residuals are related to the structural shocks by matrix B, such that

where the error terms U( are iic/ Np (0, /p). The transitory shocks are defined by a zero-column in 

the impact matrix C = CB~^,  while the permanent shocks have non-zero columns in C. Therefore, 

the transitory shocks have no permanent impact on the model variables. The structural MA-model 

is expressed by

Ut = B £t<=^ Et = B (6.41)

y t = CB~^ Z i= i Ui + C  SLi + T.T=0 + O D , _ i )  + A

= C fZ L i w; + B <PDi) + Zr=o A* i ^ t - i  + B + A

(6.42)

(6.43)
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where C- = and it is consistent with the structural VAR model,

BAyt = a  + Zf=7 + u, (6.44)

where a = Ba ,Ti = BV, and (P = B<P. Using u f  and u f  to represent the temporary and permanent 

shocks respectively, the groups are orthogonalised both within and between by choosing ff  as

B=S~^G, (6.45)

where G is given by

(6.46,

and S  is selected as the Cholesky decomposition of CflG' such that the variance of is BQ.B'— Ip. 

The matrix B  introduces additional parameters to the unrestricted VAR, therefore for the

purpose o f identification additional restrictions must be imposed. The assumption that is iid

Np (0,/p) imposes + p  = ^p(j>+ V) restrictions on B. The separation of u \  and u f

inserts another ( / j - r ) r  restrictions. The remaining restrictions are designed as j p ( j j -  f ) ( j } - r - 1)  

exclusion restrictions on the long run impact matrix CB~^, and ^ r ( r -  1) exclusion restrictions on 

the contemporaneous impact matrix,
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6.3.11 Impulse Response Functions

Impulse response functions are used to illustrate how each of the endogenous variables reacts to the 

transitory and permanent shocks within the structural MA-model. The impulse response functions 

are expressed by

R{ri) =  response ,Ui) — C + C^, /  G N ,  (6.47)

which measures the response in yt+n ^ shock to assuming that = 0.

Therefore, Rij{n) is the response to yu+n from a shock to u^f.
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Chapter 7:

Distribution of Returns and Unit Root Testing

The statistical distribution o f  real estate returns, particularly in relation to higher moments, is not 

widely researched and remains a matter o f  debate. However, as real estate assets regularly form 

part o f  a diversified portfolio, along with stocks, bonds, commodities and other assets, it is often 

analyzed with asset pricing theories which assume normally distributed returns. The attraction o f 

using a normal distribution assumption in modeling returns is that analyzes can be simplified to 

solely focus on the first two moments, ignoring skewness and kurtosis. However, there are a 

number o f  reasons why higher moments should be accounted for in modeling asset return series, 

(Chiang and Li, 2007).

Firstly, from an econometric perspective, Hansen (1994) established that empirical specifications o f  

asset pricing models are incomplete if the full conditional model is not specified. Furthermore, 

estimation and forecasting accuracy relies on the full specification o f  the moments o f the 

distribution. Several researchers have recognized that higher order moments and co-moments can 

act as explanatory variables for modeling stock returns (Harvey and Siddique, 2000; Ranaldo and 

Favre, 2003; Patton, 2004). Therefore, excluding information contained in higher moments is likely 

to lead to missing variable and model misspecification difficulties.

Secondly, from an empirical finance outlook, higher order moments relate to specific economic 

meanings. Johnson and Schill (2006) advocate that the Fama-French factors (SMB and HML) can 

be considered proxies for co-skewness and co-kurtosis. They demonstrate that the Fama-French
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loadings usually become insignificant with the inclusion o f higher order systematic co-moments in 

the cross-sectional regressions o f portfolio returns.

Thirdly, from the point o f  view o f portfolio management, higher order moments are viewed as 

additional risk instruments in forming the “new portfolio” theory, as maintained by Jurczenko and 

Maillet (2003) and papers cited there. Furthermore, the underlying theory o f stochastic dominance 

suggests that portfolio selection is determined by skewness and kurtosis, in addition to the 

conditional mean and variance, (Vinod, 2004). The new portfolio theory is strengthened by the 

evidence provided by Harvey et al. (2010) and Cvitanic et al. (2008). In addition, Andersen and 

Somette (2001) and Malevergne and Somette (2005) reveal that by incorporating higher moments 

for risk, it is possible to simultaneously increase the expected return on the portfolio and lower the 

risk. Tang (1998), in a study o f the Hong Kong stock market, finds that diversification lowers 

standard deviation but exacerbates negative skewness and fat tails. Therefore, the evidence suggests 

that pricing risk based solely on the second moment may be very misleading and as a result it is 

necessary to examine the higher moments o f  asset return distributions.

Empirical research has shown that most macroeconomic and financial time series are non-

stationary. This means that the variable has no clear tendency to return to a constant value or a

linear trend.* As with many financial time series, the price series o f the majority o f  the variables

studied in this thesis exhibit strong positive autocorrelation. Time plots o f these series illustrate a

non-stationary process with the series mean changing over time. Therefore, it is necessary to

assume that they have been generated by non-stationary processes and follow stochastic trends.

However, returns series are analyzed in this thesis, rather than price series, as returns are more

® A strictly stationary process is one where the marginal and all joint distributions are invariant across lime. A weakly 

stationary process is one where the mean and variance are constant across time and the covariance between Xf and Xt+j, 

depends only on the distance between the terms, h, and not on the location o f  the initial time period, t. Analysis o f a time 

series is simplified if  it is at least weakly stationary.
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relevant in comparing the performance o f different asset types and is the measure on which 

portfolio theory is based. On conversion to returns series, by differencing, the time plots o f  the data 

generally illustrate that trends in the data are removed. Nevertheless, it is necessary to check 

whether the returns series are stationary or non-stationary because a non-stationary time series may 

be as a result o f an underlying unit root process. Shocks to unit root processes have permanent 

effects that do not decay over time and hypothesis testing using standard statistical inference may 

lead to completely spurious results. Ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation requires that a 

stochastic process be stationary, as in the presence o f unit roots OLS will produce spurious 

regression results that are invalid. Furthermore, establishing whether a series is difference 

stationary, trend stationary or a unit root process is very relevant to applied forecasters. Rather than 

applying one or the other model by default, using diagnostic pretesting to guide model selection is 

shown to improve forecast accuracy, (Diebold and Kilian, 2000). In addition, economic and finance 

theory often suggests the existence o f  long-run equilibrium relationships among non-stationary time 

series variables. If these variables are first order unit root processes /(I), then cointegration 

techniques can be used to model these long-run relations. Prior to considering cointegration 

modeling it is necessary to test the data for unit roots.

Traditional unit root tests generally just test for zero-frequency unit roots, however because many

economic time series exhibit substantial seasonality it is necessary to also test for unit roots at other

frequencies, such as the seasonal. While the properties o f seasonally integrated series are not

immediately obvious, they are similar to those o f  ordinary integrated processes with zero-frequency

unit roots. Series with seasonal unit roots have a long memory, which implies that shocks have

permanent effects and may change forever the seasonal patterns. Such series have variances which

increase linearly from the start o f  the series and are asymptotically uncorrelated with processes

having different frequency unit roots. Similar to cointegration among series with zero-frequency

unit roots, a pair o f series with seasonal unit roots o f  the same frequency may be cointegrated if a
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linear combination o f the series is not integrated at the frequency o f the corresponding seasonal unit 

root, (Hylleberg et al., 1990).

Firstyly, in this chapter, graphical and numerical methods are used to examine the distribution of 

real estate returns. Tables o f results from the Shapiro Wilk (SW) normality test are presented within 

the chapter, while graphs/plots o f the some o f the real estate returns series are presented in the 

appendix to this chapter (Appendix 3). Secondly, the results o f several unit root tests on each o f the 

variables are discussed and interpreted. Tables o f  these unit root test results are presented in 

Appendix 3. Thirdly, the economic implications o f  the findings in relation to both normality and 

stationarity are discussed. Finally, a concluding paragraph summarises the information, findings 

and analyzes contained in this chapter.

7.1 Normality Test Results

The distribution o f real estate return is analyzed below using a selection of histograms, P-P Plots 

and the SW normality test. Rather than present all o f these graphs/plots, a representative selection 

o f  them are contained in Appendix 3. However, the numerical test results for each o f  the individual 

regions combined with each type o f  the real estate return are shown below.

7.1.1 IPD - UK

All o f the monthly IPD returns series appear to be non-normally distributed from a graphical

analysis o f the disfribution o f  returns. The histograms o f the income returns series indicate almost

uniform returns, for example, see Figure A3.1, the histogram o f the IPD All Property Income

Returns. The uniformity o f the income returns series is likely to be due to the relatively steady rent

on institutional grade commercial property. This is similar to the argument o f  Bond and Patel

(2003) who find that the existence o f  long-term contracts in the UK commercial property market
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and the prevalence o f upward only rent reviews causes payoffs associated with commercial 

property to be skewed. The capital growth returns series are negatively skewed, which also 

translates into the total returns series, see Figure A3.2, the histogram o f IPD Retail Capital Growth 

Returns. This suggests that returns to institutional grade commercial property is generally small and 

positive but large losses also occur from time to time. This finding o f extreme negative returns to 

commercial property concurs with the results and theory o f Brounen et al. (2008), who find 

increased kurtosis o f property share returns, particularly in the left tail, which is attributed to the 

inability o f  real estate portfolio managers to adjust their portfolio holdings to the changing 

circumstances in times o f crisis due to the illiquidity o f  the underlying portfolio o f  assets.

The SW test clearly rejects the normality o f IPD returns in the UK for each property type (all 

property, retail, office and industrial) and for each type o f  return (capital growth, income and total 

returns), see Table 7.1. The non-normality o f  IPD returns which is exhibited in this analysis is 

concurrent with the empirical results o f Lizieri and Ward (2000), which reject the assumption o f 

normality using a number o f test procedures for IPD monthly data in the UK.

Table 7.1: Shapiro Wilk Test -  IPD Returns - UK
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1% 1% 1% 1%

Reject Reject Reject Reject 
1% 1% 1% 1%

Reject Reject Reject Reject 
1% 1% 1% 1%
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7,1.2 IPD  -  Ireland

IPD returns in Ireland displayed similar non-normal properties in the various graphs/plots as 

occurred with the UK IPD returns. However, symptoms o f the thinner market in Ireland were also 

evident in the graphs/plots, resulting in increased non-normality o f  the returns series. The 

histograms and P-P plots all pointed to non-normal returns for capital growth, income and total 

returns series. Again, the most non-normal series was the income returns series, which appeared 

even more uniform than in the UK, for example, see Figure A3.3, the histogram o f IPD Office 

Income Returns.

Capital growth returns and total returns were both negatively skewed, for example, see Figure A3.4 

in Appendix 3, the histogram o f All Property Capital Growth Returns. Examining the time series 

plot o f  capital growth returns series in Figure A2.2 in Appendix 2, it can be seen that Ireland 

generally had positive capital growth return since 1994 but experienced a sharp fall in the capital 

growth returns for institutional grade commercial property over the 2007-2010 period. The 

downward adjustment in Ireland was slower than in the UK resulting in a prolonged downward 

cycle in capital growth returns.

The SW test clearly rejects the normality o f  IPD returns in Ireland for each property type and for 

each type o f  return, see Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Shapiro Wilk Test — IPD Returns - Ireland
C apital G row th R eturns Income Returns Total Returns
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1% 1% 1% 1%
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7.1.3 REITs and Listed Property Companies

The REIT and listed property company returns series for the US, UK and Sweden all much closer 

resembled a normal distribution than any o f the IPD returns series, see Figure A3.5, A3.6 and A3.7, 

in Appendix 3, for the histogram o f REIT returns for the US, UK and Sweden, respectively. 

Nevertheless, the US and UK returns series displayed slight negative skewness, while the Swedish 

returns series displayed slight positive skewness. All three returns series displayed excess kurtosis, 

particularly the US and Sweden, a common feature o f asset return series. The P-P Plot and the SW 

test indicated that the returns have a non-normal distribution, for example, see Figure A3.8 in 

Appendix 3 the P-P Plot o f UK REIT returns and Table 7.3 for results o f  the SW test.

Table 7.3: SW Test -  REITs and Listed Real Estate Companies Returns
US LK Sweden

Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1%

The empirical findings o f this chapter in relation to the skewness o f  REIT returns are in-line with 

the theoretical arguments and empirical results o f Brounen et al. (2008), who maintained that the 

return distributions o f  property companies or REITs are likely have increased kurtosis particularly 

in the left tail because the underlying portfolio o f assets are highly illiquid. In times o f crisis real 

estate portfolio managers have limited opportunities to adjust their portfolio in response to 

changing circumstances and therefore are highly exposed to market downturns and extreme 

negative returns. In an empirical analyzes o f nine o f  the largest REIT markets -  US, Japan, Hong 

Kong, UK, Australia, Canada, France, Netherlands and Singapore -  the return distributions are 

found to be negatively skewed, apart from in France, which is found to be positively skewed, and in 

Japan and the Netherlands, which have perfectly symmetric tails. The empirical analyzes o f  this 

chapter also found REIT returns in the US and UK to negatively skewed. Sweden was found to 

lave positively skewed returns in the empirical analyzes this chapter. O f the countries studied by 

Brounen et al. (2008), Sweden would be most similar to the Netherlands and France, which were

bund to have symmetric and positively skewed returns, respectively.
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7.1.4 Houses -  Ireland

The annual secondhand returns series for each o f  the regions -  National, Dublin, Cork, Galway, 

Limerick, Waterford and Other Areas -  are all slightly negatively skewed, for example, see Figure 

A3.9 in Appendix 3, the histogram o f Annual National Secondhand House Price Returns. The 

histograms o f the annual new house returns series for National, Dublin, Cork and Other Areas 

displayed negative skewness. However, for the regions o f  Galway, Limerick and Waterford, the 

histograms appeared positively skewed, for example, see Figure A3.10 in Appendix 3, the 

histogram o f Annual Limerick New House Price Returns.

The histograms o f house price returns at a quarterly fi'equency appeared to be more centered and 

the degree o f skewness was slighter. The quarterly series appeared closer to a normal distribution, 

for example see Figure A 3.11 in Appendix 3, the histogram o f National Quarterly New House Price 

Returns. The histograms for quarterly secondhand returns in Limerick and Waterford were 

particularly close to normal distributions, for example, see Figure A3.12 in Appendix 3, the 

histogram o f Quarterly Limerick Secondhand House Price Returns.

The SW test retains the null o f  normality in almost all cases except for quarterly secondhand 

housing returns, where normality is rejected in all regions apart from Dublin and Limerick. See 

Table 7.4 for details. The increased rejection o f  the null for quarterly data is likely to be influenced 

by the increased power o f the tests due to a larger number o f observations.

Table 7.4: SW Test -  House Price Returns -  Ireland
Dublin
Area

Whole
Country Cork Galway Limerick Waterford

Other
Areas

Annual 2nd
Hand DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Annual
New DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%

Quarterly
2nd Hand DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5%

Quarterly
New Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
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7.1.5 Houses -  US

Both the seasonally adjusted and non-seasonally adjusted house price returns series for the US 

displayed negative skewness and excess kurtosis. For quarterly returns, the seasonally adjusted 

series appeared slightly more negatively skewed, while the non-seasonally adjusted series appeared 

more leptokurtic, see Figure A3.13 and A3.14 in Appendix 3, the histogram o f Quarterly 

Seasonally Adjusted and Non-Seasonally Adjusted Returns, respectively.

Each of the monthly seasonally adjusted series displayed excess kurtosis, excluding Boston, New 

York and the Composite 20 series, which were slightly platykurtic, see Figure A3.15 in Appendix 

3, the histogram o f Seasonally Adjusted Monthly Returns for Boston. The relatively high density o f 

housing in both New York and Boston, compared to other regions in the US, leading to a deeper 

market with greater liquidity, perhaps affecting the degree o f kurtosis in the house price returns 

series in these regions. The histogram and P-P Plot o f the Monthly Non-Seasonally Adjusted 

Composite 20 series shows that the overall Monthly Non-Seasonally Adjusted returns series in the 

US is clearly non-normally distributed, see Figure A3.16 in Appendix 3 for the P-P Plot.

The shape o f the histograms for US house price returns suggests that the excess kurtosis is mainly 

due the ‘peakedness’ o f the returns, rather than the existence o f ‘fat tails’. This is similar to the 

findings o f Hutson and Stevenson (2008) in a study o f US REIT returns, which shows that the 

index distributions exhibit the ‘peakedness’ that is a feature o f excess kurtosis. Using interval 

analyzes, in which the distributions are divided into segments based on standard deviations from 

the mean and then examined from the approach o f frequencies or counts rather than values, 

comparing the number o f observations is the tails relative to the normal distribution, revealed that 

index distributions are typically not ‘fat tailed’. The examination showed that they are however 

extremely peaked in the centre, specifically within a half standard deviation either side o f  the mean.
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The SW test indicates that the quarterly composite seasonally adjusted and non-seasonally adjusted 

indices are non-normally distributed. The null o f  normality is also rejected for each o f the non- 

seasonally adjusted monthly series, excluding Boston. For the monthly seasonally adjusted returns, 

the SW test rejects normality in all indices, excluding Boston and Denver. See Table 7.5 for details 

o f these SW tests.

Table 7.5: SW Test -  House Price Returns — US
Q uarterly Non-SA Index SA Index
Composite Reject 1% Reject 1%
Monthly Non-SA Index SA Index
AZ-Phoenix Reject 1% DNR
CA-Los Angeles Reject 1% DNR
CA-San Diego Reject 1% Reject 5%
CA-San Francisco Reject 1% DNR
CO-Denver Reject 5% DNR
DC-Washington Reject 1% Reject 1%
FL-Miami Reject 1% Reject 1%
FL-Tampa Reject 1% Reject 1%
OA-Atlanta Reject 1% Reject 1%
IL-Chicago Reject 1% DNR
MA-Boston DNR Reject 1%
MI-Detroit Reject 1% Reject 1%
MN-Minneapolis Reject 1% Reject 5%
NC-Charlotte Reject 1% Reject 1%
NV-Las Vegas Reject 1% DNR
NY-New York Reject 1% Reject 1%
OH-Cleveland Reject 1% Reject 1%
OR-Portland Reject 1% DNR
TX-Dallas Reject 5% Reject 5%
WA-Seattle Reject 1% Reject 5%
Composite-10 Reject 1% Reject 5%
Composite-20 Reject 1% Reject 1%

7.1.6 H ouses-U K

The histograms and P-P plots o f UK house price returns series suggested that the series are not

normally distributed, particularly for lower frequency data. In all o f  the regions, the Annual All

Dwellings series were positively skewed and displayed excess kurtosis, for example, see Figure

A3.17 in Appendix 3, the histogram o f Annual All Dwellings UK House Price Returns. Similarly

for the Annual New Dwellings series, all regions were positively skewed, apart from Scotland
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which was very slightly negatively skewed. All regions were also leptokurtic, apart from London 

which was platykurtic, see Figure A 3.18 in Appendix 3, the histogram o f Annual New Dwellings 

London House Price Returns. London is by far the most densely populated region o f the UK, with 

approximately 45.62 persons per hectare, compared for example, to the next most densely 

populated region which is the North West with approximately 4.66 persons per hectare, (UK 

National Statistics, 2012). Considering that a similar phenomenon occurred in the US, where the 

states o f New York and Boston tended to have platykurtic returns while other states all had 

leptokurtic returns, this may indicate that deeper, more liquid markets have returns which are less 

clustered around the mean, with a lower peak and thinner tails at the extreme values o f  the 

distribution. The Annual Other Dwellings series in all regions was positively skewed and displayed 

excess kurtosis.

At a quarterly frequency, the histograms were quite similar to at an annual frequency but displayed 

more cases o f  negative skewness and negative kurtosis. The Quarterly All Dwellings series was 

positively skewed in all regions, apart from East and Northern Ireland, see Figure A3.19 in 

Appendix 3, the histogram o f Quarterly All Dwellings East House Price Returns. Each o f the 

regions displayed excess kurtosis, apart from London, South East and Northern Ireland. The South 

East region is the third most densely populated region o f the UK, following the North West, (UK 

National Statistics, 2012). This puts further weight on the proposition that deeper and more liquid 

markets tend to be more platykurtic. For the Quarterly New Dwellings series, the sub-regions (for 

example. North East, North West, Yorkshire and the Humber, East Midlands, West Midlands, East, 

London, South East and South West) were all positively skewed while most o f the higher level 

regions (for example, UK, Great Britain, England and Northern Ireland) were negatively skewed.

The monthly mix-adjusted house price returns series for both pre-owned and new dwellings in the

UK appeared from the histograms and P-P Plots to be closer to a normal distribution than those o f
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the annual and quarterly frequency data, although both series displayed som e positive skewness and 

excess kurtosis. For exam ple, see Figure A3.20 in A ppendix 3, the histogram  o f  M onthly Mix- 

A djusted Pre-Owned UK House Price Returns.

The S W test provides m ixed results for the housing returns series in the UK. For the annual returns 

series, the SW test rejects the null o f  norm ality for All Dwellings in approxim ately h a lf  o f  the 

regions, the null is retained in m ost o f  the regions for New Dwellings but is rejected in alm ost all o f  

the regions for O ther Dwellings. For the quarterly returns series, the SW  test rejects the null o f  

norm ality for All Dwellings in a quarter o f  the regions, w hile norm ality is rejected in slightly more 

o f  the regions for N ew  Dwellings and O ther Dwellings. For the m onthly national m ix-adjusted 

returns series, for both new and pre-owned dw ellings, the null o f  norm ality is retained in all cases. 

See Tables 7.6 and 7.7 for details o f  these norm ality tests.

Table 7.6: SW  T est — House Price Returns -  UK -  Annual and Quarterly
Annual Q uarterly

All Other All O ther
Dwellings New Dwellings Dwellings Dwellings New Dwellings Dwellings

UK Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR
Great Britain Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
Engl and&amp; Wales DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR
England DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
North East DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR
North West (incl. Merseyside) Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 1%
Yorkshire&amp;the Humber Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
East Midlands Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
West Midlands Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 5%
East Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
London DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
South East DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR
South West Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
Wales Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 1%
Scotland Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5%
Northern Ireland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1%

Table 7.7: SW  T est — House Price Returns — UK -  Monthly
M onthly M ix-Adjusted
New-Dwellings 
Pre-Owned Dwellings

DNR
DNR
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7.1.7 Houses -  Sweden

The histograms and P-P Plots differed quite markedly between the annual, quarterly and monthly 

data for Swedish house price returns. Overall, the distribution o f returns was much closer in 

resemblance to that o f the Irish and UK house price returns, than to the US.

At an annual fi'equency, the series for every region was negatively skewed, apart from Stockholm, 

see Figure A3.21 in Appendix 3, the histogram o f Annual Sweden House Price Returns. Excess 

kurtosis was apparent in most o f the twenty-one regions and in the national series, however five o f 

the regions displayed negative kurtosis. Unlike the US and UK, the regions with positive versus 

negative kurtosis did not appear to be related to population density in the area, (ArcticStat, 2011).

In contrast to the annual data in which most house price returns series were negatively skewed, at a 

quarterly frequency the national series and all but four o f  the regions showed positive skewness, for 

example, see Figure A3.22 in Appendix 3, the histogram o f Quarterly Sweden House Price Returns. 

This is quite similar to Ireland where at an annual frequency most o f  the house price returns series 

were negatively skewed, but at a quarterly frequency most o f  the series were positively skewed. In 

Sweden, at a quarterly frequency, just over half the regions including the national series were 

leptokurtic. As with the annual series, the instances o f leptokurtic versus platykurtic returns did not 

appear to be related to the density o f  population in the area. Considering the P-P Plot o f Quarterly 

Sweden House Price Returns, see Figure A3.23 in Appendix 3, the returns did not appear to be 

normally distributed.

The monthly Sweden house price returns appeared much closer to a normal distribution than the

returns at a quarterly or annual frequency, for example, see Figure A3.24 in Appendix 3, the P-P

Plot o f the Monthly Sweden House Price Returns. However, the monthly returns still displayed a

degree o f  positive skewness and excess kurtosis. The closer resemblance o f higher frequency
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housing returns data to  a normal distribution also was evident in Ireland, where quarterly data was 

m ore norm ally distributed than annual data, and in the UK, w here monthly data was m ore norm ally 

distributed than quarterly or annual data. This phenom enon may be due to the greater num ber o f  

observations w hich was generally available for the higher frequency data than for the lower 

frequency data in these countries. In the case o f  the US, w here there are a relatively large num ber o f  

observations available at a low frequency level, it is unsurprising that in-line w ith theory the results 

show that low er frequency data is m ore norm ally distributed than the higher frequency data.

The SW  test retains the null o f  norm ality for the annual, quarterly and monthly series in each 

region, apart from at a national level for quarterly data. However, graphical analyzes indicates that 

the returns are not norm ally distributed. The relatively sm all num ber o f  observations in the series 

may cause the num erical tests to  have insufficient pow er to reject the null, even if  the series are 

non-norm ally distributed. See Table 7.8 for details o f  these norm ality tests.

Table 7.8: SW Test — House Price Returns -  Sweden
Annual Q uarterly Monthly

National DNR Reject 5% DNR
Stockholm DNR DNR N/A
Uppsala DNR DNR N/A
Sddermanland DNR DNR N/A
OstergOtland DNR DNR N/A
JOnkOping DNR DNR N/A
Kronoberg DNR DNR N/A
Kalmar DNR DNR N/A
Gotland DNR DNR N/A
Blekinge DNR DNR N/A
S k ^ e DNR DNR N/A
Halland DNR DNR N/A
V SstraGOtal and DNR DNR N/A
Varmland DNR DNR N/A
Orebro DNR DNR N/A
Vastmanland DNR DNR N/A
Dalama DNR DNR N/A
Gavleborg DNR DNR N/A
Vastemorrland DNR DNR N/A
Jamtland DNR DNR N/A
Vasterbotten DNR DNR N/A
Norrbotten DNR DNR N/A
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7.2 Unit Root Test Results

The results o f  the Dickey Fuller (DF), Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin (KPSS) and Geweke Porter- 

Hudak (GPH) tests for all o f the series analyzed are presented in Appendix 3. Likewise, the results of 

the Hylleberg, Engle, Granger, and Yoo (HEGY) tests which were carried out on the quarterly data 

series are also shown in Appendix 3. The results o f  these unit root test are discussed below.

7.2.1 IPD - UK

For IPD returns in the UK most o f the unit root tests indicate that the series have a unit root, see Table 

A3.1 in Appendix 3. The various DF tests, apart from the DF with constant, trend and one lag, all 

retain the null hypothesis o f a unit root for each o f  the series. The DF with constant, trend and one lag 

rejects the null for all o f  the series, except for the office and industrial capital growth returns. All o f the 

variations o f  the KPSS test that were conducted rejected the null o f  stationarity in each o f the series. 

The GPH test had more mixed results. For the income returns series, the null o f  stationarity was 

rejected for both powers tested (0.5 and 0.6). For the capital returns and total returns series, at a power 

o f  0.5, the null o f stationarity was rejected for the all property and retail series, while the null was 

retained for the office and industrial series. At a power o f  0.6, the null was retained for the all property 

and retail series, while it was rejected for the office and industrial series. The HEGY tests, shown in 

Table A3.2, retain the null hypothesis o f a unit root for most o f  the series. The null is rejected for retail 

capital growth and total returns by the HEGY test with the last lag and for retail income returns when 

lags 1 - 4 are included rather than just the last lag. It is also rejected for industrial total returns when 

lasts I - 4 are included in the test.

7.2.2 IPD -  Ireland

Similarly for IPD returns in Ireland, the unit root tests, shown in Table A3.3 in Appendix 3, generally 

indicate the existence o f a unit root in the series. All four types o f unit root tests suggest that there is a
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unit root in the income returns for each property category. The only exception is for the GPH test at a 

power o f 0.5, the null o f stationarity is retained for the office income returns series. The DF tests retain 

the null hypothesis o f  a unit root for all the capital growth returns series. The KPSS test with a constant 

and the KPSS test with a constant, trend and one lag rejects the null o f stationarity for each o f  the 

series. The KPSS test with a constant and trend and the KPSS test with a constant, trend and four lags 

retains the null o f  stationarity for all but the retail series. The GPH test indicates at both a 0.5 and 0.6 

power that the capital returns series are stationary. For the total returns series, the DF test generally 

indicated that each o f  the series had a unit root. The results o f the KPSS test was more mixed, but 

generally the null o f  stationarity was rejected. However, the GPH test retained the null o f stationarity 

for each o f the series at a power o f both 0.5 and 0.6, apart from the industrial series at a power o f 0.6. 

The HEGY tests, shown in Table A3.4, indicate that with the last lag included the null is rejected for 

office and industrial capital growth returns and also for office total returns.

The results o f the unit root tests conducted in this study on IPD returns in the UK and Ireland are 

similar to those found by Myer et al. (1997) in an analysis o f appraisal-based commercial real estate 

wealth indices for several property types (aggregate, office, retail and industrial in the US, UK and 

Canada). In this study almost all o f the series appeared to contain a unit root, apart from industrial 

property.

7.2.3 REITs and Listed Property Companies

The DF and KPSS tests indicate that REIT/listed property company returns in the US, UK and Sweden

are stationary processes, see Table A3.5 in Appendix 3. However, the GPH tests rejected the null o f

stationarity for each o f the REIT series. The results o f the DF and KPSS tests are similar to those o f

Payne and Sahu (2004) for US REITs and international securitized real estate companies, Payne and

Mohammadi (2004) for US REITs and Okunev and Wilson for various US REIT indices. In these

studies, unit root tests o f  the rate o f return to REITs/securitized real estate showed that the series are
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stationary processes. However, the same tests applied to the levels o f  the series indicated the presence 

o f  a unit roots, implying that the series are integrated o f  order one, that is they are /(I)  processes.

7.2.4 Houses -  Ireland

The results o f  unit root tests on the housing returns series in Ireland produced mixed results, see Table 

A3.6 in Appendix 3. The DF and KPSS tests were generally unable to reject their null hypotheses for 

the annual data but did reject the null for the quarterly data, thereby the DF tests indicated that the 

annual series had a unit root but the quarterly series did not, while the KPSS tests generally indicated 

that the annual series was stationary but the quarterly series had a unit root. In most cases, the GPH test 

retained the null hypothesis o f stationarity for both the annual and quarterly series. Interestingly, the 

HEGY tests, which are designed to test for seasonal unit roots in quarterly data, retained the null 

hypothesis o f  a unit root in almost all cases, see Table A3.7 in Appendix 3.

7.2.5 Houses -  US

Tests o f unit roots on the housing returns series in the US delivered mixed results, see Tables A3.8,

A3.10 and A 3.11 in Appendix 3. The DF test generally rejected the null hypothesis o f  a unit root for 

the regional series. The only DF test to retain the null o f a unit root consistently for the monthly returns 

series was the DF test with constant, trend and 12 lags. However, the failure to reject may be the result 

o f  the reduced power o f  the test due to the number o f lags. For the composite series, particularly the 

seasonally-adjusted series, the DF test retained the null o f  a unit root in most instances. In contrast to 

the DF test, the KPSS test tended to reject the null hypothesis o f stationarity for the majority o f  both 

regional and composite series. Similar to the DF tests, the only KPSS test to retain the null o f a unit 

root consistently for the monthly returns series was the KPSS test with constant, trend and 12 lags. The 

GPH test did not reject the null o f  stationarity in the majority o f  cases, particularly for the quarterly and 

the composite series. Most o f  the HEGY tests retained the null o f  a unit root in the non-seasonally
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adjusted com posite returns series, see Table A 3.9 in A ppendix 3. For the quarterly seasonally adjusted 

com posite series the HEGY tests with lags 1 - 4 included rejected the null o f  a unit root in this series, 

but when ju st the last lag was included the null was retained.

The results o f  the m onthly unit root tests on US house price returns are sim ilar to those o f  Canarella et 

al. (2010), who exam ine the m onthly seasonally adjusted house price returns in the US to find that 

using the m inim um  LM unit root test o f  Lee and Strazicich (2003), which incorporates structural 

breaks, that the series are in m ost cases a stationary process, about a segm ented trend. W hile in the 

same study the Lum sdaine-Papell (1997) test o f  the same data generally fails to  reject the null o f  a unit 

root, the authors recognize that the mim im um  LM test o f  Lee and Strazicich (2003) possesses greater 

pow er than the test o f  Lum sdaine and Papell (1997). Sim ilarly, Meen (2002) in a study o f  quarterly 

repeat housing sales in the US, using ADF and Phillips Perron tests for stationarity o f  real house prices, 

found that the series in levels w ere difference stationary processes, that is /( I) , and that by implication 

the rate o f  return on houses w as 1(0 ).

7.2.6 Houses -  UK

Tests for unit roots in the UK housing data produced m ixed results. For the annual series, the DF and 

the KPSS tests generally indicated that the series did not contain a unit root, w hile the GPH test 

rejected the null o f  a stationary series in the m ajority o f  cases, see Tables A3.12 and A3.13 in 

A ppendix 3. Exam ining the quarterly data using the DF test suggested that the series did not contain a 

unit root. H owever, the KPSS tests and the GPH tests produced m ore varied results with the m ajority 

o f  tests indicating that a unit root was present in the series, see Tables A3.14 and A 3 .15. The HEGY 

unit root tests generally retained the null o f  a unit root for the quarterly housing returns series in the 

UK, indicating the presence o f  a seasonal unit root, see Tables A 3.16 and A3.17. The unit root tests 

suggested that the UK m onthly house price returns w ere stationary series. The DF test rejected the null
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o f  a unit root in almost all cases, the GPH test did not reject the null o f stationarity in almost every 

case, while the KPSS tests was more inconclusive, see Table A3.18 for details.

The results o f the unit root tests on the UK housing data is similar to those o f Meen (2002) who 

examines quarterly mix-adjusted house prices using the ADF and Phillips Perron unit root tests, 

finding that the series is difference stationary, and thus by implication the rate o f return on housing is 

stationary. Similarly, in a study o f  mix-adjusted quarterly regional house prices in the UK and for the 

UK as a whole, Holmes (2007) through the application o f  the univariate ADF unit root test finds that 

the natural logarithm o f house prices is difference stationary, implying that the rate o f  return on 

housing does not contain a unit root. Ashworth and Parker (1997) in a study o f quarterly house prices 

across 11 regions in the UK using the ADF test to test for non-seasonal unit roots and the tests o f 

Osborn et al. (1988) and Osborn (1990) to test for seasonal unit roots, found that the natural logarithm 

o f house prices had exactly one non-seasonal unit root, in all regions apart from Northern Ireland 

(where the series was trend stationary). These series in levels were difference stationary, implying that 

the rate o f  return o f  house prices did not contain a unit root. Considering the relatively low power of 

the ADF test (Banerjee et al., 1986; Cochrane, 1991), Durbin Hausman tests were also conducted on 

the data, an exercise which confirmed the previous results, (Choi, 1992).

7.2.7 Houses -  Sweden

The null hypothesis o f a unit root is generally rejected by the DF test for Swedish housing returns,

particularly the quarterly series. At an annual frequency, the small number o f observations reduces the

power o f  the test and as a consequence the DF test may be unable to reject the null even if  there is no

unit root in the series. Similarly the KPSS test clearly indicated that the Swedish housing returns series

are a stationary process for both quarterly and annual data. The GPH test produced mixed results which

in some cases rejected the null o f stationarity and in other cases retained the null. See Tables A3.19 and
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A3.20 in Appendix 3 for details o f  the annual and quarterly unit root tests. Similar to the quarterly 

housing returns series in other countries, the HEGY test implies that the presence o f a seasonal unit 

root in the almost all the data series. See Table A3.21 for details o f the HEGY test. In the monthly 

housing returns series the DF and KPSS tests indicated that no unit root was present, while the GPH 

test produced mixed results. See Table A3.22 for details o f the monthly unit root tests.

These results coincide with the findings o f  Claussen (2012) who examined quarterly Swedish real 

house prices, specifically constant quality one and two bedroom dwellings for permanent living, using 

the ADF and Phillips Perron unit root test. Claussen (2012) concluded that the natural logarithm o f real 

house prices is integrated of order one, that is /(1), and therefore the rate o f return on real house prices 

does not contain a unit root and is a stationary process. Hort (1998) conducted a panel data analysis o f 

quarterly real house prices in 20 urban areas in Sweden from 1967 to 1994. Under the assumption that 

the autoregressive properties o f  the series are common to all urban areas while allowing the 

deterministic components to vary over the cross section, Hort implemented ADF tests to the pooled 

data, rather than on each cross section separately. This methodology was applied because Levin and 

Lin (1992) demonstrated that the statistical power o f  unit root tests can improve dramatically when 

applied to pooled data, rather than separately to each cross section. The analysis by Hort (1998) also 

showed that the natural logarithm o f house prices was difference stationary, implying that the rate of 

return on housing does not contain a unit root.
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7.3 Economic Implications of Normality and Stationarity Findings

The real estate returns series analyzed in this chapter exhibited varying degrees o f non-normality 

and in many cases hypothesis testing indicated the presence o f  unit roots, both seasonal and zero- 

frequency. The economic implications o f these properties on portfolio selection, diversification, 

asset pricing, modeling, forecasting, analyzing the impact o f shocks, etc. should not be 

underestimated.

Traditional financial models generally assume asset return distributions to be normally distributed, 

see for example, Markowitz (1952), Sharpe (1964) and Black and Scholes (1973). However, as 

with previous research on stock return distributions and to a lesser extent real estate return 

distributions, this chapter demonstrated that real estate return distributions are typically non- 

normally distributed. Therefore, assessing diversification o f a portfolio which includes real estate 

assets using only a two-moment framework is likely to lead to bias conclusions that may 

underestimate the risk o f  large downside losses or upside gains arising from extreme non-normal 

returns (tail risk). You and Daigler (2007) propose the use o f  a four-moment Modified Value at 

Risk (MVaR) model to analyze the effects o f diversification on minimizing potential large losses. 

The findings in this study suggest that diversifying across a much broader range o f instruments than 

is currently done by most portfolio managers could be beneficial, particularly for those who want to 

avoid large downside losses. Harvey et al. (2010) recommend the use o f a Bayesian decision 

making framework, which can handle higher moments and parameter uncertainty, as a method for 

optimal portfolio selection. Furthermore, skewness and kurtosis have long being recognised as 

important factors in asset pricing, implying that traditional two-moment asset pricing models for 

real estate securities are likely to inaccurately price risk and return. Fang and Lei (1997) and Hwang 

and Satchell (1999) further propose a four-moment CAPM by arguing that investors will not only 

accept lower expected returns in exchange for having the benefit o f increasing the systematic
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skewness, but they also require higher expected returns for bearing the systematic covariance and 

kurtosis risk. Dittmar (2002) explores a non-linear pricing kernel and discovers that investors 

require a premium to hold securities with leptokurtic return distributions. While most equity 

markets exhibit negative skewness, the analysis in this chapter showed that returns to housing in the 

UK, Ireland and Sweden quite often displayed positive skewness. In certain areas o f the UK, for 

example London, returns were both positively skewness and platykurtic. This suggests that the 

characteristics o f housing returns may make the inclusion o f these assets in a diversified portfolio 

worthwhile.

The time series properties o f real estate returns, in terms o f  whether they follow a stationary process

or they contain a unit root, has far reaching implications related to the EMH, the effect o f  shocks

and cointegration. Fama (1970) asserts that if stock prices are found to follow a random walk

process, then equity markets are weak-form efficient. While generally the weak-form market

efficiency and the random walk hypothesis are not equivalent, the random walk properties o f stock

returns are considered to be an outcome o f the EMH, (Schindler et al., 2009). Various DF, KPSS

and GPH tests for the UK and Ireland IPD returns series (office, retail and industrial) indicated that

the data generating process o f these series follows a random walk and is evidence in favour o f

weak-form market efficiency in the unsecuritized commercial real estate markets. This implies that

prices are random and unpredictable so that risk-adjusted excess returns cannot be earned by

implementing a trading strategy based on historical market trading information. The results o f the

different unit root suggested that the securitized real estate markets in the US, UK and Sweden are

stationary processes and weak-form market efficiency does not hold. As these assets are traded as

securities in equity markets, they are more liquid than the underlying assets and transaction costs

are not as prohibitive. This would suggest they should be more likely to conform to the EMH than

the underlying assets. However, empirical evidence is mixed for securitized real estate with

Kleiman et al. (2002) and Payne and Mohammadi (2004) finding evidence in favour o f  the EMH
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but Mei and Gao (1995) finding evidence against the EMH. The various unit root tests o f the house 

price series for the US, UK, Sweden and Ireland which were analyzed in this chapter produced 

mixed results. While some o f the tests implied that the markets are not weak-form efficient, certain 

characteristics o f  housing markets make the profitable exploitation o f  any inefficiencies more 

difficult. The markets are characterized by very “lumpy” assets which are not easily traded. The 

profitability o f  trading is reduced by large transaction costs due to, for example, high brokerage 

commission, high search costs and capital gains tax. Unlike equity and commodity markets, there 

are no futures contracts and no short sales so there are no opportunities to realize a gain if  the 

market is expected to decline. Furthermore, this market is dominated by home-owners, rather than 

professional investors, and for these purchasers who are buying a property to live in there are 

moving costs. This suggests that due to the nature o f  the housing market although it may not follow 

a random walk process, any observed inefficiencies may not translate to profitable opportunities for 

investors. The HEGY unit root tests indicated that seasonal stochastic unit roots were present in all 

o f the real estate series analyzed. However, compared to seasonal effects which are deterministic, it 

is difficult for investors to benefit from this information because it implies different non-stationary 

behaviour for each season.

The recent financial and economic crisis has seen real estate prices fall globally. Some countries,

such as Ireland, have experienced a complete collapse in property values, with commercial property

prices declining by more than half from peak to trough, (IPD, 2012), and residential property prices

also down by approximately half, (CSO, 2012). A ftirther important implication o f  the stationarity

or otherwise o f  the real estate returns series relates to the effect o f such shocks on both real estate

prices and on aggregate consumption. The unit root tests o f the unsecuritized commercial real estate

returns series in the UK and Ireland indicate that these series follow a non-stationary process.

Therefore, exogenous shocks such as the recent global financial and economic crisis which has led

to large falls in commercial property prices, particularly in Ireland, will have permanent effects
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both on the commercial property prices themselves and on aggregate consumption. Commercial 

property prices will not revert to a long run trend. The shock will lead to a permanent change in 

commercial property prices which will alter permanent income and thus affect consumption. The 

effect o f  an exogenous shock to securitized real estate and the housing market is unclear as unit root 

tests were inconclusive in their analysis o f the presence o f a unit root in the series. If the series are 

stationary, then shocks are mainly transitory and in the long run real estate prices should return to 

their trend. Furthermore, since the change to real estate prices is temporary, theoretically this 

implies that permanent income is unaffected and there will be little effect on consumption.

7.4 Conclusion

This chapter analyzed the distribution o f real estate returns for various types o f real estate assets in 

countries both large and small, at a range o f different frequencies. The assumption of normality o f 

the data series underlies parametric statistical tests and if this does not hold, interpretation and 

inference may be invalid and unreliable. Furthermore, the popularly applied, simplifying 

assumption that returns are normally distributed has been shown to miss important information that 

is contained in higher moments. From an econometric, empirical finance and portfolio management 

perspective higher order moments have been shown to be extremely important and the pricing of 

risk based exclusively on the second moment can be very misleading. A combination o f  both 

graphical and numerical methods was used to determine whether the real estate returns series are 

normally distributed. Histograms, P-P plots and detrended normal P-P plots were examined, as well 

as conducting the Shapiro Wilks normality test.

Following this, the real estate returns series were examined for the presence o f  unit roots. Shocks to 

unit root processes have permanent effects that do not decay over time and ordinary least squares 

estimation in the presence o f unit roots will produce spurious regression results that are invalid. In
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addition, testing for the presence o f unit roots is very important to applied forecasters in guiding the 

model selection decision. Furthermore, variables with unit root processes can have long run 

equilibrium relationships which may be powerfully modeled using cointegration techniques.

Several numerical tests with different strengths and weaknesses were used to test for unit roots. A 

variety o f  forms o f the Dickey Fuller, Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin, Geweke Porter-Hudak 

and Hylleberg Engle Granger and Yoo unit root tests were employed in the analysis.

Firstly, to conclude on the findings from the analysis o f normality in the distribution o f real estate

returns. The assumption o f normality in IPD real estate returns was strongly rejected, particularly in

the UK which had a larger dataset than in Ireland. REIT returns were found to be non-normally

distributed in the US and Sweden, while tests for the UK were mixed in their findings. Numerical

normality tests o f housing returns in Ireland generally found the series to be normally distributed.

However, with a small number o f observations in Ireland, particularly for the annual data, the

power o f the tests to reject the null would be relatively weak. The graphical tests gave mixed results

but skewness was evident, particularly in the annual series. In the US, the assumption o f normality

was rejected in the vast majority o f  cases, particularly for the non-seasonally adjusted series. In the

UK, the SW test rejected the null o f  normality in many annual data series but only a small number

o f quarterly series. The assumption o f  normality was retained for the monthly mix-adjusted series,

which notably had the largest number o f observations and thus the power o f  the tests to reject

would have been greater. Graphical analyzes o f  the series at all frequencies suggested that the series

were non-normally distributed. The clear consensus among the numerical normality tests of

Swedish housing data was to retain the null o f  normally distributed returns. However, histograms

and P-P Plots o f the series showed signs o f  non-normality. The data series in Sweden, particularly

at an annual frequency, was very short so the weak power o f  the tests to reject the null may be the

reason for its retention rather than the series actually having a normal distribution. Overall for

housing data, it appears that the country with the best housing data -  the US -  strongly rejected the
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assumption o f normally distributed returns to this asset. Furthermore, the assumption o f normality 

was rejected more often for quarterly series than for annual series, where the numbers o f 

observations were greater.

Finally, to conclude on the analysis o f unit roots in the real estate returns series. Tests for unit roots

in the IPD returns series for both the UK and Ireland generally indicated that the series were unit

root processes, apart from the total returns series in Ireland for which the results were inconclusive.

Examination o f  the REIT series in the US, UK and Sweden for the presence o f unit roots produced

mixed results, with the DF and KPSS tests indicating that there was no unit root in the series while

the GPH test indicated that there was a unit root in the series. Results o f  unit root tests on housing

data were also mixed, both within and between countries. In Ireland, the null hypotheses o f  the

various unit root tests were generally retained for the annual series. This may have been due to

reduced power o f the tests due to a small number o f  observations. For the quarterly data, the DF

and GPH tests indicated that there was no unit root in the series, while the KPSS test indicated that

was a unit root in the series. The HEGY tests, which are designed to test for seasonal unit roots in

quarterly data, retained the null hypothesis o f a unit root in almost all cases. Tests o f  unit roots on

the housing returns series in the US delivered mixed results. The DF and GPH tests generally

indicated that the quarterly series were stationary, particularly the seasonally-adjusted series.

However, the KPSS test tended to suggest that a unit root was present in the series. The HEGY tests

which included lags I - 4 were mixed in their results, but when only the last lag was included the

null was retained in every case. Mixed results were produced from the unit root tests o f UK housing

returns data. At an annual frequency, the DF and KPSS tested suggest there was no unit root while

the GPH test suggested that a unit root was present in the series. At a quarterly frequency, the DF

test again indicated that there was no unit root in the series, while the KPSS and GPH tests were

more varied in their results. The HEGY test on the quarterly series retained the null o f a unit root in

almost every case, indicating the presence o f  a seasonal unit root. For the Swedish housing returns
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series, the DF and KPSS tests generally indicated that the series did not contain a unit root, while 

the GPH test produced mixed results. However, as with the quarterly times series o f  other countries, 

the HEGY test generally retained the null o f a unit root, suggesting the presence o f  a seasonal unit 

root. Overall it appears that for housing returns series, the unit root tests produce mixed results, 

apart fi'om by the HEGY tests o f  quarterly returns series which almost invariably retains the null, 

indicating the presence o f  a seasonal unit root in the series. Hylleberg et al. (1990) argue that the 

existence o f unit roots at seasonal frequencies has similar implications for the persistence o f shocks 

as a unit root at the usual long run frequency, or zero-frequency unit roots.
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Chapter 8:

Return Linkages between Real Estate, Stock and Bond Markets

There are several reasons to assume that strong linkages exist between returns on the real estate, 

stock and bond markets. As discussed by Oikarinen (2006), the financial markets and the housing 

market are both subject to common macroeconomic factors, such as the real interest rate and 

inflation. Furthermore, the equity and housing markets are likely to have a strong positive relation 

because both are significantly affected by current and expected income.

Causal linkages between the stock, bond and housing markets would also be expected for a number 

o f reasons, such as the wealth effects on consumption and investment from the appreciation o f  an 

asset class, strategic portfolio allocation whereby appreciation in one asset class is associated with 

an increase in demand for the other asset classes, feedback effects which can cause negative short

term correlations between different asset price changes as high returns on an asset in the past 

increase the backward-looking investor’s expectation o f fiature returns on the asset and the “flight to 

quality” movement during periods o f uncertainty which can cause bond prices and the prices o f 

other riskier assets to move in the opposite direction. Gyourko and Keim (1992) argue that since a 

large portion o f a company’s value is often tied up in real estate in the western world, securitized 

real estate and the stock markets should also be co-related.

Oikarinen (2006) proposes that different asset prices may be cointegrated as a result o f  the common

macroeconomic driving forces which affect the price formation o f various asset categories

generating long-term linkages between the asset prices. Since the housing market is not as liquid as

the stock or bond markets, it is likely that price adjustment in the housing market will be more

sluggish and causality will run from the financial markets to the housing market. Furthermore, the
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consumption good nature o f housing may undermine the relationship between the housing market 

and the financial markets.

In this chapter, the relationship between real estate returns, the stock market and bond yields will be 

examined for the US, UK, Sweden and Ireland. The long-term interdependencies and short term 

linkages between the three markets are investigated by means o f  cointegration analysis or vector 

autoregression (VAR) analysis, depending on the order o f integration of the variables. Impulse 

response functions are used to examine the responses of the system to particular initial shocks. 

Variance decomposition analysis is used to decompose the forecast error variance into the part due 

to each o f the innovation processes. Structural moving-average models are employed to examine 

the effect o f transitory and permanent shocks to variables in the system.

The chapter proceeds as follows. In the next section, there is a detailed discussion o f  the data used 

in the study. The second section presents the findings o f the empirical analyzes. In the final section, 

the chapter is summarized and conclusions are derived.

8.1 Data

The data used to study the linkages between returns in the real estate, stock and bond markets 

includes annual, quarterly and monthly time series o f  several different variables for four different 

countries. The time period that was analyzed for each country and property type depended on the 

availability o f  data for real estate itself and the other variables which were included in the model, 

see Table 8.1 below for details. The time periods for which the models were studied was selected to 

ensure that there was full availability o f  data for each o f the variables in the model. Therefore, it is 

only necessary to specify the time period and fi'equency o f analyzes for each o f the real estate 

series, as it can be assumed that the other asset returns series and control variables were examined
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for this period also. In certain cases the number o f  available observations was quite small and 

accordingly only basic analyzes was conducted on this data, as will be discussed later in the 

chapter.

Table 8.1: Sum m ary o f  Tim e Periods Analyzed

Country Frequency Real Estate Type Start Date End Date

Ireland Quarterly IPD Q1 1995 Q3 2010
Housing Q1 1983 QI 2010

Annual IPD 1995 2009
Housing 1983 2009

UK Monthly IPD Sep-88 D ec-10
REIT/Listed Property Companies Feb-90 N ov-10
Housing Mar-02 Sep-10

Quarterly IPD Q3 1988 Q4 2010
REIT/Listed Property Companies QI 1990 Q3 2010
Housing Q1 1992 QI 2010

Annual IPD 1988 2010
REIT/Listed Property Companies 1990 2009
Housing 1988 2009

US Monthly REIT/I^isted Property Companies Feb-80 N ov-10
Housing - Composite Feb-87 Sep-10

Quarterly REIT/Listed Property Companies QI 1980 Q3 2010
Housing Q2 1987 Q3 2010

Annual REIT/Listed Property Companies 1980 2009
Housing 1987 2009

Sweden Monthly REIT/Listed Property Companies Feb-90 N ov-10
Housing Feb-92 Dec-09

Quarterly REIT/Listed Property Companies QI 1990 Q3 2010
Housing Q2 1998 Q3 2010
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8.1.1 Real Estate Data

Since there are a large number o f different real estate returns series for each country, it was not 

feasible to examine the relationship between all o f  these and the stock and bond markets. Therefore, 

for each country a small number o f real estate return series were selected for the analyzes on the 

basis that they were representative o f  the national market in the country or of a particularly 

important sub-sector o f the market. While a brief summary o f the real estate data employed in the 

empirical analysis in this chapter is given below, there is a detailed described provided in chapter 5 

and extensive unit root testing o f the series is conducted in chapter 7.

For Ireland, the housing market was examined using two house price returns series; (1) national 

new house price returns, (2) national secondhand house price returns. The commercial real estate 

market was examined using the IPD total returns. Only quarterly data was available with a 

sufficient number o f observations to permit analyzes.

For the US, four house price returns series were used to examine the housing market; (1)

Seasonally adjusted composite house price returns, (2) Seasonally adjusted New York house price 

returns, (3) Non-seasonally adjusted composite house price returns, (4) Non-seasonally adjusted 

New York house price returns. The securitized real estate market was analyzed using the 

REIT/listed property company return series.

For the UK, there were also four house price return series examined; (1) Great Britain all house 

price return, (2) London all house price return, (3) Great Britain new mix-adjusted house price 

return, (4) Great Britain secondhand mix-adjusted house price return. The commercial real estate 

market was analyzed using the IPD all property total return and the securitized real estate market 

was analyzed using the REIT/Iisted property company returns series.
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For Sweden, the housing maritet was examined with two series; (1) national house price returns, (2) 

Stockholm house price returns. The securitized real estate market was analyzed using the 

REIT/listed property company returns series.

8.1.2 Stock Market Data

The main stock market indices o f each country were used in the empirical analysis o f  this chapter. 

The stock market data for each country was sourced in Datastream.

For the UK, the FTSE 100 Index was used in the empirical analysis. The FTSE 100 Index is one of 

the world’s most widely recognized indices. This is a market capitalization weighted index which 

represents the performance o f 100 o f  the largest UK listed blue chip companies. The index contains 

stocks from sectors such as oil and gas, basic minerals, industrials, consumer goods, health care, 

consumer services, telecommunications, utilities, financials and technology.

For Ireland, the iSEQ Index represented the stock market in this study. The ISEQ Index is a market 

capitalization weighted index o f  approximately 50 listed Irish companies. A weakness o f the ISEQ 

Index is that it is very dependent on a small number o f  companies causing a lack o f  balance in the 

equity listings. At the end o f 2011, one company (CRH) accounted for almost 26 percent o f the 

weighting o f  the index, while the three largest companies (CRH, Elan Corporation and Ryanair) 

accounted for almost 50 percent o f the weighting o f the index, (Irish Stock Exchange, 2011).

For Sweden, the OMX-Stockholm 30 Index was used to represent the stock market. The OMX- 

Stockholm 30 Index is a market value weighted index that consists o f  the 30 most actively traded 

stocks on the Stockholm Stock Exchange. The sectors represented in the index include financials.
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industrials, consumer services, consumer goods, telecommunications, technology, health care, oil 

and gas and basic materials.

For the US, while there were a number o f different stock market indices to choose from, it was 

decided to use S&PlOO Index. The Standard & Poor’s 100 Index is a large and diverse index, which 

is frequently used as a benchmark for investors and movements in the S&P Index are often viewed 

as been reflective o f  movements in the US marketplace as a whole. It is a market value weighted 

index comprised o f  100 o f the most widely traded stocks in the US. The index includes companies 

from a wide range o f  sectors, including industrials, technology, energy, health care, financials and 

consumer staples.

8.1.3 Bond Market Data

The bond market in the US, UK and Sweden is represented by their respective 10 year government 

bond yields in the empirical analysis o f this study. In Ireland, the bond data series used is the long

term government bond yield, as opposed to the 10 year government bond yield, as this provided a 

longer time series for analyzes. The bond data for each country used was sourced in Datasfream.

8.1.4 Asset Market Data Summary

Table 8.2 summarizes the asset price series and their respective sources.
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Table 8.2: Summary Asset Price Series

Country Asset Series Source

Ireland Real Estate National 2nd Hand House Price Return 
National New House Price Return

Department o f  Environment 
Heritage and Local Government

IPD All Property Total Return IPD

Stock ISEQ Index Datastream

Bond Long Term Government Bond Yield Datastream

US Real Estate Seasonally Adjusted Composite House 
Price Return
Seasonally Adjusted New York House Price 
Return
Non-Seasonally Adjusted Composite House 
Price Return
Non-Seasonally Adjusted New York House 
Price Return

S&P/Case-Shiller (SCS) Home 
Price Indices

REIT Price Return Datastream

Stock S&PlOO Index Datastream

Bond 10 Year Government Bond Yield Datastream

UK Real Estate Great Britain All House Price Return

London All House Price Return

Great Britain New Mix-Adjusted House 
Price Return
Great Britain2nd Hand Mix-Adjusted 
House Price Return

Department for Communities 
and Local Government

IPD All Property Total Return IPD

REIT Price Return Datastream

Stock FTSE 30 Index Datastream

Bond 10 Year Government Bond Yield Datastream

Sweden Real Estate National House Price Return 
Stockholm House Price Return Statistics Sweden

REIT Price Return Datastream

Stock OM X-Stockholm 30 Index Datastream

Bond 10 Year Government Bond Yield Datastream
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8.1.5 Control Variables

There are a number o f variables which may affect the possible long-run relations between the asset 

markets. Therefore, the addition o f  some o f these variables in the models may be needed to uncover 

a cointegrating relation that includes the asset returns. Variables, such as construction costs, may 

“disturb” the relationship between real estate returns and the other asset markets and thus should be 

controlled for in a model o f the asset series. Furthermore, along with the potential to affect long-run 

relations, the control variables may contain important information concerning the short-run 

dynamics o f the asset markets.

Macroeconomic factors, such as the interest rate and inflation rate, clearly affect returns in the 

stock, bond and housing markets. Lower interest rates reduce the cost o f borrowing, which should 

theoretically increase the demand for real estate and lead to a rise in the value o f  real estate. Low 

level o f interest rates can stimulate more spending in the economy by consumers and companies, 

which may drive up inflation. Real estate is often viewed as a hedge against inflation and therefore 

this may also cause the value o f  real estate to rise when interest rates are low. Interest rates are 

generally believed to be inversely related to the stock market because o f the effect o f  the level of 

interest rates on the confidence and spending o f  consumers and businesses alike. Furthermore, as 

companies may be valued by discounting back to the present the sum o f all expected future cash 

flows, this would cause movements in the interest rate to have an inverse effect on the value o f the 

stock market. In principle, the stock market should also provide a good hedge against inflation as a 

company’s revenues should grow at the same rate as inflation over time. However, companies 

which compete in the global market may be unable to raise their prices in line with inflation as they 

need to stay competitive with foreign producers who may not be experiencing inflation. 

Furthermore, during periods o f inflation companies may be subject to rising costs such as energy, 

raw materials and labour, yet be unable to react by raising their prices leading to reduced profits. In
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addition, inflation reduces the purchasing power o f those on fixed incomes which can cause 

reduced consumer spending, thereby negatively effecting company profits and the value o f  the 

stock market. Inflation raises the required nominal rate o f returns on bonds as investors are 

interested in the “real” rate o f return, which subtracts the inflation rate from the nominal interest 

rate.

GDP is a measure o f  the total value o f  the goods and services produced in a country during the 

period being measured and is an important indicator o f  the state o f the economy. When GDP in one 

period is compared to GDP in the previous period it gives an indication o f  whether the economy is 

expanding or contracting. When changes in GDP are positive this boosts investor confidence and 

generally leads to a rise in the stock market. However, when GDP falls, consumers and investors 

generally react cautiously by reducing their spending, which in turn has a negative effect on the 

performance o f companies and puts downward pressure on the stock market.

In this study, for each country, the following control variables are included in the empirical 

analysis:

(1) Inflation rate

The inflation rate for each country is reflected by the Consumer Price Index (CPI) o f that 

country. This data was derived from Datastream.

(2) Interest rate

The interest rate used o f  all four countries is the UK interbank one year middle rate 

(LIBOR). This is the rate at which large international banks in London lend money among 

themselves. Although it is a rate between London banks, it is generally quoted for loans 

expressed in dollars. It is frequently used as the base rate for setting many types o f  longer-
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term loans, even in the US markets, (Elton et al., 2003). This data was derived from 

Datastream.

(3) GDP

For Ireland, GDP is non-seasonally adjusted and measurement is based on the expenditure 

approach. For the US, GDP is seasonally adjusted and measurement is based on the income 

approach. For the UK, GDP is seasonally adjusted and measurement is based on the 

expenditure approach. For Sweden, GDP is calculated by multiplying GDP per capita by 

the population. GDP per capital is non-seasonally adjusted and measurement is based on 

the expenditure approach. The data for GDP per capital for Sweden and GDP for each o f 

the other countries was derived from Datastream. The data for population in Sweden was 

sourced from the official statistical agency in Sweden, Statistics Sweden (2012).

(4) Construction cost index

For Ireland and the UK, changes in construction costs are indicated by the House Building 

Cost index. For the US, the Constant Quality Price Index o f New One-Family Houses 

under Construction is used to track construction costs. For Sweden, construction costs are 

measured with a Construction Cost Index. All o f the data on construction costs was sourced 

from Datastream.

The control variable for each o f  the countries and their respective sources are detailed in Table 8.3.
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Table 8.3: Summary Control Variables

C ountry

Ireland

US

UK

Sweden

Variable

Inflation

LIBOR

GDP

Construction Cost

Description

CPI (All Items)

UK Interbank O ne Year M iddle Rate 

GDP (Expenditure Approach)

House Building Cost Index

Source

Datastream

Datastream

Datastream

Datastream

Inflation

LIBOR

CPI (All Items)

UK Interbank One Year Middle Rate

Datastream

Datastream

GDP GDP (National Income Account, Seasonally Adjusted) Datastream

C onstant Quality Price Index o f  N ew  O ne-Fam ily Houses 
Construction Cost under Construction Datastream

Inflation CPI (All Items)

LIBOR UK Interbank One Year M iddle Rate

GDP GDP (Expenditure Approach, Seasonally Adjusted)

Construction Cost House Building Cost Index

UK National Statistics 

Datastream 

Datastream 

Datastream

Inflation

LIBOR

CPI (All Items)

UK Interbank One Year M iddle Rate

GDP

C onstruction Cost Construction Costs Index

Datastream

Datastream

Datastream  & Statistics 
GDP per Capita (Expenditure A pproach) X Population Sweden

Datastream
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8.2 Empirical Analysis

The empirical analysis section o f this chapter first examines the correlations between the various 

asset and control variables for each country. This analysis is provided for each o f  the countries at 

various frequencies, depending on the availability o f  suitable data.

The order o f integration o f the real estate time series was thoroughly investigated in Chapter 7, with 

the use o f Dickey Fuller, Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin, Geweke Porter-Hudak and Hylleberg 

Engle Granger and Yoo unit root tests. In this chapter, Dickey Fuller unit root tests are employed to 

examine the order o f integration o f the additional asset return series and the control variable series. 

The results o f these tests provide initial direction for the analysis o f  the interdependencies between 

the return series.

The analysis proceeds with a more rigorous investigation o f  the linkages between the different asset 

classes by means o f  cointegration tests and by estimating vector error correction models (VECMs) 

and vector autoregession (VAR) models, as appropriate. VARs and VECMs are then used to model 

the dynamic interaction and dependencies among the system o f variables in each country at 

monthly and quarterly frequency, where permitted by the data.

8.2.1 Correlation Analysis

Correlation analysis o f the asset returns series and the economic variables for each country is 

examined as an initial step in studying the dynamic relationship between the series. Despite the 

simplicity o f  correlation analysis, it can provide useful information regarding the linkages between 

time series by comparing correlations for different markets and different observation windows or 

frequencies.
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8.2.1.1 Correlation Analysis - Ireland

Table A4.I in Appendix 4 presents the correlations for the quarterly asset returns and economic 

variables in Ireland. As would be expected, the new and secondhand national house price returns 

series are highly correlated. The house price returns series are positively correlated with the IPD 

returns, which measures commercial property returns. The house price returns series are positively 

correlated with the stock market and negatively correlated with bond yields. Neither the house price 

returns series nor the commercial property returns series were significantly correlated with the 

stock market or the bond market. The stock market and the bond market were negatively correlated.

GDP is negatively correlated with new house price returns and commercial property returns. GDP 

is strongly positively correlated with the stock market and strongly negatively with the bond yields. 

Construction costs and the CPI are negatively correlated with the real estate returns series and bond 

yields, but are positively correlated with the stock market and GDP. The LIBOR rate is negatively 

correlated with new house price returns and commercial property returns.

Table A4.2 in Appendix 4 presents the correlations for the annual asset returns and economic 

variables in Ireland. At an annual frequency the new and secondhand house price returns series 

were more highly correlated than at a quarterly frequency. The annual house price returns series 

were significantly correlated with IPD returns.

The stock market was significantly positively correlated with new house price returns, but it was 

not correlated with secondhand house price returns or commercial property returns. Over the period 

2000 to 2007, Ireland because over reliant on house building and other construction as a proportion 

o f  the overall economy, which resulted in the industry reaching 22% on average o f  total economic 

activity (GNP) over this period and 25% in 2006. Total investment in the economy was greater than
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31% in 2005 and 2006, (DKM, 2010).^ By 2012, DKM forecasted that the construction industry 

would represent approximately 7.6% o f GNP in 2012. This is deemed to be an unsustainably low 

level o f construction activity for an economy, such as Ireland, that has an infrastructural deficit. 

Euroconstruct (2010) considered the historical and projected shares o f construction in 19 European 

countries over the period 2006-2012 and estimated that, on average, construction is expected to 

represent 11% o f GDP, ranging from 15.2% in Finland to 8.3% in Sweden, while the level for the 

UK, our closest neighbour, is projected to be 9%. The corresponding percentage in Ireland over the 

same period is 12% (14.6% o f GNP), but is expected to drop to 7% over the period 2010-2012. 

Related to the strength o f the construction sector in the Irish economy over the period 2000 -  2007, 

was the strong domination o f the Irish stock market by the financial services sector over this period. 

The profitability o f  banks was strongly boosted by the abnormally high level o f investment and 

development funding and mortgage financing that was taking place at this time. Therefore, it is not 

surprising that there exists a significant positive correlation between new house price returns and 

the stock market.

Similar to the quarterly correlation results, at an annual frequency, GDP was significantly 

positively correlated with new house price returns, had an insignificant correlation with secondhand 

house price returns and was strongly positively correlated with the stock market and negatively 

correlated with bond yields. Unlike the quarterly series, GDP at an annual frequency was not 

significantly correlated with the commercial property returns. The stock market and bond yields 

were again strongly significantly negatively correlated. A negatively correlation exists between 

both CPI and construction costs with house price returns and the commercial property market. The 

size o f  the correlations at an annual frequency tended to be larger than at a quarterly frequency for 

these series.

’ Total investment in the economy refers to the total gross fixed capital formation in building and construction and 

machinery and equipment as a percentage o f total GNP.
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8.2.1.2 Correlation Analysis - US

Table A4.3 in Appendix 4 presents the correlations for the monthly asset returns and endogenous 

variables in the US. All o f the monthly house price series are strongly positively correlated with a 

statistical significance o f 1%. The REIT returns series is positively correlated with the house price 

returns series but this is only significant for the composite house price returns series.

While the stock market was not significantly correlated with the composite house price returns 

series, it was significantly positively correlated with the New York house price returns series. The 

correlations were slightly stronger for the seasonally adjusted house prices series. The REIT and 

listed property company returns series were insignificantly correlated with the stock market. 

Although REITs and listed property companies are closely related to equities, this analysis is 

examining the correlation between the returns to REITs and listed property companies with the 

level o f the stock market, which would not necessarily be correlated.

Bond yields were positively correlated with both the seasonally adjusted and non-seasonally 

adjusted composite house price returns series. The correlation with non-seasonally adjusted New 

York house price returns was also negative but not statistically significant. The correlation between 

bond yields and stock market returns was strongly significantly negative.

A strong negative correlation existed between the composite house price returns series and GDP, 

construction costs and the CPI. The correlation between these variables and the New York house 

price series and the REIT/listed property company series was insignificant. The LIBOR had a 

statistically significant negative correlation with both New York house price returns series. The 

correlation with the composite house price series and the RElT/listed property company series was 

insignificant.
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Looking at the quarterly and annual data for the US in Tables A4.4 and A4.5 in Appendix 4, the 

number o f significant correlations between the various series is greatly reduced. The different house 

prices series (seasonally adjusted and non-seasonally adjusted, composite and New York) are still 

strongly correlated with a significance level o f  1%. At a quarterly or annual frequency, the 

REIT/listed property company series is no longer significantly correlated with the composite house 

price series as it had been in the monthly data. At the annual frequency there is a relatively small 

number o f observations, therefore it may be difficult to detect correlation between the series. 

However, since there is still an adequate number o f observations at a quarterly frequency and the 

significance criteria adjusts to take account o f the number o f observations, the results point to a 

lower correlation for lower frequency data.

At a quarterly and an annual frequency, there is no significant correlation between stock returns and 

house price returns. Bond returns are strongly significantly negatively correlated with the stock 

market at a quarterly and an annual fi'equency, but there was no significant correlation with any o f 

the real estate return series. This compares to the monthly data where there was found to be a 

significant correlation between bond yields and house price returns.

At a quarterly frequency, GDP, construction costs and CPI were significantly correlated with the 

seasonally adjusted house price returns series. CPI was also significantly correlated with the non- 

seasonally adjusted house price returns series. Unlike the monthly series, where the LIBOR was 

correlated with the New York house price returns, at a quarterly or annual frequency there was no 

observed correlation between the LIBOR and the various house price returns series. However, at a 

quarterly frequency the REIT/listed property company series was significantly correlated with the 

LIBOR. At a monthly or annual frequency there was no significant correlation between the 

RElT/listed property company series and the LIBOR.
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8.2.1.3 Correlation Analysis - UK

In the UK, monthly data showed a statistically significant correlation between mix-adjusted new 

and secondhand house price returns, see Table A4.6 in Appendix 4. The correlation o f 0.40 is lower 

than was the degree o f  correlation in Ireland between new and secondhand house price returns, 

which were almost perfectly correlated. The UK house price returns series is mix-adjusted whereas 

the Irish house price returns series is not. Furthermore, the average age o f  dwellings in the UK is 

much older than in Ireland. In England 21% o f private residential dwellings were built before 1919, 

while only 12% were built since 1990, (Department for Communities and Local Government, 

2010). This compares dramatically to Ireland where only 11% o f private residential dwellings were 

built before I9I9 , while 34% were built since 1991, (CSO, 2007). Commercial property returns as 

recorded by the IPD statistics were positively correlated with house price returns. REIT/listed 

property company returns were significantly correlated with secondhand house price returns but 

were not significantly correlated with new house price returns or IPD commercial property returns. 

Bond yields were statistically significantly negatively correlated with both house price returns and 

IPD returns, but not with REIT/listed property company returns. GDP, construction costs and CPI 

were statistically significantly negatively correlated with house price returns, IPD returns and bond 

yields.

Tables A4.7 and A4.8, in Appendix 4, presents the correlations o f the asset returns and economic 

variables in the UK, for the quarterly and annual series, respectively. The UK annual data indicated 

that house price returns for all dwellings in the Great Britain was strongly correlated with returns to 

all dwellings in London. There exists a similar correlation between new and secondhand dwellings 

at a monthly and quarterly frequency. The annual data indicated a stronger correlation between the 

various house price returns series. While at a monthly and quarterly frequency the IPD returns were 

not correlated with REIT/listed property company returns, at an annual fi'equency there was a
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strong positive correlation between the series. This is intuitively appealing since in the short term 

movements between commercial property returns as recorded by IPD and REIT/listed property 

company returns may not move together but over longer observation periods they should be closely 

related since the underlying assets are very similar.

REIT/listed property company returns were not significantly correlated with the stock market at a 

quarterly or an annual frequency. While the REIT/listed property company returns series was 

correlated with the secondhand house price returns at a monthly frequency, it was not correlated 

with the any o f  the house price returns series at a quarterly or an annual frequency. Bond yields 

were significantly correlated with Great Britain all dwelling price returns at a quarterly frequency 

but were not correlated with any o f  the other real estate return series at this frequency. At an annual 

frequency, bond yields were not significantly correlated with any o f  the house price returns series, 

IPD returns, RElT/listed property company returns or the stock market.

The economic variables had less significant correlations with the house price returns series at a 

quarterly and annual frequency. GDP, construction cost and CPI were not significantly correlated 

with any o f the house price returns series at a quarterly frequency, while only construction costs 

and CPI were significantly negatively correlated with IPD returns. The LIBOR rate was negatively 

correlated with Great Britain all dwelling returns. At an annual frequency, GDP was significantly 

negatively correlated with Great Britain new house price returns, while CPI was significantly 

negatively correlated with both Great Britain all and Great Britain new house price returns. At an 

annual frequency, the LIBOR was significantly positively correlated with Great Britain all and 

Great Britain new house price returns.
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8.2.1.4 Correlation Analysis -  Sweden

In Sweden, at a monthly frequency there was no observed correlation between the house price 

returns series and REIT/listed property company returns, the stock market or bond yields, see Table 

A4.9 in Appendix 4. REITs/listed property companies were not significantly correlated with the 

stock market but were significantly negatively correlated with bond yields. The house price returns 

series were not correlated with the other economic variables -  GDP, construction costs, LIBOR or 

CPI. REIT/listed property company returns were significantly negatively correlated with the 

LIBOR rate.

In Sweden, at a quarterly frequency the results o f  the correlation analysis are quite similar to at a 

monthly frequency, see Table A4.10 in Appendix 4 for quarterly results. In this case, there are two 

house price returns series -  national series and Stockholm series -  which were significantly 

correlated. These series were not significantly correlated with REIT/listed property company 

returns, the stock market or bond yields, apart from the Stockholm house price returns series which 

was significantly positively correlated with the stock market. While the national house price series 

is not correlated with any o f the other economic variables, the Stockholm house price series is 

significantly negatively correlated with GDP and CPI. REIT/listed property company returns were 

not significantly correlated with the stock market.

8.2.1.5 Correlation Analysis Summary

Several interesting comparisons emerge from the correlation analysis o f the asset markets in the 

four different countries. In general, there was no significant correlation between the various house 

price returns series and the stock market. In Ireland and the UK, there was no significant correlation 

between these series for any o f  the frequencies analyzed. In Sweden, only at a quarterly frequency 

was there a significant positive correlation between housing returns in Stockholm and the stock
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market. In the US, at a monthly frequency, composite housing returns were significantly negatively 

correlated with the stock market while New York housing returns were significantly positively 

correlated with the stock market. In the US, at a quarterly and annual frequency, there was no 

significant correlation between the housing returns series and the stock market.

Bond yields commonly had an insignificant correlation with the various real estate returns series, 

particularly for longer frequencies, in Ireland, bond yields were not significantly correlated with 

housing returns or commercial property IPD returns at any frequency. In Sweden, bond yields only 

had a significant negative correlation with REIT/Iisted property company returns at a monthly 

frequency. In the US, at a monthly frequency, composite housing returns were positively correlated 

with bond yields, while New York seasonally adjusted housing returns were negatively correlated 

with bond yields. Quarterly and annual data did not exhibit any significant correlations between 

these asset classes. In the UK, at a monthly frequency, housing returns and IPD returns were 

significantly negatively correlated with bond yields, while at a quarterly frequency Great Britain all 

house price returns were negatively correlated with bond yields. The REIT/Iisted property company 

series in the US and UK were not significantly correlated with bond yields.

Housing returns in Ireland were significantly positively correlated with commercial property 

returns, at both a quarterly and annual frequency. In the UK, housing returns tended to be positively 

correlated with IPD returns but significant only at a monthly and annual frequency. In Ireland, both 

the size o f the correlation and the significance o f the correlation between the housing market and 

the commercial property market were much larger than that observed in the UK.

RElT/listed property company returns were not significantly correlated with the stock market in

any o f  the economies studied. Although REITs/Iisted property companies trade on the stock

exchange, the returns to REITs/Iisted property companies do not appear to move systematically
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with the level o f the stock market. RElT/listed property company returns tended to be either 

significantly negatively correlated with bond yields, or not significantly correlated at all.

Analysis of the correlation between housing returns and the endogenous variables in an economy 

revealed that house price returns tended to be significantly negatively correlated with GDP, 

construction costs and CPI. However, in Sweden there was generally no significant correlation 

between the variables apart from Stockholm housing returns which were significantly negatively 

correlated with GDP and the CPI. In Ireland, housing returns were significantly positively 

correlated with the LIBOR. In other countries, the correlation between housing returns and the 

LIBOR was generally not significant, apart from the New York housing returns and some o f the 

UK series which were negatively correlated with the LIBOR.

Significant correlations are more apparent in the shorter frequency series o f the four countries 

analyzed. In Ireland, there was no monthly data available for analysis which hinders direct 

comparisons with the other economies. In Sweden housing returns were in general not significantly 

correlated with the other asset classes or the economic variables. Only at a quarterly frequency was 

the Stockholm housing returns series significantly positively correlated with the stock market and 

significantly negatively correlated with GDP and the CPI. In Sweden, housing policy is based on 

welfare ideology and there is substantial public housing provision that is non-profit oriented. 

Tibaijuk (2009) in a UN Habitat report stated that even though homeownership is relatively modest 

compared to the US or UK, most Swedes have access to housing. This may explain the non

significant correlation between housing returns in Sweden and the other asset classes and economic 

variables.
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8.2.2 Unit Root Testing of Stock Returns, Bond Returns & the Control Variables

Dickey Fuller unit root tests are used to examine whether a unit root exists in the stock market 

indices, bond yields and the control variables series for each country. The monthly time series is 

tested with simple Dickey Fuller tests, and also these tests augmented with a constant, one lag and a 

12* lag. The quarterly time series is tested with simple Dickey Fuller tests, and also these tests 

augmented with a constant, one lag and a 4* lag. The annual series were not analyzed because there 

were not a sufficient number o f observations to conduct a VAR or VECM.

In each o f the four countries, the unit root tests clearly indicated that the stock market indices did 

contain a unit root at a quarterly and monthly frequency. In Ireland, UK and Sweden bond yields 

also appeared to have a unit root at both frequencies. However, in the US the tests indicated that the 

bond yield series were not integrated, although at a monthly frequency the results were quite 

ambiguous. In the four countries, construction costs and the LIBOR appeared to have a unit root. 

Although the LIBOR series was the same for all o f the countries slightly different results emerged 

from the unit root tests due to the different time periods under examination. In Ireland, US and UK, 

the variables GDP and CPI appeared to have a unit root, while the hypotheses o f a unit root in these 

series could be rejected in Sweden. See Tables A 4.11 to A 4 .19 in Appendix 4 for details o f the 

various unit root tests for each country.

Based on the results o f the unit root tests, it was deemed appropriate to model the various real estate 

series for each country and frequency using the combination o f  VAR models and VECMs shown in 

Table 8.4.
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Table 8.4: M odel Selection
Country Frequency Real Estate Type Model
Ireland Quarterly H ousing VAR

IPD VAR

UK Monthly & Quarterly IPD VECM
H ousing VAR
REIT VAR

US Monthly H ousing Com posite SA VECM

Quarterly H ousing Com posite SA VAR
Monthly & Quarterly H ousing Com posite N on-SA VAR

H ousing N ew  York SA VAR
H ousing N ew  York N on-SA VAR
REIT VAR

Sweden Monthly & Quarterly H ousing VAR
REIT VAR

8.2.3 VAR and VECM Analysis

Linkages between the asset markets are studied using VAR models and VECMs as appropriate, 

depending on the order o f  integration o f the asset series. The VAR models were conducted with all 

variables (real estate returns, stock market index, bond yields, GDP, construction costs, LIBOR and 

CPI) included as endogenous variables. In the VECMs all variables were included as endogenous 

variables to begin and then tests were conducted to examine whether any o f the variables were 

weakly exogenous or if  any o f the variables should be excluded. The results o f  these tests, 

combined with economic rational, provided direction for refining the VECM.

The models were computed with only one lag because the number o f  observations in each series 

was generally quite short and with a relatively large number o f  variables the degrees o f  freedom in 

the model would quickly reduce with a larger number o f  lags. If an identical number o f  lags are 

included on all variables in the equations, the number o f  parameters goes up very quickly because 

each new lag adds new parameters.
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As discussed in Chapter 6, section 6.3, the ordering o f  the variables in a VAR models or VECMs is 

very important. The asset market variables were the first in the system -  real estate, stock and bond 

series. The other variables were then added in the following order -  LIBOR, GDP, CPI and 

construction costs. The LIBOR rate is fundamental to the model o f the asset markets as it is closely 

linked to the cost o f  borrowing for investors, developers, companies and customers. As well as 

influencing the amount o f spending in the economy, the level o f interest rates directly affects the 

value o f companies and investment projects through the discounted cash flow method o f valuation. 

GDP is an important indicator o f  the state o f  the economy and to the confidence o f investors and 

customers. CPI measures the inflation in an economy and is included in the model as it can affect 

the value o f real estate which is often viewed as a hedge against inflation and o f companies which 

may or may not offer an inflation hedge depending on their cost and revenue base. Inflation also 

reduces the purchasing power o f those on fixed incomes and requires the nominal interest rate on 

bonds to rise in order to maintain the “real” rate o f return. Construction costs are last in the 

ordering o f  the models. Construction costs affect the value o f  real estate and influence the level of 

new development. Changes in construction costs may disturb the relationship between real estate 

returns and the other asset markets. The interaction o f  these control variables with each other and 

the asset markets was discussed in fiarther detail in Chapter 7, Section 7.1.5.

While the coefficients o f the estimated VARs and VECMs are o f little interest themselves, these

models are used to study the dynamics o f  the data by means o f impulse responses, error

decomposition analysis and structural MA-models. The impulse response function computes the

expected response o f  a system o f variables, if  it is shocked by one variable. The error

decomposition analysis decomposes the variance o f  the forecast errors in a series to the parts

attributable to each o f  a set o f innovation processes. The purpose o f structural MA-models is to

transform the error terms, o f  the reduced form MA-model into some structural shocks, U[, which

can be given economic interpretation. The impact o f these shocks, which are divided between r
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transitory shocics an d p - r  permanent shocics, on the other variables in the system are examined at 

impact level and in the long run.

In the following sections, the dynamics o f the asset markets at the various fi'equencies in each 

country is studied based on the VAR models and VECMs.

8.2.3.1 Vector Autoregressions -  Ireland

Secondhand national quarterly house price returns explain almost all o f its own forecast error 

variance at short horizons and only slightly reduces to explain approximately 89% after 3 years.

The stock market, GDP and construction costs account for a small proportion o f  the forecast error 

variance at longer horizons. At 12 months, 96% o f the variance o f the forecast error is due to the 

innovation in secondhand house price returns itself After 3 years, the stock market accounts 

approximately 5% o f the forecast error variance, while GDP and construction costs account for just 

over 2% each. The other variables (bond yields, LIBOR and CPI) have negligible explanatory 

power for secondhand national house price returns.

Innovations in secondhand national quarterly house price returns are an important driver o f the 

stock market and the CPI. After 12 months, they account for approximately 11% o f the variance 

forecast error o f the stock market, staying at this level for at least 3 years. The effect o f secondhand 

national house price returns on the forecast error variance o f CPI peaks after 12 months, when it 

accounts for approximately 13.4%, which reduces to 11.8% after 3 years. The effect on the variance 

forecast error o f bond market returns is approximately 4% over the 3 years analyzed. The effect on 

the LIBOR increases steadily from just over 2% after 6 months to approximately 5% after 3 years. 

Similarly for construction costs, the effect increases steadily from almost 2% after 6 months to
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3.4% after 3 years. The effect o f secondhand national house price returns on the forecast error 

variance o f GDP is very small, only accounting for 1.2% after 3 years.

A one standard deviation positive shock in secondhand quarterly house price returns induces a 

contemporaneous increase in the stock market index o f 70.7 units, increasing to 126.5 units after 3 

years. The contemporaneous effect on GDP o f a positive innovation in secondhand house price 

returns is a fall o f -€0.06bn. However, the effect turns positive in the following period and after 3 

years GDP is €0.18bn above its mean. An innovation in secondhand national house price returns 

has little effect on the bond yields, the LIBOR, CPI or construction costs. After 12 months, bond 

yields are -0.06 percentage points below its mean, the LIBOR is 0.14 percentage points above its 

mean, CPI is 0.32 units above its mean and the construction cost index is -0.02 units below its 

mean. After 12 months, the effect on construction costs turns positive and after 3 years the 

construction cost index is 0.71 units above its mean. The response o f secondhand national house 

price returns to a positive shock in any o f the other variables in the model is negligible over the 3 

years analyzed. See Table 8.5 for summary dynamics o f  Ireland’s quarterly secondhand house 

price returns.
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Table 8.5: Summary Dynamics for Ireland Secondhand National Quarterly House Price 
Returns

Nat. 2nd
Hand Const.

Quarters House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in National Secondhand House Price Returns
1 0.04 70.75 -0.04 0.12 -0.06 0.15 -0.20
6 0.00 138.22 -0.06 0.15 0.08 0.40 0.19

12 0.00 126.52 -0.05 0.15 0.18 0.62 0.71

Response o f National Secondhand House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance fo r  National Secondhand House Price Returns
1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 93.84 3.46 0.06 0.19 1.02 0.23 1.21

12 89.09 5.17 0.09 0.63 2.22 0.47 2.34

Impact o f  National Secondhand House Price Returns on Variance o f Other Variables
1 na 3.45 2.04 1.75 0.36 7.99 1.14
6 na 10.95 4.29 3.52 0.49 12.99 1.02

12 na 11.21 3.88 5.07 1.15 11.81 3.38

New quarterly house price returns explain a large degree o f its own forecast error variance at short 

horizons, but less than was the case for secondhand house price returns. At 3 years, new house price 

returns explained 83% o f its own forecast error variance, whereas secondhand house price returns 

explained 89% o f its own variance o f the forecast. Stock market returns account for approximately 

4% if  the variance at 12 months, increasing to almost 7% at 3 years. As with the analysis o f 

secondhand house price returns, GDP and construction costs are important factors in the forecast 

error variance o f  new house price returns. At 3 years, GDP accounted for almost 7% o f the forecast 

error variance while construction costs accounted for almost 2% o f the forecast error variance.

Innovations in new national quarterly house price returns are an important driver o f stock market

returns, after 12 months accounting for approximately 20.7% o f the variance forecast error o f stock

market returns and decreasing slowly to just over 16% after 3 years. Innovations in new house price
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returns are also important for the LIBOR rate, GDP, CPI and construction costs. Decomposition of 

the variance shows that innovations in new house price returns account for 9.2% o f the LIBOR 

after 12 months, increasing to 12.2% after 3 years. New house price returns accounts for 13.9% of 

the variance in GDP after 12 months, reducing to 10.2% after 3 years. Approximately 20% o f the 

variance forecast error o f the CPI is accounted for by innovations in new house price returns over 

the 3 years period. New house price returns accounts for accounts for 1.2% o f the variance forecast 

error o f construction costs after 12 months, rising to 10.7% after 3 years.

A one standard deviation positive shock in new quarterly house price returns induces a 

contemporaneous increase in the stock market index o f 123 units and in GDP o f €0.08bn. The stock 

market response peaks at 213 units above its mean after 6 months and by 3 years after the shock it 

is 117 units above its mean. The effect o f the positive shock on GDP also peaks after 6 months, 

when it is €0.41 bn above its mean, reducing to €0.32bn above its mean after 3 years. The effect o f 

the shock in new house price returns on the other variables is relatively small. The CPI is 0.8 units 

above its mean after 3 years while the construction cost index is 1.12 units above its mean after 3 

years. In response to the shock the LIBOR rate increased by approximately 0.19 to 0.27 percentage 

points for the 3 years, while the effect on the bond market is negligible. The response o f new 

national house price returns to a positive shock in any o f the other variables in the model is 

negligible over the 3 years analyzed. See Table 8.6 for summary dynamics o f Ireland’s quarterly 

new house price returns.
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Table 8.6: Summary Dynamics for Ireland New National Quarterly House Price Returns

Nat. New Const.
Quarters House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in National New House Price Returns
1 0.03 122.76 -0.02 0.14 0.08 0.13 0.13
6 0.00 164.93 -0.01 0.23 0.33 0.52 0.58

12 0.00 116.82 0.02 0.19 0.32 0.77 1.12

Response o f  National New House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance fo r  National New House Price Returns
1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 89.22 5.23 0.16 0.10 4.79 0.18 0.32

12 83.03 6.94 0.36 0.32 6.72 0.67 1.96

Impact o f  National New House Price Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables
1 na 10.51 0.36 2.76 0.84 6.18 0.53
6 na 19.43 0.43 10.39 12.86 20.97 3.87

12 na 16.11 0.28 12.23 10.25 19.20 10.68

The lack o f response o f  Irish bond yields to an innovation in either new or secondhand house price 

returns is interesting given the importance o f house prices to the overall economy. This result may 

be due to measuring the absolute level o f  Irish bond yields, which have a low variability over the 

euro period. Therefore, to investigate further whether the response functions are driven by the level 

o f  yield taken for Ireland as opposed to premium over German bonds, the same model for new and 

secondhand house price returns was estimated using the yield premium for Irish 10 year 

government bonds over the equivalent German government bonds. The results for the model of 

secondhand house price returns was broadly similar using Irish bond yields and the premium o f 

Irish bond yields over German bond yields. However, analyzes o f  new house price returns indicated 

that the response o f  the premium on Irish bond yields over German bond yields was stronger than 

that o f Irish bond yields alone to a shock in new house price returns. Using Irish bond yields, a one 

standard deviation positive shock in new house price returns induces a contemporaneous decrease
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in bond yields o f  -0.02 percentage points. The same shocic in new house price returns induces a 

contemporaneous decrease in bond yields o f -0.07 percentage points when using the premium of 

Irish bond yields over German bond yields. After 18 months, a positive innovation in new house 

price returns causes Irish bond yields to be -0.01 percentage points below its mean, while the 

premium o f Irish bond yields over German bond yields is -0.04 percentage points below its mean. 

After 3 years, the premium o f Irish bond yields over German bond yields is still -0.02 percentage 

points below its mean, while Irish bond yields at this stage rise to 0.02 percentage points above its 

mean. An innovation in new house price returns also had a stronger impact on the variance forecast 

error o f the premium in Irish bond yields over German bond yields, than on Irish bond yields alone. 

Decomposition o f the variance shows that innovations in new house price returns account for 

2.08% o f the premium on Irish bond yield over German bond yields after 3 months, whereas when 

analysing Irish bond yields alone house price returns account for just 0.36% o f the variance forecast 

error in the same time horizon. After 18 months this impact had reduced to 1.73% for the premium 

on Irish bond yield over German bond yields, while it was 0.43% for Irish bond yields. After 3 

years, the stronger impact o f an innovation in new house price returns on the premium on Irish 

bond yields over German bond yields compared to the yield on Irish bonds alone remains, with the 

innovation accounting for 1.37% o f the variance forecast error o f the former and just 0.28% o f the 

variance forecast error o f  the latter. See Table 8.7 for summary dynamics o f  Ireland new house 

price returns, using the premium o f  Irish bond yields over German bond yields, rather than simply 

using Irish bond yields.
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Table 8.7: Summary Dynamics for Ireland New National Quarterly House Price Returns 
using Premium o f Irish Bond Yields over German Bond Yields_________________________

Ire. Bond
Premium

Nat. New over Ger. Const.
Quarters House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in National New House Price Returns
1 0.03 118.52 -0.07 0.13 59.08 0.11 0.13
6 0.00 158.65 -0.04 0.21 315.16 0.51 0.55

12 0.00 109.42 -0.02 0.17 302.82 0.79 l . l l

Response o f National New House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f Variance fo r  National New House Price Returns
1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 87.14 6.31 0.13 0.52 5.48 0.08 0.34

12 8L93 8.33 0.15 1.18 6.86 0.40 1.15

Impact o f  National New House Price Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables
1 na 9.96 2.08 2.21 0.44 3.47 0.48
6 na 18.14 1.73 9.09 12.10 18.71 3.60

12 na 14.58 1.37 10.98 9.47 20.67 11.41

Commercial property returns explain almost all o f its own forecast error variance at short horizons 

but the stock market returns and construction costs becomes increasingly important at longer 

horizons. At 12 months, approximately 90% o f the variance o f  the forecast error is due to the 

innovation in commercial property itself, while after 3 years this has reduced to approximately 

77%. Construction costs account for approximately 5% o f the variance at 12 months, while after 3 

years this had doubled to approximately 10%. Stock market returns account for approximately 1% 

o f the variance at 12 months but at 3 years this has increased to almost 8%. The bond rate and 

LIBOR rate accounted for approximately 1% and 2% respectively o f  the variance in IPD returns 

after 12 months, increasing to 1.78% and 2.42% respectively after 3 years. GDP and CPI had very 

small explanatory power for commercial property returns, with both accounting for less than 1% 

each over the 3 years.
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Innovations in commercial property returns are an important influence on the variance of the other 

variables. After 12 months, it accounts for approximately 68% o f the variance forecast error o f 

stock market returns, 5% o f bond returns, 26% o f LIBOR, 27% o f GDP, 39% o f CPI and 3% of 

construction costs. After 3 years the effect is felt even stronger, with innovations in IPD returns 

accounting for approximately 77% o f the variance forecast error o f  stock market returns, 12% of 

bond returns, 53% o f LIBOR, 66% o f GDP, 60% o f CPI and 40% of construction costs. While the 

stock market is quick to respond to a shock to commercial property returns the other variables, 

particularly construction costs, are slower to respond.

A one standard deviation positive shock in quarterly commercial property returns induces a 

contemporaneous increase in stock returns o f 112 units, while the stock market peaks at 581 units 

above its mean after 15 months. The one standard deviation shock in commercial property returns 

generates a contemporaneous decrease in GDP o f €0.48bn. However, the response o f  GDP turns 

positive in the second quarter following the shock and GDP peaks at €0.95bn above its mean after 

27 months. In comparison, the effect on the stock market is shorter lived with the effect on the 

stock market reduced to 188 units above its mean after 3 years. The response o f the other variables 

to a positive shock in commercial property returns is quite small. The effect on bond yields gets 

stronger over time and after 3 months bond yields are 0.12 percentage points below their mean. 

LIBOR peaks at 0.43 percentage points above its mean after 21 months, CPI peaks at 1.66 units 

above its mean after 30 months while the effect on the construction costs index is to reach 2.37 

units above its mean after 3 years.

The response o f commercial property returns to a positive shock in the stock market is negative

while the response to a shock in the bond market is positive. After 21 months, commercial property

returns are 0.53 percentage points below their mean due to a stock in stock market returns. After 12

months commercial property returns are 0.27 percentage points higher due to an innovation in bond
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yields. Commercial property returns responds positively to a positive shock in GDP and CPI. 

Commercial property returns respond negatively for almost 2 years to a positive innovation in the 

LIBOR rate. The response o f commercial property returns to a positive shock in construction costs 

is negative. However, shocks to these variables have only a very small impact on commercial 

property returns. See Table 8.8 for summary dynamics o f  Ireland commercial property price 

returns.

Table 8.8: Summary Dynamics for Ireland IPD Quarterly Returns

Const.
Q uarters IPD Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in IPD Returns
1 2.22 112.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.48 -0.07 0.22
6 0.99 578.43 -0.05 0.41 0.86 1.24 1.21

12 -0.37 187.51 -0.12 0.19 0.87 1.55 2.37

Response o f  IPD Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na -0.51 0.24 -0.28 0.11 0.15 -0.61

12 na -0.27 0.09 0.08 0.04 0.03 -0.13

Decomposition o f  Variance fo r  IPD Returns
1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 84.21 3.14 1.40 2.43 0.27 0.45 8.11

12 76.70 7.68 1.78 2.42 0.39 0.61 10.43

Impact o f IPD Returns on Variance o f Other Variables
1 na 8.42 3.51 0.06 21.82 1.71 1.00
6 na 77.80 4.60 47.48 44.06 57.29 11.09

12 na 76.89 12.40 53.02 66.42 59.80 40.42

S.2.3.2 Vector Autoregressions -  US

Impulse response and error decomposition analysis o f the US real estate returns reveals a relatively 

consistent picture o f the interaction between asset series and the control variables. Below is a 

discussion o f the results from the analyzes o f  the VAR models for all o f the real estate returns
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series, excluding the seasonally-adjusted monthly composite house price returns which was 

analyzed using a VECM because the variables in this system appeared to be integrated.

Beginning with the monthly composite non-seasonally adjusted house price returns, impulse 

response analysis showed that a one standard deviation positive shock to house price returns had a 

positive impact on the stock market, which rose by 2.75 units in the period following the shock. 

There is also a positive effect on GDP and construction costs as a result o f a shock to house price 

returns. After 12 months, GDP is $23.42bn higher and the construction cost index is 0.40 units 

higher as a result o f an innovation in non-seasonally adjusted returns.

The variance decomposition analysis shows after 12 months the non-seasonally adjusted monthly 

house price returns explains 85.45% o f its own forecast error variance. The stock market has an 

important impact on the forecast error variance o f these returns, accounting for 7.20% after 12 

months. The LIBOR accounts for 3.52% o f  the variance forecast error after 12 month. GDP and 

construction costs have a small impact on the forecast error variance o f  the composite house price 

returns, accounting for 1.49% and 1.15%, respectively. Innovations in composite house price 

returns has an important impact o f the forecast error variance o f bond yields, the LIBOR, GDP, CPI 

and construction costs. The impact on bonds is strongest in the first month following a shock, 

accounting for 8.80% o f the forecast error variance. The effect on the LIBOR peaks after 11 months 

when innovations in non-seasonally adjusted composite house price returns account for 17.59% of 

the forecast error variance. The impact on GDP o f a shock to non-seasonally adjusted composite 

house price returns is strongest in month seven following the shock, accounting for 15.44% o f the 

variance forecast error. The impact on CPI and construction costs gets larger over time and after 12 

months non-seasonally adjusted composite house price returns accounts for 26.37% and 20.53% of 

the forecast error variance o f  these variables, respectively. The impact o f  an innovation in non- 

seasonally adjusted house price returns on the forecast error variance o f the stock markets is quite
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small, accounting for at most 1.59%. See Table 8.9 for summary dynamics o f  the US non- 

seasonally adjusted monthly composite house price returns.

Table 8.9: Summary Dynamics for US Non-Seasonally Adjusted Monthly Composite House 
Price Return

Composite
Non-SA Const.

Months House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in Composite Non-SA House Price Returns
1 0.00 2.75 0.06 0.06 4.22 0.00 -0.10
6 0.00 1.80 0.00 0.09 19.39 0.06 0.23

12 0.00 0.55 0.00 0.08 23.42 0.14 0.40

Response o f  Composite Non-SA House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance fo r  Composite Non-SA House Price Returns
1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 95.31 0.15 0.61 2.85 0.41 0.11 0.57

12 85.45 7.20 0.81 3.52 1.49 0.37 1.15

Impact o f  Composite Non-SA House Price Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables
1 na 1.59 8.80 5.48 4.61 0.05 5.53
6 na 1.23 4.97 14.78 15.37 11.44 8.89

12 na 0.87 3.60 17.56 14.88 26.37 20.53

Turning to the seasonally adjusted and non-seasonally adjusted monthly New York house price 

returns, the main difference with the composite house price returns is the impulse response o f  the 

stock markets to a shock to housing returns. The effect o f a positive shock in the New York house 

price returns on the stock markets is negative for the 12 month period. An innovation in seasonally- 

adjusted New York house price returns causes the stock index to fall by a peak o f 4.80 units in 

seven months after the shock. Similarly, an innovation in non-seasonally-adjusted New York house 

price returns causes the stock index to fall by a peak o f 4.66 units eight months after the shock. A 

positive innovation in seasonally-adjusted New York house price returns had a strong positive 

effect on GDP, with GDP rising by $26.23bn in the 12 months following the shock. A shock to
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non-seasonally-adjusted New York house price returns causes the GDP to grow by $19.09bn over 

12 months following the shock. The effect o f  a positive shock in New York house price returns on 

bonds, the LIBOR, CPI and construction costs was very small.

The decomposition o f variance for the seasonally adjusted and non-seasonally adjusted New York 

house price returns was very similar. After 6 months, both accounted for approximately 97% of 

their own forecast error variance, with this reducing to 92.71% for the seasonally adjusted returns 

and 94.77% for the non-seasonally adjusted returns for a 12 month horizon. The stock index 

accounted for the largest proportion o f  the forecast error variance o f seasonally adjusted New York 

house price returns, accounting for 2.40% after 12 months. The LIBOR accounted for the largest 

amount o f the variance forecast error o f  non-seasonally adjusted New York house price returns, 

accounting for 2.43% after 12 months. The stock index was also important, accounting for 1.11% 

o f the variance forecast error o f  the non-seasonally adjusted returns after 12 months. The other 

variables each accounted for a small proportion o f  the forecast error variance o f the New York 

house price returns. Similar to the non-seasonally adjusted composite house price returns, the 

impact o f innovations in the New York house price returns on the variance forecast error o f  the 

other variables was strongly felt by GDP, CPI and construction costs, which after 12 months 

accounted for 16.78%, 37.33% and 28.01% respectively for the seasonally adjusted returns and 

11.64%, 31.39% and 31.19% respectively for the non-seasonally adjusted returns. The impact on 

the variance forecast error o f the bond market o f  an innovation in seasonally adjusted New York 

house price returns was 8.61%, while it was 7.24% for an innovation in non-seasonally adjusted 

New York house price returns. The impact on the stock market was quite small, an innovation in 

seasonally adjusted New York house price returns accounting for 4.09% o f the variance forecast 

error o f  the stock market and the non-seasonally adjusted house price returns accounting for 3.67%. 

See Tables 8.10 and 8.11 for summary dynamics o f  the US seasonally adjusted and non-seasonally

adjusted monthly New York house price returns, respectively.
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Table 8.10: Summary Dynamics for US Seasonally Adjusted Monthly New York House Price 
Returns

New York SA Const.
Months House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in New York SA House Price Returns
1 0.00 -1.74 0.01 0.02 5.31 0.00 0.03
6 0.00 -4.69 -0.05 0.03 22.65 0.11 0.41

12 0.00 -3.63 -0.02 0.01 26.23 0.15 0.54

Response o f  New York SA House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance for New York 5/1 House Price Returns
1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 97.09 0.19 0.23 1.58 0.39 0.05 0.26

12 92.71 2.40 0.31 1.95 1.40 0.20 0.50

Impact o f New York SA House Price Returns on Variance o f Other Variables
1 na 0.64 0.07 1.04 7.09 0.22 0.50
6 na 2.79 6.40 2.79 20.55 30.58 27.27

12 na 4.09 8.61 2.10 16.78 37.33 38.03

Table 8.11: Summary Dynamics for US Non-Seasonally Adjusted Monthly New York House 
Price Returns

New York
Non-SA Const.

Months House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in New York Non-SA House Price Returns
1 0.00 -1.03 0.03 0.03 6.43 0.00 -0.02
6 0.00 -4.26 -0.04 0.05 19.51 0.10 0.36

12 0.00 -3.98 -0.02 0.02 19.09 0.14 0.48

Response o f  New York Non-SA House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance fo r  New York Non-SA House Price Returns
1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 97.53 0.24 0.02 1.72 0.21 0.00 0.24

12 94.77 1.11 0.04 2.43 0.88 0.16 0.62

Impact o f  New York Non-SA House Price Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables
1 na 0.22 2.39 1.89 9.77 0.15 0.14
6 na 1.97 4.61 6.57 16.79 23.74 20.57

12 na 3.67 7.24 5.28 11.64 31.39 31.19
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Turning to the seasonally adjusted and non-seasonally adjusted quarterly house price returns series 

for the US. The effect o f a positive innovation in quarterly house price returns on the stock market 

index was to increase the index by approximately 10 units after 1.5 years for both the seasonally 

adjusted series and the non-seasonally adjusted series. The effect on GDP from a positive shock to 

quarterly seasonally adjusted house price returns was to cause an increase o f $105.73bn in GDP 

after 3 years, while a positive shock to non-seasonally adjusted house price returns was to cause an 

increase o f $84.73bn in GDP in the same timeframe. The impact on construction costs reached 1.23 

units above its mean for a shock to seasonally adjusted returns and 0.97 units above its mean for a 

shock to non-seasonally adjusted returns. The effect on bond yields, the LIBOR and CPI o f  a 

positive shock to quarterly house price returns was very small over the period analyzed.

The decomposition o f  variance for the quarterly house price returns showed that after 3 years

innovations in house price returns themselves accounted for 76.90% o f the seasonally adjusted

series and 85.64% o f the non-seasonally adjusted series. Innovations in the stock index accounted

for a very small proportion o f the variance forecast error o f  both the seasonally adjusted series and

the non-seasonally adjusted housing returns series. The bond yield was important for the variance

forecast error o f housing returns, particularly the seasonally adjust series, in which it accounted for

17.82% after 3 years. For the non-seasonally adjusted series the bond yield accounted for 8.40% of

the variance forecast error after 3 years. The other variables accounted for a small proportion o f  the

forecast error variance o f quarterly house price returns, with none accounting for more than 4% at

any stage over the 3 years analyzed. Similar to the other US house price returns series, innovations

in quarterly house price returns had a relatively large impact on the variance forecast error o f the

LIBOR, GDP, CPI and construction costs. In a 3 year horizon, the impact o f  a shock in the

seasonally adjusted house price series on the LIBOR, GDP, CPI and construction costs accounted

for 21.74%, 56.08%, 25.91% and 39.22% o f the variance forecast error o f each variable

respectively. The results for the non-seasonally adjusted quarterly house price returns series were
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quite similar, after 3 years, accounting for the 17.50% o f the LIBOR, 45.29% o f the GDP, 26.39% 

o f the CPI and 32.36% o f construction costs. The impact o f an innovation in quarterly house price 

returns on the variance forecast error o f the stock market and bond yields was quite small, after 3 

years accounting for 7.65% and 4.98% for the seasonally adjusted series respectively and 

accounting for 7.66% and 3.70% for the non-seasonally adjusted series respectively. See Tables 

8.12 and 8.13 for summary dynamics o f  the US seasonally adjusted and non-seasonally adjusted 

quarterly house price returns, respectively.

Table 8.12: Summary Dynamics for US Seasonally Adjusted Quarterly House Price Returns

Q uarters SA House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Const. Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in House Price Returns
1 0.01 4.07 0.08 0.03 9.67 -0.08 -0.01
6 0.00 10.31 0.04 Q.21 84.68 0.11 1.07

12 0.00 7.06 0.07 0.32 105.73 0.54 1.23

Response o f SA House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables

1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance fo r  SA House Price Returns

« 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 86.88 0.15 9.51 1.52 1.30 0.21 0.44

12 76.90 0.24 17.82 1.67 2.49 0.36 0.53

Impact o f  SA House Price Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables

1 na 1.30 3.16 0.14 2.76 7.36 0.01
6 na 6.90 3.16 10.30 54.59 4.20 38.97

12 na 7.65 4.98 21.74 56.08 25.91 39.22
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Table 8.13: Summary Dynamics for US Non-Seasonally Adjusted Quarterly House Price 
Return

Non-SA Const.
Quarters House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in Non-SA House Price Returns
1 0.02 7.00 0.10 0.09 22.16 -0.05 0.02
6 0.00 9.76 0.02 0.23 72.26 0.17 0.94

12 0.00 6.66 0.07 0.25 84.73 0.52 0.97

Response o f  Non-SA House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables

1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance fo r  Non-SA House Price Returns

• 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 91.21 0.03 3.80 3.48 0.93 0.15 0.40

12 85.64 0.08 8.40 3.52 1.61 0.24 0.49

Impact o f Non-SA House Price Returns on Variance o f Other Variables

1 na 3.82 4.79 1.61 12.66 2.36 0.06
6 na 8.12 2.23 12.05 49.97 6.45 38.45

12 na 7.66 3.70 17.50 45.29 26.39 32.36

The impulse response o f  a positive innovation in monthly REIT/listed property company returns on 

the stock markets is positive for the 12 months examined. The stock market peaked at two months 

following an innovation in monthly REIT/listed property company returns, with the S&P increasing 

by 11.46 units. Similarly, after a shock to quarterly REIT/listed property company returns, the S&P 

peaked in the second quarter, rising by 12.50 units. The impulse response o f  GPD to a positive 

shock in monthly REIT/listed property company returns is positive and grows to a peak o f  $24.7bn 

above its mean after 9 months. The quarterly RElT/listed property company series shows that the 

effect o f  a positive shock peaks at 3 months with GDP $31.65bn above its mean, thereafter it falls 

o ff slowly. The impact o f a positive innovation in RElT/listed property company returns on the 

other variables was small for the quarterly series, and even smaller for the monthly series.



Decomposition of variance analysis o f the REIT/listed property company returns revealed that for 

both the quarterly and monthly series innovations in REIT returns themselves accounted for most o f 

their own variance forecast error. After 12 months RElT/listed property company returns accounted 

for 97.65% o f their own variance in the monthly model, while after 3 years REIT/listed property 

company returns accounted for 97.23% o f their own variance in the quarterly model. In both 

models the most significant contributor to the variance forecast error o f REIT/listed property 

company returns was the LIBOR and the stock index. In the quarterly model, the LIBOR and the 

S&P accounted for a peak o f 0.97% and 0.75% after 3 years, respectively. In the quarterly model, 

the LIBOR and the S&P accounted for a peak o f  1.46% and 0.61% after 12 months, respectively. 

Innovations in REIT/listed property company returns also impacted most on the variance forecast 

error of the stock index, particularly in the monthly model for which it accounted for approximately 

22% o f the variance forecast error o f  the S&P over the 12 months examined. The impact was lower 

for the quarterly series, accounting for a peak o f 8% over the 3 years examined. The impact o f 

innovations in monthly REIT/Iisted property company returns on the variance forecast error o f 

GDP reached 19.73% after 8 months before falling off slowly. In the quarterly series, the effect o f  

REIT/Iisted property company returns on the variance forecast error o f GDP was strongest after one 

year when it accounted for 14.31%. In the quarterly series, the effect o f innovations in REIT/Iisted 

property company returns on the variance forecast error o f  bond yields and the LIBOR was 4.13% 

and 2.08% respectively after 3 years. In the monthly series, after 12 months, the impact o f  a shock 

to REIT/Iisted property company returns on the variance forecast error o f bond yields and the 

LIBOR was 7.05% and 5.92%, respectively. The effect o f innovations in REIT/Iisted property 

company returns on the variance forecast error o f  the other variables in the models was relatively 

small. See Tables 8.14 and 8.15 for summary dynamics for the US monthly and quarterly 

REIT/Iisted property company returns, respectively.
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Table 8.14: Summary Dynamics for US Monthly REIT/Listed Property Company Returns

REIT/Listed
Property

Months Company Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI
Const.
Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in REIT/Listed Property Company Returns
1 0.07 7.93 -0.06 -0.06 3.10 0.00 0.03
6 0.00 10.01 0.04 0.03 21.78 0.00 -0.04

12 0.00 6.23 0.01 0.06 23.40 0.04 -0.14

Response o f  REIT/Listed Property Company Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance for REIT/Listed Property Company Returns

1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 98.44 0.05 0.04 1.34 0.01 0.00 0.11

12 97.65 0.61 0.08 1.46 0.04 0.02 0.16

Impact o f REIT/Listed Property Company Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables

1 na 13.57 7.94 5.18 1.75 0.02 0.43
6 na 22.54 6.34 3.18 18.87 1.40 0.35

12 na 22.07 7.05 5.92 18.73 1.85 1.52

Table 8.15: Summary Dynamics for US Quarterly REIT/Listed Property Company Returns
REIT/Listed

Q uarters
Property
Company Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Const. Costs

1 0.06 2.92 0.00 -0.02 3.61 -0.07 0.02
6 0.00 5.69 -0.02 0.09 25.08 -0.06 -0.14

12 0.00 0.51 -0.07 -0.08 7.53 -0.09 -0.29

Response o f  REIT/Listed Property Company Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance fo r  REIT/Listed Property Company Returns
1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 98.25 0.05 0.24 0.94 0.05 0.00 0.03

12 97.23 0.75 0.33 0.97 0.07 0.01 0.64

Impact o f  REIT/Listed Property Company Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables
I na 0.71 0.01 0.10 0.33 5.94 0.04
6 na 6.94 2.40 2.58 12.79 5.81 0.64

12 na 4.03 4.13 2.08 5.26 1.95 1.51
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The unit root tests indicated that the US monthly seasonally adjusted composite house price returns 

contained a unit root. Since the other variables in the system also appeared to contain a unit root, 

the system was modeled using a VECM. The VECM was conducted in CATS with the inclusion o f 

a restricted liner trend, which is the most general setting o f  the deterministic components. This 

model allows for the cointegrating relations to be trend-stationary and have non-zero intercepts.

The Augmented Engle Granger test was conducted to examine whether the series were 

cointegrated. The test for cointegration between the series in the model was unable to reject the null 

hypothesis o f a unit root in the residuals, therefore inferring that the series were not cointegrated. 

The Engle Granger test statistic was -4.44, while the 5% critical value was -4.84. However, due to 

the large number o f  variables and the relatively small number o f  observations the power o f the test 

may be quite weak in its ability to reject the null even if  cointegration existed in the model.

Conversely, the Johansen test which employs maximum likelihood estimates in the multivariate 

cointegration model using reduced rank regression concluded that the model had 3 common trends 

and 4 cointegrating relations. The null hypothesis in the likelihood ratio test is that the rank is r, 

which implies that the system has p - r  unit roots. In order to determine the cointegrating rank, a 

sequence of hypotheses is examined starting with the hypothesis o f  p  unit roots. If this hypothesis is 

rejected, it is implied that > 0 , and the process is continued to test the hypothesis A2  =  A3  = ....

= Ap = 0. Rejection o f this hypothesis infers that A2  > 0, and so forth. When the stage is reached 

where the hypothesis is not rejected, this indicates the number o f  unit roots and thereby the number 

o f  cointegration vectors. See Table A4.18 in Appendix 4, for the output o f  the Johansen test.

The VECM was examined to determine whether any o f  the variables should be excluded from the 

model, as it is sometimes the case that only a subset o f  the variables in are required in the
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cointegrating space. The test is performed for each /' = 1, . . . , p  and r =  1, and appropriate

test statistics are those which correspond to the chosen value o f r. Under the null hypothesis o f 

long-run exclusion o f the variable y;, an insignificant test value indicates that the variable should be 

excluded from the model. Selecting r  = 4, each o f the variables in the model were highly 

significant, indicating that none o f them should be excluded from the model. See Table A4.19 in 

Appendix 4 for the output o f the variable exclusion test.

Tests were conducted for weak exogeneity o f  each variable in the VECM. A variable is described 

as weakly exogenous for p if  it does not adjust to the disequilibrium error which corresponds to a 

zero-row in a. Similar to the test o f  variable exclusion, the test o f  variable exogeneity is performed 

for each i=  1, . . . , p  and r =  1 ,.. . . ,p  -  1, and appropriate test statistics are those which correspond to 

the chosen value o f r. An insignificant test statistic implies that the variable may be considered 

weakly exogenous. In this VECM, the tests indicated that the only variable which could be 

regarded as weakly exogenous was the stock index which had a /?-value o f 0.058. However, since 

the p-value is very close to the standard significance level o f  0.05, it was decided that stock index 

should be retained as an endogenous variable in the model. The output o f variable exogeneity tests 

is given in Table A4.20, in Appendix 4.

A structural MA-model was imposed on the VECM, based on the Johansen test which indicated

that the model had 3 common trends and 4 cointegrating relations. The structural shocks are

grouped into r  transitory shocks, u^, an d p - r  permanent shocks, u^ . The first permanent shock is

identified as a shock to the seasonally adjusted composite house price returns. The long run

structural effect o f  a positive shock to this variable is an increase in the S&P 100, the bond yield,

GDP and CPI, while the shock causes a decrease in the LIBOR and construction costs. The

contemporaneous impact o f the shock to house price returns was generally the same direction as in

the long run but to a much smaller degree. The only variable which reacted differently over the two
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periods was the bond yield, which decreased slightly when examined contemporaneously but in the 

long run there was a strong increase in the bond yield. The second permanent shock, identified as a 

stock market index shock, has a very small or negligible long run impact on each o f  the other 

variables in the model. However, contemporaneously the permanent shock to the stock market 

index caused an increase in bond yields, the LIBOR and construction costs. There was a small 

negative contemporaneous effect on CPI, while the effect on GDP was positive but very small. The 

third permanent shock is identified as a shock to bond yields. This shock causes a long run 

structural increase in the LIBOR, GDP, CPI and construction costs. The contemporaneous impact 

o f  the shock to bond yields was notably different to the long run impact.

Contemporaneously, the shock to bond yields caused a relatively large decrease in the stock market 

index and GDP, while there was a positive impact on the LIBOR, construction costs and house 

price returns. See Table 8.16, which details both the long run and contemporaneous impact o f the 

shocks.
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Table 8.16: Impact Matrix for Structural MA-model with US monthly seasonally adjusted
composite house price returns

T rans( I) Trans(2) Trans(3) Trans(4) Perm( 1) Perm(2) Perm(3)
S tructural Long-Rur
Hse SA Composite

Im pact M atrix
0 0 0 0 1 0 0

S&P 100 0 0 0 0 8028.35 1 0
Bond 0 0 0 0 107.92 0.00 1
LIBOR 0 0 0 0 -54.06 0.01 1.10
GDP 0 0 0 0 9383.68 -0.10 535.81
CPI 0 0 0 0 296.24 0.00 1.71
Const. Cost 0 0 0 0 -502.47 -0.02 16.14

100*Contemporaneo
Hse SA Composite

us impact
0.04 0 0 0 0.13 0.00 0.20

S&P 100 92.79 402.94 0 0 1212.98 1800.50 -397.23
Bond 10.25 -0.77 14.99 0 -0.68 5.74 4.87
LIBOR 0.70 8.60 3.82 8.13 -12.61 7.17 14.28
GDP -115.88 1346.31 819.31 68.70 782.91 0.19 -84.77
CPI -5.45 -4.72 2.95 2.48 1.39 -0.50 0.24
Const. Cost -15.40 -6.48 -1.17 -34.56 -7.97 5.86 3.20

The impulse response functions which are plotted in Figure 8.1 below illustrates how each o f the 

endogenous variables react to the transitory and permanent shocks.

Figure 8.1 Impulse Response Functions for Structural IVIA-model with US monthly seasonally 
adjusted composite house price returns

Trans(1) Trans(2) Trans(3) Trans(4) Perni(1) Perm(2) Perm(3)
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BOND
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GDP
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Steps 1 to 150
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S.2.3.4 Vector Autoregressions -  UK

Impulse response analyzes and error decomposition analyzes o f the UK monthly house price 

returns series showed that new houses had a greater effect on the other variables compared to 

secondhand houses. New house price returns also explained a greater proportion o f their own 

variance forecast error than secondhand houses. A one standard deviation positive change in new 

house price returns caused the stock market index to contemporaneously increase by 27.24 units 

above its mean and then fluctuate around this level for the next 12 months. With secondhand house 

prices a one standard deviation innovation caused a contemporaneous increase in the stock market 

index o f 10.63 units, which rose to 17.56 units in the second month but then fell off to 2.80 units 

after 12 months. Bond prices and the LIBOR responded very little to innovations in new or 

secondhand monthly house price returns.

GDP responded very differently to a change in new and secondhand house price returns. In 

response to a one standard deviation positive change in new house price returns, GDP fell 

contemporaneously by £0.05bn below its mean, but was £0.04bn above its mean by the second 

month and after 12 months was £0.89bn above its mean. However, a one standard deviation 

positive change in secondhand house price returns caused GDP to increase by £0.02bn 

contemporaneously but only rose to a peak o f  £O.IObn above its mean in the fifth month, before 

falling to £0.07bn below its mean after 12 months. In response to a one standard deviation positive 

change in monthly house price returns, CPI decreased by 0.42 units contemporaneously for 

secondhand houses and decreased by 0.41 units in the second month for new houses. Thereafter, 

CPI increased for both new and secondhand houses, with new houses growing by 1.36 units by the 

twelfth month and secondhand houses reaching a peak o f 0.63 units above its mean in the seventh 

month. Construction costs increased in response to an innovation in secondhand house price 

returns, with the largest increase being in the second month when the construction cost index was
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0.31 units above its mean. By contrast, construction costs decreased for the first 8 months in 

response to an innovation in new houses price returns, before slowly rising above its mean in the 

following months.

Error decomposition analysis revealed that after 12 months secondhand house price returns

explained 85.14% o f its own variance forecast error. The stock market and the LIBOR accounted

for the majority o f  the remaining variance, after 12 months the former accounted for 8.87% and the

latter for 3.25%. Bond yields and GDP accounted for approximately 1% each o f the variance after

12 months. The CPI and construction costs accounted for less than 1% each. New house price

returns explained most o f its own variance forecast error, even with a time horizon o f  12 months

new house price returns explained almost 98% o f its own variance. Each o f  the other variables all

explained less than 1% with the stock index accounting for the largest proportion at 0.81%.

Variance decomposition analyzes for the other variables showed that innovations in house price

return had a relatively large impact on many o f the other variables at different time horizons. New

house price returns accounted for 8.06% o f the variance forecast error o f the stock index after 12

months, while secondhand house price returns accounted for a peak o f 2.49% after 4 months. New

house price returns had a small effect on bonds compared to secondhand house price returns. After

12 months, new house price returns accounted for 3.95% o f the variance forecast error o f  bond

yields, while secondhand house price returns accounted for 11.03%. The effect o f house price

returns on the LIBOR grew with time, after 12 months new house price returns accounted for

4.03% o f the variance forecast error while secondhand house price returns accounted for 7.35%.

The effect o f secondhand house price returns on the variance forecast error o f  GDP grew over time

to reach 6.90% after 12 months, whereas the effect o f  new house price returns remained less than

1% over the 12 month period. The impact o f  new house price returns on the variance forecast error

o f CPI grew over time to reach 5.49% after 12 months, for secondhand house price returns the

impact on CPI peaked after 8 months reaching 2.33%. New and secondhand house price returns had
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a similar effect on construction costs over the 12 months horizon, which ranged from accounting

for 2.2% to 4.4% o f the variance forecast error. See Tables 8.17 and 8.18 for the summary 

dynamics o f  the UK monthly secondhand and new house price returns, respectively.

T able 8.17: Sum m ary Dynamics fo r UK IMonthly Secondhand House Price R eturns
Nat. 2nd

Hand Const.
Months House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs
Impulse Response to Shock in National Secondhand House Price Returns

1 0.01 10.63 0.05 0.01 0.02 -0.42 0.31
6 0.00 13.50 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.61 0.09

12 0.00 2.80 0.04 0.08 -0.07 0.44 0.01
Response o f National Secondhand House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables

1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Decomposition o f Variance for National Secondhand House Price Returns

1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 88.18 7.36 1.00 2.66 0.44 0.35 0.02

12 85.14 8.87 1.03 3.25 0.93 0.75 0.04
Impact o f National Secondhand House Price Returns on Variance o f Other Variables

1 na 1.15 8.01 0.37 0.05 2.23 3.78
6 na 2.39 12.78 6.05 0.30 2.13 3.35

12 na 1.57 11.03 7.25 0.11 1.95 2.39

T able 8.18: Sum m ary Dynamics fo r UK M onthly New House Price R eturns

Nat. New Const.
Months House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs
Impulse Response to Shock in National New House Price Returns

1 0.02 27.24 0.00 -0.08 -0.05 0.16 -0.24
6 0.00 27.54 0.03 0.02 0.49 0.70 -0.13

12 0.00 29.51 0.04 0.09 0.89 1.36 0.17
Response o f National New House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables

1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Decomposition o f Variance for National New House Price Returns

1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 98.18 0.66 0.06 0.17 0.10 0.42 0.41

12 97.52 0.81 0.11 0.32 0.20 0.58 0.46
Impact o f National New House Price Returns on Variance o f Other Variables

1 na 7.60 0.02 11.25 0.22 0.34 2.29
6 na 6.68 1.57 4.47 3.59 1.89 3.37

12 na 8.06 3.95 4.58 6.90 5.49 2.76
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The behaviour o f monthly REIT/listed property company returns was not dissimilar to monthly 

house price returns in the UK. The impact o f a one standard deviation positive shock in REIT/listed 

property company returns on the stock market index peaked in the second month when the stock 

market index reached 41.59 units above its mean, after which the effect slowly fell off, leaving the 

stock market only 29.09 units above its mean after 12 months. The impact o f REIT/listed property 

company returns on bond yields and the LIBOR was very small, over time the effect increased but 

only reached 0.08 and 0.11 percentage points above its mean, respectively after 12 months. The 

effect o f  an innovation in REIT/Iisted property company returns on GDP, CPI and construction 

costs was generally positive for the 12 months, growing over time to reach £0.49bn, 1.43 units and 

0.27 units respectively above its mean after 12 months. REIT/listed property company returns 

explained almost all o f  its own variance forecast error, even after 12 months 99.30% o f the variance 

was explained by REIT/Iisted property company returns themselves. Error decomposition analyzes 

showed that the impact o f REIT/Iisted property company returns on the variance forecast error of 

the stock market was greatest in the fifth month, when it accounted for 14.19% o f the variance. The 

impact o f REIT/Iisted property company returns on the variance forecast error o f  bond yields grew 

over time to reach 7.40% after 12 months. Initially REIT/Iisted property company returns 

accounted for 4.71% o f the variance forecast error o f the LIBOR, this fell to 1.76% after 5 months, 

before rising again to 5.36% after 12 months. The impact o f  REIT returns on GDP, CPI and 

construction costs grew over time to reach 9.26%, 11.64% and 4.52% respectively after 12 months. 

See Table 8.19 for the summary dynamics o f  the UK monthly REIT/Iisted property company 

returns, respectively.
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Table 8.19: Summary Dynamics for UK Monthly REIT/Listed Property Company Returns
REIT/Listed

Property
Months Company Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Const. Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in REIT/Listed Property Company Returns
1 0.06 36.51 -0.01 -0.07 0.14 0.25 -0.06
6 0.00 36.33 0.07 0.05 0.37 0.98 0.18

12 0.00 29.09 0.08 0.11 0.49 1.43 0.27

Response o f  REIT/Listed Property Company Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance fo r  REIT/Listed Property Company Returns
1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 99.61 0.02 0.01 0.18 0.00 0.09 0.10

12 99.30 0.07 0.06 0.25 0.01 0.19 0.12

Impact o f  REIT/Listed Property Company Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables
1 na 11.44 0.12 4.71 2.44 0.80 0.26
6 na 14.18 5.02 1.91 8.00 6.82 2.27

12 na 13.62 7.40 5.36 9.26 11.64 4.52

The dynam ic interaction o f  quarterly UK house price returns w ith the other variables w as sim ilar to

that o f  m onthly house price returns but the im pact at a  quarterly frequency tended to be stronger

than at a m onthly frequency. At a quarterly frequency, London house price returns tended to  have a

larger im pact on the other variables than Great Britain house price returns. The contem poraneous

response o f  a one standard deviation positive innovation in quarterly London house price returns on

the stock index was to  increase the index to  47.69 units above its mean, w hile for G reat Britain

house price returns the response o f  the stock index w as to increase to 26.71 units above its mean.

The response o f  the stock index to a positive shock to house price returns peaked in the second

quarter w ith the index increasing to  110.66 units above its m ean for London house price returns and

83.44 units above its mean for G reat Britain house price returns. Sim ilar to  m onthly house price

returns, the response o f  bond yields and the LIBO R to an innovation in house price returns was

sm all. Bond yields did not alter by m ore than approxim ately 0.1 percentage points in response to
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the innovation in either London or Great Britain house price returns. The peak response o f the 

LIBOR to an innovation in London house price returns was in 1.25 years when it was 0.28 

percentage points above its mean, while the peak response to an innovation in Great Britain house 

price returns was also in 1.25 years when the LIBOR was 0.25 percentage points above its mean. 

The response o f GDP to a positive shock to house price returns was also positive, peaking in the 

1.25 years for London house price returns and 1.5 years for Great Britain house price returns, at 

£1.81 bn and £1.50bn above their mean, respectively. CPI and construction costs responded 

similarly to an innovation in London and Great Britain house price returns. The response o f CPI to 

both was negative contemporaneously but then turned positive from the second quarter. The largest 

impact was in 1.5 years when CPI was 1.74 units above its mean for London house price returns 

and 1.46 units above its mean for Great Britain house price returns. The response o f construction 

costs to an innovation in London house price returns was negative for the first 3 quarters, while for 

Great Britain house price returns the response was negative for the first year. The response o f the 

construction cost index to both London house price returns and Great Britain house price returns 

peaked at 0.86 and 0.69 units above its mean respectively, both in just over 2 years.

The decomposition o f variance analysis o f quarterly house price returns for London and Great

Britain showed that both series accounted for approximately 89% o f their own variance forecast

error, even with a 3 year horizon. The stock market accounted for a greater proportion o f the

variance forecast error for Great Britain house price returns than for London house price returns,

after 3 years it had reached 4.70% in the former and only 0.93% in the latter. Great Britain and

London house price returns both accounted for approximately 4.66% o f the variance forecast error

o f bond yields after 3 years. For the LIBOR, London house price returns accounted for 2.65% o f

the variance forecast error after 3 years, while for Great Britain the figure was less at 1.90% after 3

years. London and Great Britain house price returns both accounted for approximately 1.18% o f

CPI variance forecast error after 3 years. House price returns for London and Great Britain each
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accounted for less than 1% o f the variance forecast error o f  GDP and construction costs over the 3 

years horizon. House price returns had a relatively important impact on the variance forecast error 

o f  the other variables as revealed by the variance decomposition analyzes. House price returns 

accounted for a maximum proportion o f the variance forecast error o f the stock index in the third 

quarter when it accounted for 16.48% o f the London model variance and 8.99% o f the Great Britain 

model variance. The impact o f  Great Britain and London house price returns on the variance 

forecast error o f bond yields was very similar over the 3 year horizon, accounting for approximately 

4% to 6% from the second quarter onwards. The impact o f both Great Britain and London house 

price returns on the variance forecast error o f the LIBOR peaked in 2.25 years, accounting for 

18.63% and 14.84% respectively. Similarly for GDP, the impact o f Great Britain house price 

returns on the variance forecast error peaked in 2.25 years when it accounted for 15.66%. For 

London house price returns the impact on the variance forecast error o f GDP peaked earlier in 1.75 

years when it accounted for 23.70%. The impact o f  Great Britain house price returns on the 

variance forecast error o f the CPI peaked in the first quarter at 10.88%, after which it reduced to 

4.70% in the third quarter and then fluctuated for a number o f  quarters before reaching a sub-peak 

in 1.75 years at 6.17%. The impact o f  London house price returns on the variance forecast error o f 

CPI peaked in 1.75 years when it accounted for 7.33%. The effect o f Great Britain house price 

returns on the variance forecast error o f  construction costs was strongest in the second quarter, 

accounting for 22.54%, thereafter falling off to just over 12% where it remained for most o f the 3 

year horizon. London house price returns also had a strong impact on the variance forecast error o f 

construction costs in the second quarter when it accounted for 10.45%, it then reduced for a number 

o f  quarters before steadily rising to reach 15.33% after 3 years. See Tables 8.20 and 8.21 for 

summary dynamics for Great Britain quarterly house price returns and London quarterly house 

price returns, respectively.
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Table 8.20: Summary Dynamics for Great Britain Quarterly House Price Returns

Great
Britain Const.

Quarters House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in Great Britain House Price Returns
1 0.04 26.71 -0.03 -0.08 303.64 -1.44 -0.55
6 0.00 33.21 0.04 0.24 1504.06 1.46 0.43

12 0.00 18.57 -0.07 0.00 1049.55 0.88 0.62

Response o f  Great Britain House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables

1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance fo r  Great Britain House Price Returns

1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 89.85 111  4.61 1.55 0.36 1.13 0.24

12 89.21 2.33 4.70 1.90 0.36 1.19 0.32

Impact o f  Great Britain House Price Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables
1 na 1.55 0.87 2.17 1.56 10.88 8.61
6 na 8.26 4.97 12.70 14.75 5.85 12.44

12 na 6.86 5.03 14.50 15.11 5.60 12.73

Table 8.21: Summary Dynamics for London Quarterly House Price Returns

London Const.
Quarters House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in London House Price Returns
1 0.04 47.69 -0.03 -0.04 486.42 -0.99 -0.33
6 0.00 47.18 0.04 0.26 1774.63 1.74 0.68

12 0.00 26.97 -0.09 0.00 1189.87 1.00 0.73

Response o f London House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables

1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance fo r  London House Price Returns

1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 90.61 0.66 4.60 2.23 0.77 1.13 0.01

12 89.83 0.93 4.62 2.65 0.78 1.16 0.04

Impact o f  London House Price Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables

1 na 5.05 0.45 0.63 4.26 4.87 2.96
6 na 15.32 5.23 16.51 23.50 6.76 9.27

12 na 13.07 5.95 18.10 21.77 6.66 15.33
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Quarterly RElT/listed property company returns for the UK were similar in their dynamic

interaction with the other variables as monthly RElT/listed property company returns, but again the

strength o f  the interaction was generally stronger when looking at quarterly as opposed to monthly

data. The response o f  the stock index to a one standard deviation positive shock in REIT/listed

property company returns was positive, it peaked in the second quarter at 121.70 units above its

mean and then fell steadily, reaching 43.50 units above its mean after 3 years. The response o f bond

yields to a positive shock in REIT/listed property company returns was very small, ranging from

approximately -0.05 to 0.02 percentage points over the 3 year period examined. The LIBOR had a

negative contemporaneous response o f -0.04 percentage points to a positive innovation in

REIT/listed property company returns, thereafter the response was positive, reaching 0.21

percentage points above its mean in approximately 1.5 years. The response o f GDP to a positive

shock in REIT/listed property company returns was positive for the 3 year period, peaking in 1.5

years at £1.85bn above its mean. CPI responded positively to an innovation in RElT/listed property

company returns, growing to just over 2.7 units above its mean in 2 years where it remained for the

rest o f  the 3 year horizon examined. The response o f the construction cost index to an innovation in

RElT/listed property company returns increased over time and reached approximately 1 unit above

its mean in just less than 3 years. Error decomposition analyzes showed that quarterly REIT/listed

property company returns explained a smaller proportion o f its own variance forecast error than

monthly RElT/listed property company returns. After 3 years, innovations in REIT/listed property

company returns themselves were responsible for 94.15% o f the variance forecast error in

RElT/listed property company returns. The stock market accounted for 1.84% and bond yields

accounted for 0.19% o f the remaining variance forecast error. Construction costs were responsible

for 2.02% o f the variance forecast error, while the rest o f the variables accounted for less than 1%

each. RElT/listed property company returns had an important impact on the variance forecast error

o f  the other variables. After 3 years, REIT/listed property company returns were responsible for

30.43% o f the variance forecast error o f  the stock index. The impact on the variance forecast error
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of bond yields o f  innovations in REIT/listed property company returns was very small, peaking at 

just 1.56% in the first quarter. REIT/listed property company returns accounted for a maximum of 

9.66% o f the variance forecast error o f the LIBOR, which occurred in 2.5 years. For GDP and CPI, 

the impact on REIT/Iisted property company returns peaked when accounting for 26.05% in 1.5 

years and 12.09% in 2 years o f  the variance forecast error, respectively. REIT/listed property 

company returns accounted for an increasing proportion o f  the variance forecast error o f 

construction costs over time, reaching 12.95% after 3 years. See Table 8.22 for summary dynamics 

o f  the UK quarterly REIT/listed property company returns.

Table 8.22: Summary Dynamics for UK Quarterly REIT/Listed Property Company Returns
REIT/Listcd

Q uarters
Property
Company Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI

Const.
Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in REIT/Listed Property Company Returns
1 0.06 114.16 -0.05 -0.04 0.75 1.20 0.10

6 0.00 79.26 0.02 0.21 1.83 2.60 0.71
12 0.00 43.50 -0.01 0.10 1.59 2.75 1.00

Response o f REIT/Listed Property Company Returns to shock in Other Variables

1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance for REIT/Listed Property Company Returns

1 100.00 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0.00

6 95.57 0.78 0.19 0.78 0.33 0.35 2.00

12 94.15 1.84 0.19 0.89 0.37 0.54 2.02

Impact o f  REIT/Listed Property Company Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables

1 na 27.62 1.56 0.58 10.37 6.30 0.24

6 na 32.13 0.49 8.53 26.05 11.91 5.77
12 na 30.43 0.32 9.60 24.43 11.73 12.95
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8.2.3.S Vector Error Correction Models -  UK

Both the IPD quarterly and monthly total returns series appeared to contain a unit root. Therefore, 

along with the other asset and control variable series which were also unit root processes, these IPD 

series were modeled with a VECM. The methodology used was similar to that described for the 

VECM of US monthly seasonally-adjusted composite house price returns. A restricted linear trend 

was initially included in the model for both the quarterly and monthly series.

Firstly, looking at the monthly IPD total returns series, the Engle Granger test which was used to 

check for cointegration between the real estate, stock and bond series, produced a test statistic 

which was significant at the 5% level, thereby suggesting that the series were cointegrated. The 

Engle Granger test statistic was -4.29, while the 5% critical value was -3.77. The Johansen test, 

which employs maximum likelihood estimates in the multivariate cointegration model using 

reduced rank regression, concluded that the model had 5 common trends and 2 cointegrating 

relations. Tests o f variable exclusion produced no statistically insignificant test values, thereby 

implying that all o f the variables should be retained in the model. Variable exogeneity tests inferred 

that the stock market variable was the only variable in the model which could be considered weakly 

exogenous. However, since from a theoretical standpoint the relationship between the asset series -  

real estate, stocks and bonds -  could rationally be considered endogenous, it was decided to keep 

the stock variable as endogenous in the VECM. See Tables A4.21, A4.22 and A4.23 in Appendix 4 

for the full results o f  the Johansen tests, variable exclusion tests and variable exogeneity tests, 

respectively.

A structural MA-model was imposed on the VECM in order to examine the contemporaneous and 

long run impact o f  shocks to various variables in the model. The first permanent shock is identified 

as a shock to IPD total returns. The long run structural effect o f  this shock is to decrease GDP and
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also to cause a small decrease in the stock market. The effect on the other variables in the long run 

is very small. However, contemporaneously the shock to IPD total returns has a positive impact on 

the LIBOR, CPI and construction costs, while the effect on bond yields is negative. The negative 

impact o f  the shock to IPD total returns on GDP and the stock market is much larger 

contemporaneously than in the long run. The second permanent shock, which is identified as a 

shock to the stock market index, has a strong positive contemporaneous effect on GDP. The effect 

on IPD total returns and CPI is also positive contemporaneously, while the impact on bond yields, 

the LIBOR and construction costs are negative. The structural long run effect o f the shock to the 

stock market index is very light, only causing a small increase in GDP. The third permanent shock 

is identified as a shock to bond yields. This has a very strong negative impact on GDP 

contemporaneously, while in the long run the effect on GDP is actually positive. The 

contemporaneous impact o f a shock to bond yields is to increase IPD total returns, the stock market, 

LIBOR, CPI and construction costs. The long run structural effect is much smaller but still results 

in a small increase in the LIBOR, CPI and construction costs. The fourth permanent shock, 

identified as a shock to the LIBOR, has a similar effect on GDP as a shock to bond yields. 

Contemporaneously, the shock to the LIBOR has a strong negative effect on GDP, while the long 

run structural effect on GDP is actually positive. The contemporaneous effect o f the shock to the 

LIBOR on IPD total returns, the stock market index, bond yields and CPI is also negative, while the 

effect on construction costs is positive. The long run effect o f the shock on CPI remains negative, 

while the effect on construction costs remains positive. The fifth permanent shock is identified as a 

shock to GDP. This shock has a positive contemporaneous impact on IPD total returns, the stock 

index and construction costs, while the effect on bond yields, the LIBOR and CPI is negative. The 

long run structural effect o f  the shock to GDP is negligible on the other variables. See Table 8.23 

which details the contemporaneous and long run impact o f  the shocks.
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Table 8.23: Impact Matrix for Structural MA-model with UK monthly IPD total returns
Trans(l) Trans(2) Perm( 1) Perm(2) Perm(3) Perm(4) Perm(5)

Structural Long-Run Im pact M atrix
IPD Total Returns 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
Stock 0 0 -4.02 1 0 0 0
Bond 0 0 -0.07 0.00 I 0 0
LIBOR 0 0 -0.01 0.00 1.33 I 0
GDP 0 0 -218.76 3.03 672.12 2131.36 1
CPI 0 0 -0.19 O.OI 8.21 -9.45 0.00
Const. Cost 0 0 -0.29 0.00 8.18 3.85 0.00

100*Conteniporane DUS impact
IPD Total Returns 110.05 0 38.83 2.01 20.02 -11.66 40.38
Stock 1216.50 175.90 -2496.67 10352.37 105.78 -256.80 158.76
Bond 4.24 5.02 -15.15 -7.68 11.01 -4.10 -6.65
LIBOR 7.28 18.31 5.74 -5.69 7.23 6.93 -27.27
GDP 18965.75 60019.55 -10803.32 6354.31 -26884.37 -873.22 42813.76
CPI -18.88 72.09 65.25 25.05 60.37 -248.92 -47.47
Const. Cost -31.31 33.23 23.67 -4.47 83.22 59.98 46.09

The impulse response functions whicii are plotted in Figure 8.2 below illustrates how each o f the 

endogenous variables react to the transitory and permanent shocks.

Figure 8.2 Impulse Response Functions for Structural MA-model with UK monthly IPD 
returns

T ra n s(l)  Trans(2) Perm (1) Pem i(2) Perm (3) Perm (4) Pem i(5)
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Secondly, turning to look at the quarterly UK IPD total returns, the Engle Granger test for 

cointegration between the real estate, stock and bond series indicated that the series were 

cointegrated. The test statistic was -5.60, which was statistically significant at the 1% level, given 

that the 1% critical value was -4.46. Similar to the monthly model of IPD returns, the Johansen test 

for cointegration in the quarterly model o f IPD returns concluded that the model had 5 common 

trends and 2 cointegrating relations.

Tests for variable exclusion indicated that all o f the variables apart from the linear trend were 

statistically significant. The trend was clearly not statistically significant with a p-value o f 0.18. 

Therefore, it was decided to re-model the VECM with an unrestricted constant rather than a 

restricted liner trend. The unrestricted constant model allows for linear trends in the data through 

the accumulation o f  a'^^, but it is assumed that the trends cancel in the cointegrating relations. If 

a ' f '  ^ 0, this implies that the cointegrating relations have a non-zero intercept. The results o f the 

Engle Granger test for cointegration on the re-modeled VECM was the same as for the previous 

model, thereby indicating that IPD total returns, the stock market index and bond yields were 

cointegrated. The Johansen test also still concluded that the model had 5 common trends and 2 

cointegrating relations. Tests o f variable exclusion on the re-modeled VECM indicated that all o f 

the variables were statistically significant. The variable exogeneity tests indicated that the stock 

market index may be considered weakly exogenous. However, for the same reason as was 

discussed for the monthly model, it was decided to retain the stock market variable as an 

endogenous variable in the VECM. See Tables A4.24 to A4.28 in Appendix 4 for the results o f the 

Johansen tests, variable exclusion tests and variable exogeneity tests.
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A structural MA-model was imposed on the VECM for the purpose o f analyzing the 

contemporaneous and long run impact o f shocks to various variables in the model. The first 

permanent shock is identified as a shock to IPD total returns. The structural long run impact o f this 

positive shock is negative on the stock market and GDP. The impact o f the shock on the other 

variables is very small in the long run. Contemporaneously, the effect o f  a shock to IPD returns is 

more pronounced, with a strong negative impact on the stock market and GDP. The effect on bond 

yields is also negative, while the shock has a positive impact on the LIBOR, CPI and construction 

costs. The second permanent shock, which is identified as a shock to the stock market index, has 

only a small positive impact on GPD in the long run. However, contemporaneously the shock 

causes a strong increase in IPD total returns, GDP and CPI, while having a negative impact on bond 

yields, the LIBOR and construction costs. The third permanent shock is identified as a shock to 

bond yields. This shock has a strong negative impact on GDP both contemporaneously and in the 

long run. In the long run there is a small positive effect on the LIBOR, CPI and construction costs 

from the shock to bond yields. Contemporaneously, the impact on IPD total returns and bond yields 

is negative, while the effect on the LIBOR, CPI and construction costs is positive. The fourth 

permanent shock, identified as a shock to the LIBOR, has a positive impact on GDP and 

construction costs in the long run, while having a negative impact on CPI in the long run. The 

contemporaneous effect o f  the shock to the LIROR is in the same direction as in the long run but 

more pronounced, while there is also a negative impact on the stock market and bond yields, and a 

positive impact on IPD total returns. The fifth permanent shock is identified as a shock to GDP.

This shock has a negligible effect on the other variables in the long run. However, in the short run 

the impact o f  the shock to GDP on IPD total returns, the stock market, CPI and construction costs is 

strongly positive, while there is a small positive impact on bond yields and a negative impact on the 

LIBOR. See Table 8.24 which details the contemporaneous and long run impact o f  the shocks.
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Table 8.24: Impact Matrix for Structural MA-model with UK quarterly IPD total returns
I'rans( 1) Trans(2) Perm( 1) Perm(2) Perm(3) Perm(4) Perm(5)

Structural Long-R

IPD Total Returns

un Impact Matrix

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Stock 0 0 -18.97 1 0 0 0

Bond 0 0 -0.05 0 1 0 0

LIBOR 0 0 0.02 0.00 0.66 1 0

GDP 0 0 -215.44 3.65 -4361.31 5278.56 1

CPI 0 0 -0.22 0.01 3.81 -5.61 0

Const. Cost 0 0 -0.12 0.00 4.46 5.39 0

IOO*Contemporan

IPD Total Returns

eous impact 

231.04 0.00 171.84 50.55 -12.09 16.45 202.04

Stock 2754.78 858.34 -8976.39 19565.27 -70.75 -1114.36 1735.78

Bond 12.21 12.73 -22.65 -13.42 26.30 -18.56 0.69

LIBOR 12.91 39.89 14.92 -2.38 19.72 -20.40 -20.00

GDP 29640.78 123170.86 -47634.69 14424.20 -103743.89 22977.33 142769.97

CPI -69.46 114.94 33.70 102.30 111.92 -402.59 202.58

Const. Cost -70.23 63.77 44.72 -16.49 124.30 111.13 58.17

The impulse response functions which are plotted in Figure 8.3 illustrate how each o f  the 

endogenous variables reacts to the transitory and permanent shocks.

Figure 8.3 Impulse Response Functions for Structural MA-model with UK quarterly IPD 
returns
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S.2.3.6 Vector Autoregressions -  Sweden

The dynamic interaction o f  Swedish house price returns with the other variables in the system was 

relative small compared to other countries. A one standard deviation positive innovation in monthly 

national house price returns caused a contemporaneous impulse response in the stock index 

increasing it 4.03 units above its mean. The response o f the stock index peaked in the second month 

when the stock index was 7.99 units above its mean, it then slowly fell off to 3.56 units above its 

mean after 12 months. The response o f bond yields and the LIBOR was negative but very weak 

over the 12 month period analyzed, the response did not exceed more than 0.02 and 0.01 percentage 

points below their mean respectively. The response o f GDP to a positive shock to house price 

returns was positive but weak, contemporaneously increasing by kr 4.05m above its mean, which 

reduced to kr 0.90m above its mean after 12 months. CPI responded negatively to a positive 

innovation in monthly house price returns, the response ranged from 0.3 to 0.4 percentage points 

below its mean over the 12 month period examined. The response o f  construction costs to a positive 

shock in house price returns was negative for the first 3 months, with the index reaching 0.54 

percentage points below its mean, from month 4 onwards the response was positive, reaching 1.17 

percentage points above its mean in 12 months.

The decomposition o f variance o f monthly house price returns showed that house price returns 

explained 98.26% o f its own variance forecast error in a 12 month horizon. Most o f the remaining 

variation was explained by innovations in GDP, which accounted for 1.38% o f the variance forecast 

error in monthly house price returns after 12 months. Each o f the other variables accounted for a 

very small percentage o f  the variance forecast error. House price returns had a small impact on the 

variance forecast error o f the other asset series. The peak impact o f  house price returns on the stock 

index was in the fourth month when it accounted for 2.33% o f the variance forecast error, while for 

bond yields the impact o f  house returns on the variance forecast error grew over time but only
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reaching 0.38% after 12 months. The impact o f  house price returns on the variance forecast error of 

the LIBOR was also very small, peaking in the second month at 0.11%, falling o ff to 0.05% after 

12 months. House price returns managed to account for 10.29% o f the variance forecast error o f 

GDP in the first month, reducing to 5.05% after 12 months. The impact o f house price returns on 

CPI peaked in the fifth month, when accounting for 11.34% o f the variance forecast error o f CPI, 

after which it slowly fell o ff to 10.50% after 12 months. In the second month, house price returns 

accounted for a peak o f 2.50% o f the variance forecast error o f construction costs, before reducing 

to 0.55% after 6 months and rising again to 1.15% after 12 months.

Monthly REIT/Listed Property Company returns in Sweden interacted more closely with the stock 

market than house price returns, as would be expected. A one standard deviation innovation in 

house price returns caused the stock index to rise between 9 and 12 units above its mean over the 

course o f the 12 months examined. The impact o f  a shock in house price returns on bond yields and 

the LIBOR was very small, peaking contemporaneously at 0.03 percentage points below its mean 

for the former and growing over time to reach just 0.05 percentage points above its mean for the 

latter. GDP had a very small negative response to an innovation in REIT/Listed Property Company 

returns for the first 5 months, reaching a trough o f kr 0.54m below its mean in the second month, 

but by month 12 increasing to kr 0.42m above its mean. The response o f CPI to a shock in 

REIT/Listed Property Company returns tended to be an increase o f  between 0.30 and 0.35 

percentage points above its mean over the 12 months following the shock. Construction costs on the 

other hand responded negatively for the first 9 months, the index reaching 0 .16 percentage points 

below its mean in the fourth month, thereafter it rose to reach 0.13 percentage points above its 

mean after 12 months.

REIT/Listed Property Company returns were responsible for most o f  their own variance forecast

error over the 12 month period examined. By month 12, REIT/Listed Property Company returns
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still accounted for 98.38% o f its own variance forecast error. The majority of the remaining 

variance forecast error was due to the LIBOR, which accounted for 1.46% after 12 months. 

REIT/Listed Property Company returns had a relatively strong impact on the variance forecast error 

o f  the stock index, growing over time to reach 8.53% after 12 months. The impact o f  REIT/Listed 

Property Company returns on the variance forecast error o f  bond yields and the LIBOR was very 

small, peaking at 1.89% contemporaneously for the former and 1.43% in the twelfth month for the 

latter. REIT/Listed Property Company returns also had a very small impact on the variance forecast 

error of GDP and construction costs, not reaching more than 0.2% for either over the 12 month 

period studied. The effect o f REIT/Listed Property Company returns on the variance forecast error 

o f  CPI was more substantial, growing over time to reach 6.89% after 12 months. See Table 8.25 

and 8.26 for summary dynamics for Sweden monthly national house price returns and monthly 

REIT returns, respectively.

Table 8.25: Summary Dynamics for Sweden Monthly National House Price Returns

National Const.
iVIonths House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in National House Price Returns
1 0.04 4.03 -0.01 -0.01 4.05 -0.33 -0.38
6 0.00 5.38 -0.02 0.00 1.38 -0.40 0.38

12 0.00 3.56 -0.02 0.00 0.90 -0.39 1.17

Response o f National House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f Variarwe for National House Price Returns
1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 98.55 0.00 0.02 0.08 1.30 0.04 0.01

12 98.26 0.00 0.09 0.16 1.38 0.09 0.01

Impact o f REIT Returns on Variance o f Other Variables
1 na 0.94 0.04 0.04 10.29 8.58 2.04
6 na 2.21 0.33 0.07 5.34 11.33 0.55

12 na 1.80 0.38 0.05 5.05 10.68 1.15
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Table 8.26: Summary Dynamics for Sweden Monthly REIT/Listed Property Company 
Returns

REIT/Lisfed
Property

Months Company Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI
Const.
Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in REIT/Listed Property Company Returns
1 0.09 9.47 -0.04 -0 .0 1 -0.30 0.03 -0.11

6 0.00 11.05 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.33 -0.14
12 0.00 10.07 0 .00 0.05 0.42 0.35 0.13

Response o f REIT/Listed Property Company Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance fo r  REIT/Listed Property Company Returns
1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

6 99.01 0.05 0.04 0.87 0.03 0.01 0.00

12 98.38 0.05 0.05 1.46 0.06 0.01 0.00

Impact o f  REIT/Listed Property Company Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables
1 na 5.68 1.89 0.16 0.06 0.05 0.18
6 na 8.15 0.37 0.84 0.10 6.21 0.10

12 na 8.53 0.20 1.43 0.16 6.89 0.03

The quarterly house price returns for Stockholm appeared to interact more closely with the stock 

market than the national house price series. The contemporaneous response o f the stock index to an 

innovation in Stockholm house price returns was to rise 22.08 units above its mean, while the 

contemporaneous response to an innovation in national house price returns was to rise 16.06 units 

above its mean. In all subsequent periods, the response o f the stock index fell o ff quickly in 

response to a shock in house price returns, both Stockholm and national. The response o f  bond 

yields to an innovation in house price returns was positive for national house price returns and 

negative in all but the first month for Stockholm house price returns. However, the response was 

very small, not reaching more than 0.06 percentage points above its mean for the national series and 

not more than 0.03 percentage points above its mean for the Stockholm series. The response o f the 

LIBOR to a shock in house price returns was also very small. The impulse response o f  the LIBOR
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to a shock in national house price returns was negative in the first two months, lowest at 0.09 

percentage points below its mean, then turning positive to reach 0.04 percentage points above its 

mean after 12 months. The response o f the LIBOR to Stockholm house price returns was positive 

over the 12 months but peaked at only 0.09 percentage points above its mean in the first month. 

GDP had a mixture o f  small positive and negative responses over the 12 months following an 

innovation in house price returns. The contemporaneous response o f GDP to a shock in national 

quarterly house price returns was to fall kr 4.00m below its mean, but in the second quarter it rose 

to kr 6.16m above its mean, before turning negative again and after 3 years lying kr 0.52m below 

its mean. Similarly, the contemporaneous response of GDP to a shock in quarterly house price 

returns was to fall kr 8.75m below its mean, thereafter rising to kr 3.36m above its mean in the 

second quarter. The response was positive in the third quarter but then unlike the response to 

national house price returns, in this case the following quarters saw a positive response to the shock 

in Stockholm house price returns and after 3 years GDP was kr 0.59m above its mean. The 

response o f CPI to an innovation in quarterly national house price returns was positive but small, 

increasing over time to reach 0.58 percentage points above its mean after 3 years. Similarly, the 

response o f  CPI to an innovation in quarterly Stockholm house price returns was a 

contemporaneous increase o f  0.16 percentage points above its mean, however thereafter the 

response was negative, but very small. Construction costs responded negatively to a shock in 

national quarterly house price returns, the response fluctuating over the 3 years but strongest at 1.65 

units below its mean, which was contemporaneous with the shock. The effect o f  an innovation in 

quarterly Stockholm house price returns on construction cost was negative for the first year before 

turning positive. Contemporaneously with the shock, the construction cost index fell 1.29 

percentage points below its mean, but after 12 months was 1.98 percentage points above its mean.

Quarterly house price returns explained a smaller percentage o f  their own variance forecast error

than was the case for monthly house price returns. After 12 months, quarterly national house price
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returns accounted for 89.80% o f  its own variance forecast error and quarterly Stocicholm house

price returns accounted for 77.23% o f its variance forecast error. For the national house price

returns, most o f the remaining variance forecast error was accounted for by bond yields and GDP,

responsible for 2.69% and 5.60%, respectively, after 3 years. The variables responsible for the

variance forecast error o f  Stockholm house price returns was different. The stock index accounted

for almost 11% o f the variance forecast error o f Stockholm house price returns between the months

5 and 12. The LIBOR and bonds were also quite important for the variance forecast error of

Stockholm house price returns, accounting for 3.86% and 5.53% respectively by month 12. GDP

accounted for 1.51% and CPI for 0.97% o f the remaining variance forecast error o f  Stockholm

house price returns. Examining the decomposition o f  variance for the stock index showed that

national house price returns accounted for a peak o f  2.37% and Stockholm house price returns for a

peak o f 4.60% o f the variance forecast error o f  the stock index, both occurring in the first quarter.

While Stockholm house price returns were responsible for very little o f  the variance forecast error

o f bond yields, at most 0.85%, national house price returns accounted for a growing portion,

reaching 4.91% after 3 years. National and Stockholm house price returns accounted for a peak o f

3.90% and 3.78% respectively o f  the variance forecast error o f the LIBOR, both peaking in the first

period. The effect o f  national house price returns on the variance forecast error o f GDP reached a

maximum o f 6.03% in the second quarter, while for Stockholm house price returns the maximum

effect was in the second quarter at 8.52%. National house price returns accounted for a growing

proportion o f the variance forecast error o f  CPI, while Stockholm house price returns accounted for

a reducing proportion o f the variance forecast error o f CPI. While national house price returns

began by accounting for 1.28% and after 3 years accounted for 9.36%, Stockholm house price

returns began by accounting for 1.09% and after 3 years accounted for 0.10% o f  the variance

forecast error o f  CPI. The effect o f house price returns on the variance forecast error o f  construction

costs peaked for both national and Stockholm house price returns in the first period, at 4.81% and

2.88% respectively, after 3 years these had reduced to 0.37% and 0.36% respectively. See Tables
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8.27 and 8.28 for sum m ary dynam ics for Sweden quarterly national and Stockholm  house price 

returns, respectively.

Table 8.27: Sum m ary D ynam ics for Sweden Q uarterly N ational H ouse Price Returns

National Const.
Quarters House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in National House Price Returns
1 0.03 16.06 0.05 -0.09 -4.00 0.17 -1.65
6 0.00 1.15 0.04 0.03 -0.30 0.57 -1.12

12 0.00 0.22 0.04 0.04 -0.52 0.58 -1.64

Response o f  National House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f Variance fo r  National House Price Returns
1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 90.14 0.55 2.64 0.63 5.59 0.40 0.05

12 89.80 0.60 2.69 0.75 5.60 0.50 0.05

Impact o f  National House Price Returns on Variance o f Other Variables
1 na 2.38 1.41 3.90 1.68 1.28 4.81
6 na 0.58 4.05 1.09 5.63 8.72 0.50

12 na 0.44 4.91 1.31 4.60 9.36 0.37

Table 8.28: Sum m ary D ynam ics for Sweden Q uarterly Stockholm  H ouse Price Returns

Stockholm Const.
Quarters House Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in Stockholm House Price Returns

1 0.03 22.08 0.03 0.09 ■8.75 0.16 -1.29
6 0.00 2.89 -0.01 0.05 0.51 -0.02 0.70

12 0.00 0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.59 -0.04 1.98

Response o f  Stockholm House Price Returns to shock in Other Variables

1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f Variance for Stockholm House Price Returns

1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 80.62 10.83 2.90 3.74 1.25 0.63 0.039

12 77.23 10.85 3.86 5.53 1.51 0.97 0.054

Impact o f Stockholm House Price Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables
1 na 4.60 0.85 3.78 7.62 1.09 2.88
6 na 1.14 0.57 2.97 7.59 0.18 0.25

12 na 0.91 0.53 2.34 6.24 0.10 0.36
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Quarterly REIT/listed property company returns appeared to interact to a greater degree with the 

other variables in the system compared to monthly REIT/listed property company returns. The 

impulse response o f the stock index to a one standard deviation positive innovation in quarterly 

REIT/listed property company returns was strongest in the contemporaneous period, when the 

index reached 22.54 units above its mean, after 3 years this had reduced to 15.65 units above its 

mean. The impulse response o f  bond yields and the LIBOR was negative over the entire 3 year 

period. Bond yields reached a minimum o f 0.22 percentage points below its mean in the second 

quarter, while the LIBOR reached a minimum o f 0.28 percentage points below its mean in the 

period contemporaneous with the shock. The effect on a positive innovation in REIT/Iisted property 

company returns on GDP was small but positive for the 3 years, peaking in the second period at kr 

4.33m above its mean. A positive shock to RElT/listed property company returns had a positive 

impact on the CPI, causing it to rise to a maximum o f 0.71 percentage points above its mean in the 

second quarter. The effect o f  an innovation in REIT/listed property company returns on 

construction costs was mixed, the contemporaneous response was a reduction in the index o f 0.91 

percentage points below its mean, before rising slightly above its mean for 2 quarters and then 

falling slightly below its mean for most o f  the remaining 3 years examined.

REIT/listed property company returns were responsible for most o f its own variance forecast error

over the 3 years analyzed. After 3 years, REIT/Iisted property company returns still accounted for

96.76% o f its own the variance forecast error. At this point, GDP accounted for 1.43% and the

LIBOR for 1.16% o f the remaining variance forecast error in REIT/listed property company

returns. The other variables each accounted for less than 1% o f the variance forecast error in

RElT/listed property company returns. REIT/Iisted property company returns had a relatively

strong impact on the variance forecast error o f  many o f the other variables in the system. After 3

years, REIT/Iisted property company returns accounted for a peak o f the variance forecast error o f

the stock index at 9.88%. The maximum amount o f the variance forecast error o f bond yields for
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which REIT/iisted property company returns were responsible occurred after 1.5 years at 14.47%. 

The impact o f  RElT/listed property company returns on the variance forecast error o f  the LIBOR 

decreased over time, from 18.93% in the first quarter to 7.30% after 3 years. The effect of 

REIT/listed property company returns on the variance forecast error o f GDP increased from 1.58% 

in the first quarter to 5.49% in 2.5 years, thereafter very slowing reducing. REIT/listed property 

company returns had the greatest impact on the variance forecast error o f  CPI in the third quarter 

when it accounted for 8.72%, this figure reduced to 3.44% after 3 years. The effect o f  REIT/listed 

property company returns on the variance forecast error o f  construction costs decreased over time, 

falling fi-om 1.14% in the first quarter to 0.04% after 3 years. See Table 8.29 for summary 

dynamics for Sweden quarterly REIT/listed property company returns.

Table 8.29: Summary Dynamics for Sweden Quarterly REIT/Listed Property Company 
Returns

Q uarterly

REIT/Listed
Property
Company Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI

Const.
Costs

Impulse Response to Shock in REIT/Listed Property Company Returns
1 0.10 22.54 -0.15 -0.28 3.62 0.18 -0.91
6 0.00 18.28 -0.17 -0.08 2.21 0.45 -0.37

12 0.00 15.65 -0.11 -0.01 1.75 0.13 0.03

Response o f  REIT/Listed Property Company Returns to shock in Other Variables
1 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

12 na 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Decomposition o f  Variance fo r  REIT/Listed Property Company Returns
1 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 97.23 0.10 0.45 0.78 1.43 0.00 0.01

12 96.76 0.13 0.51 1.16 1.43 0.00 0.01

Impact o f  REIT/Listed Property Company Returns on Variance o f  Other Variables
1 na 6.70 7.48 18.93 1.58 0.94 1.14

6 na 129 14.47 10.06 5.19 7.04 0.08

12 na 9.88 13.48 7.30 5.47 3.44 0.04
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S.2.3.7 VAR and VECM Analysis Summary

Analysis o f the dynamic linkages and dependencies across the asset markets in different countries 

using VARs and VECMs provides many interesting points. Certain features o f the markets are 

consistent across all four countries, while other features differ for each country. Examining various 

types o f  real estate reveals interesting comparisons in terms o f  their differing interaction with other 

variables in the economy. The use o f both monthly and quarterly data provides an insight into the 

influence o f data frequency on the results observed in the economic models.

impulse response functions which emanated from VARs tended to show a broadly similar impact 

on the other variables across countries and properties types. A positive shock to real estate returns 

tended to have the strongest effect on the stock market index and GDP. In line with much o f the 

literature (Okunev et al., 2000; Liang et al., 1995; Okunev and Wilson, 1997; Clayton and 

MacKinnon, 2001; Beltratti and Morana, 2010), a shock to real estate was found to have a strong 

positive effect on the stock market. The effect was inclined to be greater when examining city 

specific housing returns, rather than national housing returns, for example in London and 

Stockholm. However, in the US, the impact o f  a shock in New York housing returns was negative 

for the stock index, while it was positive for a shock to US composite housing returns. In each of 

the other countries studied a shock to housing returns had a positive impact on the stock market in 

that country. In the UK and Ireland, analysing both new and secondhand house price returns 

revealed that a shock to new house price returns tended to have a stronger impact on the other 

variables, particularly GDP, than a shock to secondhand house price returns. This is economically 

intuitive considering the increased economic activity, employment and additional tax revenue that 

is involved in the construction o f new houses. Furthermore, the impact o f  an innovation in new 

house price returns versus secondhand house price returns on the other variables was markedly 

stronger in Ireland compared to the UK, a result which may be expected considering the
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significantly larger share o f the construction sector in the Irish economy compared to the UK 

economy. The impact o f a shock in real estate returns was generally felt stronger in analyzes 

involving quarterly data than monthly data. This is likely to be the result o f slow price adjustment 

in the real estate sector, due to several features o f the market, such as significant search time and 

costs in matching buyers and sellers, the absence o f short selling, lumpy transactions, liquidity 

constraints and the consumption good nature o f  housing. Fu and Nu (2000), using Hong Kong real 

estate and stock market data over a 20 year period from 1979 to 1998, find that the quarterly real 

estate price only incorporates around half the effect o f market news, while the quarterly stock price 

assimilates the news fully.

Impulse response functions which examined the response o f real estate returns to a shock in the 

other variables consistently recorded negligible effects across each o f the countries and each o f the 

property types. This finding is similar to that o f  Beltratti and Morana (2010) who examined the 

linkages between general macroeconomic conditions and the housing market for the G7 area. 

Beltratti and Morana concluded that an asymmetry existed between the affect o f  house prices 

shocks on the stock market, and vice versa. House price shocks were found to have a significant 

impact on the stock market, while stock market shocks have a very small effect on house prices. In 

the empirical analysis o f  this thesis, the only exception to this was for IPD returns in Ireland, where 

a very small effect was felt from a shock to each o f  the other variables. This unique result observed 

for Ireland may be another reflection o f the extreme weight o f  construction and real estate 

investment as a share o f  the overall economy over the time horizon examined. Unfortunately, due 

to data constraints it was not possible to examine the sample post the bursting o f  the real estate 

bubble to look for differences in the interaction o f  the real estate sector with the economy, now that 

it accounts for a much smaller percentage o f the overall economy.
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Decomposition o f variance analyzes showed that at longer steps the interactions among the 

variables start to be felt stronger and the proportion o f a variable’s variance forecast error which is 

due to its own innovations is reduced. The analyzes revealed that REITs accounted for most o f its 

own variance forecast error even at longer steps, a result which was consistent across the US, UK 

and Sweden. Across all property types and all countries, quarterly data generally accounted for less 

o f  its own variance forecast error than monthly data. Decomposing the variance o f  real estate 

returns, particularly housing, revealed that the stock market index was relatively influential in the 

various models across all four countries. In Ireland and Sweden, both small economies, GDP also 

accounted for a substantial proportion o f the variance forecast error as the steps progressed. By 

comparison, in the US and UK, both large economies, the bond yield and LIBOR became 

increasingly important in the variance forecast error o f housing returns at longer time periods. The 

housing market in Stockholm is the exception to this, where GDP remained relatively unimportant 

in the decomposition o f variance over the period analyzed.

Examining the impact o f  real estate returns on the variance o f  other variables showed, as would be 

expected, that innovations real estate returns had a strong impact on the variance forecast error of 

the stock market index. Quarterly data revealed that REIT/listed property company returns were 

also quite influential on the variance forecast error o f  bond yields and the LIBOR. Innovations in 

housing returns generally had a larger impact on the variance forecast error o f  the other variables 

for quarterly data than for monthly data. Housing returns tended to have a relatively strong impact 

on the CPI in each country. In Ireland and UK, where data on new and secondhand house price 

returns was examined, it was revealed that innovations in new housing returns had a greater effect 

on the CPI, construction costs and GDP than secondhand house price returns. Innovations in house 

price returns across the four countries also appeared to be relatively important for the LIBOR.
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In Ireland, there was a surprisingly weak response of Irish bond yields to an innovation in either 

new or secondhand house price returns, considering the importance o f  house prices to the overall 

economy. However, further investigation revealed that the response functions were driven more by 

the premium o f  Irish bond yields over German bond yields, as opposed to simply by the level of 

bond yield taken for Ireland, which had a low variability over the euro period. Analyzes showed 

that new house price returns were driven to a greater extent by the Irish bond premium than the 

Irish bond yield alone, both in terms o f  the results o f  impulse response functions and variance 

decomposition analysis.

VECMs were used to analyze the dynamic interdependencies between the asset classes and the

economic variables in the context o f US seasonally adjusted composite monthly house price returns

and both monthly and quarterly IPD total returns in the UK. In the case o f the US housing model,

the Engle Granger test which was employed to test for cointegration between the real estate, stock

and bond markets inferred that the markets were not cointegrated. By comparison, in the UK the

Engle Granger test on both IPD monthly and quarterly returns indicated that the real estate, stock

and bond markets were cointegrated. In all three VECMs, which were set up with each o f the asset

variables and the economic variables included as endogenous variables, the Johansen tests for

cointegration signified that the markets were cointegrated. For the UK IPD returns, both monthly

and quarterly, it was suggested that there were five common trends and two cointegrating relations.

For the US seasonally adjusted composite monthly housing market, it was indicated that there were

four common trends and six cointegrating relations. Variable exclusion tests, which were conducted

on each o f  the models, only indicated that the trend variable in the model o f  UK IPD quarterly

returns should be excluded. For this reason, the system was re-modeled with the inclusion o f an

unrestricted constant rather than a restricted liner trend. Tests for weak exogeneity o f  the variables

suggested that the stock market variable in the monthly and quarterly IPD returns model and the

model o f  US seasonally adjusted composite monthly house price returns could be considered
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weakly exogenous. However, since theoretical reasoning would imply the asset classes -  real estate, 

stock and bonds -  should be endogenous variables, it was decided to retain the stock variables as 

endogenous variables in the models.

Examining the impact o f  permanent shocks within structural MA-model forms o f the VECMs

revealed that in the UK the magnitude o f the structural long run impact o f shocks was similar for

both monthly and quarterly IPD total return data. However, the contemporaneous impact was

stronger in the quarterly data than in the monthly data. Conversely, in the US the analysis o f  the

model o f seasonally adjusted composite monthly house price returns showed that the impact o f  a

shock was generally larger in magnitude in the long run than in the contemporaneous period. A

permanent shock to IPD total returns has a negative contemporaneous effect on the other asset

classes, an effect which disappears in the long run for bond yields but remains for the stock market

index. On the contrary, in the US analyzes o f  the effect o f a permanent shock to seasonally adjusted

composite monthly house price returns showed that contemporaneously the stock market increased

strongly, with little effect on bond yields, while the long run structural effect was for both the stock

market and bond yields to rise strongly. There was large negative impact on GDP both

contemporaneous and in the long run due to a permanent shock to IPD total returns, whereas in the

US the shock to house prices has a substantial positive effect on GDP in both time horizons. A

shock to the stock market index had a positive contemporaneous effect on IPD total returns and a

negative contemporaneous effect on bond yields, while in the long run there appeared to be no

impact o f  the shock for IPD returns or bond yields. In the US, a shock to the stock market also had

no long run impact but contemporaneously the impact was positive on bond yields, with little effect

on housing returns. A permanent shock to bond yields had a negative contemporaneous impact on

the stock market and GDP in the models o f  IPD total returns and the model o f  US seasonally

adjusted composite monthly house price returns. The effect o f  the shock to bond yields was also

negative in the contemporaneous period for IPD returns but in the US there was little effect on the
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housing returns. The effect o f a permanent shocic to the LIBOR in the model o f UK IPD returns 

was contemporaneously negative for the stock market in both quarterly and monthly data, while the 

effect was positive for quarterly IPD returns but negative for monthly IPD returns. A permanent 

shock to GDP had a positive contemporaneous impact on IPD returns and the stock market in the 

UK.

8.3 Conclusion

Economic theory suggests that significant linkages should exist between the real estate, stock and 

bond markets and between these markets and economic variables, such as interest rates, GPD, 

inflation and construction costs. Despite the importance o f  such relationships for investors, policy 

makers and the general economy relatively little is known o f  how these variables interact, 

particularly for small economies and for non-securitized real estate.

This chapter began with a discussion o f the theoretical linkages between the asset markets. The real 

estate, stock and bond data which was used in the empirical analyzes was then described. A 

discussion o f the macroeconomic factors that are considered to be important in the model o f  the 

asset markets followed, including details o f the specific data series which were used in the 

empirical analyzes. However, the focus o f  this chapter is to empirically examine the dynamic 

linkages and interdependencies between the asset markets and the macroeconomic variables. This is 

thoroughly investigated for several different property types and different frequency data in four 

different countries using a selection o f different statistical methods.

The results indicate that significant interrelationships exist between the real estate markets and the 

stock market, and to a lesser extent between the real estate market and the bond market. This is 

concurrent with the results o f  Oikarinen (2006), who examined the Finnish financial asset markets
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and the housing martcet, finding that although there is an interaction between the bond market and 

the stock and housing market, the co-movement between bond prices and the other asset prices is 

substantially weaker than between the stock and housing prices. In this study, strong linkages were 

also found between the macroeconomic variables and the asset markets. However, the lack o f  unit 

root processes detected in the real estate returns series, indicated that cointegration could not exist 

between the asset markets, thereby implying that the linkages between the asset markets are 

generally o f a short run nature. Nevertheless, cointegration was identified in the UK between the 

commercial property market, the stock and bond market and the macroeconomic variables, 

suggesting that long run dynamic interrelationships exist between these variables. Cointegration 

was also uncovered in the model o f  US seasonally adjusted composite monthly house price returns, 

the stock and bond market, and the marcroeconomic variables, thereby implying the existence o f 

long run dynamic linkages in this market.

Analyzes o f the impact o f  permanent shocks in the cointegrating models had interesting 

implications for asset allocation decisions. Innovations in commercial property returns in UK 

appeared to have negative impact on the stock market, the bond market and the general economy as 

measured by GDP. Although the impact was strongest in the contemporaneous period, the impact 

on the stock market and GDP, and to a lesser extent bond yields, remained in the long run. This 

suggests that substantial diversification gains may be obtainable by spreading a portfolio between 

the different asset classes including commercial property. It should be noted that shocks to the stock 

market are shown to have a positive impact on IPD returns and GPD, but a negative impact on bond 

yields. However, this linkage is mainly a short run dynamic and there is little long run structural 

impact o f  the stock market shock. Therefore, from a long term investor’s point o f view the benefits 

o f  diversification between the asset classes remain.
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The use o f  correlation analyzes in asset allocation decision making may be very misleading and 

may cause misguided investment strategies, particularly for a long-term investor. Contemporaneous 

correlation analyzes between the asset markets in each o f  the four countries studied suggested that 

in general there was no relationship between the real estate market and the stock market. However, 

due to the existence o f  lead-lag dynamics the linkages between these markets only became apparent 

through the use o f VAR models. Over-reliance on correlation analyzes would portray too positively 

the potential opportunities for diversification between the asset markets.

Short run wealth effects running from real estate to the stock market and general economy is 

suggested from the analyzes o f VARs. Across the four countries examined and the various different 

real estate classes, innovations in real estate returns are generally found to have a positive impact 

on the stock market and GDP. On the contrary, the impact o f  shocks to the other asset classes and 

macroeconomic variables were not found to effect real estate returns. This finding is in line with 

economic theory which suggests that appreciation o f an asset class has got wealth effects that leads 

to increased consumption and investment. Increased consumption leads to increased economic 

activity, which is measured by GDP. Additionally, economic activity is further augmented by the 

positive relation between housing returns and construction activity. Growth in economic activity 

leads to a strengthening o f  the cash flow expectation o f  the stock market, which in turn increases 

the demand for equity. Furthermore, as the collateral value o f  real estate increases, credit 

consfraints are eased and investors are able to borrow more, which may increase demand, 

particularly for stocks, (Oikarinen, 2006). Research also suggests that the wealth effects o f  housing 

on consumption are greater than that o f  the stock market, (Case et al., 2001; Benjamin et al., 2004). 

Furthermore, Belfratti and Morana (2010) is a study o f G7 counfries also found the existence o f an 

asymmetry between the impact o f  stock market shocks and the impact o f real estate shocks. Stock 

market shocks had almost no affect on house prices for all the countries analyzed, while real estate

shocks had a substantial affect on the stock market index.
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Analyzes o f the interaction between the returns on the various types o f real estate assets and the

returns on the other asset markets and their interrelationship with the economic variables revealed

differences in the direction, size and nature o f  the relationship for different countries. In a study o f

global housing cycles, Igan and Loungani (2012) find that the effects on consumption and

residential investment o f a housing demand shock, which leads to a house price change, is quite

heterogeneous across a large set o f countries. It is suggested that these differences could be the

result o f the channels that transmit house price shocks to household behaviour. In particular it is

thought that lower house prices may lead to a larger credit tightening response in countries that

have deeper financial systems or that allow mortgage equity withdrawal. Therefore, the larger

multiplier for a given house price decline causes a greater impact on consumption and investment.

Additionally, it is argued that economic activity in economies with larger or more labour-intensive

construction sectors may suffer to a greater extent during housing downturns due to the higher

negative impact on employment. Empirically the study finds that the ease with which households

can access mortgage credit is an important dimension in determining a country’s vulnerability to

declining house prices. Residential real estate and mortgage debt account for the largest share of

households’ balance sheets. The more easily mortgage markets allow households to exploit

growing collateral values, the larger is the financial accelerator effect. In Ireland during the Celtic

Tiger years, mortgage credit was easily accessible and mortgage equity withdrawal was

commonplace, which increased the multiplier effect o f a house price decline and vulnerability o f

the economy to a downturn in the housing market. The prevalence o f mortgages with variable, as

opposed to fixed, interest rates is associated with larger declines in residential investment during

housing downturns. Variable interest rates mean that mortgage interest payments respond to interest

rate hikes, which increases the dept burden on households. There are differences between countries

regarding the dominance o f variable versus fixed interest rates. Ireland has mostly variable interest

rates, which is another factor increasing the amplitude o f  the economic cycle following a housing
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bust. Igan and Loungani also note that differences between countries in terms o f banking sector 

exposure to the housing sector influences the size o f  the economic cycle following a housing 

downturn. Cross-country declines in residential investment during periods o f  housing busts have 

been greater in countries with a larger banking sector exposure to mortgage lending. Furthermore, 

in the current economic climate with bank balance sheets severely stressed and bank equity prices 

low, the potential for a negative affect on the real economy from the banking sector exposure to 

mortgage lending is more likely than in the past. As an indicator o f  exposure o f banks to the 

mortgage market, Igan and Loungani (2012) estimate the value o f mortgage loans held by banks, 

expressed as a multiple o f their overall market capitalization. It is reported that the indicator for 

German and Denmark is approximately 4, for Spain it is less than 3, for Canada, Japan and the UK 

it is about 1.5 and for the US it is less than 1. Although an indicator figure is not given for Ireland, 

it can be assumed to be relatively large given the significance o f  mortgage lending to Irish banks 

during the boom period and the legacy o f this which is currently plaguing the Irish banking system. 

This factor again points to the strong negative impact on the real economy that would be expected, 

and in reality has happened, following a bust in the housing market in Ireland.

The dynamic interdependencies between the housing market in Sweden, the other asset markets and

the macroeconomic variables were distinct among the four countries studies. Both correlation

analyzes and VAR analyzes suggested that the housing market was relatively independent o f the

other asset markets and the general economy. Unlike the housing markets in the other countries

examined, housing policy in Sweden is based on ideology welfare and there is substantial public

housing provision that is non-profit oriented. A UN Habitat report, Tibaijuka (2009) states that

although homeownership is Sweden is relatively modest compared to the US or UK, most Swedes

have access to housing. This differential in housing policy may explain the weak linkages between

the Swedish housing market, the other asset market and the macroeconomic variables. Furthermore,

Ludwig and Slok (2004) find that the relationship between stock market wealth and private
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consumption is stronger in economies with a market-based financial system, such as the US and 

UK, than in those with a bank-based financial system, such as most o f the continental European 

countries. This argument would also infer a weaker relationship to exist between the asset markets 

in Sweden, than in the other countries examined in this study.

Analysing dynamic interdependencies between city housing markets, the other asset markets and 

the macroeconomic variables tended to reveal stronger relationships than when analysing national 

housing markets. The independence o f the housing market in Sweden from the rest o f  the economy 

was less evident in the analyzes o f  Stockholm housing market, as opposed to the national housing 

market. This was also apparent when examining the impact o f  shocks on the VAR models though 

the use o f impulse response functions for the London housing market, compared to the overall UK 

housing market. In the US, the impact o f  a shock in the New York housing market on the stock 

market was opposite in direction to the impact o f a shock in the national composite housing market 

on the stock market.
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Chapter 9: 

Conclusion

The objective o f  this thesis was threefold. Firstly, to provide a comprehensive analysis o f  the 

statistical distribution o f real estate returns. Secondly, to investigate the stationarity o f  real estate 

returns and the possible existence o f unit roots in the time series. Thirdly, examine the dynamic 

linkages and interdependencies between the real estate markets, stock markets and bond markets. 

This thesis makes a number o f contributions to research in the field o f real estate finance and 

economics, from the literature review and empirical analyzes which makes use o f  original, varied 

and innovative methodology in this research field, to the use o f  a broad spectrum o f real estate asset 

classes spread across four different countries, including two small economies, and the analyzes o f 

various data frequencies within one study.

A thorough examination o f the literature relating to the distribution and stationarity o f  real estate

returns and the relationship between the real estate, stock and bond markets is provided in Chapter

3. With the objective o f  integrating and summarizing in a statistically meaningful way disparate

extant research results. Chapter 4 provides meta-regression analyzes o f  three related but

independent issues in the field o f real estate research: (1) The degree o f normality in real estate

returns distributions, (2) To what extent has the literature confirmed that real estate returns and

stock market returns are correlated, and (3) What is the effect o f  stock market returns on real estate

returns. Limitations in the existing research are addressed by combining studies to achieve a longer

period o f analysis which incorporates the many cycles and shifts over time that are likely to have

contributed to conflicting results in the research. Meta-regression analysis greatly enhances the

review o f real estate research by merging all o f  the existing estimates and investigating the

sensitivity o f  the overall estimate to variations in the underlying studies. Furthermore, meta-
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regression analysis contributes to the body o f real estate research by providing the first quantitative 

review o f the empirical literature on real estate return distributions and the relationship between real 

estate and the stock market, a framework which enables a systematic and objective review o f the 

diverse existing research. In an economically and financially important area o f study, where there is 

little research on the causes o f  non-normality in real estate returns and little consensus on the nature 

o f  the relationship between real estate and stock market returns, not least the factors influencing this 

relationship, this study provides a significant step forward in the research.

The first meta-regression analysis found that real estate returns have a higher degree o f non

normality the later the time period o f the study, perhaps reflecting the changing nature o f real estate 

instrumentation as an asset class, deepening and widening o f  the markets for various real estate 

linked investment instruments and increased liquidity in the markets for real estate itself. Higher 

frequency data was also inclined to have less normal return distributions, a result which is perhaps a 

consequence o f  the greater instrumentation and liquidity in the markets for real estate assets in 

more recent years which could be contributing to increasing degree o f non-normality in the data. 

Linked to this was the finding that REITs, securitized real estate and real estate mutual funds had a 

lower degree o f normality than other real estate assets, such as commercial real estate or housing. 

The second meta-regression analysis confirmed, as expected, that REITs, property shares and 

property mutual funds were more closely correlated with the stock market than other types o f 

property, such as commercial property and housing. This is an unsurprising result considering that 

REITs, property shares and property mutual funds are listed assets traded alongside ordinary 

equities and subject to many o f the same markets-focused shocks, such as liquidity shocks, 

counterparty risk, risk-off and risk-on switches in investor sentiment and other. Similarly, real 

estate returns were more highly correlated with small capitalization stocks than large capitalization 

stocks. Since most real estate companies are themselves small capitalization in nature, the linkages

between real estate and small capitalization stock market indices is expected to be stronger. The
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time period o f tiie study and tlie region of the study did not significantly impact on the results, 

perhaps providing an indirect robustness check o f  the methodology used in the meta-regression 

analysis. In the third meta-regression analysis it was found that the stock market had a greater effect 

on REITs, property shares and property mutual funds than other real estate assets. Importantly for 

investors who may be trying to diversify assets, the results suggest that the effect o f the stock 

market on real estate has systematically reduced over time. Studies which used cross-sectional or 

panel data across a number o f  countries, tended to find the effect o f the stock market on real estate 

to be stronger, perhaps indicating that on an aggregated level the impact o f  the stock market on real 

estate is greater than when individual markets are considered in isolation.

The real estate data used in the empirical analyzes o f  this thesis comprises o f data from the housing 

market, commercial property market and securitized real estate market. For each o f the four 

countries analyzed, that is, the US, UK, Sweden and Ireland, a number o f  different house price 

returns series were examined. The series ranged from seasonally adjusted to non-seasonally 

adjusted series, new versus secondhand housing and national versus city specific housing series.

The commercial property market in the UK and Ireland was analyzed with the use o f data from the 

IPD. Three different IPD returns series were examined (income returns, capital returns and total 

returns), combined with four different property classes (office, retail, industrial and all property). 

The market for securitized real estate was analyzed for the US, UK and Sweden through the 

construction o f  an index o f  REITs and listed property companies in each country. Insofar as was 

possible, the data was analyzed at a monthly, quarterly and annual frequency. A detailed 

description o f  the specific data series used in the study was provided in Chapter 5, together with 

preliminary statistical and graphical analyzes. The wide ranging set o f  housing return series which 

were examined, the study o f  small economies such as Ireland and Sweden and the use o f three 

different data frequencies all confributed to the existing body o f research in the area o f  real estate 

finance and economics.
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The empirical analysis o f IPD real estate returns clearly concluded that the series were not normally 

distributed, particularly in the UK which had a larger dataset than in Ireland. The analyzes o f  the 

various classes o f  property asset (office, retail, industrial and all property) and different types o f  

return (capital growth, income and total return) produced similar results. REIT/listed property 

company returns were unambiguously found to be non-normally distributed in the US and Sweden, 

while tests for the UK produced mixed results. Analyzes o f the distribution o f  returns in the 

housing markets across the four countries generated varied outcomes. However, in the country with 

the best housing data -- the US -  returns to this asset were clearly non-normally distributed. Short 

data series may cause statistical tests to be unable to reject the null o f normality, even if  returns are 

non-normally distributed. Quarterly housing returns series, which were generally longer data series 

than annual or monthly series, tended to reject the null o f normality more often. The results o f the 

empirical analyzes o f this study suggest that assessing diversification o f a portfolio which includes 

real estate assets using only a two-moment framework is likely to lead to bias conclusions that may 

underestimate the risk o f large downside losses or upside gains arising from extreme non-normal 

returns, known as tail risk. Furthermore, diversifying across a much broader range o f  instruments 

than is currently practiced by many portfolio managers could be beneficial, particularly for those 

attempting to avoid large downside losses. While most equity markets exhibit negative skewness, 

the empirical analyzes o f  this study demonstrated that housing returns in the UK, Ireland and 

Sweden quite often displayed positive skewness. In certain areas o f the UK, for example London, 

returns were both positively skewness and platykurtic. This suggests that the distributional features 

o f  housing returns may make the inclusion o f  these assets in a diversified portfolio worthwhile.

The range o f  unit root tests conducted on the various IPD returns series for both the UK and Ireland

generally inferred that the series were unit root processes, apart from for the total returns series in

Ireland. This indicates that the data generating process o f  the IPD returns series follows a random

walk and is evidence in favour o f weak-form market efficiency in the unsecuritized commercial real
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estate markets. This implies that prices are random and unpredictable so that risk-adjusted excess 

returns cannot be earned by implementing a trading strategy based on historical market trading 

information. In contrast, examination o f the REIT and listed property company series in the US,

UK and Sweden for unit roots conclusively rejected the null hypothesis for the existence o f a unit 

root. This suggests that the securitized real estate markets in the US, UK and Sweden are stationary 

processes and weak-form market efficiency does not hold. The outcome o f unit root tests on the 

housing returns series in each o f  the countries was more ambiguous but, in general, the tests 

rejected the null hypothesis o f a unit root, thus implying that the markets are not weak-form 

efficient. However, certain features o f housing markets make the profitable exploitation o f  any 

observed inefficiencies more difficult. The HEGY unit root tests suggested that seasonal stochastic 

unit roots were present in all o f  the quarterly real estate series analyzed. However, compared to 

seasonal effects which are deterministic, it is difficult for investors to benefit fi’om this information 

because it implies different non-stationary behaviour for each season.

Contemporaneous correlation analyzes between the asset markets in each o f the four countries

studied suggested that in general there was no relationship between the real estate market and the

stock market. However, due to the presence o f  lead-lag dynamics the linkages between these

markets only became apparent through the use o f  VARs and VECMs. The results o f  the VARs and

VECMs suggest that significant interrelationships exist between the real estate markets and the

stock market, and to a lesser extent between the real estate market and the bond market. Strong

linkages were also found between the macroeconomic variables and the asset markets. As most o f

the models were not cointegrated, it appears that the linkages between the asset markets are

generally o f  a short run nature. However, cointegration was identified in the UK between the

commercial property market, the stock and bond market and the macroeconomic variables,

suggesting that long run dynamic interrelationships exist between these variables. Cointegration

was also uncovered in the model o f  US seasonally adjusted composite monthly house price returns,
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the stock and bond market, and the macroeconomic variables, indicating the existence o f long run 

dynamic linkages in this market. VECM analyzes implied that a permanent shock to commercial 

property returns in the UK has a negative long term impact on the stock market, the bond market 

and the general economy as measured by GDP. This result has interesting implications for asset 

allocation decisions as it suggests that substantial diversification gains may be obtainable by 

spreading a portfolio between the different asset classes including commercial property. Short run 

wealth effects running from real estate to the stock market and general economy is suggested from 

the analyzes o f  VARs. In general, across the four countries examined and the various different real 

estate classes, innovations in real estate returns are found to have a positive impact on the stock 

market and GDP, while shocks to the other asset classes and macroeconomic variables were not 

found to effect real estate returns. Analyzes o f VARs and VECMs indicated that there is a strong 

degree o f heterogeneity in the response o f different countries to a shock to house price returns.

In the four countries examined in this study, house price shocks were generally found to have a 

significant impact on the stock market. Conversely, the response o f real estate returns to a shock in 

the returns o f  the other assets or to a shock to one o f the macroeconomic variables consistently 

recorded negligible effects across each o f the countries and each o f  the property types. However, in 

the analyzes o f IPD returns in Ireland a small impact was detected due to a shock to each o f  the 

asset and control variables. This exceptional result observed for Ireland may be a reflection o f  the 

extreme weight o f  construction and real estate investment as a share o f  the overall economy over 

the time horizon examined. Analyzes o f the Swedish housing market suggested that it was more 

independent o f the stock and bond markets and the general economy than the other countries 

examined. This result is likely to be due to housing policy in Sweden which is based on ideology 

welfare and the substantial public housing provision that is non-profit oriented, compared to the 

other counties studied.
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A major obstacle in empirically analyzing the real estate sector is the severe lack o f  data, 

particularly relating to non-securitized real estate assets. Many countries have only begun to publish 

statistics on house prices in recent years. However, this data is often not mix-adjusted to account for 

changes in the quality and type o f  house being transacted and is generally not consistent 

internationally, which inhibits cross-country comparisons. Furthermore, data concerning the 

volume o f transactions and the type o f financing is rarely available. Data relating to non-securitized 

commercial real estate is very difficult to obtain. This data is collected by agencies such as the IPD 

and the NCREIF but is not readily available to researchers or academics, particularly the more 

detailed, non-headline data, which would provide an interesting bases for further analyzes and 

understanding o f the commercial real estate market. Considering the importance o f  the real estate 

sector to the global macroeconomy, as dramatically highlighted by the property bust o f recent 

years, efforts need to be made to increase the availability o f  reliable and consistent data on a broad 

spectrum o f  aspects o f real estate assets and across all major forms o f  real estate assets. Future 

research would then be in a position to analyze in greater depth and with increased clarity the 

behaviour o f  real estate assets and their link with the financial markets, other assets and the 

marcoeconomy, with the objective o f  better understanding both the causes and consequences o f real 

estate booms and busts and perhaps drawing attention to the circumstances from which future 

property bubbles would evolve.
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Appendix 1

Table A l.l:  Meta-Regression Analysis 1: List of Papers
Author Year
Myer and Webb 1994
Byrne and Lee 1997
Liow and Chan 2005
Hutson and Stevenson 2008
Brounen et al. 2008
M yer and Webb 1993
Lizieri 2007
Pagiiari and Webb 1995
M aurer et aL 2004
M yer and Webb 1991
Coleman and Mansour 2005
Chiang et al. 2008
Cotter and Stevenson 2008
Lizieri and Satchell 1997
Cotter and Stevenson 2006
Brown 1991
Brown and Matysiak 2000
Miles and McCue 1984
Okunev et al. 2000

Table A l.l:  Meta-Regression Analysis 2: List of Papers
Author Year
Gyourko and Keim 1992
Brown 1991
Brown & Matysiak 2000
Clayton and MacKinnon 2001
Eichholtz and Hartzell 1996
Ghosh et al. 1996
Goldstein and Nelling 1999
Hartzell et al. 1986
Laopodis 2009
Lizieri and Satchell 1997
M aurer et al. 2004
Mei and Lee 1994
Miles and McCue 1984
Oikarinen 2006
Quan and Titman 1999
Sing and Ling 2003
W urtzebach et al. 1995
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Table A1.3: Meta-Regression Analysis 3: List of Papers
Author Year
Clayton and MacKinnon 2001
Glascock et al. 2000
Li and Wang 1995
Liang et al. 1995
Okunev and Wilson 1997
Okunev et al. 2000
Quan and Titman 1997
Quan and Titman 1999
Yunus 2008
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M eta-R egression  A nalysis 1: L ist o f  M eta -In d ep en d en t V ariab les and  D efinitions

•  Year of publication

•  Year of the data -  The mid-point of the data range of the study

•  Number of authors

•  Number of observations

•  Region -  1 if US; 0 otherwise

•  Frequency -  1 if quarterly or more frequent; 0 if less frequent than quarterly

•  Methodology -  1 if conventional, basic model; 0 if otherwise, e.g. auto-regressive model

•  Property type -  I if REIT, property share or property mutual fund; 0 otherwise

M eta-R egression  A nalysis 2: L ist o f  M eta -In d ep en d en t V ariab les an d  D efinitions

• Year of publication

• Year of the data — The mid-point of the data range of the study

• Number of authors

• Number of observations

•  Region -  1 if US; 0 otherwise

• Frequency — 1 if quarterly or monthly; 0 if less frequent than quarterly

•  Property type -  1 if REIT, property share or property mutual fund; 0 otherwise

•  Stock type -  1 if large capitalization stock; 0 otherwise

M eta-R egression  A nalysis 3: L ist o f  M eta -In d ep en d en t V ariab les and  D efinitions

•  Year of publication

•  Year of the data -  The mid-point of the data range of the study

• Number of authors

•  Number of observations

•  Region -  1 if US; 0 otherwise

•  Frequency — 1 if quarterly or monthly; 0 if less frequent than quarterly

•  Property type -  1 if REIT, property share or property mutual fiind; 0 otherwise

•  Stock type -  1 if large capitalization stock; 0 otherwise

•  Cointegration -  1 if cointegration analysis employed; 0 otherwise

•  Cross section/panel -  I if cross section or panel data analysis employed; 0 otherwise

•  Granger causality -  1 if granger causality analysis employed; 0 otherwise
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Table A1.4: Meta-Regression 1 - Correlation Matrix
Variables JB

Statistic
No.

Authors Frequency Methodology No.
Observations

Property
Type US Year o f  

data
JB Statistic 1.00 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.63 0.32 -0.01 0.36
No. Authors 0.03 1.00 -0.29 0.09 -0.03 0.28 -0.02 0.07
Frequency 0.06 -0.29 1.00 -0.12 0.15 0.13 0.06 -0.02
Methodology 0.06 0.09 -0.12 1.00 0.05 0.17 -0.19 0.17
No.
Observations 0.63 -0.03 0.15 0.05 1.00 0.32 0.17 0.43

Property Type 0.32 0.28 0.13 0.17 0.32 1.00 -0.03 0.25
Region -0.01 -0.02 0.06 -0.19 0.17 -0.03 1.00 -0.55
Year o f  data 0.36 0.07 -0.02 0.17 0.43 0.25 -0.55 1.00

Table A1.5: Meta-Regression 2 - Correlation M atrix

Variables Standard
Correlation

Zr-
transformed
correlation

Year 
o f  data

No.
authors

No. observa
tions

Region Frequ
ency

Property
type

Stock
type

Standard
Correlation

1.00 0.96 -0.04 -0.16 0.20 0.27 0.10 0.41 -0.35

Zr-transformed 
correlation

0.96 1.00 -0.08 -0.12 0.19 0.27 0.14 0.42 -0.37

Year o f  data -0.04 -0.08 1.00 0.17 -0.14 -0.31 -0.06 -0.02 0.04
No. authors -0.16 -0.12 0.17 1.00 -0.22 0.13 0.34 0.37 -0.32
No.
observations

0.20 0.19 -0.14 -0.22 1.00 0.31 0.34 0.37 -0.12

Region 0.27 0.27 -0.31 0.13 0.31 1.00 0.35 0.42 -0.43
Frequency 0.10 0.14 -0.06 0.34 0.34 0.35 1.00 0.60 -0.33
Property type 0.41 0.42 -0.02 0.37 0.37 0.42 0.60 1.00 -0.43
Stock type -0.35 -0.37 0.04 -0.32 -0.12 -0.43 -0.33 -0.43 1.00

Table A1.6: Meta-Regression 3 - Correlation Matrix

Variables
Stock

coeffi
cient

P -
value

Year
o f

data

No.
auth
ors

No.
O bser
vations

US
Freq
uency

Prop
erty
type

Stock
type

Cointe
gration

Cross
section
/panel

Granger
Caus
ality

Stock
coefficient

1.00 -0.59 -0.46 0.08 0.20 0.16 0.16 0.16 -0.12 -0.33 -0.09 0.19

P -value -0.59 1.00 0.21 -0.01 -0.36 -0.12 -0.20 -0.20 0.16 0.13 -0.22 -0.01
Year o f  data -0.46 0.21 1.00 -0.56 -0.17 -0.43 -0.35 -0.35 0.00 0.05 0.22 0.21
No. Authors 0.08 -0.01 -0.56 1.00 0.03 0.65 0.57 0.57 0.09 0.11 -0.33 -0.09
No.
Observations

0.20 -0.36 -0.17 0.03 1.00 0.23 0.29 0.29 -0.11 0.20 0.28 0.27

Region 0.16 -0.12 -0.43 0.65 0.23 1.00 0.93 0.93 -0.31 0.45 -0.58 0.16
Frequency 0.16 -0.20 -0.35 0.57 0.29 0.93 1.00 1.00 -0.31 0.45 -0.58 0.31
Property type 0.16 -0.20 -0.35 0.57 0.29 0.93 1.00 1.00 -0.31 0.45 -0.58 0.31
Stock type -0.12 0.16 0.00 0.09 -0.11 -0.31 -0.31 -0.31 1.00 -0.44 0.18 0.05
Cointegration -0.33 0.13 0.05 0.11 0.20 0.45 0.45 0.45 -0.44 1.00 -0.26 -0.07
Cross
section/panel

-0.09 -0.22 0.22 -0.33 0.28 -0.58 -0.58 -0.58 0.18 -0.26 1.00 -0.18

Granger
Causality

0.19 -0.01 0.21 -0.09 0.27 0.16 0.31 0.31 0.05 -0.07 -0.18 1.00
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Figure A l.l:  Meta-Regression Analysis 1 -  Histogram of Standardized Residuals

Series: Standardized Residuals
Sample 1 168
Observations 168

Mean 0.001953
Median 0.039578
Maximum 0.746143
Minimum -0.667524
Std. Dev. 0.249967
Skewness -0.080792
Kurtosis 2.698096

Jarque-Bera 0.820784
Probability 0.663390

- 0.4 - 0.2  0.0  0.2

Figure A 1.2: IMeta-Regression Analysis 2 using standard correlations -  Histogram of 
Standardized Residuals

Series: Standardized Residuals
Sample 1 168 
Observations 168

Mean 0.001091
Median 0.004840
Maximum 0.514617
Minimum -0.341459
Std. Dev. 0.144005
Skewness 0.335357
Kurtosis 3.357394

Jarque-Bera 4.043120
Probability 0.132449
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Figure A1.3: Meta-Regression Analysis 2 using Zr-transformed correlations -  Histogram of 
Standardized Residuals

Series: Standardized Residuals
Sample 1 128
Observations 128

Mean 0.003323
Median -0.009581
Maximum 0.791810
Minimum -0.475517
Std. Dev. 0.189758
Skewness 1.418875
Kurtosis 8.595312

Jarque-Bera 209.9218
Probability 0.000000

Figure A1.4: Meta-Regression Analysis 3 -  Histogram of Standardized Residuals

3 0 -

2 5 -

2 0 -

10 -

- 0.4 - 0.2 - 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Series; Standardized Residuals
Sample 1 128
Observations 128

Mean 0.003323
Median -0,009581
Maximum 0.791810
Minimum -0.475517
Std. Dev. 0.189758
Skewness 1.418875
Kurtosis 8.595312

Jarque-Bera 209.9218
Probability 0.000000
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Appendix 2

Figure A2.1: Time Series Plot -  Monthly Capital Growth Returns -  IPD
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Figure A2.2: Time Series Plot -M onthly Income Returns — IPD -  UK
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Figure A2.3: Time Series Plot — Monthly Total Returns -  IPD -  UK
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Figure A2.4: Time Series Plot — Q uarterly Capital Growth Returns — IPD — Ireland
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Figure A2.5: Time Series Plot -  Q uarterly Income Returns -  IPD -  Ireland
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Figure A2.6: Time Series Plot -  Q uarterly Total Returns — IPD — Ireland
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Figure A2.7: Time Series Plot -  US REIT/Listed Property Company Price Index
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Figure A2.8: Time Series Plot -  US REIT/Listed Property Company Index Return
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Figure A2.9: Time Series Plot -  UK REIT/Listed Property Company Price Index
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Figure A2.13: Time Series Plot -  Annual Secondhand House Price by Region - Ireland
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Figure A2.14: Time Series Plot -  Annual Secondhand House Price Return by Region - Ireland
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Figure A2.15: Time Series Plot -  Annual New House Price by Region -  Ireland
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Figure A2.16: Time Series Plot — Annual New House Price Return by Region -  Ireland
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Figure A2.17: Time Series Plot -  Quarterly Secondhand House Price by Region -  Ireland
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Figure A2.18: Time Series Plot -  Quarterly Secondhand House Price Return -  Ireland
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Figure A 2.19: T ime Series Plot — Q uarte rly  New House Price by Region -  Ire land
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Figure A 2.20 : T ime Series Plot — Q uarte rly  New House Price Return — Ire land
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Figure A2.21: Time Series Plot -  Quarterly House Price In d e x -U S
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Figure A2.22: Time Series Plot —Q uarterly House Price Index Return -  US
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Figure A2.23: Time Series Plot -  Monthly House Price Seasonally Adjusted Index by Region 
- U S
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Figure A2.24: Time Series Plot -  Monthly House Price Seasonally Adjusted Index Return by 
Region -  US
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Figure A2.25: Time Series Plot -  Monthly House Price Non-Seasonally Adjusted Index by 
Region -  US
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Figure A2.26: Time Series Plot -  Monthly House Price Non-Seasonally Adjusted Index 
Return by Region -  US
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Figure A2.27: Time Series Plot — Annual Regional House Price -  All Dwellings — UK
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Figure A2.28: Time Series Plot — Annual Regional House Price Return -  All Dwellings — UK
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Figure A2.29: Time Series Plot — Annual Regional House Price — New Dwellings -  UK
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Figure A2.30: Time Series Plot -  Regional House Price Return -  New Dwellings -  UK
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Figure A2.31: Time Series Plot -  Annual Regional House Price -  Other Dwellings -  UK
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Figure A2.32: Time Series Plot -  Annual House Price Return -  Other Dwellings — UK
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Figure A2.33: Time Series Plot -  Quarterly House Price -  All Dwellings -  UK
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Figure A2.34: Time Series Plot -  Quarterly House Price Return -  All Dwellings — UK
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Figure A2.35: Time Series Plot -  Quarterly House Price -  New Dwellings -  UK
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Figure A2.36: Time Series Plot -  Quarterly House Price Return -  New Dwellings -  UK
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Figure A2.37: Time Series Plot -  Quarterly House Price -  Other Dwellings -  UK
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Figure A2.38: Time Series Plot -  Quarterly House Price Return -  Other Dwellings — UK
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Figure A2.39: Time Series Plot -  Monthly Mix-Adjusted House Price -  UK
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Figure A2.40: Time Series Plot -  Monthly Mix-Adjusted House Price Return -  UK
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Figure A 2.4I: Time Series Plot -  National Annual House Price -  Sweden
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Figure A2.42: Time Series Plot -  National Annual House Price Return -  Sweden
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Figure A2.43: Time Series Plot -  National Quarterly House Price by Region -  Sweden
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Figure A2.44: Time Series Plot -  National Quarterly House Price Return -  Sweden
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F igure A2.45: Time Series Plot -  National Monthly House Price -  Sweden
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Figure A2.46: Time Series Plot -  National Monthly House Price Return -  Sweden
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F igu re A 2.47: T im e Series P lot -  N ation a l A n n u al H ou se  P rice  by R egion  — S w ed en
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F igu re A 2.48: T im e S eries P lo t — N ation a l A n n u a l H ou se  P rice  R etu rn  by R egion — Sw ed en
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F igure A 2.49 : T im e Series Plot -  Q uarte rly  House Price by Region -  Sweden
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Appendix 3

Figure A3.1: IPD -  UK -  Ail Property -  Income 
Returns -  Histogram
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Figure A3.2: IPD -  UK -  Retail -  Capital 
Growth Returns -  Histogram
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Figure A3.3: IPD -  Ireland — Office — Income 
Returns -  Histogram

Figure A3.4: IPD -  Ireland -  Office -  Income 
Returns -  P-P Plot
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Figure A3.5: REIT -  US Returns — Histogram
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Figure A3.6: REIT -  UK Returns -  Histogram
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Figure A3.7: REIT -S w ed en  Returns -  
Histogram

Figure A3.8: REIT — UK Returns -  P-P Plot
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Figure A3.9: Houses -  Ireland -  National -  
Annual Secondhand House Price Returns -  

Histogram
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Figure A3.10: Houses -  Ireland -  Limerick -  
Annual New -  House Price Returns Histogram
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Figure A3.11: Houses — Ireland — National -  
Q uarterly New House Price Returns -  

Histogram

Figure A3.12: Houses -  Ireland -  Limerick - 
Quarterly Secondhand House Price Returns ■ 
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Figure A3.13: Houses -  US -  Quarterly -  
Seasonally Adjusted House Price Returns -  

Histogram
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Figure A3.14: Houses -  US -  Q uarterly -  Non- 
Seasonally Adjusted House Price Returns -  

Histogram
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Figure A3.15: Houses -  US -  Boston -  Monthly ■ 
Seasonally Adjusted House Price Returns -  

Histogram

Figure A3.16: Houses -  US -  Composite 20 -  
Monthly — Non-Seasonally Adjusted House Price 

Returns -  P-P Plot

Histogram
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Figure A3.17: Houses -  UK — Annual -  All 
Dwellings Price Returns — Histogram

Histogram
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Figure A3.18: Houses -  UK -  London -  Annual ■ 
New Dwelling Price Returns — Histogram
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Figure A3.19: Houses -  UK -  East -  Quarterly 
-  All Dwellings Price Returns -  Histogram

Figure A3.20: Houses -  UK -  Monthly -  Mix- 
Adjusted -  Pre-Owned Dwellings Price Returns ■ 
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Figure A3.21: Houses — Sweden -  Annual 
House Price R eturns- Histogram
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Figure A3.22: Houses -  Sweden -  Quarterly 
House Price Returns — Histogram
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Figure A3.23: Houses -  Sweden -  Quarterly 
House Price Returns — P-P Plot
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Figure A3.24: Houses -  Sweden -  Monthly House 
Price Returns — P-P Plot

Normal P-P Plot of P u rc h a te  Price Return
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Table A3.1: Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  IPD Returns -  UK
Dickey Fuller Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak

Constant
Constant 
&T rend

Constant, 
Trend & 

Hag

Constant, 
T rend & 

4lags Constant
Constant 
&T rend

Constant 
Trend & 

Hag

Constant, 
Trend & 

4lags Power = 0.5 Power = 0.6

Capital Growth Returns
All Property DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR
Retail DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR
Office DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
Industrial DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 5%

Income Returns
All Property DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1%
Retail DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1%
Office DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1%
Industrial DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1%

Total Returns
All Property DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR
Retail DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR
Office DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
Industrial DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.2: Seasonal Unit Roots -  IPD Returns -  UK
HEGY

Lags 1-4
Lags 1-4, 
Intercept

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 

Trend

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies, 
Trend Last lag

Last lag. 
Intercept

Last lag. 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Last lag, 
Intercept, 

Trend

Last lag. 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies, 
Trend

Capital Growth 
Returns

All Property DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Retail DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5%
Office DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Industrial DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

Income Returns
All Property DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Retail Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Office DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Industrial DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

Total Returns
All Property DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Retail DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5%
Office DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Industrial Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.3; Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  IPD Returns -  Ireland

Dickey Fuller Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak

Constant
Constant
&Trend

Constant, 
T rend & 

Hag

Constant, 
Trend & 

4lags Constant
Constant
a&Trend

Constant 
Trend & 

Hag

Constant, 
Trend & 

4lags Power = 0.5 Power = 0.6

Capital Growth Returns
All Property DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
Retail DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR
Office DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR
Industrial DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR

Income Returns
All Property DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1%
Retail DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5%
Office DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
Industrial DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5%

Total Returns
All Property DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR
Retail DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR
Office DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR
Industrial DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.4: Seasonal Unit Roots -  IPD Returns -  Ireland
HEGY

Lags 1-4
Lags 1-4, 
Intercept

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 

Trend

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies, 
Trend Last lag

Last lag. 
Intercept

Last lag, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Last lag. 
Intercept, 

Trend

Last lag, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies, 
Trend

Capital Growth 
Returns

All Property DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1%
Retail DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
O ffice DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1%
Industrial DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1%

Income Returns
All Property DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Retail DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
O ffice DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Industrial DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

Total Returns
All Property DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
R etail DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
O ffice DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1%
Industrial DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

Table A3.5: Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  REITs and Listed Real Estate Companies Returns
Dickey Fuller

Constant Constant &Trend Constant, Trend & llag Constant, Trend & 12lags
US Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1%
UK Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1%
Sweden Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1%

Kwiatkowsid Phillips Schmidt Shin

Constant Constant &Trend Constant, Trend & llag Constant, Trend & 12lags
US DNR DNR DNR DNR
UK DNR DNR DNR DNR
Sweden DNR DNR DNR DNR

Geweke Porter-Hudak
Power = 0.5 Power = 0.6

US Reject 1% Reject 1%
UK
Sweden

Rcjcct 1% 
Reject 1%

Rcjcct 1% 
Reject 1%

DNR = Do Not Reject 261
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Dickev Fuller Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak
Constant & Constant, Constant, Constant & Constant, Constant,

Constant Trend Trend & llae Trend & 4laes Constant Trend Trend & llag Trend & 41ags Power = 0.5 Power = 0.6

Annual 2nd Hand
Dublin Area DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Whole Country DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR
Cork DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR
Galway DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR
Limerick Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR
Waterford DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR
Other Areas DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR

Annual New
Dublin Area DNR DNR DNR deject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR
Whole Country DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR
Cork DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR
Galway Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR
Limerick Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
Waterford DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR
Other Areas DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%

Quarteriy 2nd Hand
Dublin Area Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
Whole Country Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR
Cork Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR
Galway Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
Limerick Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5%
Waterford Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR
Other Areas Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5Vo Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR

Q uarterly New
Dublin Area Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR
Whole Country Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR
Cork Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
Galway Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
Limerick Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1%
Waterford Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
Other Areas Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.7: Seasonal Unit Roots -  House Price Returns -  Ireland

HEGY

Laes 1-4
Lags 1-4, 
Intercept

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 

Trend

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies 
Trend Last lag

Last lag. 
Intercept

Last lag. 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Last lag. 
Intercept, 

Trend

Last lag. 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies, 
Trend

Quarterly 2nd 
Hand
Dublin Area DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% DNTl Reject 5% DNR
Whole Country DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR
Cork DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Galway DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
Limerick DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Waterford DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Other Areas DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

Quarterly New
Dublin Area DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Whole Country DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Cork DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Galway DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Limerick DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Waterford DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Other Areas DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.8: Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  House Price Returns -  US
Dickey Fuller Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak

Constant &
Constant Trend Power = 0 .5  Power = 0.6

Constant, Constant, 
Constant Trend & Trend & 

Constant & Trend llag  4lags Power = 0.5 Power = 0.6

Quarterly

Composite Index

Composite SA 
Index

Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR 

DNR DNR DNR DNR

Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% 

Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5%

DNR DNR 

DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject

Table A3.9: Seasonal Unit Roots -  House Price Returns -  US

HEGY

Lags 1-4
Lags 1-4, 
Intercept

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 

Trend

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies, 
Trend Last lag

Last lag. 
Intercept

Last lag. 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Last lag. 
Intercept, 

Trend

Last lag. 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies, 
Trend

Quarterly
Composite
Index DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Composite SA 
Index Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.10: Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  House Price Returns -  US
Dickey Fuller Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak

Constant
Constant 
& Trend

Constant, 
Trend & 

Hag

Constant, 
Trend & 

12lags Constant
Constant 
<& Trend

Constant, 
Trend & 

Hag

Constant, 
Trend & 

12lags Pow er = 0.5 Pow er = 0.6

Monthly Non-
SA Index
AZ-Phoenix DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
CA-Los Angeles Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
CA-San Diego Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
CA-San
Francisco Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
CO-Denver Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
DC-Washington Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
FL-Miami Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
FL-Tampa Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5%
GA-Atlanta Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR% Reject 5% Reject 1%
IL-Chicago Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
MA-Boston Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
MI-Detroit
MN-

Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%

Minneapolis Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 5%
NC-Charlotte Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5%
NV-Las Vegas Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
NY-New York Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5%
OH-Cleveland Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1%
OR-Portland Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR
TX-Dallas Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
WA-Seattle Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR
Composite-10 Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
Composite-20 DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.11: Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  House Price Returns -  US
Dickey Fuller Kwiatkowsld Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak

Constant
Constant & 

Trend

Constant, 
Trend <& 

Hag

Constant, 
Trend & 

12laes Constant

Constant, 
Constant & Trend & 

Trend llae

Constant, 
Trend & 

12laes Power = 0.5 Power = 0.6

Monthly SA Index
AZ-Phoenix DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
CA-Los Angeles DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject % Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
CA-San Diego Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject % DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5%
CA-San Francisco Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject % DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
CO-Denver Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
DC-Washington Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
FL-Miami Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
FL-Tampa Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject % DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
GA-Atlanta Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject % Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5%
IL-Chicago Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject % Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
MA-Boston Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject % DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 5%
MI-Detroit Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject % DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
MN-Minneapolis Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR
NC-Charlotte Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
NV-Las Vegas Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5%
NY-New York Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject % DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
OH-Cleveland Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR
OR-Portland Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject % DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
TX-Dallas Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR
WA-Seatde Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
Composite-10 DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR
Composite-20 DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.12: Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  House Price Returns -  UK
Dickey Fuller Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak

Constant
Constant & 

Trend
Constant, 

Trend & Hag Constant
Constant & Constant, 

Trend Trend <& Hag Power = 0.5 Power = 0.6

Annual All Dwellings
UK Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5%
Great Britain Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
England&amp;Wales Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1%
England Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
North East Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5%
North West (incl. Merseyside) Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
Yorkshire&amp;the Humber Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
East Midlands Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
West Midlands Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR
East Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%
London Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
South East Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
South West Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
Wales Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5%
Scotland Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1%
Northern Ireland Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

Annual New Dwellings
UK DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
Great Britain DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
England&amp,Wales DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
England DNR Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
North East Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%
North West (incl. Merseyside) Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
Yorkshire&amp;the Humber Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1%
East Midlands Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
West Midlands Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5%
East Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5%
London Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
South East Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
South West Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
Wales Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
Scotland Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR
Northern Ireland DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.13: Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  House Price Returns -  UK
Dickey Fuller Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak

Constant
Constant & 

Trend
Constant, 

Trend & Hag Constant
Constant & Constant, 

Trend Trend & Hag Power = 0.5 Power = 0.6

Annual
Other Dwellings
UK Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%

Great Britain Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%

England&amp,Wales Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%

England Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%

North East Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5%

North West (incl. Merseyside) Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%

Yorkshire&amp;the Humber Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%

East Midlands Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5%

West Midlands Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

East Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%

London Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%

South East Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%

South West Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%

Wales Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%

Scotland Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1%

Northern Ireland Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.14: Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  House Price Returns -  UK
Dickey Fuller Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak

Constant, Constant, Constant,
Constant Trend & Trend & Constant & Constant, Trend &

Constant & Trend Hag 4lags Constant Trend Trend & Hag 4lags Power = 0.5 Power = 0.6
Quarterly All Dwellings
UK Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1%
Great Britain Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1%
England&amp.Wales Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1%
England Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1%
North East Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
North West (ind. Merseyside) Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
Yorkshire&amp;the Humber Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5%
East Midlands Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
West Midlands Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR
East Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
London Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
South East Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
South West Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
Wales Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR
Scotland Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
Northern Ireland Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR
Quarterly New Dwellings
UK Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR
Great Britain Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR
Engl and&amp, Wales Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR
England Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR
North East Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
North West (incl. Merseyside) Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
Yorkshire&amp;the Humber Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1%
East Midlands Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
West Midlands Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1%
East Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR
London Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%
South East Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
South West Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
Wales Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
Scotland Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
Northern Ireland Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.15: Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  House Price Returns -  UK
Dickey Fuller Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak

Constant
Constant 
& Trend

Constant, 
T rend & 

Hag

Constant, 
Trend & 

4laes Constant
Constant & 

Trend

Constant, 
Trend & 

Hag

Constant, 
Trend & 

4lags Power = 0.5 Power = 0.6

Quarterly Other Dwellings
UK Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1%
Great Britain Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1%
England&amp;Wales Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1%
England Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
North East Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
North West (incl. Merseyside) Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
Yorkshire&amp;the Humber Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
East Midlands Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
West Midlands Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR
East Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 1%
London Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR
South East Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%
South West Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR
Wales Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5%
Scotland Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
Northern Ireland Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.16: Seasonal Unit Roots -  House Price Returns -  UK
H EG Y

Lags 1-4
Lags 1-4, 
Intercept

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 

Trend

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies, 
Trend Last lag

Last lag. 
Intercept

Last lag, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Last lag, 
Intercept, 

Trend

Last lag. 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies, 
Trend

Q uarterly  A ll D w ellings
UK Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Great Britain Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
England&amp;Wales Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
England Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
North East DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR
North West (incl. Merseyside) DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Yorkshire&amp;the Humber DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
East Midlands DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
West Midlands DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR
East DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
London Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
South East DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
South West Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR
Wales DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Scotland Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Northern Ireland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Q uarterly  N ew  D w ellings
UK DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Great Britain DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
England&amp;Wales DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
England DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
North East DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
North West (incl. Merseyside) DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Yorkshire&amp;the Humber DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
East Midlands DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
West Midlands Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
East DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
London DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
South East DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
South West DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Wales DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Scotland Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Northern Ireland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.17: Seasonal Unit Roots -  House Price Returns -  UK

HEGY

Lass 1-4
Lags 1-4, 
Intercept

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Lags 1^, 
Intercept, 

Trend

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies, 
Trend Last lag

Last lag. 
Intercept

Last lag. 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Last lag. 
Intercept, 

Trend

Last lag. 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies, 
Trend

Quarterly 
Other Dwellings
UK Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR
Great Britain Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
England&amp;W ales Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
England DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
North East DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR
Nortii West (incl. Merseyside) DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Yorkshire&amp;the Humber DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
East Midlands DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
West Midlands DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
East DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
London Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
South East DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
South West Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Wales DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Scotland Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Northern Ireland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject

Table A3.18: -  Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  House Price Returns -  UK
Dickey Fuller Kwiatkowsld Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak

Constant
Constant 
& Trend

Constant, 
Trend & 

Hag

Constant 
, T rend 

& 121ags Constant
Constant 
& Trend

Constant, 
Trend & 

Hag

Constant, 
Trend & 

12lags Power = 0.5 Power = 0.6
Monthly
Mix-Adjusted
New-
Dwellings Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR
Pre-Owned
Dwellings Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject 272



Table A3.19: Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  House Price Returns -  Sweden
Dickey Fuller Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak

Constant
Constant & 

Trend
Constant, 

Trend & llag Constant
Constant 
&T rend

Constant, 
Trend & llag Power = 0.5 Power = 0.6

Annual
National Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR
Stockholm DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Uppsala Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR
Sodermanland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR
Ostergotlemd DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Jonkoping DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5%
Kronoberg Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%
Kalmar Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
Gotland Reject 1% Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%
Blekinge Reject 5% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Skane Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR
Halland Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Vastra_G6taland Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Varmland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR
Orebro Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
Vastmanland Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% DNR
Dalama DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 5%
Gavleborg Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Vastemorrland Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%
Jamtland Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR
Vasterbotten Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 5%
Norrbotten Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.20: Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  House Price Returns -  Sweden
Dickey Fuller Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak

Constant, Constant, Constant, Constant,
Constant Trend & Trend & Constant T rend & Trend <&

Constant & Trend Hag 4lags Constant &T rend Hag 4lags Power = 0.5 Power = 0.6

Q u arte rly
N ational Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
Stockholm Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
U ppsala Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
Soderm anland Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%
O stergotland Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Jonkoping Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
K ronoberg Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
K alm ar Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
G otland Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%
B lekinge Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 1%
Skane Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1%
H alland Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
V astra_G 6taland Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
V arm land Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
O rebro Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
V astm anland Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%
D alam a Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
G avleborg Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
V astem orrland Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%
Jam tland Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
V asterbotten Reject % Reject % Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%
N orrbo tten Reject % Reject % Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1%

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A3.21: Seasonal Unit Roots -  House Price Returns -  Sweden
HEGY

Lags 1-4
Lags 1-4, 
Intercept

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 

Trend

Lags 1-4, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies, 
Trend Last lag

Last lag. 
Intercept

Last lag, 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 
Dummies

Last lag, 
Intercept, 

Trend

Last lag. 
Intercept, 
Seasonal 

Dummies, 
Trend

Q uarte rly
National DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR
Stockholm DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Uppsala DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Sodermanland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Ostergotland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR
Jonkoping DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR
Kronoberg DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Kalmar DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Gotland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Blekinge DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Skane DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Halland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Vastra_G6taland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR Reject 1% DNR
Varmland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Orebro DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Vastmanland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Dalama DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Gavleborg DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR DNR
Vastemorrland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Jamtland DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Vasterbotten DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR
Norrbotten DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject

Table A3.22: Zero Frequency Unit Root Tests -  House Price Returns -  Sweden
Dickey Fuller Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin Geweke Porter-Hudak

Constant
Constant 
& Trend

Constant, 
Trend & 

Hag

Constant, 
Trend & 

I2lags
Constant 

Constant &Trend

Constant, 
T rend & 

Hag

Constant, 
Trend & 

I2lags Power = O.S Power = 0.6

Monthly
National Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR Reject 1%

DNR = Do Not Reject 275



Appendix 4

Table A4.1: Ireland Q uarterly Correlations
2nd Hand

New House House
National National IPD STOCK BOND GDP Const. COST LIBOR CPI

1 .654*' .727" 161 .081 -.214* -.275" .189' -.300"
Correlation

New House .000 .000 .094 .360 .015 002 .032 .001
National sig.

129 128 61 109 129 129 129 129 129
N

.654" 1 .620" .105 .049 -.171 -.222’ .121 -.232"
Correlation

2nd Hand 
House

.000 .000 .279 .580 .053 .012 .173 .008

National
128 128 61 109 128 128 128 128 128

N
.727" .620" 1 250 .074 -.447" -.572" .492" - 593"

Correlation

IPD
Sig.

.000 000 .052 .573 .000 .000 .000 000

61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61
N

.161 .105 .250 1 -.834" .871" .817" -.606" .824"
Correlation

STOCK
Sig.

.094 .279 .052 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

109 109 61 109 109 109 109 109 109
N

.081 .049 074 -.834" 1 -.836" -.900" .818" -.909"
Correlation

BOND
Sig

360 .580 .573 .000 .000 000 .000 .000

129 128 61 109 129 129 129 129 129
N

-.214' -.171 -.447" .871" -.836" 1 .966" - 788" 928"
Correlation

GDP
Sig.

.015 .053 000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

129 128 61 109 129 129 129 129 129
N

-.275" -.222' -.572" .817" -.900" .966" 1 -.821" .988"
Correlation

Construction .002 .012 .000 .000 000 .000 .000 .000
Cost Sig.

129 128 61 109 129 129 129 129 129
N

.189’ .121 .492" -.606" .818" -.788" -.821" 1 -.811"
Correlation

LIBOR
Sig.

.032 173 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 000

129 128 61 109 129 129 129 129 129
N

-.300" -.232" -.593" .824" -.909" .928" 988" -.811" 1
Correlation

CPI
Sig

.001 .008 .000 .000 .000 .000 000 .000

129 128 61 109 129 129 129 129 129
N

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*. Correlation is sienificant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 276



Table A4.2: Ireland Annual Correlations
New House 

National
2nd Hand House 

National IPD STOCK BOND GDP Const.
COST LIBOR CPI

Correlation
1 .898" .736“ .381* .167 -.338' -.450" .420’ -.464"

New House 
National Sig.

.000 .002 .050 .362 .036 .007 .012 .003

N
39 35 15 27 32 39 35 35 39

Correlation
.898" 1 .765" .347 .121 -.247 -.330 .335' -.347"

2nd Hand House 
National Sig

.000 .001 .077 509 .153 .053 .049 .041

N
35 35 15 27 32 35 35 35 35

Correlation
.736" .765" 1 .331 .084 -.512 -.593' .579' -616 '

IPD Sig.
.002 .001 .228 .765 .051 .020 .024 .014

N
15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

Correlation
381' .347 331 1 -.825" .844" .813" -.605" .811"

STOCK Sig.
.050 .077 .228 .000 000 .000 001 .000

N
27 27 15 27 27 27 27 27 27

Correlation
167 .121 .084 -.825" 1 -.821" -.900" .821" -.914"

BOND Sig.
.362 .509 765 000 .000 .000 000 .000

N
32 32 15 27 32 32 32 32 32

Correlation
- 338‘ -.247 -.512 .844" -8 2 1 " 1 .961" -.793" .898"

GDP Sig.
.036 .153 .051 .000 .000 000 .000 .000

N
39 35 15 27 32 40 35 35 40

Correlation
-.450” -.330 -.593’ .813" -9 0 0 " 961" I -.821" .986"

Construction
Cost Sig.

.007 .053 020 .000 .000 .000 .000 000

N
35 35 15 27 32 35 35 35 35

Correlation
.420' .335’ .579' -.605" 821" -.793" -.821" 1 -.801"

LIBOR Sig.
.012 .049 .024 .001 .000 .000 .000 000

N
35 35 15 27 32 35 35 35 35

Correlation
-.464" - 347‘ -616‘ 811" -.914" .898“ 986" -.801" 1

CPI Sig.
.003 .041 .014 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N
39 35 15 27 32 40 35 35 40

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed1.
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Table: A4.3 US Monthly Correlations

Hse SA 
Composite

HseSA
NY

Hse Non-SA 
Composite

Hse Non-SA 
NY REIT S&P 100 BOND GDP Const.

Cost LIBOR CPI

Cor. 1 .908" .927" 854" 189‘ .018 .405" -.690" -.578" -.061 -.687"
HseSA
Composite Sig. .000 000 .000 033 841 000 .000 .000 .492 .000

N 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128

Cor. .908" 1 852" .905" 073 .307" -.140" .000 -.014 -.289" -.007

Hse SA NY Sig. .000 .000 .000 .220 .000 .019 .997 .815 .000 910

N 128 284 128 284 284 284 284 284 284 284 284

Cor. 927" .852" 1 888" .191’ .027 .406" -.616" -.536" -.051 -.613"
Hse Non-SA 
Composite Sig .000 .000 .000 .031 765 .000 .000 .000 .566 .000

N 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128

Cor 854" 905" .888" 1 .062 .279" -.109 .004 -.013 -.258" -003
Hse Non-SA 
NY Sig. .000 .000 .000 .302 .000 .067 .947 .825 .000 .964

N 128 284 128 284 284 284 284 284 284 284 284

Cor. .189" .073 .191’ .062 I -.044 .010 -.048 -.046 -041 -048

REIT Sig. .033 .220 .031 .302 .400 .846 .360 .373 430 360

N 128 284 128 284 370 370 370 370 370 370 370

Cor. 018 .307" .027 .279" -.044 1 -7 9 0 " .874" .858" -.755" 867"

S&PlOO Sig 841 .000 .765 000 400 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 128 284 128 284 370 372 372 372 372 372 372

Cor .405" -.140' 406" -.109 .010 -.790" 1 -.884" -.866" .847" -.917"

BOND Sig. .000 .019 .000 .067 .846 000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 128 284 128 284 370 372 372 372 372 372 372

Cor. -.690" .000 -.616" .004 -.048 .874" -8 8 4 " 1 .990" -.845" .990"

GDP Sig. 000 .997 .000 .947 .360 .000 .000 000 .000 .000

N 128 284 128 284 370 372 372 372 372 372 372

Cor. - 578" -.014 -.536" -.013 -.046 858" -8 6 6 " .990" I -.815" 974"
Construction
Cost Sig .000 .815 .000 .825 .373 000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 128 284 128 284 370 372 372 372 372 372 372

Cor -061 -.289" -.051 -.258" -.041 -.755" .847" -.845" -8 1 5 " I -.873"

LIBOR Sig. .492 .000 .566 .000 .430 .000 000 .000 000 .000

N 128 284 128 284 370 372 372 372 372 372 372

Cor. -.687" -.007 -.613" -.003 -.048 .867" -.917" .990" .974" -.873" 1

CPI Sig. .000 .910 .000 .964 .360 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 128 284 128 284 370 372 372 372 372 372 372

•*. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Table A4.4: US Quarterly Correlations

H SE SA
H SE N on- 

SA
REIT S&PlOO B O N D G DP Const. C ost LIBO R CPI

Cor. 1 .9 1 3 " .140 .060 .156 -.240’ - .2 2 7 ' -.007 -.255’

H se S A Sig. .000 178 .567 .132 020 .028 948 .013

N 94 94 94 94 94 94 94 94 94

Cor. .9 1 3 " 1 .057 .058 .145 -.201 -.199 -.012 ■.215'

H se N on-SA Sig .000 .583 .580 .163 .052 .054 .909 .037

N 94 94 94 94 94 94 94 94 94

Cor. .140 .057 1 .092 -.158 .104 .098 -.213" ,128

REIT Sig .178 .583 .311 .082 .253 .280 .018 .160

N 94 94 123 123 123 123 123 123 123

Cor. .060 .058 .092 1 -.7 8 9 " .8 7 4 " .8 5 9 " -.7 5 4 " 86 7 "

S&PlOO Sig. .567 .580 .311 .000 .000 .000 .000 000

N 94 94 123 124 124 124 124 124 124

C o r 156 .145 -.158 -.7 8 9 " 1 -.8 8 3 " - .8 6 6 " .8 4 2 " ■ 917"

B O N D Sig. .132 163 082 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 94 94 123 124 124 124 124 124 124

Cor. -.240" -.201 .104 .8 7 4 " - 8 8 3 " 1 .9 8 9 " - .8 4 6 " 9 9 0 "

G D P Sig. .020 .052 .253 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 94 94 123 124 124 124 124 124 124

Cor. - . 211' -.199 .098 .8 5 9 " - .8 6 6 " .9 8 9 " 1 - .8 1 5 " 9 7 4 "

C onstruction
C ost Sig. .028 .054 280 000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 94 94 123 124 124 124 124 124 124

Cor. -.007 -.012 -.2 1 3 ’ - .7 5 4 " .8 4 2 " - .8 4 6 " - .8 1 5 " 1 -8 7 4 "

L IB O R Sig. 948 .909 .018 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 94 94 123 124 124 124 124 124 124

Cor. -.255’ - .2 1 5 ' .128 .8 6 7 " - .9 1 7 " .9 9 0 " .9 7 4 " - .8 7 4 " 1

C PI Sig. 013 .037 .160 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 94 94 123 124 124 124 124 124 124

**, C one la tion  is s ignificant at the  0.01 level (2-ta iled) 
*. C orrelation  is s io iif ica n t a t the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Table A4.5: US Annual Correlations

HseSA HseSA Hse Non-SA Hse Non- REIT S&P BOND GDP Const. LIBOR CPIComposite NY Composite SA NY 100 Cost

Cor. I .895" 998" .868" .260 .124 .169 -.178 -.187 -.038 -.204
Hse SA 
Composite Sig .000 .000 .000 .231 .574 .441 .417 .393 .863 .350

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23

Cor. 895" I .890" .991" .311 240 .030 -.062 -059 -.199 -.082

Hse SA NY Sig. .000 .000 .000 .148 .270 .892 .778 .788 .363 709

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23

Cor. 998" .890" 1 .859" .278 .086 .217 -.236 -.245 008 -.260
Hse Non-SA 
Composite Sig .000 .000 .000 .199 .697 .321 .279 .261 .971 231

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23

Cor. 868" 991" 859" 1 .295 .320 -.071 .033 .036 -273 .016
Hse Non-SA 
NY Sig. .000 .000 .000 .171 136 .748 .880 .870 .207 .943

N 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23

Cor. 260 311 .278 .295 1 .066 .089 -.105 -.083 082 -.082

REIT Sig .231 .148 .199 .171 727 .638 .580 662 666 .665

N 23 23 23 23 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

Cor. .124 .240 .086 .320 .066 1 -.795" .874" .858" -.755" 867"

S&PlOO Sig. .574 .270 .697 136 .727 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 23 23 23 23 30 31 31 31 31 31 31

Cor .169 .030 .217 -.071 .089 -.795" 1 -.895" -.878" .835" -.930"

BOND Sig .441 892 .321 .748 .638 .000 .000 000 000 .000

N 23 23 23 23 30 31 31 31 31 31 31

Cor. -.178 -.062 -.236 .033 -.105 .874" -.895" 1 988" -.851" .991"

GDP Sig. .417 .778 .279 880 .580 .000 .000 000 .000 .000

N 23 23 23 23 30 31 31 31 31 31 31

Cor. -.187 -.059 -.245 .036 -.083

1 ;OO00

O
C 00 .988" 1 - 816" .974"

Construction
Cost Sig. 393 .788 .261 .870 662 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 23 23 23 23 30 31 31 31 31 31 31

Cor -.038 -.199 .008 -.273 .082 -.755" .835" -.851" -.816" 1 - 874"

LIBOR Sig. .863 .363 .971 .207 666 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 23 23 23 23 30 31 31 31 31 31 31

Cor. -.204 -.082 -.260 .016 -.082 .867" -.930" .991" .974"

00 I

CPI Sig. .350 .709 .231 .943 665 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 23 23 23 23 30 31 31 31 31 31 31

••  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Table A4.6 UK Monthly Correlations

House New 
Mix-Adjusted

House 2nd 
Hand 

Mix-Adjusted
IPD REIT Stock Bond GDP Const

Cost LIBOR CPI

Cor. 1 399" .229’ .101 -.028 -.264" -.284" -.060 -.247' -.247'

House New 
Mix-Adjusted Sig. 000 020 .308 .778 .007 .004 .550 .012 .012

N 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103

Cor. .399" 1 .285" .237' -.008 -.348" -.364" -.054 -.331" -.331"

House 2nd Hand 
Mix-Adjusted Sig. .000 .004 .016 .938 .000 000 586 001 .001

N 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103 103

Cor. .229’ .285” 1 .095 .009 - 199" -.227" .117 -.265" -.265"

IPD Sig. .020 .004 .134 .878 001 .000 .053 .000 .000

N 103 103 277 250 277 277 268 277 277 277

Cor. .101 .237' .095 1 .047 -.015 -.036 -.157' -.018 -.018

REIT Sig .308 .016 .134 .458 810 .567 013 .777 .777

N 103 103 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

Cor. -.028 -.008 .009 .047 1 .760" .655" -.643" .775" -.087

Stock Sig .778 .938 .878 .458 .000 .000 .000 .000 148

N 103 103 277 250 277 277 268 277 277 277

Cor -.264" -.348" - 199" -.015 .760" 1 987" -.763" 985" -.894"

Bond Sig. .007 000 001 810 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 103 103 277 250 277 277 268 277 277 277

Cor. - 284" -364" -.227" -.036 .655" .987" 1 -.703" .973" .985"

GDP Sig. .004 .000 .000 .567 .000 000 000 .000 .000

N 103 103 268 250 268 268 268 268 268 277

Cor. -.060 -.054 .117 -.157' -.643" -.763" -.703" 1 -.804" 973"

Construction
Cost Sig. .550 586 .053 .013 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 103 103 277 250 277 277 268 277 277 268

Cor. -.247" -.331" -.265" -018 .775" .985" 973" -.804" 1 -.804"

LIBOR Sig. .012 .001 .000 .777 000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 103 103 277 250 277 277 268 277 277 277

Cor. -.247" -.331" -265" -.018 -.087 -.894" .985" .973" -.804" 1

CPI Sig. .012 .001 .000 .777 .148 .000 .000 .000 000

N 103 103 277 250 277 277 277 268 277 277

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Table A4.7: UK Quarterly Correlations
House All 

GB
House All 

London
House 

New GB IPD REIT Stock Bond GDP Const Cost LIBOR CPI

Cor. 1 776" 341" .020 .101 .057 -.234' 050 .032 -.260’ .030

House
AllGB Sig. .000 .003 .865 .397 632 046 675 788 026 .802

N 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73

Cor. .776" 1

00 .077 .068 .093 -.199 -.010 -.024 -.194 -.020
House 
All London Sig. .000 .003 518 .568 .435 .092 .933 .838 .099 .869

N 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73

Cor. 341" 338" 1 .119 -.034 -.027 -.113 -.109 -.135 -.179 -.115
House 
New GB Sig. .003 .003 .316 .775 .824 .339 .360 .254 .129 .334

N 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73

Cor. .020 .077 .119 1 .154 .002 .097 -.198 -.233’ .124 -.264’

IPD Sig. .865 518 .316 .166 .984 .356 .057 027 .238 Oil

N 73 73 73 94 83 93 93 93 90 93 93

Cor. 101 068 -.034 154 1 .105 -.129 .011 -.027 -.198 -.003

REIT Sig .397 568 775 .166 .346 .244 .924 .807 .072 980

N 73 73 73 83 83 83 83 83 83 83 83

Cor. .057 093 -.027 .002 105 1 - 823" 763" 658" -.642" .779"

Stock Sig. .632 435 .824 984 346 .000 000 .000 000 .000

N 73 73 73 93 83 93 93 93 90 93 93

Cor. -.234’ -.199 -.113 .097 -.129 -.823" 1 -.887" -.823" .904" -.896"

Bond Sig. .046 .092 339 .356 .244 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 73 73 73 93 83 93 93 93 90 93 93

Cor. .050 -010 -.109 -.198 .011 .763" -.887" 1 .987" -.765" .985"

GDP Sig. .675 .933 .360 .057 .924 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 73 73 73 93 83 93 93 93 90 93 93

Cor. .032 -.024 -.135 -.233' -027 .658" -.823" 987" 1 -.710" 972"

Construction
Cost Sig. .788 838 .254 .027 807 000 000 000 ,000 .000

N 73 73 73 90 83 90 90 90 90 90 90

Cor. -.260' -.194 -.179 .124 -.198 -.642" .904" -.765" -.710" 1 -.806"

LIBOR Sig. 026 099 .129 .238 .072 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 73 73 73 93 83 93 93 93 90 93 93

Cor. .030 -.020 -.115 -.264’ -.003 .779" -.896" .985" .972" -8 0 6 " I

CPI Sig .802 .869 .334 .011 .980 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 73 73 73 93 83 93 93 93 90 93 93

** Correlation is signiflceuit at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Table A4.8: UK Annual Correlations
House

AllGB
House 

All London
House 

New GB IPD REIT Stock Bond GDP Const. Cost LIBOR CPI

Cor. 1 888" .899" .502' .238 .069 .161 -.285 -.064 344‘ -362 '

House All GB Sig. 000 000 .015 .313 .747 .453 .075 .777 .043 .022

N 40 40 40 23 20 24 24 40 22 35 40

Cor 888" 1 .791" .491’ .011 .036 .059 -.243 023 .230 -.300

House All London Sig. .000 .000 .017 .962 867 786 .130 .919 .183 060

N 40 40 40 23 20 24 24 40 22 35 40

Cor. .899" .791" 1 .598" 239 .001 .313 -.437" -.312 .493" -.479"

House New GB Sig. .000 .000 .003 .311 .994 .137 .005 .158 003 .002

N 40 40 40 23 20 24 24 40 22 35 40

Cor. .502' .491’ .598" 1 .642" 163 .134 -.227 -.261 .170 -.285

IPD Sig .015 .017 .003 .002 .447 .531 285 .228 .428 .177

N 23 23 23 25 20 24 24 24 23 24 24

Cor 238 Oil .239 .642" 1 339 .123 -.177 -.243 .009 -.211

REIT Sig. 313 962 .311 .002 .143 606 .455 .301 971 .372

N 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

Cor. 069 036 .001 163 .339 1 -332 .224 -.081 -.273 .252

Stock Sig. .747 .867 .994 .447 .143 .105 .282 .713 .187 .224

N 24 24 24 24 20 25 25 25 23 25 25

Cor. .161 .059 .313 .134 .123 -.332 1 -.909"

00 906" -.920"

Bond Sig. .453 786 .137 531 606 .105 000 .000 .000 000

N 24 24 24 24 20 25 25 25 23 25 25

Cor. -.285 -.243 -437" -.227 -.177 .224 -.909" 1 .988"

00 .976"

GDP Sig .075 .130 005 .285 .455 .282 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 40 40 40 24 20 25 25 42 23 36 42

Cor. -.064 .023 -.312 -.261 -.243 -.081

00 988" 1 -.741" .973"
Construction
Cost Sig. .777 .919 .158 .228 .301 .713 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 22 22 22 23 20 23 23 23 23 23 23

Cor. .344' .230 .493" .170 .009 -.273 .906" -.843" -.741" 1 -.837"

LIBOR Sig .043 183 .003 .428 .971 .187 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 35 35 35 24 20 25 25 36 23 36 36

Cor. -.362" -.300 -.479" -.285 -.211 .252 -.920" .976" .973" -.837" 1

CPI Sig. .022 .060 .002 177 .372 .224 .000 .000 000 .000

N 40 40 40 24 20 25 25 42 23 36 42

•*. Correlation is significant at the 0,01 level (2-tailed) 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Table A4.9: Sweden Monthly Correlations

House REIT Stock Bond GDP
Const.

Cost LIBOR CPI

Correlation 1 0.101 0.086 -0.133 0.107 0.046 -0.093 0.051

House Sig. 0.14 0208 0.055 0.119 0.502 0.176 0.456

N 215 215 215 210 215 215 215 215

Correlation 0.101 1 0.115 -.186" 0.082 0075 -.215" 0 102

REIT Sig. 0.14 0.07 0.004 0.195 0.24 0.001 0.107

N 215 250 250 244 250 250 250 250

Correlation 0.086 0 115 1 -.741" .777" .710" -.543" .721"

Stock Sig. 0.208 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0

N 215 250 251 245 251 251 251 251

Correlation -0.133 -.186" -.741" 1 -.809" -.781" .875" -.881"

Bond Sig. 0.055 0.004 0 0 0 0 0

N 210 244 245 245 245 245 245 245

Correlation 0.107 008 2 .777" -.809" 1 980" -.714" 949"

GDP Sig. 0.119 0.195 0 0 0 0 0

N 215 250 251 245 252 252 252 252

Correlation 0.046 0.075 .710" -.781" .980" 1 -.724" 948"
Construction
Cost Sig. 0.502 0.24 0 0 0 0 0

N 215 250 251 245 252 252 252 252

Correlation -0 093 -.215" -.543" .875" -.714" -.724" 1 -.854"

LIBOR Sig. 0 176 0.001 0 0 0 0 0

N 215 250 251 245 252 252 252 252

Correlation 0.051 0.102 .721" -.881" .949" .948" -.854" 1

CPI Sig 0.456 0.107 0 0 0 0 0

N 215 250 251 245 252 252 252 252
•* Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Table A4.10: Sweden Q uarterly Correlations
House

National House Stockholm REIT Slock Bond GDP Const Cost LIBOR CPI

Correlation 1 .420" 239 .105 .052 -.150 -111 -.004 -.125

House National Sig. .002 .095 .466 718 .298 .444 .976 .388

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

Correlation .420" 1 .181 .366" .241 -.298' -.248 .233 -.282’

House Stockholm Sig. .002 .208 .009 .092 .036 .083 .104 .047

N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

Correlation .239 .181 1 .115 -.088 .054 .025 -.192 .073

REIT Sig .095 .208 .301 .430 .630 .823 .082 .511

N 50 50 83 83 83 83 83 83 83

Correlation .105 .366" .115 1 -.796" .774" .711" -.543" .726"

Stock Sig. .466 .009 301 .000 000 .000 .000 .000

N 50 50 83 84 84 84 84 84 84

Correlation .052 241 -.088 -.796" 1 -.859" -.828" .819" ■890"

Bond Sig .718 092 .430 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

N 50 50 83 84 84 84 84 84 84

Correlation -.150 -.298' .054 .774" -.859" 1 .975" -.711" .947"

GDP Sig 298 .036 .630 .000 .000 000 .000 .000

N 50 50 83 84 84 84 84 84 84

Correlation -111 -.248 .025 .711" -.828" .975" 1 -.726" .950"
Construction
Cost Sig. .444 .083 .823 .000 000 000 .000 .000

N 50 50 83 84 84 84 84 84 84

Correlation -.004 233 -.192 -.543" .819" -.711" -.726" 1 ■.852"

LIBOR Sig .976 .104 .082 .000 .000 .000 000 000

N 50 50 83 84 84 84 84 84 84

Correlation - 125 -.282’ .073 .726" -.890" .947" .950" -.852" 1

CPI Sig. .388 .047 .511 .000 .000 000 .000 .000

N 50 50 83 84 84 84 84 84 84

••  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
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Table A4.11 Unit Root Tests - Ireland Q^uarterly
Dickey Fuller

Constant Constant, Constant,
Constant &T rend Trend & Hag Trend & 4lags

Quarterly Stock DNR DNR DNR DNR
Bond DNR DNR DNR DNR
GDP DNR DNR DNR DNR
Construction Costs DNR DNR DNR DNR
LIBOR DNR DNR DNR DNR
CPI Reject 5% DNR DNR DNR

Table A4.12 Unit Root T ests- US Monthly
Dickey Fuller

Constant,
Constant Constant, T rend &

Constant &T rend Trend & llae 12lags
Monthly Stock DNR DNR DNR DNR

Bond DNR DNR Reject 5% Reject 5%
GDP DNR DNR DNR DNR
Construction Costs DNR DNR DNR DNR
LIBOR DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%
CPI Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5% DNR

Table A4.13 Unit Root T ests- US Quarterly
Dickey Fuller

Constant,
Constant Trend & Constant,

Constant &Trend Reject 1 %lag Trend & 4lags
Quarterly Stock DNR DNR DNR DNR

Bond DNR Reject 5% Reject 5% Reject 5%
GDP DNR DNR DNR DNR
Construction Costs DNR DNR DNR Reject 5%
LIBOR DNR DNR DNR DNR
CPI DNR DNR Reject 5% DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A4.14: Unit Root Tests -  UK Monthly
Dickey Fuller

Constant
Constant 
&T rend

Constant,
T rend & Reject 

l% lag

Constant, Trend 
& Reject 
l% 2lags

Monthly Stock DNR DNR DNR DNR
Bond DNR DNR DNR DNR
GDP DNR DNR DNR DNR
Construction Costs DNR DNR DNR DNR
LIBOR DNR DNR DNR DNR
CPI DNR DNR DNR DNR

Table A4.15: Unit Root Tests -  UK Quarterly
Dickey Fuller

Constant
Constant 
&T rend

Constant,
Trend & Reject 

l% lag
Constant, Trend 

& 4lags
Quarterly Stock DNR DNR DNR DNR

Bond DNR DNR DNR DNR
GDP DNR DNR DNR DNR
Construction Costs DNR DNR DNR DNR
LIBOR DNR DNR DNR DNR
CPI DNR DNR DNR DNR

Table A4.16 Unit Root Tests -  Sweden Monthly
Dickey Fuller

Constant Constant, Constant,
Constant &Trend Trend & 1 lag Trend & lllags

Monthly Stock DNR DNR DNR DNR
Bond DNR DNR DNR DNR
GDP DNR Reject 1% Reject 1% Reject 5%
Construction Costs DNR DNR DNR DNR
LIBOR DNR DNR DNR DNR
CPI Reject 5% Reject 1% Reject 1% DNR

Table A4.17 Unit Root Tests -  Sweden Quarterly
Dickey Fuller

Constant Constant, Constant,
Constant &T rend Trend & Hag Trend & 4lags

Quarterly Stock DNR DNR DNR DNR
Bond DNR DNR DNR DNR
GDP DNR Reject 1% DNR Reject 5%
Construction Costs DNR DNR DNR DNR
LIBOR Reject 5% DNR Reject 5% DNR
CPI DNR Reject 5% Reject 1% DNR

DNR = Do Not Reject
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Table A4.18: Johansen Test for Structural MA-Model with US Monthly Seasonally Adjusted Composite
House Price Returns

p-r r Eig.Value Trace Trace* Frac95 P-Value P-Value*

7 0 0.881 569.536 553.225 150.348 0 0

6 1 0.742 299.453 292.24 117.451 0 0

5 2 0.31 127.627 125.126 88.554 0 0

4 3 0.294 80.434 79.214 63.659 0.001 0.001

3 4 0.142 36.213 35.821 42.77 0.201 0.216

2 5 0.088 16.715 16.606 25.731 0.445 0.453

1 6 0.039 5.025 5.014 12.448 0.6 0.601

Table A4.19: Variable Exclusion Tests for Structural MA-Model with US Monthly Seasonally Adjusted 
Composite House Price Returns

5%
C.V.

Hse SA 
Composite Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI

Const.
Cost Trend

1 3.84 9.30 0.64 0.26 4.48 33.18 79.50 10.82 1.12
[0.002] [0.422] [0.612] [0.034] [0.000] [0.000] [0.001] [0.291]

2 5.99 12.04 16.15 0.32 14.40 55.09 81.69 34.09 5.80
[0.002] [0.000] [0.851] [0.001] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.055]

3 7.82 15.0! 16.20 1.89 14.71 55.09 83.53 34.31 6.94
[0.002] [0.001] [0.597] [0.002] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.074]

4 9.49 18.53 32.80 25.80 24.20 55.09 92.40 37.70 9.95
[0.001] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.041]

5 11.07 26.26 34.66 30.08 27.16 60.86 100.08 45.30 16.43
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.006]

6 12.59 31.95 41.23 36.74 31.91 66.85 101.79 50.58 22.55
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.001]

Table A4.20: Variable Exogenity Tests for Structural MA-Model with US Monthly Seasonally Adjusted
Composite House Price Returns

5% C.V.
Hse SA 

Composite Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI
Const.
Cost

1 3.84 12.99 0.39 0.03 22.07 51.34 38.93 25.27
[0.000] [0.532] [0.870] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

2 5.99 13.92 8.72 5.25 27.84 148.65 160.74 34.88
[0.001] [0.013] [0.072] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

3 7.82 13.92 9.10 5.77 29.50 149.58 163.70 36.54
[0.003] [0.028] [0.123] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

4 9.49 14.16 9.15 29.98 38.37 167.02 186.52 60.89
[0.007] [0.058] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

5 11.07 21.86 10.81 34.51 38.56 174.22 193.82 67.45
[0.001] [0.055] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

6 12.59 26.06 13.77 40.89 41.56 178.25 200.38 73.74
[0.000] [0.032] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]
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Table A4.21: Johansen Test for Structural MA-Model with UK Monthly IPD Total Returns
p-r r Eig.Value Trace Trace* Frac95 P-Value P-Value*

7 0 0.476 352.223 347.586 150.348 0.000 0.000
6 1 0.348 179.565 177.569 117.451 0.000 0.000

5 2 0.101 65.434 64.840 88.554 0.684 0.705
4 3 0.055 37.096 36.835 63.659 0.921 0.927

3 4 0.041 22.036 21.924 42.770 0.906 0.909
2 5 0.023 10.799 10.766 25.731 0.881 0.883
1 6 0.017 4.502 4.497 12.448 0.672 0.673

Table A4.22: Variable Exclusion Tests for Structural MA-Model with UK Monthly IPD Total 
Returns

r 5% C.V.

IPD
I'otal
Returns Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI

Const.
Cost Trend

1 3.841 16.733 1.767 19.147 0.399 24.014 1.61 17.276 0.13
[0.000] [0.184] [0.000] [0.527] [0.000] [0.204] [0.000] [0.719]

2 5.991 36.68 10.811 33.209 35.388 31.311 21.186 31.321 8.058
[0.000] [0.004] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.018]

3 7.815 36.991 20.303 36.83 43.376 31.461 30.287 40.705 8.115
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.044]

4 9.488 37.394 20.314 40.653 43.951 31.461 30.302 43.62 9.025
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.060]

5 11.07 42.331 22.466 45.561 46.316 33.789 30.847 45.706 10.136
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.071]

6 12.592 43.215 23.046 47.188 48.072 35.501 32.131 47.301 11.9
[0.000] fO.OOl] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.064]

Table A4.23; Variable Exogeneity Tests for Structural MA-Model with UK Monthly IPD Total 
Returns

r 5% C.V.
IPD Total 
Returns Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI

Const.
Cost

1 3.841 21.046 0.672 0.819 11.11 18.728 12.84 28.473
[0.000] [0.412] [0.365] [0.001] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

2 5.991 97.753 2.02 10.705 41.491 76.113 14.344 28.898
[0.000] [0.364] [0.005] [0.000] [0.000] [0.001] [0.000]

3 7.815 101.459 2.417 13.492 49.566 87.071 23.647 34.528
[0.000] [0.491] [0.004] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

4 9.488 105.233 2.842 16.133 49.577 87.166 25.775 34.724
[0.000] [0.585] [0.003] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

5 11.07 108.616 6.403 20.996 51.039 89.225 27.626 37.615
[0.000] [0.269] [0.001] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

6 12.592 108.755 7.82 22.099 52.374 91.02 27.927 38.645
[0.000] [0.252] [0.001] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000]
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Table A4.24: Johansen Tests for Structural MA-Model with Restricted Trend for UK Quarterly
IPD Total Returns

p-r r Eig.Value Trace Trace* Frac95 P-Value P-Value*

7 0 0.630 214.027 205.004 150.348 0.000 0.000
6 1 0.504 125.59 121.153 117.451 0.013 0.028
5 2 0.226 63.120 61.312 88.554 0.764 0.818
4 3 0.157 40.322 39.431 63.659 0.836 0.863
3 4 0.135 25.141 24.747 42.770 0.782 0.801
2 5 0.069 12.258 12.142 25.731 0.793 0.801
1 6 0.064 5.909 5.889 12.448 0.482 0.485

Table A4.25: Johansen Tests for Structural MA-Model with Unrestricted Constant for UK
Quarterly IPD Total Returns

p-r r Eig.Value Trace Trace* Frac95 P-Value P-Value*

7 0 0.628 201.314 192.827 125.417 0.000 0.000
6 1 0.487 113.219 109.219 95.514 0.001 0.004
5 2 0.216 53.825 52.284 69.611 0.472 0.539
4 3 0.150 32.155 31.444 47.707 0.607 0.646
3 4 0.114 17.732 17.454 29.804 0.595 0.616
2 5 0.066 6.977 6.911 15.408 0.586 0.594

1 6 0.010 0.937 0.934 3.841 0.333 0.334

Table A4.26: Variable Exclusion Tests for Structural MA-Model with Restricted Trend for UK
Quarterly IPD Total Returns

r 5% C.V.

IPD
Total
Returns Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI

Const.
Cost Trend

1 3.841 11.649 1.068 13.371 0.005 8.965 0.629 6.058 0.342

[0.001] [0.301] [0.000] [0.943] [0.003] [0.428] [0.014] [0.559]
2 5.991 21.621 8.281 15.567 16.383 12.889 13.860 18.579 3.418

[0.000] [0.016] [0.000] [0.000] [0.002] [0.001] [0.000] [0.181]
3 7.815 21.831 12.264 21.024 20.720 13.263 18.562 21.501 4.545

[0.000] [0.007] [0.000] [0.000] [0.004] [0.000] [0.000] [0.208]
4 9.488 21.908 12.815 23.124 20.721 13.269 19.033 23.486 5.304

[0.000] [0.012] [0.000] [0.000] [0.010] [0.001] [0.000] [0.258]
5 11.07 27.719 15.455 29.655 25.678 18.040 20.723 28.253 7.432

[0.000] [0.009] [0.000] [0.000] [0.003] [0.001] [0.000] [0.190]
6 12.592 28.159 15.482 30.093 25.936 18.115 21.116 28.258 7.740

[0.000] [0.017] [0.000] [0.000] [0.006] [0.002] [0.000] [0.258]
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Table A4.27: Variable Exclusion Tests for Structural MA-Model with Unrestricted Constant for 
UK Quarterly IPD Total Returns____________________________________________________________

r 5% C.V.
IPD Total 
Returns Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI

Const.
Cost

1 3.841 11.440 0.822 14.901 0.015 20.368 0.301 7.807
[0.001] [0.365] [0.000] [0.902] [0.000] [0.583] [0.005]

2 5.991 20.656 6.848 15.355 17.448 21.232 10.528 17.869
[0.000] [0.033] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.005] [0.000]

3 7.815 20.928 12.302 19.742 23.101 21.268 14.690 21.018
[0.000] [0.006] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.002] [0.000]

4 9.488 21.971 12.302 23.369 26.593 22.899 14.758 24.669
[0.000] [0.015] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.005] [0.000]

5 11.07 26.575 14.033 28.076 31.238 26.018 19.287 27.739
[0.000] [0.015] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.002] [0.000]

6 12.592 29.048 19.028 33.159 36.203 28.667 23.286 30.487
[0.000] [0.004] [0.000] [0.000] [0.000] [0.001] [0.000]

Table A4.28: Variable Exogeneity Tests for Structural MA-Model with Unrestricted Constant for 
UK Quarterly IPD Total Returns_____________________________________________________________

r 5% C.V.
IPD Total 
Returns Stock Bond LIBOR GDP CPI

Const.
Cost

1 3.841 13.220 0.528 0.001 5.490 6.007 8.675 23.897
[0.000] [0.467] [0.975] [0.019] [0.014] [0.003] [0.000]

2 5.991 34.918 1.532 10.057 32.331 25.502 9.112 23.991
[0.000] [0.465] [0.007] [0.000] [0.000] [0.011] [0.000]

3 7.815 34.975 1.586 10.067 39.575 28.114 14.451 27.176
[0.000] [0.663] [0.018] [0.000] [0.000] [0.002] [0.000]

4 9.488 38.567 2.249 11.972 40.652 28.119 15.867 29.372
[0.000] [0.690] [0.018] [0.000] [0.000] [0.003] [0.000]

5 11.07 40.806 5.562 16.015 44.871 29.710 16.096 32.095
[0.000] [0.351] [0.007] [0.000] [0.000] [0.007] [0.000]

6 12.592 43.955 10.620 21.088 46.432 29.721 20.001 36.590
[0.000] [0.101] [0.002] [0.000] [0.000] [0.003] [0.000]
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